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1349 - Beyond the Apocalypse

/

MCDS

[CD]

/

S GCDS

11.95 EUR

Second smash hit of the Norwegians 1349, nine outstanding tracks of intense, very fast and absolutely brutal black metal is w hat they offer us
with “Beyond the Apocalypse”, with Frost even more a beast behind the drum set here than in Satyricon, excellent! [Released by
Candlelight]

1349 - Demonoir

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of this Norwegian legion, recovering in one hand the intensity and brutality of the fantastic “Hellfire” but, at the same
time, continuing with the experimental and sinister side of their music introduced in their previous work, “Revelations of the Black
Flame”... [Released by Indie Recordings]

1349 - Liberation

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic debut full-length album of the Nordic hordes 1349 leaded by Frost (Satyricon), ten tracks of furious, violent and merciless black
metal is what they show us in "Liberation", ten straightforward tracks of pure Norwegian black metal, superb! [Released by Candlelight]

1349 - Massive Cauldron of Chaos

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Norwegians 1349, with which they continue this returning path to their most brutal roots that they starte d with the
previous “Demonoir”, perhaps not as chaotic as the title might suggested, but we could place it in the intermediate era of
“Hellfire”... [Released by Indie Recordings]

1349 - Revelations of the Black Flame

[Slipcase 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Norwegian hordes, quite more experimental and risked than their previous works, b ut also much more mature
and elaborated... we still have copies of the limited edition in slidebox with a second CD full of extras!!! [Released by Candlelight]

1349 - Revelations of the Black Flame

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Norwegian hordes, quite more experimental and risked than their previous works, but also much more mature
and elaborated... mixed by Tom G. Warrior (Celtic Frost)! [Released by Candlelight]

666 - Ave Satan

[CD]

7.95 EUR

One and only work from this disappeared project with members from Dusk, Marblebog, Diecold or Туман... fantastic true Carpathian black
metal!! [Released by Possession Productions]

A.E.P. / Vinterriket - A.E.P. / Vinterriket

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Haunting split album between the French Aymrev Erkroz Prevre (A.E.P.) and the Germans Vinterriket, featuring six tracks of th e first band of
tremendously anguish and oppressive dark ambient, and three tracks of the second band of their already classic mixt ure between black metal
and ambient... [Released by Asphyxiate Recordings]

Aanomm - Dragging Hurtful Shame

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album by AanomM, a strange Spanish project with members from Abÿfs and Trollfastheart in which they play a really raw and
primitive black metal in the vein of the old Burzum, Darkthrone or Forgotten Woods... limited edition on exclusive d igipack!! [Released by
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sadiXmo]

Aasgard - Nekriki Mistagogia

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Six new tracks conform “Nekriki Mistagogia”, the new MCD of this Greek band that plays the wildest, unmerciful and most primi tive black metal
that you can find, in the vein of bands such as Beherit, Von or Archgoat, violent and misanthropic as a few... [Released by Lower Silesian
Stronghold]

Aasgard - Obscurantist Purification

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of the Greeks Aasgard, nine occult rituals based on the Necronomicon define “Obscurantist Purification”, a
step ahead on their old-school Greek black metal, a must have for fans of Necromantia, Varathron, Mortuary Drape... [Released by
Unexploded Records]

Aasgard / Briargh - Kydoimos / Restoration

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Unusual split album between the Greek blackers Aasgard and the Spanish pagans Briargh, four tracks per band, the first one with their very
raw black metal, maybe less violent and more depressive than ever, the second with a big more bitter and less melodic black p agan metal
than in their previous works... [Released by Darker than Black]

Aathma - Decline... Towers of Silence

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Spanish Aathma, seven fantastic new tracks of their powerfull stoner doom metal conforms this “Decline...
Towers of Silence”, recorded at Sadman Studios with Carlos Santos and mastered at Fascination Street with the great Jens Bogren...
dooooom!! [Released by Noma Records]

Abazagorath - Sacraments of the Final Atrocity

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New re-mixed and re-mastered edition, a wise decision, it sounds great!!, of the amazing second full-length album of one or the more
respected American black metal bands, Abazagorath, and “Sacraments of the Final Atrocity” shows why, intense, exquisite and straight black
metal, don‟t let it go!! [Released by Necroharmonic]

Abazagorath - The Satanic Verses

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of Abazagorath, no doubt, one of the most powerful and respected names in the American scene, ten intense
and fast tracks of one hundred-per-cent old-school black metal is what they offer us with “The Satanic Verses”, no rem orse, only hate and
rancor... [Released by Eternal Death]

Abbas Taeter - Oblio

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album for Abbas Taeter, the sole project by Mancan, one of the genius minds behind Ecnephias, this time with a much mo re
classic offer, playing really atmospheric black metal in a hundred per cent natural way... truly inspirational... [Released by Fauno Extreme
Art]

Abscess - Horrorhammer

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition on super-jewelcase from “Horrorhammer”, the amazing fifth full-length album of the Amricans Abscess, with the
trio Chris Reifert, Danny Coralles and Joe Allen from Autopsy at the head, bruuuutal!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Absenta - Eel

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Spanish band Absenta, a work, “Eel”, quite different to what they used to, navigating now through
Avantgarde and Post-Black Metal landscapes, but with an absolutely outstanding quality and personality, if you enjoy t he new
Foscor... [Released by Necromance Records]

Absenta - Under the Sight of Mulhacen

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Great debut from this Spanish pagan black band... with the taste of the southern hell!!

Abusiveness - Hybris

[Released by Self-released]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Brutal second full-length of this Polish band that plays an intense and wild black metal very in the Polish vein, fast, chaotic and anarchic, no t in
vain the band is formed by ex-members of great combos like Christ Agony, Moon or Eclipse... [Released by Heavy Horses Records]

Abysmal Depths - The Pain Shows in Dead Woods

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Mexicans Abysmal Depths, eleven long and devious tracks of atmospheric black metal with huge depressive
feelings is what they offer us with “The Pain Shows in Dead Woods”, for fans of the old Dimmu Borgir, Gehenna, Ancient... [Released by
Metallic Media]

Acarus Sarcopt - The First Day with No Sun

[2CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing first edition of the debut album of the French Acarus Sarcopt, a band that offer us an odyssey in the depths of nihil ism themselves
with a melodic and original black metal that absorbs from Enslaved, Ulver or Asmodée... it comes with a second CD fe aturing their three
previous demos and a delicious artwork... [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]
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Acedi / Grimlair / Black Hate / Blodarv / Nocturnal Depression - Shadows of
Tragedy
[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing 5-ways split album featuring the work of Denmark's Acedi and Blodarv, France's Grimlair and Nocturnal Depression, and Mexico's
Black Hate... ten tracks for more than an hour of total running -time of the most incredible atmospheric depressive black metal that you can
actually find, outstanding!! [Released by Self Mutilation Services]

Aenaon - Cendres et Sang

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Debut album for code666 of this amazing Greek band that plays a quite original progressive and avantgarde bla ck metal with some jazzy
elements that for sure will enjoy to every fan of Dodheismgard, Code or even Ephel Duath... [Released by code666]

Aenaon - Phenomenon

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Last copies of the debut in EP shape of this very interesting Greek band that plays really progressive, avantgarde and experi mental black
metal that help them to sign with no other than code666, so you can imagine the enormous potential of this band... [Released by Bleak Art
Records]

Aesma Daeva - The Eros of Frigid Beauty

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this American band that plays a really symphonic and orchestral gothic metal, with three fantastic operatic f emale
voices on front and tons of orchestral arrangements done with real instruments such as flutes, violins, piano, trombone or French horn... if you
like Therion you will enjoy with them!! [Released by The Root of All Evil]

Aeternus - ...and the Seventh His Soul Detesteth

[2CD]

13.95 EUR

Amazing seventh full-length album of the Norwegians Aeternus, once Ares fully reformed the band, refining their brutal sound of their last
works with those sinister dark metal atmospheres of their beginnings... first limited edition comes with the classic EP “Dark Sorcery” as bonus
CD... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Aeternus - A Darker Monument

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the band ruled with an iron fist by Ares, going now into lands nearer death metal than black, but staying tru e to this
dark sound so characteristic in the band done from a Grieghallen a hundred per cent production... one of the b est black/death metal
hybrid... [Released by Nocturnal Art Productions]

Aeternus - Ascension of Terror

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Latest copies of the first edition, released by the now defunct label Hammerheart Records, of the fourth full -length album of this great
Norwegian band that meant the change direction to a more death metal oriented sound, but always with this personal dark
optical... [Released by Hammerheart Records]

Aeternus - HeXaeon

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Norwegians, now with Ares as only guitarist after the Radek‟s departure, a work that is the logical conti nuation of
the previous one, “A Darker Monument”, death metal with true dark black essence and this so characteristic at mospheres of
Aeternus... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Aetherius Obscuritas - MMXV

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The return of the Hungarians Aetherius Obscuritas with their seventh full-length album under the arm, “MMXV”, in the same line of the ir
previous works, playing black metal in the Norwegian vein (Taake, Ragnarok, the old Dissection), but with the atmospheric and characteristic
touches of the Hungarian scene, amazing! [Released by Paragon Records]

Aethernaeum - Naturmystik

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the German mystics Aethernaeum, nine tracks conform “Naturmystik”, in the very vein of their debut, playing a n
absolutely melancholic and nostalgic pagan folk metal for fans of Agalloch, Fen, Alcest... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Aethernaeum - Wanderungen durch den Daemmerwald

[CD]

8.95 EUR

New project of the German master Alexander Paul Blake, this time with a full -band behind, presenting us their debut full-length album
“Wanderungen durch den Daemmerwald”... mystic pagan folk metal absolutely nostalgic and really close to Nature, in the vei n of Dornenreich
or Agalloch, amazing! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Agruss - Morok

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album of the Ukrainians Agruss, directly for code666!! And the fact is that “Morok” is an impressive work of atmospheri c blacknened
death metal, extremely oppressive and disturbed, that moves us to Chernobyl after the 1992 disaster in order to show u s the scars on our
planet and in the life of six young men... [Released by code666]

Ahnengrab - Omen

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of this promising German band that plays a melodic and really technical pagan metal, with amazing vocal
lines and some folk elements that are the perfect complement to their sound... watch out with its amazing cover!!! [Released by Einheit
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Produktionen]

Ahnengrab - Omen

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

First edition in digipack format of the fantastic second full-length album of this promising German band that plays a melodic and really
technical pagan metal, with amazing vocal lines and some folk elements that are the perfect complement to their sound.. . watch out with its
amazing artwork!!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Aisling - Aisling / Trath na Gaoth

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition of the debut album of the Italian pagans, originally self-released and totally sold-out since years, that also includes the three-tracks
EP “Trath na Gaoth” released in 2003... Italian pagan black metal full of rawness and melody at equal parts.. . [Released by Einheit
Produktionen]

Akphaezya - Anthology IV: The Tragedy of Nerak

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Very original second full-length album of the French Akphaezya, written like a classic Greek Tragedy, “Anthology IV: The Tragedy of Nerak” is
an amazing masterpiece of extremely progressive avantgarde metal, if you like Winds you‟ll love them... limited edition in a spectacular
oversized digifile... [Released by code666]

Akral Necrosis - Underlight

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by the Romanian horde Akral Necrosis, nine very fast tracks of ugly, blaspheme and merciless black metal is what
they present us with “Underlight”, a fucking sonic steamroller!! [Released by Loud Rage Music]

Akral Necrosis / Marchosias - (Inter)section

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing split album between these two bands, Akral Necrosis play thrash black metal with old -school taste, and Marchosias play much more
technical and experimental black metal, six tracks in total to discover to two of the best bands from the current Romanian
scene... [Released by Loud Rage Music]

Aksaya - Troisième Guerre

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Debut of the French band Aksaya in the shape of a 4 -tracks EP entitled “Troisième Guerre”, playing a dirty and warlike black metal with many
death metal touches... limited edition to only 66 copies on CDr, one hundred per cent pure underground!! [Released by Cold Raw Records]

Alene Misantropi - Absence of Light

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Overwhelming debut full-length album of the Spanish Alene Misantropi, five songs of impressive black metal full of depressive and
melancholic passages, of atmospheres of pure rage and despair... if you enjoy with bands such as Shining or Forgotten Tomb, you have to
listen to this “Absence of Light”... [Released by Damnatio Ad Bestias]

Alerion - VIII Sanctvaires

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Marvelous debut album of the French Alerion, a band that comes from the region of Lorraine in which history, myths and legend s is inspired,
transfiguring it in mid-tempo cold black metal, atmospheric and mystic in equal parts... limited edition to 500 copies on digipack... [Released
by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Alexander Paul Blake - Die Rückkehr ins Goldene Zeitalter

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Debut album of this sole-project by the German musician Alexander Paul Blake, playing an intimate, mystic and, in some way, romantic black
metal with a heavy nostalgic and spiritual atmosphere, in the vein Dornenreich or the early works of Empyrium or Ulve r... [Released by
Einheit Produktionen]

Alexander Paul Blake - Die Rückkehr ins Goldene Zeitalter

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album of this sole-project by the German musician Alexander Paul Blake, playing an intimate, mystic and, in some way, romantic black
metal with a heavy nostalgic and spiritual atmosphere, in the vein Dornenreich or the early works of Empyrium or even Ulver... [Released by
Einheit Produktionen]

Algol / Shroud of Despondency - Whispers from an Empty Room

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Really long split CD of more than an hour of total running -time between these two American bands, Algol with a music half-way between
melodic black metal and technical death metal, and Shroud of Despondency with an extreme raw and insane black metal in a very American
way... [Released by Paragon Records]

Alkonost - Between the Worlds

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition of the second full length album of this Russian band, „til now only available in their home country, that comes wit h a new artwork and
a video-clip... melodic pagan metal, somewhere comparable to countrymen Arkona, but maybe they are more ep ic and melancholic, even with
some doom elements... [Released by Vic Records]

Alkonost - On the Wings of the Call

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of this veteran Russian band, one of the more respected and influent in their country along with Arkhona... nine new
songs of their beautiful, melodic and characteristic folk metal sung in Russian... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]
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Allfader - At Least We will Die Together

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of this brutal Norwegian band that features Finn Henriksen, the former Panzerchrist guitarist, that plays a
black death metal that mix in a really fantastic way violent elements that can remember you to Marduk with others mo re melodic... don‟t expect
the classic black metal album!! [Released by Osmose Productions]

Alvheim - I Et Fjort Fortid

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

First work in MCD shape of this interesting Russian band that plays a nordic viking metal really fast, powerful and intense.. . includes a
fantastic Darkthrone cover... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Amezarak (Амезарак) - Daemonolatreia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of the blackers Amezarak (Амезарак), the first one professionally released that finally gives to one of the
best band emerged from the cold Russia their due... nine intense and merciless tracks of this tradem arked fast and dark black
metal... [Released by Satanath Records]

Amnis Nihili - Christological Escalation

[Digipack MCD]

6.95 EUR

Debut EP for the Greeks Amnis Nihili, no more and no less than for Avantgarde Music!! Four tracks of cold, strength and fast black metal form
“Christological Escalation”, full of discordant riffs and hypnotic atmospheres that will remember you to Deathspel l Omega or Blut aus Nord,
great!! [Released by Avantgarde Music]

Amon Amarth - Fate of Norns

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Swedish Vikings and a new lesson of how melodic death metal can be mixed perfectly with Norse myt hology...
„cause “Fate of Norns” is dark, cold and Viking, don‟t it sound great to you? [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Amon Amarth - Once Sent from the Golden Hall

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the fantastic debut album of the Swedish, a really classic of the viking death metal... remastered edition that includes a revamped
artwork and a bonus track, "Siegreicher Marsch" the German version of the amazing song "Victorious March"... [Released by Metal Blade
Records]

Amon Amarth - Surtur Rising

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Eighth full-length album of Swedish hordes, without decreasing a notch the quality of the previous one, the great “Twilight of the Thunder
God”... maybe a bit more melodic, with better sound, but following to the letter the principles that made Anorth Amarth what they
are... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Amon Amarth - The Avenger

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the second full -length album the Swedish Vikings, maybe with a little more direct and old -school sound than its predecessor...
remastered edition that includes a revamped artwork and a bonus track, "Thor Arise", a re -recorded version of a track on Amon Amarth‟s first
demo... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Amon Amarth - The Crusher

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the third full -length album the Swedish, with their death metal of Viking lyrical themes totally established and recogn izable...
remastered edition that includes a revamped artwork and a bonus track, "Eyes of Horror", a cover version of the Possessed cla ssic
song... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Amon Amarth - Versus the World

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the fourth full -length album the Swedish Vikings... one of their classic work, melodic death metal full of battle hymns and
warchants... remastered edition that includes a totally revamped artwork... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Amystery - Extermination, Followed by Cryptic Silence

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of one of the Germanic underground black metal‟s best kept secret, Amystery, seven tracks of a primal black metal , cold and
raw, that will shake the foundations of Christianity... for fans of old Darkthrone or Burzum!! [Released by Pestilence Records]

Anathema - A Sort of Homecoming

[Digibook 2CD+DVD]

17.95 EUR

Wonderful edition on hard cover digibook of “A Sort of Homecoming”, the amazing concert that the British Anathema played at t he Liverpool
Cathedral, more than one hundred minutes revisiting their vast discography in a really special double CD and DVD... [Released by Kscope
Music]

Anathema - Distant Satellites

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

First edition on slipcase of “Distant Satellites”, the outstanding twelfth full-length album of the genius from Liverpool, Anathema, ten new
minimalistic and intimists songs of the even more personal progressive doom rock, just amazing... [Released by Kscope Music]

Anathema - Pentecost III + The Crestfallen EP

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Edition on only one CD compiling the two mythic EPs recorded by the British Anathema along with their first vocalist, Darren J. White, “The
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Crestfallen EP” from 1992 and “Pentecost III” from 1995, a true gem for all the fans of the first and really remembered period of the
band... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Anathema - Resonance 2

[Super-Jewel Box]

9.95 EUR

Second chapter of rarities, alternative versions and unreleased tracks recorded by the British Anathema plus a video -clip, covering basically
their first four albums... just perfect for their biggest fans in order to complete their discography... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Ancestrum - Spells by the Northern Winds

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Argentinean band that plays a black metal with a really prominent pagan spirit, with fantastic epic choru s and mid-tempo
parts, although their music moves really fast generally, in a very Nordic vein... [Released by Misanthropic Spirit Records]

Ancient - Mad Grandiose Bloodfiends

[CD]

9.95 EUR

For some people, especially the most rooted to his first stage, the worst album of Aphazel and his American horde... as the t ime has gone by,
this melodic black metal, of vampirism lyrics and theatrical ambient, has become a trademark, so if you like their later albums it will do too for
sure... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Ancient Moon - Vvltvre

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of this strange international project called Ancient Moon, a work, “Vvltvre”, featuring a single, long and dense track in
which the trio travel between quite primitive, raw and dissonant black metal and those long ritualistic ambiances... [Released by Cold Raw
Records]

Andrarakh / Triumphus Mortis / Gorrenje / Movimento d'Avanguardia Ermetico Visionaries of Valiant Vagaries

7.95 EUR

[Split A5 DVD Case]

Outstanding edition in DVD case, including a poster and four patches of the 4 -way split album among the Germans Andrarakh and Gorrenje
and the Italians Triumphus Mortis and Movimento d'Avanguardia Ermetico, featuring two exclusive track per band... [Released by Slava
Productions]

Andras - ...of Old Wisdom + Legends

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Outstanding re-edition on limited digipack format of “...of Old Wisdom”, the sold -out fourth full-length album of the German pagans Andras,
featuring a totally new and revamped artwork and the five tracks of their 2002 demo “Legends...” for the first time on CD... [Released by
Einheit Produktionen]

Andras - Iron Way

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the German band... if Vintersorg would has not given way to the progressive experimentations probable would sound
like this... great!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Andras - Warlord

[Digipack CD+DVD]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic sixth full-length of this German band, following the path of the previous "Iron Way", but even more pagan and epic than ever...
limited digipak version with a DVD of the complete live appearance at Chronical Moshers Open Air 2010... [Released by Einheit
Produktionen]

Andras - Warlord

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic sixth full-length of this German band, following the path of the previous "Iron Way", but even more pagan and epic than ever, with a
totally astonished vocal work done by Ecthelion that for sure will remember you to Vintersorg in the clean lines... [Released by Einheit
Produktionen]

Angmar - Cénotaphe (Lost Tracks)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of this band from Normandy composed by old songs never recorded to date, becoming "Cénotaphe" in a real
tribute to the roots of the band... epic, intense and cold black metal in the vein of the ‟90 that is brilliantly closed with a fantastic cover version
of "Shores in Flames" from Bathory... [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]

Angmar - Metamorphosis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of this raw and primitive black metal band from France, in a very old -school way, with this so characteristic dirty
sound... for nostalgic of the old ways of doing things... [Released by Northern Silence Productions]

Angmar / The True Endless - Unholy Virtues / The Dirty Raw Experience

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic split album between the Finnish beasts Angmar and Italians iconoclasts The True Endless... three very long tracks p er band of wild
and violent black metal for the first ones, much more obscure and ritualistic for the second ones... really interesting... [Released by Bestial
Burst]

Angrenost - Planet Muscaria

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Really interesting debut full-length album of the Portuguese Angrenost this “Planet Muscaria”, a band that plays a powerful and fast black
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metal with so many astral-symphonic atmospheres, a work full of dark melodies and strong compositions...

Animus - Poems for the Aching, Swords for the Infuriated

[Released by code666]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this strange and mysterious Israelite project of depressive and extremely droning and minimalistic black metal , of those that
you really hate it or put it among your favorite ones... [Released by Ars Magna Recordings]

Animus Mortis - Atrabilis (Residues from Verb & Flesh)

[Slipcase CD]

8.95 EUR

Incredible debut album of this Chilean band, one of the most promising black metal combos from South America, with their misa nthropic and
nihilistic black metal imbued in darkness and full of mysticism... first edition in slipcase and the CD pressed in bla ck
polycarbonate... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Anksunamoon / Esphares / Dor Feafaroth - The Mist

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

3-ways split album among the Russians Anksunamoon and Dor Feafaroth, and the French Esphares, eleven tracks in total of pure bl ack
metal, more atmospheric and mid-paced on the side of the Slavic bands, fastest and rawest on the French one... [Released by Dark East
Productions]

Annthennath - Bridges to Nothingness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New work of this fantastic French black metal band featuring three new tracks following the lines of their second full -length album, plus the
three songs of the first demo from 2004 “Subhuman Terrorism” and some rehearsal tracks from 2002 and 2005, everything remastered for this
edition... [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]

Anti - The Insignificance of Life

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First and only full-length album of the Anti‟s, Darkestrah‟s guitarist, personal project, in a much more agonic and depressive vein than in the
Kyrgyzstan band, with some Shining and Bethleheim taste... [Released by Obscure Abhorrence]

Antiquus Scriptum - ... Outrora, Quando as Águas Choravam...

[2CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing compilation album from the Portuguese Antiquus Scriptum, two CDs in almost 160 minutes of total running-time with which the band
celebrates its 18 anniversary, including the best songs of the band since its creation plus five new tracks exclusively recorded for this
release... [Released by Pesttanz Klangschmiede]

Aorlhac / Darkenhöld / Ossuaire / Ysengrin - La Maisniee du Maufe: A Tribute to the Dark
Ages

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Conceptual four-ways split CD about Medieval Ages featuring only French bands... the Occitan Aorlhac, the amazing Darkenhöld, the powerful
Ossuaire, and the darkest Ysengrin... different visions of the same concept... [Released by Ancestrale Production]

Aphoom Zhah - Symbol of New Aeon

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this Belarusian band playing a raw, old and true black metal, powerful and wild...
Productions]

Aphrodisiac - Nonsense Chamber

[Released by Possession

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Surprising side-project of Vicotnik (Dødheimsgard, Ved Buens Ende, Code...) and S.E. Hatlevik (Fleurety, Dødheimsgard...), released on a
sub-label of the mythic Misanthropy Records and probably the most avantgarde dark ambient album that have been ever done... [Released
by Elfenblut]

Apolion - Death Grows into Sperm

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this one-man project of the Italian Mikevil and, highly probably, his best work to date, mid -tempo black metal full of
dark feelings and some depressive elements that even could be near of the dark metal sound of the old Katatoni a... really
interesting... [Released by Bylec Tum]

Apolokia - MCMXCV . MCMXCVII

[DemoCD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album featuring the stuff recorded by the Norwegian -Italian duet Apolokia for their two first demos, “Frozen Evocation” from 1995
and “Fields of Hatefrost” from 1997, eleven tracks in total of pure and cold Scandinavian black metal... [Released by War Against Yourself
Records]

Apotheosis Omega - Vama Marga

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-lenght album for the German horde Apotheosis Omega, presenting us with “Vama Marga” six long tracks of occult black metal wit h
some touches from melodic death metal or even doom metal... a quite interesting new project... [Released by Godeater Records]

Apparition - Nemesis Divina

[CD]

7.95 EUR

What the fuck, pagan black metal from South Korea!! Yes, in fact it‟s quite good!! Based on the very old Korean legends and t raditions about
the origin of God, Apparition blend them with raw, furious and absolutely dirty one hundred per cent old -school black metal, more than
interesting!! [Released by Fallen-Angels Productions]
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Aradia - Draconis' Eulogy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of Aradia, one of the finest extreme black metal band emerged from Malaysia, ten tracks of occult black metal, re ally violent,
brutal and aggressive as a few, for fans of Marduk, Dark Funeral or even 1349... the first copies came with one free sticker and one A3
poster!! [Released by Renascent Axis Production]

Arckanum - Antikosmos

[A5 Super-Jewel Box]

12.95 EUR

Ten years after the great “Kampen”, Shamaatae is back with the long -awaited four full-length album of his cult project Arckanum that means,
in some measure, a break with his old sound, with a more introspective and mature black metal... in a very limited A5 super -jewel box edition
with an improved artwork... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Arckanum - Fenris kindir

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing eighth full-length album of the Swedish gods Arckanum, eleven new tracks, including a Necromantia cover, for this new gem created
by Shamaatae, “Fenris kindir”, in the very line of his latest works...
[Released by Season of Mist]

Arckanum - Helvítismyrkr

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the great Swedish master Shamaatae and his Arckanum, eight new bombshells of pure and true uncompromising
black metal, just straight for the jugular, hail Arckanum!! [Released by Season of Mist]

Arcturus - La Masquerade Infernale

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Bufff, this album should become a discipline taught in universities... maybe Arcturus was not the first band introducing avan tgarde and/or
progressive elements to extreme metal, but without a doubt “La Masquerade Infe rnale” constitutes a turning point in the way of mixing them...
indispensable!!! [Released by Candlelight]

Arcturus - Shipwrecked in Oslo

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing live album of the Norwegians Arcturus, fifteen tracks in almost eighty minutes of pure Norwegian vanguard and eclecticism...
recorded on 2004 at Rockefeller Music Hall from Oslo during the Sonic Solstice Festival... [Released by Blood Music]

Arcturus - Sideshow Symphonies

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Outstanding fourth full-length album of the Norwegian genius Arcturus, eleven awesome tracks as groundbreaking and bizarre as usually, with
amazing astral atmospheres that put them once again at the top of the most avant -garde black metal scene... [Released by Season of Mist]

Argus Megere - VEII

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album by the Romanian horde Argus Megere, band with members from Dordeduh, Ordinul Negru o Negură Bunget
that with “VEII” present us four incredible atmospheric black metal songs in the vein of the earlier Negură Bunget albums... [Released by
Loud Rage Music]

Arkona - Lepta

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition of the second full length album of this Russian band, „til now only available in their home country... melodic paga n metal with a lot of
keyboard elements and a fantastic female vocalist, the great Masha "Scream" Arhipova... extreme metal very much to the Slavonic countries
taste... [Released by Vic Records]

Arkona (Аркона) - Revival (Возрождение)

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition of the first full length album of the Russian pagans leaded by Masha "Scream" Arhipova... melodic and elegant pagan metal where
keyboard parts and the special voice of Misha plays a primary role... it includes a totally new fantastic artwork... [Released by Vic Records]

Armagedda - Echoes in Eternity

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Compilation album of more than 70 minutes of total-running time featuring all demos, EPs and splits of the Swedish, plus unreleased tracks,
cover versions and four live songs, a bunch of rarities to complete in the best possible way your collection of one of the black metal bands with
a purest and most primitive sound... [Released by Agonia Records]

Armagedda - I Am

[Digifile MCD]

8.95 EUR

Farewell EP that compiles four never before published songs of the great blackers now disbanded Armagedda, featured in a fantastic three
panel digifile... taken from their first period, back in 2001/2002, for fans of the true Scandinavian black metal, Darkthrone, old Satyricon,
Bathory... [Released by Nordvis Produktion]

Armagedda - Ond Spiritism: Djæfvulens Skalder

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing third and last full -length album of the Swedish before they focused on their other projects, LIK and Lönndom... a work with a less
“pure” sound than before, taking influences from Bethlehem and Tulus to Shining, but keeping true this arcane, dark a nd primitive aura of all
their career, an totally astounding farewell!!! [Released by Agonia Records]

Ars Goetia - Servants of Void

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Italians Ars Goetia, ten hymns to the Evil One of intense old -school black metal with many classic thrash metal
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touches is what they purpose us with “Servants of Void”, really interesting...

Ars Manifestia - The Enchanting Dark's Arrival

[Released by Baphomet in Steel]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of Ars Manifestia, the sole-project of the Italian musician Harmful, introducing us with “The Enchanting Dark's Arrival”
seven tracks of raw and wild black metal with some instrumental mid -paced passages and an emotional mysticism... [Released by
BlackSeed Productions]

Ars Manifestia - The Red Behind

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Italian Harmful and his Ars Manifestia, seven very long tracks of amazing cold black metal strongly enroo ted in
the old Norwegian scene and mixed with those dark atmospheres so characteristic in the Italian black metal bands, really
interesting!! [Released by BlackSeed Productions]

Aryos / Regnant and Thrall - A Célébration to Lilith von Sirius

[Split MCD]

5.95 EUR

Strange split album between the French bands Aryos and Regnant and Thrall paying tribute to the magician and underground poetess Lilith
von Sirius, mixing texts written by von Sirius herself with ambient and extremely jumbled black metal... [Released by Die Unaussprechlichen
Kulten]

Asgaroth - Red Shift

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the digipack edition on Peaceville of “Red Shift”, the amazing second full-length album by the Spanish gods Asgaroth, a work
absolutely ahead of its time which keeps growing more and more over the years, a must for all the non -conformist into extreme
metal!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Ashen Light - Bog Mertv: Smert‟ - Bog (Бог Мёртв: Смерть - Бог!)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The sixth full-length studio album by these guys from Moscow is what is this “God is Dead: Death is God”, fourteen new bullets of intense, f ast
and extremely dark black metal, much more violent and grimmer than their early works, keeping only a few melodic touches... for fans of the
strongest Slavonic black metal, from Astrofaes to Khors... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Ashen Light - Filosofiya Samounichtozheniya (Философия Самоуничтожения)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album by the Russians, a work maybe less intense than the previous one is this “Philosophy of Self -destruction”, but only a
little, and definitely far away from the melodic side black metal of their first days, with a most modern sound, in some aspe ct closed to the
Satyricon or Mayhem ones, but with this special Slavonic touches... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Ashen Light - Krov Apokalipsisa (Кровь Апокалипсиса)

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Special edition on limited deluxe 8-panel digipack including three video-clips of “Blood of Apocalypse”, the ninth full-length album of this really
veteran Russian band, in the same vein of their previous works, with a very powerful and dark black metal wi th some symphonic
elements. [Released by More Hate Productions]

Ashen Light - Pesni Mertvyh / Zov T´my (Песни мёртвых / Зов тьмы)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the mythic Russian band Ashen Light, going back with “Songs of the Dead / Call of the Dark” to their fast, in tense
and powerful black metal with some symphonic elements. Five new tracks plus three live ones, including cover versi ons from Darkthrone and
Immortal. [Released by More Hate Productions]

Ashen Light - Prichaschenie ognem (Причащение огнём)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies of the original edition of “Communion by Fire”, the fifth full -length album of the most prominent Russian horde in history, and
probably one of their better albums, more aggressive and powerful than ever, taking the Ashen Light characteristic sound to their highest
level... [Released by More Hate Productions]

Ashen Light - Proklyatyj i Neproshhennyj (Проклятый и непрощённый)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing tenth full-length album of the muscovite horde, “Cursed and Unforgiven” is a little bit more experimental work than the previous ones,
with a more atmospheric and darker sound, less symphonic than ever, but without any loss of their already charact eristic powerful and
intensity. [Released by More Hate Productions]

Ashen Light - Stary Byliny / Slavenskie Vecera (Стары былины / Славенские
вечера)

7.95 EUR

[CD]

Second full-length album of the Russians Ashen Light, one of their most atmospheric and pagan albums to date, filled with serene ambient
melodies blended with nature sounds... a true masterpiece of the Slavonic pagan metal.... [Released by More Hate Productions]

Ashes - Funeral Forest

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Album that compiles the two demos from this English band that plays a pure and raw black metal with some pagan and ambient
touches... [Released by Supernal Music]

Ásmegin - Hin Vordende Sod & Sø

[CD]

10.95 EUR
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For the witches of the north!! Where this people have come from?!? „Cause we are in front of one of the best pagan folk metal works that have
in our hands, furious, epic, arrogant, and with an acoustic arrangements simple amazing... if you love the real pagan metal, get it
now!!! [Released by Napalm Records]

Astarot - As Leaves Fall

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Mexican duo Astarot, without any doubt one of the most interesting projects from Aztecs lands,
playing a slow black metal extremely atmospheric, with countless ambient parts and an inherent sadness to all their notes, really
recommended... [Released by Satanath Records]

Astarot - Gateway Microcosm

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length of the sole-project of the Mexican musician Astarot entitled “Gateway Microcosm”, without any doubt, the most
atmospheric, ambient and unhurried album that he has ever recorded, an outstanding turn of the wheel in his sound, reall y
recommended!! [Released by Ritual Productions]

Astarot - Raw Sensation of Nostalgia and Nihilistic

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the sole-project of the Mexican Gonzalo GB (Abysmal Depths, Suicidal Years...), twelve long tracks for more than
an hour and a quarter of total running-time of an amazing totally instrumental black metal, extremely atmospheric an d with some melancholic
touches... [Released by Metallic Media]

Astarot / From the Torrent & the Fountain - There's Never Silence in the Mist

[Split

4.95 EUR

CD-R]

Limited edition to 350 copies on professional CDr of this split album b etween the Mexican bands Astarot y From the Torrent & the Fountain...
featuring three tracks the first one of their amazing atmospheric black metal and two long tracks the second one of much more straight,
chaotic and raw black metal... [Released by Satanath Records]

Astarot / Lux Funestus / Du Temps Perdu / Neftaraka - Humo, Cenizas y
Muerte...

7.95 EUR

[Split CD]

Good 4-way split album among the Mexicans Astarot, Lux Funestus and Du Temps Perdu (now known as Abysmal Depths) and the
Malaysians Neftaraka, bands all of them with really atmospheric sound, melancholic for moments, grazing even depressive
feelings... [Released by Metallic Media]

Astrofaes - Dying Emotions Domain

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition in digipack format of the so long discontinued debut album of this Ukrainian band leaded by Thurios (Drudkh, Hate F orest, Blood of
Kingu), with a stuff completely remastered and a totally new artwork... if you like the first works of Drudkh or Ha te Forest you will love this
shit!!! [Released by Negative Existence]

At the Gates - With Fear I Kiss the Burning Darkness

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the guys from Gothenburg and, for sure, one of the essential works in the origin of the Swedish melodic death
metal, “With Fear I Kiss the Burning Darkness”, a gem from beginning to end created by At the gates, now with three bo nus
tracks...
[Released by Peaceville Records]

Athelstan - The Ride

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

As long as we wait for the new Forefather‟s work, Athelstan presents us his first solo album, seven impressive tracks playing an atmospheric
and enchanting instrumental heathen metal, in fact only in two Wulfstan collaborates with vocal lines... an amazing journey thr ough the
landscapes of the old Great Britain... [Released by Seven Kingdoms]

Atman - L'Assassí de Venus

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Absolutely brilliant fourth full -length album of the Spanish duo Atman, the first one sung in Catalan, in order to infusing them more and more in
a dark and intimate black metal, raw and primal as always, but full of dark sensations to cover y our black soul... pure black metal without
additives... [Released by Sun & Moon Records]

Atman - Psy Atman

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reissue of the second full -length album of this occult black metal band from Spain, with a totally new artwork and the nine tracks of their first
work, “Like Pure Unawaited Magic”, as bonus... [Released by Ishtadeva Vinyl Productions]

Aura Negativ - Aura Negativ

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Strange Eöl„s side-project in a totally ambient vein, recovering in some way the essence of the first works from his main project, Elffor,
perhaps now with a much more oppressive and negative spirit that is close t o the work of Moloch... [Released by Fallen-Angels
Productions]

Aura Noir - Black Thrash Attack

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Re-release of the, „til now, absolutely sold-out debut album of Apollyon y Aggressor as Aura Noir, without any doubt, one of the best
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Norwegian black thrash metal band with the spirit of the „80s, at last fully remastered including as bonus-track the cover version of Venom‟s
classic “Heavens on Fire”... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Aura Noir - Deep Tracts of Hell

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Re-release through Peacevile Records of this fucking true classic, absolutely sold -out since many time, the second full-length album of the
infamous Norwegians Aura Noir, totally remastered at Strype Audio and now including two bonus tracks, aaarrgghhh!! [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Aura Noir - Hades Rise

[Super-Jewel Box]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic fourth full -length album of Aggressor and Apollyon with Aura Noir, this time with the collaborations of Danny Coralles (Abscess /
Autopsy) and Blasphemer (Mayhem), ten new tracks of their already classic dirty, raw and blaspheme black thrash meta l in the spirit of
Venom. Hellhammer or Bathory... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Aura Noir - Out to Die

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

First limited edition on digipack of the amazing fifth full -length album of the fucking masters Aura Noir, a little bit than thirty minutes of this retro
thrash black metal that only they know to play with such ability... recorded under the strict guidance of Whitney Houston!!! [Released by
Indie Recordings]

Aura Noir - The Merciless

[Super-Jewel Box]

11.95 EUR

Return after almost six years of absence of the true gods of the dirtiest and discarnate black thrash metal, the fucking Aura Noir... with
undeniably deluxe collaborations such as Nattefrost or Fenriz, “The Merciless” take back the rawest and old -school Aura Noir, absolutely
blasphemous!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Autopsy - Acts of the Unspeakable

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Outstanding reissue of the mythic third full-length album by the American legends Autopsy, “Acts of the Unspeakable”, digitally remastered
and including the 6-tracks EP “Fiend for Blood” from 1992 plus the 10 -tracks bootleg “Live From the Grave”, simply brutal!!! [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Autopsy - After the Cutting

[Earbook]

29.95 EUR

Astounding edition on an amazing hard-cover book (30x30cm) that includes four CD brimmed full of new tracks, classic and unheard rarities,
plus an expensive 72-page booked penned by artist Dennis Dread that recounts the careers of the American legends... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Autopsy - Shitfun

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

The third fucking gem of the Americans Autopsy, with which they closed their first and glorious period, fully remastered, on digipack format
and including no less than ten bonus live tracks, shitfun!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Autopsy - Torn from the Grave

[Super-Jewel Box]

9.95 EUR

Very long compilation album (27 tracks for more than 70 minutes) with the best songs recorded by the mythic American band in their first and
essential period (1987-1995), plus live tracks, demos, sold-out EPs... and true gem to complete your collection fro m Autopsy... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Autopsy - Tourniquets, Hacksaws and Graves

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album by the Americans Autopsy, twelve incredible new songs for a relentless death metal onslaught of pure trademarked
horror and brutality is what they present us with “Tourniquets, Hacksaws and Graves”... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Aversio Humanitatis - Abandonment Ritual

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding debut album of the Spanish horde Aversio Humanitatis, band with members of Eterna Penumbra, Nihil o Primigenium, six putrid
and distorted tracks of narrow and desperate black metal... professional CD edition limited to 500 copies!! [Released by Self Mutilation
Services]

Axis of Advance - Obey

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Third and last full-length album of this mythic Canadian band now split... maybe their best work, at least the one with most mature sound, as
brutal as always, but with a technical quality in every aspect absolutely amazing that makes them really special... [Released by Osmose
Productions]

Azagatel - XV Years of Pagan Chants

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album of the different short recordings done by this Portuguese band since its birth: their first demo “Middle Ea rth” from 2000, the
4-tracks EP “The Horned God” from 2005, and their part if the split album “Olokun” along with Dagor Dagorath from 2008... as bonus, it comes
with two amazing Bathory versions... [Released by NekroGoat Heresy Productions]

Baalberith / Loup Noir / Azoic / RÁN / Váboði - The Antichristian Symphonies

[2CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing double 5-ways split album among the bands Baalberith, Loup Noir, Azoic, RÁN and Váboði entitled “The Antichristian Symphonies”,
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five ways of playing and understanding black metal in one of the best and more complete split albums that we have seen i n the last
years!! [Released by Satanath Records]

Bagatur - Сказание за Древнобългарското Величи&

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut for this side-project of Alexander, best known for his work along with the Bulgarian band Aryan Art, in the shape of a very long one -track
EP of more than 25 minutes of total running-time divided in four parts... you know, enormously melodic pagan black metal exalting the history
and Bulgarian traditions... [Released by Bubonic Productions]

Bal-Sagoth - The Chthonic Chronicles

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the English band leaded by Byron, and the final one of their second trilogy... amazing epic and absolutely or chestral
black metal with fantastic lyrical theme... [Released by Candlelight]

Bane - Chaos, Darkness & Emptiness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Serbians Bane, presenting us with “Chaos, Darkness & Emptiness” nine tracks divided in three parts, the first one “Chaos”
powerful and violent in a similar line to the old Dissection, the second one “Darkness” gloomy and atmospheric, and the third one “Emptiness”
with many doom elements... [Released by Grom Records]

Barastir - Battlehymns of Hate

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Nine tracks of raw and misanthropic black metal is what the Germans Barastir offers us in their debut album “Battlehyms of Ha te”, hate in its
purest form, violence and pure raw blasphemy done black metal... with Taaken from Oldal, Erhabenheit, Salvation666 ... on
guitars... [Released by Pestilence Records]

Bastarth - Smrad spleteniya krovey (Смрад Сплетения Кровей)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting third full -length album of Bastarth, the sole-project of the Russian musician Fedor, nine tracks of quite atmospheric black metal,
without vocal lines on many of them, with deep and intense pagan feeling... the cold and calm beauty of the lands of the nort h... [Released
by Satanath Records]

Be'lakor - Of Breath and Bone

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Aussies Be‟lakor, eight tracks of melodic death metal in the classic Swedish way, with clear touches to D ark
Tranquillity, In Flames or At the Gates, which make “Of Breath and Bone” an amazing return to the nineties... [Released by Kolony Records]

Behemoth - Abyssus Abyssum Invocat

[Digibook 2CD]

10.95 EUR

Outstanding first limited edition on double digibook of “Abyssus Abyssum Invocat”, the impressive compilation of the Polish B ehemoth,
featuring the two EPs “Conjuration” from 2003 and “Slaves Shall Serve” from 2005 plus bonus tracks and an exclusive artwor k... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Behemoth - Thelema.6

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Re-issue on Peaceville of the amazing “Thelema.6”, without any doubt one of the best albums of the powerful Polish horde Behemot h, with a
much more death metal oriented sound than before... it comes with four bonus tracks and a video -clip... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Behexen - The Poisonous Path

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

Outstanding fifth full-length album by Behexen, without any doubt, one of the essential bands from the Finnish scene, ten tracks of putrid and
truly insane Black Metal pulled out by fire and sword from the hell -depths is what they present us with “The Poisonous Path”, a raging
beast!! [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Beliar - Arcana Imperii

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

First effort of the Polish horde Beliar in the shape of a 6 -tracks EP entitled “Arcana Imperii”, playing a powerful and devastating black metal in
the satanic vein, full of hate and cruelty... with Necrosolus on drums, ex-member from Moontower and Demonic Slaughter... [Released by
Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Benighted In Sodom - In Hora Maledictus - Part I

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of Matron Thorn and his Benighted In Sodom... extreme black metal in a North American vein, claustrophobic,
dissonant, depressive and suicide... [Released by Obscure Abhorrence]

Benighted In Sodom - Plateau Σ: The Harrowing

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this North American one-man band playing an extreme black metal in an agonic and depressive vein to serene the
most restless souls... [Released by Obscure Abhorrence]

Berserk - Live from the Woods

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Latest available copies of this live album of the Spanish pagans, seven amazing songs recorded in Bilbao in 2004 that also in cludes a
fantastic cover of the classic Burzum track “Lost Wisdom”... limited edition of 1000 hand-numbered copies...
[Released by Battlelord
Productions]
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Berserk - Return of the Ancient Laws

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition of the second demo of this fantastic Spanish pagan black metal originally recorded in 1999, that also includes four live tracks as
bonus and a totally revamped artwork as well... [Released by Oaken Shield]

Bestia - Ronkade Parved

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Reissue in a 300 hand-numbered copies limited digipack, that also includes “Pööripäeva lummuses” as bonus tracks, of the amazing second
full-length album of the Estonian band, eleven tracks of a powerful yet epic black metal in a totally pagan vein and thrash elements, a
must!! [Released by Evil Distribution]

Bethlehem - A Sacrificial Offering to the Kingdom of Heaven in a...

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Germans, that it‟s really their third work “Sardonischer Untergang im Zeichen irreligiöser Darbietung”, remixed,
remastered and with dement totally new vocal lines by Niklas Kvarforth (Shining) a thousand times better than the originals.. . [Released by
Red Stream]

Between the Frost - From the Roots 1993-2015

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Regular edition limited to 200 hand-numbered copies of “From the Roots”, the new EP by Between the Frost paying tribute to the death black
metal golden age, re-recording classic songs from the first age of the band plus some new ones but with the same old -school
spirit... [Released by Winter Demons]

Between the Frost - From the Roots 1993-2015 (Special Edition)

[Digifile 2CD]

10.95 EUR

First edition on oversized 3-panel digifle limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies of “From the Roots”, the new EP by Between the Frost
paying tribute to the death black metal golden age... it comes exclusively with a second CD with their “Demo 1996” remastered as
bonus!! [Released by Winter Demons]

Between the Frost - Inferno's Conflagration

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Outstanding third full-length album of the Spanish horde Between the Frost, without any doubt, the best one of their long career, ten tracks of
powerful, intense and thrilling black death metal mastered at Fredman Studios and presented on an amazing digipa ck, essential!! [Released
by Self-released]

Between The Frost - Realms of Desolation

[CD]

6.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Spanish band and its fast and melodic black metal with a big pagan flavor...
Productions]

Beyond Helvete - Self-Therapy

[Released by Grotesque

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Fantastic debut full-length album of Beyond Helvete after their amazing presentation EP “The Path of Lonely Suicide”... six tracks of a black
metal with still many influences from Niklas Kvarforth and his Shining, maybe not so asphyxiating, and experimenta l elements that gives to the
music a really new dimension... [Released by Dusktone]

Beyond Helvete - The Path of Lonely Suicide

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Absolutely amazing debut EP of Natrgaard and his Beyond Helvete, without any doubt, the Niklas Kvarforth‟s most outstanding student...
because the three tracks included in “The Path of Lonely Suicide” are a true homage to the best period of the Swedish, in tense, shocking and
astounding... [Released by Mirrors of Life]

Beyond Life - Blackened Sky

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut Beyond Life‟s full -length album, a dark ambient project with so much elements from the most depressive black metal, mixing really
oppressive atmospheres with dissonant guitars and terrifying drum lines, “Blackened Sky“ goes definitely far beyond the pure dark
ambient... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Bifröst - Mana Ewah

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Outstanding fourth full-length album of the Austrian pagans Bifröst, seven impressive songs of pure and authentic Viking pagan metal with folk
elements is what they present us with “Mana Ewah”, in the same line of their earlier works, wonderful! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Bilocate - Summoning the Bygones

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Jordanians Bilocate, featuring Dan Swanö as guest vocalist and Jens Bogren (Opeth, Katatonia, Paradise
Lost...) in the mixing and mastering... and this death doom hybrid of enormous oriental sonority has never before sounded as majestic, brutal
and outstanding... [Released by code666]

Black Autumn - Rivers of Dead Leaves

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second M. Krall‟s full-length album with his sole-project Black Autumn... six long tracks form “Rivers of Dead Leaves” of a quite original
melancholic black metal with pagan soul, but full of many external influences such as ambient or even funeral doom el ements... [Released
by Antichristian Front Records]
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Black Cult - Neo-Satanism

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album for Black Cult, band leaded by the finest minds of the Croatian underground scene, presenting us with “Neo -Satanism”
twelve fast and furious tracks, including a Burzum‟s cover version, of satanic, insane and one hundred per cent unholy black
metal... [Released by Black Plague Records]

Black Empire - Into the Jails of Past

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of one of the most reputed Mexican black metal bands that plays an intense and furious war black metal with some thrash
elements that exudes ill -feelings from every brick... [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Black Funeral - Waters of Weeping

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of this true American myth of the most extreme, wild and deranged black metal... being a three part ritual invoking
Cabalistic demon Chioa, “Waters of Weeping” is an Apocalyptic Black Metal exploration of the 10 Spheres of the Inv erse Sephiroth, the Tree
of Death from ancient Cabalistic writings... [Released by Behemoth Productions]

Black Hole Generator - Black Karma

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing debut EP of the Norwegians Black Hole Generation, band composed by Dreggen (Aeternus, Deathcon, Taake...) and Bjørnar Nilsen
(Vulture Industries), that with “Black Hole” play a very intense black metal in the current Norwegian way with some avantga rde touches and
fantastic vocal lines... [Released by Ars Magna Recordings]

Black Horizonz - Koma

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing limited edition on 6-panel digipack of “Koma”, the third full-length album by the Germans Black Horizonz, eight new tracks playing a
rawer and more primitive black metal than in previous works, in a more old -school way... it also includes a 8-pages booklet!! [Released by
Godeater Records]

Black Horizonz - Krura

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by the Germans Black Horizonz, nine tracks of a dark and evil black metal in the very line of Satyricon at the t imes of
“Nemesis Divina” conform this “Krura”... [Released by Godeater Records]

Blackdeath - Vortex

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of these guys from Saint Petersburg, true raw black metal, which was played more than a decade before, primitive and
unmerciful, absolutely far away from the classic Russian black sound, with more thrash influences as well as a dirt y production... [Released
by Omega Recordings]

Blåkulla - Darkened by an Occult Wisdom

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the French Surtr Blackmoon Emperor with his sole -project Blåkulla... in the same vein of his debut, fast
and aggressive black metal is what you can find in “Darkened by an Occult Wisdom”, straight for the yugular, for the old -school
fans... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Blåkulla - The Immortal Cult

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album from this one-man band called Blåkulla, in the line of his debut, seven tracks of pure black metal in a Nordic
way with some occult and mystic touches is what lies beneath “The Immortal Cult”, fucking amazing! [Released by Lower Silesian
Stronghold]

Bliss of Flesh - Beati Pauperes Spiritu

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the French combo Bliss of Flesh, proposing us with “Beati Pauperes Spiritu” an amalgam of that fast, oppressi ve
and discarnate black metal so typical of the French scene with heavy and deep growling death metal... for fans of Arkhon Infaustus, Anaal
Nathrakh, Belphegor or Seth... [Released by Non Serviam Records]

Blodfest - I Kong Skjolds Navn

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Nine tracks of a fast, chaotic and devastating black metal conforms “I Kong Skjolds Navn”, the second full -length album of the Danish horde
Blodfest, an album that combines the atmosphere and grandeur of Emperor with the torrents of brutality of Dark Funer al,
blooooddd!! [Released by None More Black Records]

Blood Cult - We who Walk behind the Rows

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the veteran American band with J.R. Preston at the frontline that plays a raw and straightforward black metal with some really
interesting rock and even punk touches, but beware, this is a totally far away sound to the European one!! [Released by Rusty Axe
Records]

Blood of Kingu - De Occulta Philosophia

[Digifile CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition in digifile format of the first full-length album of this side-project of Roman Saenko (Drudkh, Dark Ages...), rose from the ashes of the
fantastic Hate Forest, that follows faithfully the principles of his old band, as well as Drudkh or Astrafae s, maybe with a bit bigger philosophical
or ethereal component... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]
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Bloodbath - Bloodbath over Bloodstock

[Digibook CD+DVD]

12.95 EUR

Last copies of the very limited first edition on mediabook of “Bloodbath over Bloodstock”, the live onslaught by the Swedish death metal
masters Bloodbath in the UK‟s Bloodstock Open Air Festival from 2010, including bonus live material recorded at PartySa n from 2008 and
interview footage... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Bloodrain - Ultimatum & Nomen Nostrum Legio

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album that includes all the stuff from the second and third full-length works of the Russians Bloodrain, “Bloodrain II : Ultimatum “
and “Bloodrain III: Nomen Nostrum Legio “, both of them totally sold -out nowadays, eighteen tracks in total of fast and furious black metal with
an amazing thrashing spirit... [Released by Satanath Records]

Bloodthorn - Under the Reign of Terror

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Norwegians Bloodthorn, a work that marked a dividing line in their music into a hardest and powerful soun d close
to death metal, because “Under the Reign of Terro r” is a mixture between the fury of Marduk and the technician of Suffocation, a straight -tovein attack of pure war black metal... [Released by Red Stream]

Blut aus Nord / P.H.O.B.O.S. - Triunity

[Split Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

Split album between two authentic beasts of the French extreme metal scene, the enigmatic P.H.O.B.O.S. and their Dark Drone D oom Metal
with industrial touches and the now even more unclassifiable Blut aus Nord worship the most insane and darker sounds... [Released by
Debemur Morti Productions]

Blut aus Nord / Ævangelist - Codex Obscura Nomina

[Split Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

Amazing split album between the French horde Blut aus Nord and the American one Ævangelist, two bands with, for sure, a reall y personal
and distinctive sound within the current extreme metal scene, more than forty minutes of pure sonic cutting -edge... [Released by Debemur
Morti Productions]

Blutmond - The Revolution Is Dead!

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Swish Blutmond, the urban madness made music, a whirlwind of chaos, irony, smog and awesome avantgarde
black metal in the vein of the latest Fleurety... featuring collaborations from Anna Murphy (Eluveitie), Managarm (Varg) or Markus Baltes
(Autumnblaze)... [Released by code666]

Bog of the Infidel - To Corrupt your Sons and Lust after your Daughters

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic 4-tracks EP by the American horde Bog of the Infidel, a band with some clear reminiscences to the gods Dissection that with “To
Corrupt your Sons and Lust after your Daughters” are postulated as one of the most powerful USBM bands in the scene these
days... [Released by Eternal Death]

Bolt Thrower - Honour - Valour - Pride

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Seventh studio album by the British masters Bolt Thrower, one of those few bands that never disappoint us, always loyal to th eir very powerful
death metal recognized within three chords, and this “Honour - Valour - Pride” is not an exception, nine new trademarked
songs... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Bolt Thrower - Mercenary

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing return of the English warmasters with “Mercenary”, after the small break they did afterwards thire great “...for Vict ory”, since it was to
be expected, with nine new bullets of pure and forceful death metal made in Bolt Thrower... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Bolt Thrower - Those Once Loyal

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Eighth full-length album of this true heavy and forceful death metal legends, one of their most epic works or, at least, the best they ha ve
released so far in the last ten or eleven years, that also means the returning of the best Karl Willets on vocals... a must!!! [Released by
Metal Blade Records]

Bombensturm - Machtwerk

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this German duo that plays an arcane heathen pagan metal with amazing pagan atmospheres, melodic guitars quit e
similar to Helrunar or the firsts Falkenback works, and a really extreme and raw vocal lines... [Released by Perverted Taste]

Boreal Wind - Ultima Thule

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First and only full-length album of this side-project of members from the Russians Na Rasputje (На Распутье) and the Americans Lascowiec,
fifteen intense tracks of raw and primitive black metal as they have accustomed us in their main bands... [Released by Deleting Soul
Records]

Borgia - Amphythalamus Horroris

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition limited to 500 copies of “Amphythalamus Horroris“, the third demo of the French Borgia released on 2007, that also includes as
bonus the three tracks of “Madragore” their second demo released on 2006... eight songs in total to discover one of the most personal band
emerged from France lately... [Released by Final Embrace Records]
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Borknagar - Empiricism

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length of the Norwegians, the first one with Vintersorg on vocals after the ICS Vortex departure, although the band repeats b asically
the same musical mold of their previous work “Quintaessence”, truly progressive black pagan metal with own personality... [Released by
Century Media]

Borknagar - Origin

[CD]

9.95 EUR

A radical change in their sound is what are you going to find in the Norwegians seventh full-length album... acoustic songs, folk melodies... the
return to the origin of metal music, fantastic!! [Released by Century Media]

Briargh - Eboros

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Spanish horde Briargh, perhaps with their most epic work to date, “Eboros”, eight tracks in their usual v ein, midpaced pagan black metal with those amazing heathen touches such good results have already been achieved... [Released by Lower
Silesian Stronghold]

Briargh - Vn Antigvo Trono Olvidado

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Reedition by Lower Silesian Stronghold on profesional CD of this 5 -tracks EP recorded by the Spaniards just after their second full -length
album “Krigas”... includes as bonus the unreleased track “Two Ravens” and an slightly different artwork... [Released by Lower Silesian
Stronghold]

Briargh / Heilnoz - Omen of the Last Autumn

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing split album between two Spanish hordes, Briargh and Heilnoz, featuring probably the best four tracks ever recorded by Briargh of a
melodic pagan metal with folk touches, and three fantastic raw yet melancholic pagan black metal songs by Heilnoz wit h a really really old
essence... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Broken Life - When Negative Feelings Drown This Life

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album by this international project called Broken Life with well -known members from the most underground Mexican and
German scenes, seven tracks of one hundred per cent depressive black metal for fans of Nyktalgia, Silencer, Xasthur... [Released by War
Against Yourself Records]

Burial Mist / Vardan - The Essence of the Cursed Landscapes

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between the Russian blackers Burial Mist and the Italians Vardan, two long tracks for the first band plus four mo re for the second
of raw and primitive black metal with amazing atmospheric landscapes... [Released by War Against Yourself Records]

Burzum - Belus

[Digipack CD]

14.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album from Varg Vikernes, the first after his release from prison, taking up again his minimalist lifelong black metal sound,
including the recording at Grieghallen with Pytten, but with a less aggressive and extreme tone of voice... in limited digipack
format... [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - Dauði Baldrs

[Slipcase CD]

13.95 EUR

The ultimate edition of this classic album of the Norwegian, recorded while in prison for the murder of Euronymous, describin g us the story of
Balder in an instrumental form... comes with a slipcase featuring brand new exclusive artwork... but it or die!!! [Released by Byelobog
Productions]

Burzum - Det som engang var

[Slipcase CD]

13.95 EUR

The ultimate edition of this true classic of the Norwegian black metal... comes with a slipcase featuring brand new exclusive artwork plus
unreleased information about its... but it or die!!! [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - Draugen - Rarities

[CD+DVD]

12.95 EUR

Finally an official edition (licensed by Misanthrophy Records itself) of the compilation of Varg Vikernes‟ rare stuff, thirte en tracks extracted from
several EPs, demos and bootlegs with a relative poor sound quality, plus a DVD with the mythic video-clip done for “Dunkelheit”... stuff for
collectors... [Released by Back on Black]

Burzum - Fallen

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Eighth full-length album from the Count, the second after his release from prison, in a similar vein than his previous one, “Belus”, but with
some foreign elements on his every time sound, reintroducing ambient songs and progressing with his new whispering and deep tone of
voice... [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - Filosofem

[Slipcase CD]

13.95 EUR

The ultimate edition of this true classic of the Norwegian black metal... comes with a slipcase featuring brand new exclusive artwork plus
unreleased information about its recording and the people who made it possible... but it or die!!! [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - From the Depths of Darkness

[Digipack CD]

14.95 EUR
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First edition in digipack of the Burzum's Project, a selection of Varg‟s favorite classic tracks from his two first albums "B urzum" and "Det Som
Engang Var" re-recorded in 2010 the way he originally intended!! [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - From the Depths of Darkness

[CD]

12.95 EUR

This is not really a regular album but a selection of Varg‟s favorite classic tracks from his two first albums "Burzum" and " Det Som Engang
Var" re-recorded in 2010 the way he originally intended!! [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - Hliðskjálf

[Slipcase CD]

13.95 EUR

The ultimate edition of this classic album of the Norwegian, the second one recorded while in prison for the murder of Eurony mous, but this
time using a real keyboard... comes with a slipcase featuring brand new exclusive artwork... but it or die!!! [Released by Byelobog
Productions]

Burzum - Hvis lyset tar oss

[Slipcase CD]

13.95 EUR

The ultimate edition of this true classic of the Norwegian black metal... comes with a slipcase featuring brand new exclusive artwork plus
unreleased information about its recording and the people who made it possible... but it or die!!! [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - Sôl austan, Mâni vestan

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Eleventh full-length album of Mr. Vikernes, the return to the minimalistic ambient sound of “Dauði Baldrs”, a conceptual work about the pag an
initiation, the descent into darkness and the following ascent back to light, eleven tracks full of pagan magic... [Released by Byelobog
Productions]

Burzum - Sôl austan, Mâni vestan

[Digipack CD]

14.95 EUR

Eleventh full-length album of Mr. Vikernes, the return to the minimalistic ambient sound of “Dauði Baldrs”, a conceptual work about the pag an
initiation, the descent into darkness and the following ascent back to light, eleven tracks full of pagan magic... in a fantastic limited digipack
edition... [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - The Ways of Yore

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Eleventh full-length album of the controversial Varg Vikernes, an opus focused again on Nordic mythology and folklore blending those
minimalistic dark ambient parts so characteristic in his music with acoustic parts and really varied clean vocal lines... [Released by Byelobog
Productions]

Burzum - Umskiptar

[Digibook CD]

15.95 EUR

Tenth full-length album of Varg Vikernes, with no doubt, his more experimental work, the most influenced by Norse mythology and, at the
same time, the one with more pagan folk sonorities, for those who say the he repeat himself... in a fantastic and very l imited hard-cover
digibook edition... [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Burzum - Umskiptar

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Tenth full-length album of Varg Vikernes, with no doubt, his more experimental work, the most influenced by Norse mythology and, at the
same time, the one with more pagan folk sonorities, for those who say the he repeat himself... [Released by Byelobog Productions]

Caedes - Blood, War, Perversion

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

First edition in digipack format of the debut album of the Germans Caedes, where plays members from Camulos, Andras or Dunkel grafen...
eleven tracks forms “Blood, War, Perversion”, true unadulterated black metal, raw and cold as a few, full of true evilness... [Released by
Christhunt Productions]

Campo de Mayo / Permafrost - A Blindfold Stained with Blood / Haunting the
Forgotten

7.95 EUR

[Split CD]

Split album between these two Argentinean bands playing an extreme, raw and hateful black metal, with clear political referen ces in Campo
de Mayo and in a much more pagan, mystic and heathen vein for Permafrost... [Released by Dark Hidden Productions]

Canaan - A Calling to Weakness

[Digifile CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of the Italians Canaan, without any doubt, their most melancholic one creating seventeen long tracks of
incredibly enthralling and mournful atmospheres... last copies of its first limited edition on deluxe 3 -folders digifile with 20 pages
booklet... [Released by Eibon Records]

Canaan - Contro.Luce

[Super-Jewel Box]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of Canaan, a work hardly comparable to what the band has done before, much more atmospheric, cold wave or e ven
ethnic, but still really dark an sinister... a journey from ashes to dust, into the shadows of this lightly dimmed abyss... [Released by Eibon
Records]

Canaan - Of Prisoners, Wandering Souls and Cruel Fears

[Digifile 2CD]

12.95 EUR

Overwhelming seventh full-length album of the Italians with which they have reached the zenith of their career... Canaan has never sounded
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so dark, oppressive and destabilizing, they never wrote anything this hopeless and desperate... outstanding first li mited edition on double 3folders digifile with 32 pages booklet... [Released by Eibon Records]

Canaan - The Unsaid Words

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Very long fifth full-length album of Mauro Berchi and his Canaan, darker, more profound and sinister than ever... “The unsaid words” is a chant
of knowledge, of the knowledge of an unstoppable physical and psychical withering... no other band sounds like t his, amazing... [Released
by Eibon Records]

Candlemass - Ancient Dreams

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing remastered reissue on double CD of the great “Ancient Dreams”, alongside with “Tales of Creation”, the two essential albums by the
Swedish Candlemass, eight tracks of the finest epic doom metal coming this time with no less than six bonus tracks an d a videoclip... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Carnyx - Leaving Reason

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Fëarann‟s sole project, maybe best known for his work with Manzer, Valuatir, Occultus or even Folkearth, that
with “Leaving Reason” show us a cavernous and lugubrious black metal album with some reminiscences to the old Blut Aus
Nord... [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]

Carpathian Forest - Black Shining Leather

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissue through Peaceville of “Black Shining Leather”, the amazing debut full -length studio album of, at that time duo, Nattefrost / Nordavind,
the Norwegians Carpathian Forest, eleven tracks of pure and true Scandinavian black metal, cold, wild and uncompromising... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Carpathian Forest - Defending the Throne of Evil

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album by the Norwegians Carpathian Forest, and perhaps one of their best works, just halfway between the purity of
their former sound and the wrath and wilderness of the postpunk sounds they introduced little by little... [Released by Season of Mist]

Carpathian Forest - Fuck You All!!!! Caput tuum in ano est

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album by Nattefrost and his army, at the end the last chapter in the Carpathian Forest‟s history, ten new songs of thi s so
particular extreme and furious black metal with even more punk touches... [Released by Season of Mist]

Carpathian Forest - Morbid Fascination of Death

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing reissue of “Morbid Fascination of Death“, the third full-length album by the Norwegians Carpathian Forest, on 6 -panel digipack with
booklet and two bonus tracks... the first one after Nordavind left the band, but still in the vein of their early so und... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Carpathian Forest - Skjend hans lik

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Compilation album with rarities, unreleased tracks, rehearsals, alternative versions... plus the full 1992 demo “Bloodlust an d Perversion” and a
bonus video track... essential for the most fanatical supporters of the band... [Released by Season of Mist]

Carpathian Forest - Strange Old Brew

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Re-issue on Peaceville from probably the best album of the Nattefrost/Nordavind alliance, true Norwegian black metal as its best ... includes
the bonus track, “He‟s Turning Blue”, recommended!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Carpe Noctem - In Terra Profugus

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Such an amazing album this one by the Icelandic Carpe Noctem entitled “In Terra Profugus”, five oppressive and chaotic tracks of raw black
metal as overwhelming as apocalyptic, with obscure atmospheres full o f harsh magic... no doubt, one of the best newcomers from
Iceland... [Released by code666]

Carrier Flux - In Waste

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of Jeff Philips and his Carrier Flux, before signing for code666, eleven tracks of a strange and original proposal that
blend melodic, industrial and avantgarde black metal... last copies of the original edition released by the closed label Black Lotus
Records... [Released by Black Lotus Records]

Carrier Flux - Objection

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the American Jeff Philips and his Carrier Flux, this strange hybrid between the classic melodic black metal a nd the
most experimental one, fraying continuously the edges of the genre in twelve intricate and really bizarre tracks, but deliciously
evocative... [Released by code666]

Caruos - Metempsychosis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the French pagans Caruos, more than an hour of a really powerful amazing pagan black metal is what they show u s on
“Metempsychosis”, full of atmosphere and majestic passages in the vein of the old Himinbjorg and this heathen aura so so amaz ing... a band
to discover!!! [Released by Werewolf Promotion]
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Catacumba / Abigail / Taekaury / The True Endless - Legion of the Underworld
CD]

[Split

7.95 EUR

Long 4-way split album among the Brazilians Catacumba, the maniacs Japanese A bagail, the Koreans Taekaury and the amazing Italians The
True Endless, fourteen tracks in total for more than one hour of total running-time of dirty and bastard black metal from every points of the
globe... [Released by Fallen-Angels Productions]

Cauldron - Aker

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Last available copies from “Aker”, the mythic debut full-length album by the Spanish horde Cauldron, exclusively for sale through Darkwoods
after many many years being sold-out. Without any doubt, one of the greatest milestones from the Spanish Black Metal scene!! [Released
by Self-released]

Cauldron - Regnum-Phobos

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Regular edition on jewelcase of “Regnum -Phobos”, the long-awaited second full-length album by the sons of the abyss, Cauldron, nine tracks
of the purest and truest Black Metal that you can actually find, mastered at Necromorbus!! [Released by Darkness Within]

Cauldron - Regnum-Phobos (Die-hard Edition)

[Slipcase Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

First edition on Slipcase A5 digipack limited to only 50 hand -numbered copies from “Regnum-Phobos”, the incredible second full -length album
by the horned-gods Cauldron, nine tracks of the purest and truest Black Metal that you can actually find, mastered at Necromorbus by Tore
Stjerna!! [Released by Darkness Within]

Cebren-Khal - A Mass of Despair

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Surprising debut album of the French Cebren-Khal, a band that mix as a few the classic death doom metal of November‟s Doom or My Dying
Bride with the fury of the atmospheric black metal of Nagflar, developing a stunning hybrid that will enjoy to the fans f rom both
scenes... [Released by BadMoodMan Music]

Celestia - Dead Insecta Sequestration

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album containing the two tracks from 2002 7” EP “Evoking Grâce and Splendour” plus the five tracks from the 2001 demo “Dead
Insecta Sequestration”, both currently sold-out, from the mythic French black metal band Celestia... [Released by Agonia Records]

Celtibeerian - Keltorevolution

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Spanish Celtibeerian, fourteen tracks of Celtic folk metal in the vein of Korpiklaani or Eluveitie confor m
“Keltorevolution”, perhaps a bit more powerful and, at the same time, with more presence of traditional instruments.. . a must for the fans of the
most festive folk metal!! [Released by Pagan Sound Productions]

Celtic Dance - Ancient Battlecry

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Finally on CD the debut full-length album of the Portuguese Celtic Dance, re-recorded on 2013 with a totally new artwork, eight tracks of raw
and harsh black metal with some pagan touches in the Polish vein of the old Graveland, Iuvenes or Gontyna Kry... [Released by Lower
Silesian Stronghold]

Celtic Frost - Into the Pandemonium

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Another genuine gem from Tom G. Warrior and company, origin and inspiration for all black metal bands that have tried to inno vate and
looking for alternative paths to the “true” ones... essential for all fans from the current Satyricon, Dødh eimsgard, Enslaved,
Taake... [Released by Noise Records]

Cerberus - Chapters of Blackness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First studio album of this German band, classic raw black metal, powerful and merciless, authentic hymns to the Evil!!
Schwarzdorn Productions]

Cerberus - First Destruction (Live)

[Released by

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

First recording of the German band, previous to their official debut album, in the shape of a really intense seven tracks liv e-minialbum, some of
them lately also published in their first full-length, but here played in a so much violent, merciless and rud e way... [Released by
Schwarzdorn Productions]

Cerberus - Klagelieder - Grabesgesang

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New assault of the Germans Cerberus with their second full -length album “Klagelieder - Grabesgesang”, eight tracks to combine their fast and
straightforward quite classic black metal with so much melodic touches and some thrash elements... for fans of the old -school... [Released
by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Chains Ov Beleth - Christeos Chaos

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album for this sole-project of Heolstor (Nazgul, Carcharoth, Cyhiriaeth...), eight tracks of mid -paced black metal full of those
dark and clashing post-black atmospheres quite close to the actual Satyricon... really interesting... [Released by Morbid Shrine Productions]
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Chaos Moon / Frostmoon Eclipse / Benighted in Sodom - Beauty. Darkness.
Chaos.
[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing split album between the Americans Chaos Moon, the Italians Frostmoon Eclipse and the also Americans Benighted in Sodo m, where
both American bands include three and four new and exclusive tracks respectively and the Italian one new songs and three m ore taken from
the sold-out “I Am Providence” EP... [Released by Ars Magna Recordings]

Chaoscraft - Procreation Through Disaster

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut full-length album for this sole-project of the Greek musician Isolator cal led Chaoscraft, eight tracks of a really fast black metal
with some touches to the old Septic Flesh, Rotting Christ... [Released by War Against Yourself Records]

Chasma - Omega Theorian

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Third full-length album by the Americans Chasma, the first one for Candlelight after their cycle with Moribund Records, eight tracks of a really
atypical black metal, ethereal and obscure, mixing really fast parts with doom elements and a bit of post black metal... a really interesting
proposal... [Released by Candlelight]

Chronocide / Fifteen Dead - Chronocide / Fifteen Dead

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Very original split album between these two absolutely groundbreaking English bands, Chronocide mixing a furious black metal with
apocalyptic death/grind, and Fifteen Dead blending crust punk sounds with old -school black metal, really surprising!! [Released by Le
Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Cnoc an Tursa - The Giants of Auld

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album for this Sacottish band with ex-members of Saor, ten incredible songs in which the Celtic melodies are
blended with the harsh and forlorn essence of black metal, if you like bands such as Cruachan, Primordial or Saor, you mu st listen to this
Cnoc an Tursa and their “The Giants of Auld”... [Released by Candlelight]

Code - Augur Nox

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Third full-length album of Aort and the fully renewed Code, demonstrating with “Augur Nox” that the limits of black metal are still to b e discover
with a really avantgarde, progressive and ground-breaking work in every sense, one hundred per cent Code... l imited first edition in noble
digipack with 16 pages booklet... [Released by Agonia Records]

Control Human Delete - The Prime Mover

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Dutch Control Human Delete a stunning mixture of extravagant post black metal and industrial landscapes, a
challenging journey to yet unexplored emotional feelings... “The Prime Mover”: it destroys, creates, controls, and re veals... limited edition on
deluxe digipack... [Released by code666]

Corpus Christii - Carving a Pyramid of Thoughts

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New EP of this fabulous Lusitanian black metal band featuring four unreleased tracks, two of them from the "The Torment Conti nues"
recording sessions and the other two ones from the "Rising" recording sessions, plus another track that was only available on the "Tormented
Belief" vinyl version... [Released by Agonia Records]

Corpus Christii - Luciferian Frequencies

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Sixth full-length of the Lusitanian hordes Corpus Christii, released this time under the flag of the almighty Cadlelight, that means a n ew wave
of hate and despair in the line of their previous album “Rising”, with this so characteristic dark and creepy so und of the
Portuguese... [Released by Candlelight]

Corpus Diavolis / Total Satan - Corpus Diavolis / Total Satan

[Split Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Really very limited 500 copies edition in three panels digipack with a fantastic four pages b ooklet for this split CD between these two satanic
black metal French bands, Corpus Diavolis and Total Satan, nine fast and intense tracks totally straight to the most sacred!! [Released by
Hass Weg Productions]

Cronian - Enterprise

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this side-project of Øystein G. Brun and Vintersorg in a similar vein than the first one... progressive and complex
pagan metal, really experimental, dressing the black metal beast that lives inside with a totally sophisticated aura... [Released by Indie
Recordings]

Cronian - Terra

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Side-project of Øystein G. Brun and Vintersorg... really good, with this great pagan taste in all their songs, but only if you enj oy the more
progressive and metallic side of their other bands, you have been warned!! [Released by Century Media]

Cruachan - Blood on the Black Robe

[CD]

11.95 EUR

After almost five years of silence, the gods of celtic metal are back with their sixth full-length album, now without Karen Gilligan or female
voices, but keeping very high the level with a really epic album in every aspects, more raw and powerful than the previous ones, but always
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full of folk melodies...

[Released by Candlelight]

Crying Blood - Animae Damnatae

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Spanish veteran blackers Crying Blood with its “Animae Damnatae”, thirteen tracks of a majestic and symph onic
black metal in the vein of the old Cradle of Filth, Covenant or Anorexia Nervosa works, with a totally amazing work of the
keyboardist... [Released by Xtreem Music]

Cryostasium - Alternative Funeral

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Edition on professional CDr of the debut album of this really strange project of the American musician Cody Maillet (Witch To mb), blending an
absolutely raw black metal with psychedelic and dark ambient elements in order to create really oneiric and halluc inating
passages... [Released by Satanath Records]

Cryptic Forest - Ystyr

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album of Cryptic Forest, side-project of some members of the great German folk horde Finsterforst, perhaps in a quite more powerful
and blacker vein than in their main band, but keeping true those amazing epic and majestic touches that define them, i n limited digipack
edition!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Cssaba - Toxic CSSABA

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Hard-to-find debut album of this side-project of one of the most restless and genial minds in the actual Polish extreme metal scene Nihil
(Massemord, Furia, Morowe...), playing an experimental and quite risked black metal catching elements from industrial to post-black...
attention to the amazing 28-pages booklet!!! [Released by Putrid Prophet Productions]

Cult of Erinyes - Blessed Extinction

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Belgians Cult of Erinyes, a band that provide to their compositions a really interesting bizarre and ritu alistic
touch that makes the listening of “Blessed Extinction” a forbidden and an absolutely electric experience... [Released by code666]

Curse - Void Above, Abyss Below

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album from this Eldur's side-project (Potentian, Fortid) where they leave behind most of the pagan/viking sound of their
previous works to focus it in something much more oriented to the classic black metal genre... [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Cursed Nihil - Cursed Nihil

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this Russian band that plays a fast and aggressive black metal with some groundbreaking influences in the vei n of
Clandestine Blaze or Deathspell Omega, from which it‟s included a cover version... very limited edition to only 500 copies... [Released by
Seeds of Black Fog]

Daedalion - Sainte Folie - Erige un Empire

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the French band Daedalion, eleven tracks under the title of “Sainte Folie - Erige un Empire” where they mix a black metal
clearly enrooted into thrash metal with medieval and even pagan elements... [Released by Self-released]

Daemonheim - Hexentanz

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition on limited digipack of “Hexentanz”, the amazing second full-length album by the German pagans Daemonheim,
seven songs (plus two exclusive bonus-tracks) of fast and furious black metal in the very vein of the nineties... [Released by Black Tower
Productions]

Daemonlord / Lux Ferre / Malleus / Mortinatum - Acerbus Mortis

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Four-way split album limited to 1000 hand-numbered copies on a razorblade, among this raw and intense black metal bands... on one side the
Spanish Daemonlord and Mortinatium opening and closing respectively the CD, and on the other the Portuguese Lux Ferre and
Malleus... [Released by Oniric Records]

Dagor Dagorath - Yetzer Ha'Ra

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of this band from Israel that plays a melodic black metal in the vein of the Russian bands, also on v ocals, with
predominance of keyboards in order to create this orchestral ambient really wide and powerful... [Released by More Hate Productions]

Dalriada - Ígéret

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Russian edition of “Ígéret”, the fantastic fourth full-length album of the Hungarians Dalriada, one of those almost unknown gems from the more
and more powerful Slavonic pagan folk metal scene, eleven tracks of amazing folk metal for fans of bands such as Arkona, Korpiklaani,
Ensiferum... [Released by Fono]

Dantalion - All Roads Lead to Death

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Spaniards that, after the vocalist change, have moved his sound to the darkest side of black metal, leavi ng
behind the pagan touches of their previous works and introducing more depressive and tortuous parts... mastered by Da n Swanö, keep an eye
over the amazing 16-pages artwork... [Released by Xtreem Music]
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Dantalion - Return to Deep Lethargy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Remaining faithful to their two-yearly date, the Spaniards Dantal ion are back with their fourth full-length album, a work that goes deeper in the
musical change of direction done with their previous album to a sadness dark black metal really melancholic, just some points in common with
the old Katatonia sound... [Released by Unexploded Records]

Dark Fury - Fortress of Eagles

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this Polish black metal band with lyrical themes at least controversial...

Dark Fury - Saligia

[Released by Under the Sign of Garazel]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of this Polish band with Selbstmord and Thor's Hammer members... raw and devastating black metal with some
depressive touches and incorrect politically lyrics and attitude... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Dark Fury - Semper Fidelis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really long compilation of rarities to celebrate the Dark Fury‟s first 15 years of madness, a selection of song extracted fro m their first demos
“Turning into Ashes” and “Carnivore”, their mythic splits with Thor‟s Hammer and Ohtar, plus unreleased tracks and rehearsal
versions... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Dark Fury - Synningthwait

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New studio album of the Polish hordes Dark Fury, the eighth in their already extensive career, six hymns of pure hate and rea lly bad mood in
the same vein they used to be, pure violent and hateful Polish black metal... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Dark Fury - The Price of Treason

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of this Polish black metal band with Selbstmord and Thor's Hammer members... without doubt, incorrect
politically... [Released by True Underground Productions]

Dark Fury - W.A.R.

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of this Polish band member of the pagan... raw and inhuman black metal with totally incorrect politically lyrics and
attitude... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Dark Fury / Evil / Pagan Hellfire - We Know How to Hate

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Three-way split CD among this veteran bands of the most underground and extreme black metal, the Polish Dark Fury, the Brazilians E vil and
the Canadians Pagan Hellfire, twelve new tracks in almost seventy minutes of total running -time of a furious and violent black metal with a
immense anti-religious charge... [Released by Hammerheart Records]

Dark Paranoia - Emptied by Necessary Apathy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this project formed for two of the most active members of the current Italian underground extreme metal scene, Der Antikrist
Seelen Mord and Marco, a black metal work with a really depressive and misanthropic aura mixed with colossal parts o f dark and dense
ambient... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Dark Paranoia - Solstice to the Everlasting Sorrow

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Italians Dark Paranoia, five very long tracks featuring a variety of pace changes, blistering black metal
sections, stark atmospheric portions and ethereal, nature infused ambient passages... much better than their debut!! [Released by Razed
Soul Productions]

Dark Path - Forest of Eternal Darkness: Demo I

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Really interesting debut demo of the Chilean Dark Path, five tracks of black metal full of nostalgia and true evilness, in th e vein of the old
Norwegian scene with touches to Satyricon or Emperor... limited edition to only 66 copies on CDr, one hundred per cent pure
underground!! [Released by Cold Raw Records]

Dark Plague - Perverse Devotion

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really intense debut full-length album of the French combo Dark Plague, presenting us with “Perverse Devotion” eight tracks of fast and
furious true black metal as much violent and extreme as visceral... [Released by Fallen-Angels Productions]

Darkified - Cthulhu Riseth - The Complete Works of Darkified

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing compilation album with all recorded stuff by the mythic Darkfied, an essential band in the early Swedish death metal scene, which
would include Af Gravf (Marduk) or Roberth Karlsson (Scar Symmetry) among its ranks... demos, EPs, live tracks, rehearsal tracks, everything
remastered by Dan Swanö... [Released by Vic Records]

Darkthrone - A Blaze in the Northern Sky (20th Anniversary Edition)

[Digibook 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Special edition in limited digibook commemorating the 20th anniversary of the release of the classic among classics, “A Blaze in the Northern
Sky”, including a second CD featuring Fenriz talking about the album, an interview with the band and a very complete artwork with many rare
unseen images... [Released by Peaceville Records]
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Darkthrone - Black Death and Beyond

[Earbook]

29.95 EUR

Astounding edition on an amazing hard-cover book (30x30cm) that includes three CD covering the best from all the Darkthrone periods and an
in-depth book which includes many previously unseen photos from the band's archive, alongside a detailed biography written by Fenriz and
Nocturno Culto... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Dark Thrones and Black Flags

[Slipcase Super-Jewel Box]

11.95 EUR

Last copies of the special limited edition in super-jewel box, including exclusive new video footage as well as an external slidebox cardboard,
of the fourteenth full-length album of the fucking Nordic gods Darkthrone, keeping true to their dirty black met al influenced by the ‟80 punk and
thrash metal... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - F.O.A.D.

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Thirteenth studio album of the mighty Norse gods Darkthrone, playing a more and more dirty and punk black metal wit h a fully old-school
sound, to pay some homage to the origins of the style and a great “Fuck off and Die!!” to those who have disowned them... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Frostland Tapes

[2CD]

11.95 EUR

Double CD edition of this album that compiles in the first CD the four demos of the band: “Land of Frost” from 1988, “A New D imension” from
1988, “Thulcandra” from 1989 and “Cromlech” from 1989, and the second CD includes a live recording from Denmark in 1 990 and the
instrumental version of “Goatlord” from 1991... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Goatlord

[2CD]

11.95 EUR

Reissue of the seventh full -length album of the myth, although it was recorded after “Soulside Journey”, that‟s the reason of its death metal
sound, including a second CD with the complete album commented by Fenriz and Nocturno Culto, as well as the origin al version of “A Blaze in
the Northern Sky” as bonus and a new artwork... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Hate Them

[Slipcase 2CD]

11.95 EUR

Reissue of the Darkthrone‟s tenth full -length album, including a second CD with the complete track-list commented by Fenriz and Nocturno
Culto themselves, a new lesson of Norwegian black metal with seven songs a bit longer than usual, almost all over five minutes long, but as
Darkthrone as always... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Plaguewielder

[Slipcase 2CD]

11.95 EUR

Reissue of the mighty Darkthrone‟s nineth full-length album, including a second CD with the complete track-list commented by Fenriz and
Nocturno Culto and a totally new artwork... released originally in 2001, in this intermediate period between the raw bla ck metal that made them
famous and their current hell-fuelled vision... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Preparing for War

[Super-Jewel Box]

9.95 EUR

Edition on super jewel -box of “Preparing for War”, a retrospective album released by the Norwegians Darkthrone to commemorate their 10th
anniversary, featuring classic early album tracks and demo material, as well as a small biography about the origin of t he band... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Ravishing Grimness

[2CD]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic reissue under the flag of their traditional label, Peaceville Records, of the eighth full-length album of the Norwegians, featuring a
totally new and amazing artwork plus a second CD with the whole album commented by Fenriz and Nocturno Culto the mselves,
brutal!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Sardonic Wrath

[Slipcase 2CD]

11.95 EUR

Amazing limited reissue on slipcase of “Sardonic Wrath”, the eleventh full -length album of the gods Darkthrone, including a second CD with
the complete tracklist commented by Fenriz and Nocturno Culto... nine bombshells of cold and raw black metal in the finest Da rkthrone
style... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Sempiternal Past - The Darkthrone Demos

[Slipcase CD]

11.95 EUR

Compilation album of the four Darkthrone‟s cult demos recorded between 1988-1989 (“Land of Frost”, “A New Dimension”, “Thulcandra” and
“Cromlech”) fully restored and remastered, including as bonus two tracks recorded for the Norwegian TV and a restored version of the rare
song “God Of Disturbance And Friction”... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Soulside Journey

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Reissue in digipack format of the fantastic Darkthrone‟s debut album, finally remastered and featuring an enhanced video interview... recorded
at the acclaimed Sunlight Studios and playing an absolutely original death metal, it was the germ of this music m achine called
Darkthrone... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - The Cult is Alive

[Super-Jewel Box]

10.95 EUR

Twelfth studio album by Fenriz and Nocturno Culto, another fucking gem of the Norwegians to keep rewriting the black metal ru lebook, proving
once more again that they are one of the few bands keeping alive the true black metal flame, The Cult is really Ali ve!!! [Released by
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Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - The Underground Resistance

[Digibook CD]

13.95 EUR

First edition in hard-cover digibook of the sixteenth full-length album of the mighty Darkthrone, one more time doing exactly what t hey fucking
want, mixing ‟80 thrash, speed, black metal or punk in those already trademarked riffs and dirty sound... if you don‟t like i t? well, you know,
F.O.A.D.!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Total Death

[2CD Super-Jewel Box]

11.95 EUR

Reissue of the sixth full -length album of the Norwegians including a second CD with the complete album commented by Fenriz and Nocturno
Culto, as well as the bonus-track “God of Disturbance and Friction” previously released only in a compilation album... true Norwegian Black
Metal with deluxe collaborations: Satyr, Ihsahn... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Transilvanian Hunger (20th Anniversary Edition)

[Digibook 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Special edition in limited digibook commemorating the 20th anniversary of the release of the second great classic of the Norw egians,
“Transilvanian Hunger”, including a second CD featuring Fenriz talking about the album and a very complete artwork with man y rare unseen
images... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Dasap - D.A.S.A.P

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Edition on CD-R limited to only 66 copies of the presentation demo of the French Dasap, six tracks of this complex and sophisticated yet
abrasive black metal so characteristic of these lands, for fans of Deathspell Omega, Blut aus Nord, Aosoth... [Released by Cold Raw
Records]

Dawn ov Hate - Death D'Hivern

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing debut in the shape of a MCD of this band formed by big names of the Catalonian scene: Javi Bastard (Graveyard, Lux Di vina...),
Katumarus (Asgaroth, Beheaded Lamb...) and Fiar (Foscor, Lux Divina...), seven blasphemic and intense psalms of pure hate for almost thirty
minutes of total running-time... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

De Profundis - The Emptiness Within

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the extravagant British combo De Profundis, nine tracks in which they navigate between black and technical de ath
metal with really freshen progressive elements that make “The Emptiness Within” an amazing sensitive experience... [Released by Kolony
Records]

De Silence et d'Ombre - Vol. IV - Worship the Hideous

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing and strange second full-length album of De Silence et d'Ombre, the project of the French The Hooded Priest of the Hideous, a
complex and very dark vision of agonic black metal that combine doom landscapes as much as post -black metal elements... an unique
journey on the edge of sanity... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Death Tyrant - Opus de Tyranis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of Death Tyrant, side-project of the Backelin brothers from the mythic Lord Be lial, recovering the old spirit of the midnineties Swedish blackened death metal from bands such as Dissection, Naglfar or Sacramentum... if you miss the essence of th ose bands,
“Opus de Tyranis” is for youi!! [Released by Non Serviam Records]

Deathcon - Monotremata

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Death metal from Norway!! Of course, and on top of that with members and ex-members of many of the best black pagan bands of this
country, from Helheim and Taake to Enslaved, Gehenna or Forlorn... if you like the actual sound of Aeternus, another band of almost all of
them, you will enjoy with Deathcon!!! [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Decayed - Blasphemic Offerings: The Singles 1993-2011

[2CD]

10.95 EUR

Massive forty five track collection of all EPs, Split EPs and compilation tracks of this Portuguese black metal band from 199 3 to 2011,
alongside plenty of exclusive unreleased material including new tracks featuring Tormentor of Desaster on drums... over 140 minutes of total
running-time!! [Released by Aphelion Productions]

Decayed - Resurrectiónem Mortuórum

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-release of the second full -length album of this Portuguese extreme black metal band... for many of their fans, their best work to date,
absolutely hard-to-find in many years, includes as bonus “The Lustful Rehearsal”, nine powerful tracks recorded in th eir rehearsal room in
1994... [Released by Aphelion Productions]

Decayed / Darkness - Unholy Sacrifice

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies of this sold-out split album between the Portuguese Decayed and the Italians Darkness... the first o ne featuring four new tracks of
their already classic furious and aggressive black thrash metal, instead the second one featuring seven tracks of a raw, fast and violent black
metal... [Released by Aphelion Productions]

Den Saakaldte - Ol, Morke Og Depresjon

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR
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Reedition of the first demo of this fantastic Norwegian band with Niklas Kvarforth on vocals... oppressive and tortuous black metal as original
brand, with some doom reminiscences and this extreme an d suicide touch that only Niklas can add... released in digipack limited to 1000
copies with two bonus tracks...
[Released by Aesthetic Death]

Denial - Ophiuchus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album from this Spanish band, a work full of force and melody, don't let it by!!

Devar - Alternate Endings

[Released by Self-released]

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Wow, what a fucking original album!! Impossible to label it with an style or a band, it‟s black metal and it‟s not, it‟s post-black and it‟s not, it‟s
avantgarde and it‟s not!!! Just a fact, if you only like classic black metal forget them, but all the open -minds out there must listen to Devar and
their “Alternate Ending”, you will not regret!! [Released by Eibon Records]

Dhampyr - All the Dead Dears

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this prolific American project called Dhampyr, a work composed by nine tracks of a mid -paced black metal with
depressive and atmospheric sounds, and extremely agonic and tortuous vocal lines... [Released by War Against Yourself Records]

Dhaubgurz - Old Times of Heathen Forest

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing compilation with all the stuff recorded by Dhaubgurz, the most personal project of Hermod (Hipoxia, Carcharoth, Cyhir iaeth...), nine
tracks of the best pagan black metal in the vein of the old Taake, Immortal, Windir... really recommended!! [Released by Vertebrae]

Diabolical Principles - The Final Step Before the Dawn

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really interesting third full -length album of the Greek horde Diabolical Principles, eight intense tracks of black metal with atmospheric touches
and elements from the classic Greek scene, not in vain Gothmog (Thou Art Lord, Soulskinner) collaborates in tw o tracks... [Released by
Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Diabolicum - Ia Pazuzu (The Abyss of the Shadows)

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

First edition on limited 6-panel digipack of “Ia Pazuzu (The Abyss of the Shadows)”, the third full -length album by the mythic Swedish Industrial
Black Metal band Diabolicum, nine new tracks of their already classic cold -blooded and violent sound... [Released by code666]

Dimmu Borgir - Abrahadabra

[Box CD]

14.95 EUR

Very limited edition of the ninth full-length album of the Norwegians... it comes with the amazing cross-shaped digipack that includes a bonus
track, “Gateways (Orchestral Version)”, and the video -clip of the single “Gateways”, as well as a fantastic hard -cover booklet of 56
pages!!! [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Dimmu Borgir - In Sorte Diaboli

[Digibook CD+DVD]

12.95 EUR

Limited deluxe edition of the eighth full-length album of the Norwegians that include an exclusive bonus track for this edition and a DVD with
tons of stuff, offered in a fantastic digibook with an incredible artwork and a mirror to read the lyrics... [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Dimmu Borgir - Puritanical Euphoric Misanthropia

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Norwegians, with a totally dream line-up: Shagrath, Silenoz, Galder, Vortex, Mustis and the “big” Nicholas Barker
on drums... I think that words are needless, Symphonic Black Metal as only Dimmu Borgir can play... [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Dis Gob - Dis Gob

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really interesting debut full-length album by this band of heavy and ritualistic sound halfway between black and old-school death metal, with
touches to Hellhammer, Necros Christos or the old Bathory... [Released by Base Record Production]

Disharmonic - Carmini Mortis

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Italians Disharmonic, a work recorded between 2003 and 2011 with two different formations that combine in a
really fantastic way the old-school Italian occult/horror sound of bands such as Mortuary Drape or Death SS with fun eral doom of Skepticism,
shocking!! [Released by Black Massacre Records]

Dispersed Ashes / Gravsorg - Dispersed Ashes / Gravsorg

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing split album between the Germans Dispersed Ashes, with their impressive funeral doom metal of immense blacker characte r, and the
Danish Gravsorg, with this depressive black metal absolutely full of negativity... more than an hour of deeply emotional vibes with abstract
eclecticism... [Released by Nykta]

Divina Inferis - Aura Damnation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Finnish band that plays a raw and desperate black metal, more or less in the same vein than their comrade s Horna, with
some melodic touches as well as an enormous load of pure hate and animadversion... [Released by Primitive Reaction]

Dornenreich - Her von welken Nächten

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this fantastic German band that plays an intense, tempestuous and really powerful pagan metal, a journey for the
hidden and wildest side of Mother Nature in the darkest night... [Released by Prophecy Productions]
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Dornenreich - Hexenwind

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Incredible fourth full-length album of the Germans, after almost five years of silence they are back with a much more mystic, wise, mature and
equable work, preserving their so characteristic intensity but wi th a new approaching more controlled, and those amazing whispering voices
that moves you to their own world... [Released by Prophecy Productions]

Dornenreich - In Luft geritzt

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Germans... their more delicate, mystic and intimate work, the most rooted in folk, being almost acoustic in all their
running, with sonorities close to Agalloch or Sol Invictus, but always with this own magic personality... a nother jewel!! [Released by
Prophecy Productions]

Dragobrath - And Mountains Openeth Eyes...

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of Synevir‟s (Viter, Kroda, Capitollium...) personal project, with this heathen sound so characteristic in the Ukrainian
scene, mixing in an amazing way the black metal‟s raw and intensity with the atmosphere and majesty of pagan metal, for fans of Kroda,
Drudkh, Temnozor... [Released by Eastside]

Draugen - Among the Lonely Shades

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of this French band that plays a mid -tempo black metal, with several acoustic passages and some references to the
Swedish Shining, not in the agonic and extreme feelings, but in the cold, distant and majestic atmospheres... [Released by Ancestrale
Production]

Draugûl - The Voyager

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of Draugûl, the sole-project of the Maltese Vargblod, presenting us with “The Voyager” a really epic black viking metal
deeply influenced by Bathory‟s sound and atmosphere, from whom there is as well a cover version of their classic “One Rode to Asa Bay”,
recommended!! [Released by Pesttanz Klangschmiede]

Draugurinn - Móðuharðindin

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this Swedish project of ritual dark ambient called Draugurinn, six tracks conforms “Móðuharðindin” that suppo se a
real chamanic spiritual journey to the ancestral pagan misteries... for the dark and deep winter nights... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir
Productions]

Drautran - Throne of the Depths

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album of this young German band that plays a furious and highly atmospheric pagan metal in a very Nordic vein that coul d remember
you from Emperor to Immortal or even to Nagelfar... [Released by Lupus Lounge Records]

Drowning the Light - An Alignment of Dead Stars

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Tenth full-length album of the Aussies Drowning the Light, that with “An Alignment of Dead Stars” have developed their most mature and
complex work to date, mid-paced black metal of desolate atmospheres without any loss of their so characteristic dirty and raw
sound... [Released by Avantgarde Music]

Drudkh - Борозна обірвалася (A Furrow Cut Short)

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

First edition on limited digipack of the amazing tenth full-length album by the Ukrainians Drudkh, seven new tracks of their already classic one
hundred per cent atmospheric pagan black metal with Slavonic folk touches, absolutely recommended for fans of Wolves in the Throne Room,
Winterfylleth... [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Відчуженість (Estrangement)

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition of the sixth full-length album of this Ukrainian pagan black metal band that comes with a carefully re stored and remastered sound
and a totally new artwork, which saw the returning to the harsh black metal of their first stage, without leaving the heavily influence of the
Slavonic folk... [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Кров у Наших Криницях (Blood in our Wells)

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition of the fourth full-length album of this Slavonic pagan metal band from Ukraine that comes with a carefully restored and remastered
sound and a totally new artwork, following the steps of their previous work, “The Swan Road”, maybe with a little more progressive
sound... [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Лебединий Шлях (The Swan Road)

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reedition of the third full-length album of this Ukrainian pagan black metal band that comes with a carefully restored and remastered sound
and a totally new artwork, which they come to live the work of the poet Taras Schevchenko, founding father of Ukrain ian
literathure... [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Пригорща Зірок (Handful of Stars)

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Eight full-length album of the Ukrainian pagans, staying true to their original way of develop the pagan black metal and their influence s, with
lyrics again inspired by the Ukrainian poets, maybe moving into a more atmospheric and progressive direction... [Released by Season of
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Mist]

Drudkh - Пісні Скорботи і Самітності (Songs of Grief and Solitude)

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition of the fifth full -length album of the Ukrainian pagans leaded by Roman Saenko that comes with a carefully restored and remastered
sound and a totally new artwork, and album that is purely acoustic folk which reveals the deep Folklore roots of the Ukrainia n
band... [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Eastern Frontier in Flames

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

First edition on limited digipack of “Eastern Frontier in Flames”, the compilation album that collects the songs taken from t he three out-of-print
EPs, “Anti-Urban” from 2007, “Slavonic Chronicles” from 2010 and “Thousands of Moons Ago”, the split with Winterfylleth from
2014. [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Forgotten Legends

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissue of “Forgotten Legends”, the wonderful debut full -length album by the Ukrainian legends Drudkh, with all the stuff fully remastered and
a new artwork, a true gem of the purest Slavonic heathen metal... [Released by Season of Mist]

Drudkh - Microcosmos

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album, the first for Season of Mist, of the Ukrainian band leaded by Roman Saenko, which is a new step forward in thei r
peculiar way of mixing black metal with the history and traditions of their home country, developing their own sound really very
original... [Released by Season of Mist]

Druzhina (Дружина) - Oprichnik (Опричник)

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New work of this international project called Druzhina, this time as 1 -track EP of more than 20 minutes of total running time, expanding more
and more their already classic pagan metal sound influenced by Slavonic folk with hypnotic melodies in the Burzum style, really
interesting!! [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Dunkelheit - Frozen in Eternity

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Finally the first full -length album of the Hungarian see the light... mixed and mastered by Shadow (Dusk), it get a lot of influences from their
compatriots, although we could say in this case that pupil surpasses the teacher, simply amazing!! [Released by Werewolf Promotion]

Dunkelheit - Mors Aeterna

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Hungarians Dunkelheit, just in the same vein than their debut opus, with this fast and intense pagan
black metal full of mysticism that are directly inspired by the best Dusk works, not in vain it‟s again mastered by Shadow himself...
outstanding... [Released by Werewolf Promotion]

Dusk - Örök Halálban (In Eternal Death)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of Shadow and his Dusk... even not being his better work, it's still on top of the current general average...
by Possession Productions]

Dynfari - Sem Skugginn

[CD]

[Released

10.95 EUR

A-M-A-Z-I-N-G second full-length album of the Icelandic Dynfari, the most surprising album since the burst in of the grey gods Dolorian... “Sem
Skugginn” mix with pinpoint accuracy the atmospheric strength of the Finns with the extremely depressive sound o f Shining, don‟t let it
by!! [Released by code666]

Dynfari - Vegferð tímans

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

First edition on limited 6-panel digipack of “Vegferð tímans”, the outstanding third full-length album by the extraordinary Icelandic band Dynfari,
eight incredible songs of emotive and melancholic mid -paced black metal with many many atmosphere... [Released by code666]

Dysanchely - Secrets of the Sun

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Slovaks, now without female vocalist, and with a sound much more into the melodic death metal vein, although
remaining some elements of the atmospheric doom metal of their early years... [Released by Metal Age Productions]

Dødheimsgard - 666 International

[Super-Jewel Box]

10.95 EUR

Third full-length album by the strange Norwegian horde Dødheimsgard, following the steps done on their previous EP “Satanic Art”, turning to
this one hundred-per-cent avantgarde and groundbreaking black metal that actually they use to play, brilliant... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Dødheimsgard - A Umbra Omega

[Digipack CD]

13.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition on digipack of “A Umbra Omega”, the astonishing fifth full-length album by the visionaries Dødheimsgard, pure
and authentic Norwegian vanguard, beware of imitations!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Dødheimsgard - Kronet til konge

[Digipack 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Amazing reissue from “Kronet til konge”, the essential debut album from the trio Vicotnik, Aldrahn y Fenriz, better known as Dødheimsgard, on
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an incredible digipack with a great booklet full of information and a second CD featuring an extremely rare rehearsal session from 1994, just
essential!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Dødheimsgard - Monumental Possession

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

Wonderful reissue on digipack format of “Monumental Possession”, the absolutely essential second full-length album of the Norwegian myth
Dødheimsgard, including six bonus tracks taken from a 1995 rehearsal, an fundamental piece in your collection!! [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Dødheimsgard - Supervillain Outcast

[Slipcase 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of one of the most original and visionary bands of the world -wide black metal scene, the Norwegians
Dødheimsgard, in a spectacular slidebox edition that includes a second CD with seven totally unreleased tracks, very very very
recommended!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Ebonylake - In Swathes of Brooding Light

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this unclassifiable English band that plays an extremely chaotic, brutal and fast black metal in a two hundre d per
cent avantgarde vein, absolutely strange, maybe with some Dødheimsgard reminiscences, but even more twisted and d evilish... [Released
by LADLO Productions]

Ecnephias - Necrogod

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Marvelous fourth full-length album of Ecnephias, a conceptual work around the pre -Christians myths of the south hemisphere where the
Italians develop their so personal dark occult metal as its best... mastered by Dan Swanö and featuring Sakis from Rotting Christ, it comes in a
a wonderful deluxe digipack edition... [Released by code666]

Ecnephias - Ways of Descention

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of one the most promising Italian bands, Ecnephias...A conceptual album around the figure of an Italian Priest turned
Occultist in 1700, mixing English, Italian and Latin lyrics, “Ways Of Descention” is a journey into the abyss of desperation, sin and
death... [Released by code666]

Eibon la Furies - The Blood of the Realm

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing edition on a deluxe 6-panels digipack of the no less amazing debut album of the British band Eibon la Furies, a project inspired by
the Victorian occultism and the folklore of Jack the Ripper with a low-fi black metal of classical ambient, really recommended!! [Released by
code666]

Eibon la Furies - The Immoral Compass

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the dark Victorians Eibon la Furies, and a big step forward in their strange and eccentric sound, blending ev en
more cinematic and dark rock elements to their already very original avantgarde black metal... the English answer to The Vision
Bleak... [Released by code666]

Einherjer - Av oss, for oss

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Amazing sixth full-length album of the Norwegians Einherjer, another outstanding piece of exquisite Viking metal, epic, atmospheric and
powerful in equal proportions, which made “Av oss, for oss” an elegant album from one of the indisputable band of the Vi king metal
pantheon... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Einherjer - Norrøn

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing returning of the Norwegian Vikings gods, eight years before their previous work “Blut”, maybe a bit different of what we could expect
at first glance, with a more mature and complex sound than in their classic works which little by little grows inside of you with each
listening... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Einherjer - Norwegian Native Art

[CD]

11.95 EUR

New remastered edition of this Viking Metal classic, the third full-length album of the Norwegians Einherjer entitled “Norwegian Native Art”,
which now includes a new artwork, the video-clip for the song “ironbound” plus the previously unreleased track “Oskorei”, pure Viking
art!! [Released by Tabu Recordings]

Eld - Krieg: An Odyssey in Misery

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Norwegian duo formed by Laeturnus and S. Winter (Aeternus, Den Saakaldte, Deathcon, Gehenna), presenting u s with
“Krieg: An Odyssey in Misery” eleven tracks of the prime Scandinavian black metal, this one with pagan and Viking elements, that we all miss
so much... [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

Eld - Primeval Vespers

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reissue in professional CD of the one and only demo recorded by the Norwegians Eld, a band that recovers of the old tradition al Nordic black
metal sound with Viking elements, the one that played earlier Enslaved, Helheim, Immortal or even Aeternus... [Released by Antichristian
Front Records]
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Elderblood - Son of the Morning

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Ukrainians Elderblood, the best symphonic black metal work of the last years!! A mix between Dimmu Borgir and
Emperor with even more organic and classic sound and those characteristic hints of the Ukrainian bands... with ex -members from Nokturnal
Mortumn, Muruthel, Svyatogor... [Released by Paragon Records]

Emancer - Twilight and Randomness

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Extraordinary and extravagant project of the Kampfar guitarist, although there is nothing similar with them here... avantgard e and experimental
Norwegian black metal that mix powerful riffs with atmospheric elements and samples, raw and clean vocals... dev eloping some really original
and special atmospheres... [Released by Naga Productions]

Emperor - Live Inferno

[Slipcase 2CD]

9.95 EUR

Double live album with which the Norwegian gods Emperor closed their outstanding discography, featuring two full live shows p layed on the
classics Inferno Festival from Oslo in 2006 and the Wacken Open Air in 2006 too... [Released by Candlelight]

Empire of Blood - Oroboros

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the American horde Empire of Blood, with Baron Drakkonian Abaddon from Dark Funeral on vocals, eight
tracks of fast and hermetic black metal with strong ritualistic ele ments conforms this “Oroboros”, really interesting... [Released by War
Against Yourself Records]

Emptiness Soul - Three Days

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Release, finally on professional CD, of the fifth full-length album of Emptiness Soul... five tracks, including a cover version of Radogor, with
much more doomer sound than on his previous works, replacing those depressive feelings with something more dark and melancholic, in the
vein of the old Katatonia... [Released by Metallic Media]

Emptiness Soul - Without You

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-edition through Satanath Records, and finally on professional CD, of “Without You”, the second full -length album of the Russian Katharos
and his Emptiness Soul, with a totally remastered sound, new artwork and four bonus tracks... drepressive Russian bl ack art... [Released by
Satanath Records]

Enid - Gradwanderer

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the band leaded by the great Martin Wiese, the less aggressive and most experimental of their whole career, t he
most symphonic, cinematic and dramatic one, Enid in one hundred per cent... again with Moritz Neuner (Dornenreich) o n drums, it comes in
an already trademarked deluxe 4-panel digipack... [Released by code666]

Enid - Seelenspiegel

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Absolutely outstanding third full-length album of the Germans, a definitely out of the ordinary band, blending black metal with fantastic
ornaments and medieval elements, as it would be conceived as a soundtrack... with Moritz Neuner (Dornenreich) on drums, it comes in a
deluxe 6-panel digipack with 20 pages booklet... [Released by code666]

Enoid - Suicide Genocide

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Edition on CD format for this classic 10” of the hard -hitting Suisse horde Enoid, „til now only released on vinyl, that also includes as bonus no
less than five unreleased tracks... pure hate to the human race... [Released by Fistbang Records]

Ensiferum - Unsung Heroes

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Finns Ensiferum, ten new tracks perhaps a little bit less powerful than the ones from their two previous gems, but
still in the same line of epicity and majesty... alongside Moonsorrow and Månegarm, probably the best active V iking metal
bands... [Released by Spinefarm Records]

Enslaved - Hordanes Land

[MCD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition by Candlelight of the first EP of the Norwegian band as they conceived it originally... here everything begun...
Candlelight]

Enslaved - Isa

[CD]

[Released by

10.95 EUR

Wonderful eighth full-length album of the Norwegians Gods, and probably their best work to date in this more progressive and slow period in
their music, with absolutely exciting melodies, full of magic, of an impressive mysticism half-way between Mythological and Nature, true Viking
metal, nothing more and nothing less... [Released by Tabu Recordings]

Enslaved - Mardraum: Beyond the Within

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the guys from Bergen and, maybe, the last one that could be truly labeled as Viking Metal, mixing tracks with their
classic furious and discarnate sound with others on a more intimate way that glimpse those characteristic progressive touches of their most
recent stage... [Released by Osmose Productions]
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Enslaved - Monumension

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Nordic Vikings, a new step ahead in the path that the band begun in their previous work, “Mardraum”, to m ore
progressive and experimental sounds, staying halfway between their first period and the most actual one... [Released by Osmose
Productions]

Enslaved - RIITIIR

[Digipack CD+DVD]

14.95 EUR

Enslaved are back and stronger than ever!! The guys from Bergen manages, with this their already twelfth full -length album, to give another
step beyond in their particular way of understanding viking metal... in limited digipack edition with a bonus DVD with tons of stuff!! [Released
by Nuclear Blast]

Enslaved - RIITIIR

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Enslaved are back and stronger than ever!! The guys from Bergen manages, with this their already twelfth full -length album, to give another
step beyond in their particular way of understanding viking metal... [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Enslaved - Ruun

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Ninth full-length album of the guys from Bergen, and a new step ahead to a clearest and more crystalline sound, with a totally progressi ve and
experimental character but, at the same time, with a totally true Viking essence, the same than in their old works... [Released by Tabu
Recordings]

Enslaved - Vetebrae

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fantastic tenth full-length album from Ivar, Grutle and company, with "Isa" their best work in this new stage... hundred per cent recommended
for whom has not been anchored in their glorious past... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Enslaved - Vetebrae

[Box 2CD]

15.95 EUR

Last copies of the incredible box set limited edition of “Vertebrae”, tenth full-length album from Ivar, Grutle and company, with "Isa" their best
work in this new stage... includes as bonus a second live CD (Rock Hard Fe stival 2008), Enslaved lanyard and patch with Vetebrae
theme... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Enslaved - Vikingligr Veldi + Hordanes Land

[2CD]

13.95 EUR

What a gem, the first two great recordings of the Norwegians Enslaved in one edition, their debut album “Vikingligr Veldi” on the first CD and
the EP “Hordanes Land” on the second one, plus a new and fantastic artwork... more than 80 minutes of the best Vi king Metal from the Nordic
lands... [Released by Candlelight]

Ensoph - Rex Mundi X-ILΣ

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length of this respected Italian band... beware, this is not strictly a black metal album, even it will remember you very muc h to bands
like The Kovenant, but we have enjoyed a lot with their proposal at midway between avantgarde and industrial sounds so we have brought
them... [Released by Cruz del Sur Music]

Entartung - Krypteia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic debut album of this German band made up for only two members, but who really notice!!!... occult black metal, with so much melody,
mixing fast and mid-tempo parts and this so characteristic atmosphere of the Germanic bands that probably will reme mber you to Nagelfar or
Lunar Aurora... very interesting!! [Released by World Terror Committee]

Enthral - Subterranean Movement

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Norwegians Enthral, the Kjetil Hektoen‟s side -project, well known for his work with bands such as Crest of
Darkness, Lunaris o The Legion, playing a fast and technical black metal with a futuristic shape and quite similarities with Lunaris or
Thorns... [Released by Displeased Records]

Enthroned - Obsidium

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Return of this Belgian institution called Enthroned with “Obsidium”, their ninth full-length album and, more than likely, their best work in the last
few years, nine outstanding tracks of furious and powerful black metal with those death metal touches so characteristic in their sound, a
must!! [Released by Agonia Records]

Enthroned - The Blackend Collection

[4CD]

14.95 EUR

Amazing box featuring the four first albums released by the really powerfull Belgium horde Enthroned (“Prophecies of Pagan Fi re”, “Towards
the Skullthrone of Satan”, “The Apocalypse Manifesto” and “Armoured Bestial Hell”) plus the EP “Regie Sathanas - A Tribute to Cernunnos”,
so everything released by the label Blackend... [Released by Candlelight]

Ephel Duath - Hemmed by Light, Shaped by Darkness

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Italian iconoclasts Ephel Duath, b reaking again the molds with “Hemmed by Light, Shaped by Darkness”, their
most inspired album to date, a multi-layered hybrid of death metal, jazz and post rock with intuition and experimentation as the only rules to
follow... [Released by Agonia Records]
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Ered - Goatworshipping Metal

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length of this Spanish band and its powerful and intense black death full of quality, they are like a steamroller!!
Grotesque Productions]

Ered - Incantated Horror

[Released by

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic MCD from this Spanish black death band, finally under the flag of a quality label... faithful to their own sound!!
Grotesque Productions]

Ered / Eldereon - Apocalyptic Revelations / Into the Moonshine

[Released by

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between the Spanish bands Ered and Eldreon, four new tracks from the first one with their already characteristic and powerful
Swedish black death metal, five from the second one of a black death metal closer to classic death metal, everything seasoned with an
amazing cover by Juanjo Castellanos... [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

Ereshkigal - Ten Years of Blasphemy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with the first three demos recorded by the Mexicans Ereshkigal, one of the most iconic band of the Aztecan black metal
scene, totally remastered and including their original artwork, twenty-two songs in almost eighty minutes of cold and atmospheric black
metal... [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Esequiem - Contempt

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really powerful debut full-length album of the Italians Esequiem, seven tracks of black metal in the real Scandinavian way: fast, strong,
straight to the fucking head... [Released by Behemoth Productions]

Eternal Deformity - The Beauty of Chaos

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Polish Eternal Deformity, and the first one for code666, presenting us a blending between a powerful deat h metal
with progressive and even gothic elements that put them closer to bands such as Opeth or Edge of Sanity... [Released by code666]

Eternium - Repelling a Solar Giant

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Americans Eternium, a conceptual work in six parts of powerful symphonic black metal with amazing
atmospheric passages and some touches close to the Swedish death metal, for fans of bands such as Dissection, Amon Amarth or
Emperor... [Released by Blast Head Records]

Ethereal - Opus Aethereum

[CD]

8.95 EUR

What a debut for Ethereal, their first full-length album released no more, no less than through Candlelight!! This symphonic black metal
halfway between Emperor and Carach Angren they show us in “Opus Aethereum” will delight to every fan of the genre, really
good!! [Released by Candlelight]

Evil Wrath / The True Endless / Gromm - Rape their Souls with Black Metal Wrath

[Split

8.95 EUR

Digipack CD]

Fantastic digipack edition limited to 1000 hand-numbered copies of this 3-way split CD that gather together the Canadians Evil Wrath, the
Italians The True Endless and the Ukrainians Gromm, contributing with four new and exclusive tracks per b and to this release... raw, primitive
and anti-human black metal!! [Released by Slava Productions]

Evilhorse - Cabeza de Vaca

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut of the Spanish trio Evilhorse in the shape of the long 3 -tracks EP “Cabeza de Vaca”, more than thirty minutes of total running -time
playing an oppressive and powerful doom metal really dense and primitive with some psychedelic touches... an amazing
introduction... [Released by Discos Macarras]

EvnaR - E.V.N.A.R.

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Regular edition of the incredible EvnaR‟s debut album, band conceived by Román and JM (Between the Frost) with the enormous d rummer
Robert Kovačič (Belphegor...), eight tracks of incredible raw Blackened Death Metal in the vein of bands like Behemoth, God Dethroned,
Belphegor or Vader... [Released by Winter Demons]

EvnaR - E.V.N.A.R. (Collector's Edition)

[Box CD]

12.95 EUR

Collector‟s edition on black cardboard box limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies, including an exclusive 5” oversized digifile, two postcards
and an A3 sized poster, of the amazing EvnaR‟s debut full-length album, eight tracks of the best Blackened Death Metal that you can actually
find, mastered at Necromorbus!! [Released by Winter Demons]

Evoken - Quietus

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Incredible reissue on super-jewel box format of “Quietus”, the astounding second full-length album by one of the American doom metal
references, Evoken, which comes with two unreleased bonus tracks (one of them is a pre -Evokien song from 1992), essential!! [Released
by Peaceville Records]
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Ewïg Frost - Dirty Tales

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of Austrian punkies Ewïg Frost, a work recorded live at an old concert hall in Viena, but with no audience, tryi ng to
bring here the so evident “alive“ character of this band... mastered by Jack Control at Enormus Door Mastering (D arkthrone, The Darkness,
etc.)... [Released by Dead Center Productions]

Ewïg Frost - Rust

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New EP of the Austrians Ewïg Frost released just after their debut full-length album, showing their more than interesting evolution to a more
influenced sound by the dirtiest and primitive punk rock, blending it greatly with this old -school black metal that play really well... [Released
by Noise of Dissent Records]

Execution Hill (Popravčí Vrch) - King the Gallows (Král Šibenice)

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Really powerful debut EP of the Polish Execution Hill (Popravčí Vrch), more than twenty minutes of ruthless and uncompromised black metal
in a clear Polsih vein in what they present us with “King the Gallows (Král Šibenice)”, for fans of Dark Fury, Ohtar or Thor‟s
Hammer... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Faagrim / Zwartplaag - United Wolfish Hordes

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Excellent split CD limited to only 500 copies with a totally astounding artwork between these two very interesting hordes, th e Germans
Faagrim and the Dutch Zwartplaag, eight tracks for a total running-time of almost one hour of the most powerful and underground black
metal... [Released by Thor's Hammer Productions]

Fáfnir - Hugin og Munin

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this personal project of the Italian musician Fáfnir, featuring deluxe collaborations of members from Imago Mo rtis, Fearbringer
or Deadly Carnage, eight powerful tracks of intense pagan black metal with soothing acoustic folk melodies and fe male vocals... [Released
by Razed Soul Productions]

Falkenbach - Tiurida

[Box CD]

29.95 EUR

Extremely limited edition of the fifth full -length album of the Germans that includes a copy of the album in digipack format (with the bonus
track) and a metallic pendant with band‟s logo... [Released by Napalm Records]

Farsot - IIII

[CD]

10.95 EUR

First full-length album of this very interesting German black metal band that mix traditional elements with more experiment and avantgar de
ones, and some pagan atmospheres really amazing... they deserves to take a listening, like almost everything released by this
label... [Released by Lupus Lounge Records]

Farsot - Insects

[Digifile CD]

13.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Germans with their intricate and progressive black metal, walking by strange and totally innovative
landscapes... only for open-mind and searchers of new experiences... limited edition in mailpack format, a very original cardboard
digifile... [Released by Lupus Lounge Records]

Fatal Portrait - Adventum

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Spanish band Fatal Portrait, in the end their final work, eleven tracks of melodic black metal with some
symphonic touches in a similar vein to Old Man‟s Child or Dimmu Borgir. Special edition that comes with two bonus tracks, Mercyful Fate
cover version included, and a video clip. [Released by More Hate Productions]

Fathomhell - KvrX

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Amazing new EP from this Spanish band, two tracks plus an intro of one hundred per cent Scandinavian black metal, a must fos fans from
bands such as Watain, Ondskapt or even Dissection. Limited edition to 66 copies that also includes their 6 -tracks first EP ''Non Pietatem Erit''
as bonus... [Released by Cold Raw Records]

Fearbringer - Tempus Fugit

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this one-man band composed by the tireless Fearbringer, seven new tracks plus five live tracks as bonus of a
medieval black metal sung in Italian with amazing clean vocal lines is what he offers us with “Tempus Fugit”... [Released by Arte Profana
Produzioni]

Fearlight - Наш Завет (Our Legacy)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of this Russian band that plays a pagan folk metal at half -way between the classic Russian pagan sound of Arkona or
Alkonost and the one from the Western Europa more in the Celtic vein... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Fen - Epoch

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Dark and obscure second full -length album of the English Fen, continuing with “Epoch” the path followed by their previous works with this
fusion among black metal, acoustic passages and experimental elements, a really emotional and intense album considered as of the best
released in 2011... [Released by code666]
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Fen - The Malediction Fields

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the British Fen, without any doubt, one of the most interesting band of the current extreme metal scen e...
atmospheric black metal full of acoustic melodies, half-ambient parts and progressive and some experimental touches... “The Malediction
Fields” from the dark heart of England... [Released by code666]

Fen / De Arma - Towards the Shores of the End

[Split CD]

10.95 EUR

Fantastic split between these two great bands, in one side the original British Fen, with their atmospheric, melancholic and avantgardist black
metal, and in the other the new A. Petterson, ex-Armagedda and currently in the folkish Lönndom, side -project with his three first dark and
deep songs... in a very limited digipack edition!! [Released by Nordvis Produktion]

Feskarn - Raise Your Swords

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the homonymous sole-project of the Swedish musician Feskarn, eight tracks of a viking black metal quite raw and unpolished,
with great presence of a really epic and melodic keyboards, mixing them perfectly with grand pianos and other folk in struments...
[Released
by Pesttanz Klangschmiede]

Fhoi Myore - Fhoi Myore

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this young French band that plays a furious and fast black metal full of blast -beats and ill-feelings, in a classic Nordic vein like
Gorgoroth, but at the same time exuding a really deep French epic spirit... [Released by Ancestrale Production]

Fimbul - Ramnens Ferd

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with the first and only two demos recorded by this myth of the Norwegian black metal, “Vinterland” and the fantastic “Det
Siste Slaget”, that instead the one hundred per cent demo sound so missed in many cases, moves you to the first time of Burzum, Darkthroine
or Mayhem... [Released by Candarian Demon Productions]

Fimbulvet - Frostbrand: Eines Bildnis Tracht

[A5 Super-Jewel Box]

12.95 EUR

Amazing first edition on 3-panel A5 digipack format limited to 500 copies of the wonderful fourth full -length album of the Thuringians Fimbulvet,
ten tracks of pure and primordial pagan metal in the finest German tradition, marvelous! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Finntroll - Jaktens Tid

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissue of the amazing second full-length album of the Finns... I don‟t if it‟s their better work, but without doubt it‟s the one who made the
name of Finntroll grow in the internati onal scene with a very particular way of mixing traditional Finnish music and extreme metal... it comes
complete with liner notes and expanded artwork... [Released by Spinefarm Records]

Finntroll - Nifelvind

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the amusing beer Finnish, the best music to go out for a good time!!

Finsterforst - ...Zum Tode Hin

[Released by Century Media]

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Aarrggghh!! This album is fucking great!! Epic and majestic pagan metal as few, if you like bands like Finntroll or Moonsorro w you will enjoy
like a pig with them... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Finsterforst - Urwerk

[Digipack 2CD]

11.95 EUR

Double digipack edition limited to 2000 copies of this compilation album that contains the first EP of the Germans, “Wiege de r Finsternis”, with
an unreleased track as bonus, and their fantastic first full-length album, “Weltenkraft”, „til now totally sold-out... [Released by Einheit
Produktionen]

Fir Bolg - Towards Ancestral Lands

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Five years after the demo “Paganism”, the French Dagoth and his Fir Bolg are back with his debut album “Towards Ancestral Lan ds” under his
arms... nine tracks much better than the old ones, of an epic and powerful pagan black metal with amazing acoustic parts and trad itional
instruments such as bodhran and olifant... [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Flame of War - Long Live Death!

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full length album of this project leaded by Njord, Dark Fury‟s guitar, with P., also from the extreme Polish band, on drums... dirty, fast
and raw black metal, but also with some melodic and even doom elemen ts... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Folge Dem Wind - Inhale the Sacred Poison

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the French Folge Dem Wind, a travel of the soul through the ineffable, frightening and obscure visions of wor lds
hidden to our human eyes on horseback of mid-tempo black metal with tons of avantgarde elements... a true sonic mystical
experience!! [Released by code666]

Folge Dem Wind - To Summon Twilight

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album of the French tribe Folge Dem Wind, a chaotic, desperate and primordial ritual of Paleolithic darkness is
the best way to describe “To Summon Twilight”, with an obscure and raw black metal full of originality... mastere d by Tom Kvålsvoll at Strype
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Audio...

[Released by code666]

Folkearth - A Nordic Poem

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First album of this Viking folk metal supergroup composed, no more no less, by fourteen musicians, among stable members and
collaborations, where we can stand out, for example, Athelstan and Wulfstan from the great Forefather... melodic Viking metal with some joyful
parts and full of folk lines and instruments... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - By the Sword of My Father

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Viking folk metal supergroup composed this time for thirty one musicians!!, where we can find Athelstan and
Wulfstan from Forefather, Magnus Wohlfart from the Swedish Yggdrasil or Daniel Fredriksson from the fantastic Otyg... a real celebration of
Viking folk metal!!! [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Drakkars in the Mist

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this multinational conglomerate of pagan folk musicians, maybe a bit more oriented to the acoustic side of th e project
than the previous ones, with a really varied traditional instruments played, as usual in this project, by different musicians from all around the
world... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Father of Victory

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this very interesting multinational viking folk project, a new harvest of extreme metal and traditional folk musicians
from all around the world paying tribute to our forefathers in twelve tracks full of magic and mysticism... [Released by Stygian Crypt
Productions]

Folkearth - Fatherland

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of this multinational Viking folk metal project composed for “only” eleven musicians, the third released in the over
productive year 2008... maybe a bit soft than their previous works, with amazing folk passages inherited of the pre ceding one “Songs of Yore”,
but yet epic and emotive... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Minstrels by the River

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Tenth full-length album of this international macro project, the second entirely acoustic, focusing their music clearly to folk sonoriti es,
predominating overall strings instruments like cellos, violins or mandolin, as well as female vocals... really beaut iful... [Released by Stygian
Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Rulers of the Sea

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of this Viking folk metal superband, with a more stable and short line -up, anyway it‟s still composed by twelve
musicians from bands such as Hildr Valkyrie, Minhyriath, Dol Amroth or Excelsis, but much faced in one direction... [Released by Stygian
Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Songs of Yore

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of this multinational band, the first completely acoustic so, at last, in a hundred per cent folk vein, mixing C eltic,
Scandinavian and Slavonic influences in a really amazing way... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Sons of the North

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Ninth full-length album of this Viking folk metal supergroup... in the same vein than in their latest works, with a more compact, lineal and much
more heavy sound, more hardened and irate, but always with all those folk elements so characteristic in their music... [Released by Stygian
Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Valhalla Ascendant

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Brutal eleventh full-length album for this multinational project of pagan musicians, and it‟s clear that they have dropped all their nervousness
after the previously only-acoustic album with their most powerful, intense and violent work to date, and probab ly their best album
too!!! [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkearth - Viking's Anthem

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Eighth full-length album of this Viking folk metal saga, repeating the same composing core than in the preceding one, so with a much more
lineal and compact sound than in most of their previous works... intense and powerful Viking metal with amazing folk e lements... [Released
by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkodia - Battlecry

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this multinational side-project to Folkearth that, in many aspects, it‟s even better... melodic viking metal with fantasti c
folk elements, as well as a lot of instruments, to pay tribute to the old Norse gods... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkodia - Battles and Myths

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Powerful fifth full-length album of the international project parallel to Folkearth, including for this time ten musicians from nine different
countries playing a warlike pagan viking metal with some reminiscences to Turisas or even Korpiklaanni, with many traditional instruments
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such as flutes, accordion, cellos, mandolins...

Folkodia - Forgotten Lore

[Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album, and the first one completely acoustic, of this offshoot of the multinational project Folkearth... following basically the
same guidelines, but in a much more folkish oriented vein than in their mate -band, joining musicians from di fferent cultures to create a sound
rich in varieties and tones... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkodia - In a Time of Legends

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this multicultural side-project to Folkearth, following the way showed in their first one, viking metal with so many
folk elements, fantastic instrumentations, acoustic parts and a really amazing epic atmosphere... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Folkodia - Odes from the Past

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this offshoot of the multinational project Folkearth, but following basically the same considerations and conc epts, maybe a bit
more folkish that its brother band, with more instrumentation and a more epic atmosphere... [Released by Self-released]

Folkvang - Atmospheric Black

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing Folkvang‟s third full-length album, the sole-project of the Belarusian music Wind, playing an outstanding pagan black metal really
moody and intense, with a totally wonderful mystic atmosphere that takes them close to bands such as Forest Silence, Dusk o
Darkestrah... [Released by Witchcraft Records]

Folkvang - On the Wings of Destiny

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of the sole-project of the Belarusian musician Wind, which with “On the Winds of Destiny” show us five very
long tracks of a really mystic pagan black metal... last copies of the limited first edition with booklet printed in glossy paper... [Released by
Ancient Nation]

Folkvang - Six Stories Without Keys

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of Wind and his Folkvang, a new incursion in this mystic and majestic pagan black metal really really
personal, a music of an enormous emotive feelings, full of acoustic passages and a freeze violent and raw atmosphere... fuckin g
recommendable!! [Released by Wintersunset Records]

Folkvang - World of Wisdom

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Raw and savage nature in its most pure form, that‟s what “World of Wisdom”, the astounding debut album of the Belarusian musi cian Wind
with his project Folkvang, represents, seven tracks of a majestic yet cavernous pagan black metal , including hidden versions of Burzum and
Bathory, to whom this work is dedicated... [Released by Ancient Nation]

Folkvang / Pagan Hellfire - Firmament Eclipse

[Split CD]

8.95 EUR

Split album between the Belarusians Folkvang and Canadians Pagan Hellfire, four tracks for each project, including cover versions of
Katatonia and Pagan Hellfire for the first band and Forseti and Folkvang for the second one... amazing pagan black metal as its
best... [Released by Ancient Nation]

Forefather - Legends Untold

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Last copies of the compilation album released between the first and the second full-length album of the British, compiling five previously
unreleased demo tracks and two undisclosed songs taken from the “Deep Into Time” recording sessions... [Released by Millenium Music]

Forest of Doom - Ancient Woods of Darkness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Surprising debut album of Forest of Doom, a Mexican trio that play a black metal really far away from the usual sound that co mes from the
Aztec lands, slow, deep and melancholic, with a pagan touch really amazing that moves them closer to bands such as Dusk, Krohm or even
the Spanish Atman... [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Forest of Doom - Emperors

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of the Mexican horde Forest of Doom, definitely a really cold and raw work, close to the primitive essence of
the earlier black metal, for fans of bands such as Wigrid, Abyssic Hate or even Burzum... one of the best bands c oming up from Aztec
lands... [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Forest of Impaled - Rise and Conquer

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Returning of the guys from Chicago, after four years of silence, with their amazing third full-length album entitled “Rise and Conquer”, eight
tracks of apocalyptic blackened death metal mastery, with crisp production value and inventive songwriting, Forest of Impaled is now a force
among the American black metal community...
[Released by Red Stream]

Forest Stream - Tears of Mortal Solitude

[CD]

9.95 EUR

First full-length album, directly recorded for Elitist/Earache, of this Russian ba nd that play a very obscure black doom metal, influenced by the
first Katatonia days, the English doom metal bands, and the best of the Nordic black metal, with depressive and epic touches. .. a really
surprise!! [Released by Earache]
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Forgotten Tomb - ...And Don't Deliver us from Evil

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Italians, and maybe their darkest and most eerie album... with an ethereal and atmospheric sound, recover s a big
part of the black essence lost in their previous works, mixing it with doom touches and some post-punk elements... limited edition in digipack
including a Joy Division cover version... [Released by Agonia Records]

Forgotten Tomb - ...And Don't Deliver us from Evil

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Italians, and maybe their darkest and most eerie album to date... with an ethereal and atmospheric sound,
recovers a big part of the black essence lost in their previous works, mixing it greatly with doom touches and some post-punk
elements... [Released by Agonia Records]

Forgotten Tomb - Under Saturn Retrograde

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth Forgotten Tomb‟s full -length album, following the path begun in their previous “Negative Megalomania”, a less extreme sound, with many
sad rock touches in the vein of Katatonia or Moonspell, but keeping true these insane and depressive feelings so ch aracteristic in the music of
the Italians... [Released by Agonia Records]

Forgotten Winter - Dialéctica Transcendental

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Portuguese Forgotten Winter with their so personal astral black metal, I mean, extremely symphonic black metal with
predominant keyboard lines over the other instruments and so many ambient parts... imagine a very melodic Limbonic Art
version... [Released by Nordsturm Productions]

Forlorn - Hybernation

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Third and last full-length album of this Norwegian black metal band, far away from the viking sounds that make them well-know, but keeping
true a big amount of their powerful and great personality, with a symphonic black metal half -way between the majestic from Dimmu Borgir and
the wrath of And Oceans... [Released by Napalm Records]

Fornace - My Journey is Ending but my Torment will be Eternal

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Italians Fornace, leaving back their death metal influences after their latest line-up changes to focus their
music in a more straight forward black metal direction, which makes “My Journey is Ending but my Torment will be E ternal” as their darker,
extreme and personal album to date... [Released by Paragon Records]

Fortíð - Völuspá Part III: Fall of the Ages

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The third part of this great viking trilogy developed by Eldur and his Fortíð... more complex, powerful and intense than the previous
ones... [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Freakhate - It Comes from the Grave

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Spanish death metal band with this rotten and old-fashioned sound in the vein of the best Autopsy, with fantastic powerful
and piercing doom parts inheritors of one of the best bands that come from Spain, Offense, in fact Loren, Wensho a nd Xavi are also members
of Freakhate... [Released by Hecatombe Records]

Freitod Zeremonie - Monotonie Leben

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut full-length album by Freitod Zeremonie, a strange German one-man band that plays a slow and oppressive one hundred-percent depressive black metal, with dirty and oldie sound, melancholically hypnotic... [Released by War Against Yourself Records]

Frigoris - Wind

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album by the Germans Frigoris, eight songs, plus two live bonus tracks, of amazing mid -paced pagan black
metal full of great melodies and acoustic passages conform this “Wind”, really recommended! [Released by Godeater Records]

Frosset Skog - ... В песнях февральских ветров ...

[CD-R]

Edición en CDr con libreto e inlays impresos profesionalmente del álbum debut

Frost - ...from the Dark

4.95 EUR

[Released by From The Dark Past]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Great third full-length album from this amazing Hungarian horde with members from bands such as Bornholm or Carcharoth, seven intense
tracks of atmospheric black metal with wonderful symphonic and epic touches as only know to do in the Magyars‟ lands... [Released by
Black Plague Records]

Fruset Rike - Skymningstid

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album for this promising Swedish band called Fruset Rike made up of eight tracks of cold and fast black metal with epi c
touches and pagan atmospheres, in the very line of the early Scandinavian scene from the nineties... [Released by Damnatio Ad Bestias]

Funeral - As the Light Does the Shadow

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Bombastic fourth full -length album of this legendary cult doom metal band from Norway, epic, melancholic and totally crushing, with a fantastic
orchestral arrangements in the vein of the old My Dying Bride and a memorable somber vocal work done by the form er bass of Old Man‟s
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Child or Tulus, Frode Forsmo... recommended!!

Funeral Fog - Isolated From Light

[Released by Indie Recordings]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the Italian musician Nittalopia and his Funeral Fog, seven intense and powerful tracks in the line of the old
Burzum is what he purposes us with “Isolated From Light”, pure black metal in the old way... [Released by War Against Yourself Records]

Fungoid Stream - Celaenus Fragments

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Surprisingly debut album of this Argentinean funeral doom metal band, with a sound that for sure will remember you to the god s Skepticism,
especially in the ritualistic percussion, and a fantastic growl voices in the way of Pasi Koskinen in Sh ape of Despair...
doooommmm!!!! [Released by Furias Records]

Fungoid Stream - Oceanus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Six years after their fantastic debut album, this Argentinean funeral doom band surprise us again with their second full -length album, with a
much more mature and personal sound, even more ambient and emotional, really recommended!! [Released by Furias Records]

Furva Ambiguitas - In Articulo Mortis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition with a new artwork and a bonus track of the fantastic debut album of this Russian duo that plays an amazing fusion of the funeral
doom metal played by Unholy or Thergothon with the most raw and primitive black metal ever... absolutely disturbingly... [Released by
Possession Productions]

Furva Ambiguitas - Sacer

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Russian band that combines, i n a totally fantastic way, funeral doom metal with raw and primitive black metal,
crafting really eerie and sinister atmospheres... strange, really strange the music of this duo but, overall, absolutely dist urbingly... [Released
by Possession Productions]

Furze - Reaper Subconscious Guide

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this always surprising project of the Norwegian musician Woe J. Reaper, mixing in a really hypnotic way the
embryonic black metal of Hellhammer with the psychedelic music from „70s and those dense and opaque sounds of the best B lack Sabbath,
everything recorded with analogue equipment exclusively... [Released by Agonia Records]

Furze - Trident Autocrat

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the totally sold-out debut album of the impressive one-man project by Woe J. Reaper... with no doubt, his most raw and primitive
work, with so many references to the classics of Darkthrone, but also hinting at clearly his pleasure for the bizarre... [Released by
Candlelight]

Furze - Trident Autocrat

[Slipcase CD]

12.95 EUR

Latest copies of the first edition on slipcase of the Candlelight‟s reissue of the totally sold -out debut album of the impressive one-man project
by Woe J. Reaper... with no doubt, his most raw and primitive work, with so many references to the classics of Darkthrone... [Released by
Candlelight]

Galadriel - World Under World

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Slovaks, ever further of the doom metal of their first works, with a sound really close to the Paradise L ost one in
the date of “Draconian Times” or even in “Icon”, this mix between gothic metal and dark metal... [Released by Metal Age Productions]

Gallhammer - Gloomy Lights

[Digibook CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing reissue on digibook, that also includes two rare bonus tracks, of “Gloomy Lights”, the debut full-length album of the Japanese beasts
Gallhammer, fifty minutes of insane and discarnate crust black metal for the sickest minds... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Gallhammer - The Dawn of...

[CD+DVD]

9.95 EUR

Compilation album on CD and DVD of the Japanese crust black metal trio Gallhammer. The CD includes twelve tracks taken from d ifferent
demos and rehearsals pre- and post-releasing of “Gloomy Lights”, while the DVD features six shows (24 tracks) from the pro motional
tour... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Gallhammer - The End

[Slipcase CD]

9.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition on slipcase CD of “The End”, the third full-length album of the Japanese cult Gallhammer, carry on this more
experimental path of the second work, but still so close to this slow and sluggish sound that characterize them... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Garth Arum - The Dawn of a New Creation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding debut album of Nightmarer‟s (As Light Dies, Bloodoline, Wrong, Hybrid...) sole project, in which he let his imagi nation run wild in
an absolutely melting-pot of musical genres and sensations where you will find references from Opeth to Arcturus or Winds, absolutely
recommended for inquiring minds!! [Released by Satanath Records]
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Geheimnis - Ilha de Tormentos

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this veteran Brasilian band with which they managed to jump into the European market by the hand of Metal
Throne Productions... black metal with depressive touches and so much atmosphere is what they present us with “Ilha de Tor mentos”, really
recommended... [Released by Metal Throne Productions]

Gehenna - Adimiron Black

[Super-Jewel Box]

9.95 EUR

Fantastic reissue in a deluxe super-jewel box format full of extras, of the fourth full-length album of the Norwegians Gehenna, including as
bonus the songs of the EP “Deadlights”, two rare demo tracks, a cover of Darkthrone‟s “Transilvanian Hunger” and an unreleased instrumental
track... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Gehenna - Murder

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Outstanding reissue of the sold-out fifth full-length album of the Norwegians Gehenna, including no less than eight bonus tracks, many o f them
totally unreleased, in perhaps the most powerful work of the band to date... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Gehenna - Unravel

[CD]

12.95 EUR

New album of the Norwegians Gehenna, the seventh in their wide career, turning back to the sound of their mid-period, throwing away most of
those elements close to death metal of the previous album and returning to these dark and dense atmospheres with a p ure and mid-paced
black metal... really recommended!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Gehenna - WW

[Super-Jewel Box]

11.95 EUR

Outstanding sixth full-length album of the Norwegians Gehenna, for sure the strongest and most powerful to date, leaving completely back
these melodic sound full of keyboards from their beginnings, not in vain it‟s no other than Frost (Satyricon, 1349) who recorded the drum lines,
spectacular... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Geimhre - For the Blood of Hinterland / Cogadh

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album featuring eight tracks taken from the split “For the Blood of Hinterland” released on 2005 by Stellar Winter Records, totally
sold-out nowadays, along seven tracks taken from 2004 demo “Cogadh”... seventy five minutes of pure hate, uncompromising black
metal... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Geimhre - Mollachd

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Impressive reissue through Hammer of Damnation and Lower Silesian Stronghold of the debut full-length album of the Canadians blackers
Geimhre, originally released by the mythic label Vinland Winds... wholly remastered, includes for live tracks as bonus and totally new
artwork!! [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Geimhre - Noidagh

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of the Canadians, an intense and powerful black metal discharge, aggressive and forceful, with this so
great pagan atmosphere, but not folkish!!!, something similar to the latest works of the Polish band North... [Released by Northern Horde
Records]

Gloria Morti - Lifestream Corrosion

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Finns Gloria Morti, nowadays really hard to find, mixing in a quite original way a symphonic yet misanthro pic black metal,
with some reminiscences to Dimmu Borgir or to Cradle of Filth‟s mid -era, and the most powerful and heavy death metal... [Released by
Firebox Records]

Glorior Belli - Gators Rumble, Chaos Unfurls

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing fifth full-length album of the French Glorior Belli, elven tracks of their so personal and vicious black metal with southern grooves
conform “Gators Rumble, Chaos Unfurls”, breaking all molds!! [Released by Agonia Records]

Glorior Belli - The Great Southern Darkness

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the French, the first one for Metal Blade, playing their more and more original black metal with stoner influ ence that
have gathered excellent reviews... I know, the Glorior Belli‟s fusion sounds quite strange, but it catch you and becomes it in one the most
interesting album of the 2011... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Godüs - Phantomgrave: I Am the Catacombs

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Spanish band, much more mature and original than the first one, playing an extreme and paranoid black
metal, full of dissonances and strange elements that, without falling in avantgardism, separate them a lot from almost an other known band...
really extreme!! [Released by Ordo Decimus Peccatum]

Gonfanon - Call to Arms

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

First professional work in MCD shape of this promising French band playing raw pagan black metal with a lot of ambient and ac oustic
passages... [Released by Werewolf Promotion]
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Gontyna Kry - Arystokracja Ducha

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of Warterz Neur and his Gontyna Kry, one of the oldest and most respected acts of the Polish black metal scene,
showing us with “Arystokracja Ducha” nine tracks of a much more melodic pagan black metal than in their beginnings, with grea t orchestral an
atmospheric touches... [Released by Eastside]

Gôr Mörgûl - Heresy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Italians Gôr Mörgûl, band that plays a fast and aggressive yet quite technical death metal with some real ly
interesting black metal touches... pure heretical madness in all four sides... [Released by Satanath Records]

Gorgon / Ordo Templi Aeternae Lucis - Gorgon / Ordo Templi Aeternae Lucis

[Split

CD]

7.95 EUR

The long awaited split album between these two great French black metal bands is finally out, Gorgon features five new tracks including a
fantastic Burzum cover version, and O.T.A.L. featuring four new tracks including a Blessed in Sin cover version plus a re-recorded version of
their classic song “Necrophilia”... [Released by Dernier Bastion]

Gorgonea Prima - Black Coal Depression

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this Czech band playing a unique industrial black metal full of dark beats and glacial coldness of mankind's cybernetic
future... recommended only for the most daring people out there... [Released by Naga Productions]

Gothic - Demons

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of one from the most active and representative bands from the Romanian scene, Gothic, presenting us with “Demons”
eight new tracks of their melodic death metal with doom and gothic touches... [Released by Loud Rage Music]

Gottesmorder - Gottesmorder

[Digipack MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing reedition on digipack format of the debut EP of the Italians Gottesmorder, two very long tracks of oppressive post -black metal
halfway between the Swedish Shining and the French Blut Aus Nord, really interesting!! [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Graveborne - Pure Negativity

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Finnish horde Graveborne, eight tracks of fast and aggressive black metal in the vein of Marduk, Gorgorot h or
the old Immortal is what they offer us with “Pure Negativity”, forty-six minutes of devastating and morbid black ri tuals... [Released by Nykta]

Graveland / Biały Viteź - Ogień wilczych serc

[Split CD]

8.95 EUR

Fantastic split album between the pagan metal legends Graveland and the more than promising band Biały Viteź, more than 45 mi nutes
jumbling the majestic and powerful Darken‟s pagan sound with the ethereal atmospheres of the Slavonic legends and the folkish rythms o f
Biały Viteź... [Released by Eastside]

Graven Dusk - Graven Dusk

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album for this personal -project of the Canadian musician Evil Lair (Dark Covenant, Fjörd, Nordicwinter...), six tracks with which
he offers us a personal blending between funeral doom metal from Skepticism with touches from Evoken, old My Dying Bride or Novembers
Doom and black metal... [Released by Black Plague Records]

Gravsorg - Visions of Depression

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Danish duo Gravesorg, eight hymns to negativity, depression and decay is what they present us with “Vision s of
Depression”, performing an extremely down-tempo and minimalistic black metal, close to funeral doom... for the late night hours of
isolation... [Released by Nykta]

Grief of Emerald - It All Turns to Ashes

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Swedish veterans Grief of Emerald, presenting us with “It All Turns to Ashes” a faster and more aggressiv e work
than the one of their return, with some touches from Marduk or Dark Funeral, but keeping that so strong symphonic presence on the
keyboards line... [Released by Non Serviam Records]

Grieving Mirth - Calamitosvs Omine

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album for this international project (with USA, Mexico and UK members) with which Grieving Mirth present us five long tracks
of real unconventional black metal, intense and truly powerful but, at the same time, full of incredible atmospheres and real ly innovative
touches... [Released by Loud Rage Music]

Grim Destroyer - Might and Majesty

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album for this one-man project of Chaosforos, from the great Greek band Riddle of Meander, with this raw black metal, unrefined and
primitive, half-way between the old Nordic Scene, you know, Immortal, Mardu k, Mayhem, etc. and the Hellenic one strictly speaking, from
Rotting Christ to Varathron or Necromantia... [Released by Thor's Hammer Productions]

Grimness - Trust in Decay

[CD]

7.95 EUR
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Fucking amazing second full-length album of the Italian trio Grimness, an album where they mix in an absolutely fantastic way the modern
black metal of Satyricon with the sickly rawness of Khold and some thrash groundbreaking touches in the VoiVod vein,
outstanding!! [Released by Behemoth Productions]

Grue - Casualty of the Psychic Wars

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Americans Grue, presenting us with “Casualty of the Psychic Wars” a interesting blending between the heav y
speed of Immortal‟s “At the Heat of Winter” with the atmosphere of the Ukrainian bands such as Drudkh or Astrofaes and the thrash touches of
Absu... [Released by Eternal Death]

Hades Almighty - The Pulse of Decay

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition of the discontinued fourth full-length album of the amazing Norwegians, the second one as Hades Almighty, featuring a totally new
artwork, three bonus tracks, one of them is a cover version of the classic Manowar‟s “Each Dawn I Die”, and a video -clip for the track
“Submission Equals Suicide”... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Halgadom - Heimstatt

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Germans Halgadom, surprising us again with a purely folk album full of magic and ancient feeling, “Heimst att”, the
second one of the band in this way and their best so far, if you enjoy with the latest Empyrium‟s works this i s for you... [Released by
Sonnenkreuz]

Halgadom - Sein und Werden

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Third full length album for this wonderful German pagan folk metal band called Halgadom, ten new tracks in which they mix masterfully more
oriented metal songs with another ones of pure neofolk sensibility, simply amazing... [Released by Sonnenkreuz]

Halgadom - Wille : Tatkraft : Potential

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Germans Halgadom, ten new tracks in their most pagan vein is what they present us with “Wille : Tatkraft :
Potential”, adding this time some death metal to uches as well as their characteristic folk elements and epic chorus... [Released by
Sonnenkreuz]

Handful of Hate - To Perdition

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

The return of the Italians Handful of Hate with their sixth full-length album “To Perdition”, celebrating twenty years of career, whose first edition
comes in a limited deluxe digipack with one bonus track... eleven intense and brutal tracks of a really fa st, wild and blasphemous black metal
that is a trademark, amazing!! [Released by code666]

Handful of Hate - ViceCrown

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Nine tracks of a raw, violent and aggressive, yet melodic and intricate, black metal constitute “ViceCrown”, the amazing thir d full-length album
of the Italians Handful of Hate... like an infernal and sadomasochist combination among Angelcorpse, Dark Funeral, Marduk and
Enthroned... [Released by code666]

Hardingrock - Grimen

[CD]

9.95 EUR

First full-length album of this project from Ihsahn, Starofash (best known as Ihriel) and the great folk violinist Knut Buen, an album w here they
mix in a really fantastic way melodies based in Norwegian traditions and myths with metal, one hundred per cen t recommended!! [Released
by Candlelight]

Hat - The Demise of Mankind

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this veteran Norwegian band that plays a raw, primitive and wild black metal that will for sure remember you t he classic
releases from Gorgoroth, Mayhem, Carpathian Forest... True Norwegian Black Metal!! [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

Hate Profile - Opus II: The Soul Proceeds

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing second full -lenght album of the Italians Hate Profile, now with the help of the great drummer m:a Fog (Opera IX, Disiplin, Janvs,
Glorior Belli, Mortuary Drape...), nine incredible songs of a primitive black metal yet raw and enraged in the line of bands such as Tulus/Khold,
Thorns or even Ved Buens Ende..... [Released by Behemoth Productions]

Havoc Unit - HI.V+ RMSTRD

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Remastered reedition of the debut album of the Finns Havoc Unit, a band who emerged as consequence of the continuous musical evolution
of the great ...And Oceans to one hundred per cent experimental sounds with heavy industrial touches, changing finally it s nick... if you like
DHG, Aborym or Blacklogde, this is your band... [Released by Firebox Records]

Heiden - Obsidian

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album from the Czech blackers, with a much more mature sound, experimental, dark and decadent than in their first works,
with some doom and depressive black touches... really interesting!! [Released by Naga Productions]

Heiden - Potomkům Pozemského Soumraku

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Czech and their fantastic pagan black metal of dark and cold landscapes of thick mists and grainy windswept
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cliffs... a work full of feelings...

Heiden - Tinne

[Released by Eclipse Productions]

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Czech band, playing a great pagan black metal with fantastic acoustic guitars, raw vocals and tons of
feeling... [Released by Naga Productions]

Heilnoz - Porta da vida, Porta da morte

[A5 Digifile MCD]

6.95 EUR

Outstanding EP of the Spanish horde Heilnoz comprises two absolutely amazing new tracks plus the four ones from their “Demo 2 010” for the
first time on CD as bonus, everything packed on a deluxe A5 sized digifile limited to only 66 hand -numbered copies... [Released by
Darkwoods]

Heilnoz / Drengskapur - The Forest's Arcanum

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Impressive split album between the Spanish Heilnoz and the Germans Drengskapur, three tracks for the first band, four for the second one of
really extraordinary pagan black metal, powerful and thrilling... one of the best albums released on 2015... [Released by Dominance of
Darkness Records]

Heinrichreich - Druid

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Jörg Heinrich‟s project which presents us a raw, cold and brutal black metal in a very old -school vein, with some Irish folk
elements and atmospheres... beware, nothing to do with Primordial, Cruachan or bands like this... [Released by Self-released]

Helcaraxë - Broadsword

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this North-American melodic death metal band halfway between the American and the Swedish sound, with Viking
lyrical theme and an incredible artwork done by Alan Lathwell... limited edition to 1000 copies... [Released by Regimental Records]

Helcaraxë - Triumph and Revenge

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this guys from New Yersey released, nothing more and nothing less, by Regimental Records... melodic death metal with viking
lyrics, much more powerful, heavy and intense than, for example, Amon Amarth, much more into death metal... [Released by Regimental
Records]

Helde - Suaren Gerizpea

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Impressive debut full -length album of the Spanish horde Helde, seven intense and absolutely fast tracks in a true old -school way is what they
offer us with “Suaren Gerizpea”, for fans of the nineties Norwegian madness, totally ruthless and devastating, a fucking dagger in your
heart!! [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Helheim - Åsgårds Fall

[Slipcase MCD]

9.95 EUR

Advance EP of the seventh studio album of the Vikings Helheim, featuring two new songs, another one extracted from their next album and
the re-recording of one of their classic songs, “Jernskogen”... more than 35 minutes with a fantastic presentation in sl ipcase... [Released by
Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - Av Norrøn Ætt

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the second full -length album of the Norwegians, totally sold-out from years on, that strengthened them definitely in front of the
Valhalla gates... authentic Viking metal with a really amazing instrumentation... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - Blod & ild

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Re-release in digipack format of “Blod & ild”, the outstanding third full-length album of the gods Helheim, that also includes as bonus the
mythic 3-tracks EP “Terrorveldet”, for many people the best period of the Norwegian Vikings!! [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr

[CD]

11.95 EUR

A new turn of the wheel in the sound of the Norwegians, that‟s their seventh full-length album, a much more powerful and intense work than
their previous ones, recovering a really important part of the old sound, raw, fast and extremely epic, missing them masterly with the
experimentations of the last years... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr

[Slipcase CD+DVD]

13.95 EUR

A new turn of the wheel in the sound of the Norwegians with a more powerful and intense work than before, recovering a really important part
of the old sound, raw, fast and epic, mixing it with the experimentations of the last years... last copies of the f irst edition including a DVD with
two live shows and three video-clips... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - Jormundgand

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of this true classic of Viking Metal, totally sold -out from years on, that confirmed immediately this Norwegian band as one of the
references to follow, mixing in a really prodigious way eerie melodies with the harsh brutality of the 90‟s black met al... [Released by Dark
Essence Records]

Helheim - Kaoskult

[CD]

10.95 EUR
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They done it again!! The search of offering something new is the really trademark of the Norwegians, keeping true this so per sonal Viking
base, and dressing each time with totally different atmospheres and sonorities... so “Kaoskult” is much more ethereal than their previous work,
less aggressive, but still fucking amazing!!! [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - The Journeys and the Experiences of Death

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Norwegian Vikings, and a new piece of art... maybe a bit more strange, complex and experimental than thei r
previous works, with Helheim always offering someth ing new with each release, but with a really clear and unalterable distinguish
marks... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - The Journeys and the Experiences of Death

[Digipack 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Last available copies in digipack format with a bonus CD featuring their unreleased MCD “Helsviti”, recorded by the band in 2 001, of the fifth
full-length album of the Norwegian Vikings... maybe a bit more strange, complex and experimental than their previ ous works, but absolutely
essential... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Helheim - Yersinia Pestis

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Re-release in digipack format, which also includes four bonus-tracks recorded live at Bergen in 2003, of the totally amazing fourth full-length
album of the Norwegians Helheim, probably the best Viking Metal band that you can actually find!!! [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Hell-Born - Cursed Infernal Steel

[CD]

7.95 EUR

American edition of the fourth full-length album of the Polish Hell -Born, ten new lashes of its straight black death with no remorse... heavy,
powerful, maybe less known tan their compatriots Behemoth or Vader, but if you like them for sure you will enjoy with this “Cursed Infernal
Steel”... includes two live bonus tracks!! [Released by Ibex Moon Records]

Hell-Born - Legacy of the Nephilim

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Powerful third full-length album of the Polish Hell-Born, as always full of good ideas, thrashing guitar riffs, growing guttural vocals... for
blackened death metal fans, mostly of the Polish scene, basically at the same level than Behemoth, Decapitated or Vader... [Released by
Ibex Moon Records]

Hellebaard - Fier

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length of this Dutch band inspired by pride and reverence for their ancestral homeland and traditional heathen beliefs, mixing
European pagan metal and Nordic black metal... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Hellveto - Medieval Scream

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Polish musician L.O.N and his project Hellveto... in fact is the CD version for his fourth demo, also ent itled
“Medieval Screams”, which at the same time includes two tracks of the previous one, “Winterforest”... in a 500 copies limited
edition... [Released by Ritual Execution Productions]

Hellveto - Od Południa na Północ...

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Twelfth full-length album of this tireless Polish musician, „cause L.O.N does absolutely all in this new recording, in music and technic a spects...
for those who doesn‟t know them, Hellveto plays an tremendously orchestral pagan black metal with tons of sa mples and sounds created by
keyboards... [Released by Ritual Execution Productions]

Helrunar - Baldr ok Íss

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of one of the best pagan metal bands from Germany, and maybe the most influenced one by the black metal and the
Nordic traditions as well... raw, aggressive and powerful pagan metal almost comparable with the mighty “Bergtatt” from Ulver... [Released
by Lupus Lounge Records]

Heretical - Dæmonarchrist: Dæmon Est Devs Inversvs

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this experienced symphonic? black metal band from Sicilia, and I put the question mark because not many times a
band of this genre sounds so creative, devastating and extreme!!, mixing classical influences such as Mortuary Drape, Opera IX or Evol with
the harshness of Marduk, brutal!! [Released by Paragon Records]

Hermh - Before the Eden - Awaiting the Fire

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic returning of the Polish vampires, after more than five years of silence, in the shape of MCD featuring two amazing new tracks, three
of their classic songs re-recorded, two cover versions (Bathory and Mayhem), plus a video -clip as bonus of one of their new tracks,
“Hunger”... [Released by Pagan Records]

Hermh - Echo

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Digipack reedition limited to 500 copies of this compilation album featuring the two demos of this great Polish band, “Oremus Peccatum”
released in 1994 and “Crying Crowns of Trees” released in 1995, plus two tracks a s bonus taken from the “Promo 1996”, which managed to
sign a deal with Pagan Records... [Released by Pagan Records]

Hermh - Eden's Fire

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR
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Limited edition in digipack of “Eden‟s Fire”, the third full-length album of the re-spawned Polish band Hermh, now with vocalist Bart as only
former member, playing a symphonic black metal quite similar to Dimmu Borgir but with that brutal Polish touch so characteristic... includes a
video clip for “Prepare to Revolt”!! [Released by Pagan Records]

Hexenwald - Descent, Rebirth and Black Light

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Very long second full -length album, about 70 minutes of total play, of this German occult black metal band, with a really dirty and noisy sound,
very in the nineties way, but full of sinister and dark feelings... limited hand -numbered edition to only 500 copies... [Released by Ewiges Eis
Records]

Hexenwald / Todestriebe - Hexenwald / Todestriebe

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Really very long split CD, with more than one hour of total running-time, between these two bands that play a dirty, raw primitive and raw black
metal in a very old-school way... on one side the Germanic beasts Hexenwald, and on the other, the Russian iconoclasts Todestriebe... limited
edition to 500 copies... [Released by Black Death Production]

Hildr Valkyrie - Shield Brothers of Valhalla

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this one-(wo)man project by the Greek musician Hildr Valkyrie, one of the main vocalist in the Folkearth and Folkodia works...
viking folk metal played in a really melodic and atmospheric way, with big reminiscences to Falkenbach, from whom includes a cover version,
as well as another from Bathory... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Himinbjorg - Where Ravens Fly

[CD]

9.95 EUR

First full-length album of one of the best pagan metal bands from our nearby country, a powerful, fast and aggressive album, full of gre at
melodies and battle hymns that will catch you irremediable at your first listening... [Released by Red Stream]

Holdaar - Protivlenie (Противление)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album by Holdaar, the personal project of the Russian musician Skilar Blackwings, sixteen tracks of a fast and furious black
metal with some pagan touches is what he presents us with “Resistance”, a call to motherland... [Released by Armour Get Dawn
Productions]

Holdaar - Rozhdenie Geroja (Рождение героя)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Russians Holdaar, eleven new tracks, including a cover version of the mythic “Dunkelheit” from Burzum, in the
same vein of their previous works is what they purpose us with “Birth of Hero”, fast and powerful black metal with some pagan and epic
touches... [Released by Armour Get Dawn Productions]

Holdaar - Sunset of Europe

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Finally sees the black light the once debut album of the Russian Holdaar... recorded originally at the beginning of 2006, it has not been
released until 2012, once it was fully remastered with new vocal lines by Dmitry... intense black metal with an amazin g pagan atmosphere... it
comes with two video-clips... [Released by Frozen Darkness]

Holocaustus / Ødelegger - Holocaustus / Ødelegger

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between the Tyrrecvir‟s (Flammentod) Holocaustus and the Widar‟s (Bilskirnir, Ulfhethnar, Evil...) Ødelegger, fif teen tracks in total
of an extreme underground black metal, dirty and primitive, with raw antihuman attitude... [Released by Nykta]

Hordagaard - Choose Your Path

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the absolute kings of the True Norwegian Black Metal, Hordagaard... on this time Fauk bring us eight new trac ks of
his already classic Norsk Svart Metal i n an amazing limited edition in digipack that also includes seven bonus tracks taken from old recordings,
really morbid!! [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Hordagaard - Goddefaen

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of Fauk and his Hordagaard, eight wicked new songs of the Norwegian with this trademarked sound: primitive, dirt y,
raw... just True Norwegian Black Metal in its purest form, just pure Hordagaard!! [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Hordagaard - Made in Norway

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Amazing 5-tracks EP limited to only 500 copies released by Hordagaard just after “Arv”, its great third full-length album, as a tribute to Fauk's
Viking forefathers, in fact it‟s probably his work with the most Viking sound of all his career, in the vein of old Enslaved or Helheim albums,
marvelous!! [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Hordagaard / Arvas - Uncle Satan / Dawn of Satan

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between the two Norwegian cult bands Hordagaard and Arvas, in other words, Fauk vs. V -Rex (Aeternus, Ancient, Dødsfall...),
featuring each band seven new and exclusive tracks recorded for this edition of the most true Norwegian black metal, buy it or
die!! [Released by Azermedoth Records]

Horizon Ablaze - Dødsverk

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Norwegians Horizon Ablaze, featuring members from 1349, Absu or Blood Red Throne, presenting us
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with“Dødsverk” an amazing and powerful work blending black and death metal with different original and experimental
elements... [Released by code666]

Horna - Ääniä Yössä

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album from this extreme black metal band from Finland, a concept album dealing with the Black Death that ravaged Europe in
the Middle Age... nauseatingly intense!! [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Horna / Musta Surma - Vihan Vuodet

[Split CD]

9.95 EUR

Split album between these two amazing Finnish bands of true black metal, Horna and Must Surma... both includes two new exclusive tracks
plus some rarities, Horna new versions of their mythic first demo “Varjoissa” fully re -recorded, and Must Surma the four tracks of the first
demo, “Demo 1997”, brutal!!! [Released by Woodcut Records]

Horrified - In the Garden of the Unearthly Delights

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic re-releasing in digipack format of the debut album of this Greek band with a very similar sound to the first Septic Flesh works... it
also includes six bonus tracks taken from their previous EPs, “Eternal God” from 1991 and “The Ancient Whisper of Wisdom” fro m
1992... [Released by Black Lotus Records]

Howling in the Fog - Unaware Prediction

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Very long EP of this personal project of the Italian musician Der Antikrist Seelen Mord (Dark Paranoia, Sytry...), three trac ks of really dark and
depressive, cold and melancholic black metal is what he presents us with “Unaware Prediction”, absolutely desolate and
primitive... [Released by Razed Soul Productions]

Huldrefolk - Eeuwenhout

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Brutal debut album of the Belgian trolls Huldrefolk, presenting us with “Eeuwenhout” ten fulminant tracks of a pestilent blac k metal in the vein
of the old Gorgoroth or Carpathian Forest, with this mystic and hateful aura of the pure nineties black metal, join the pestkult of
Huldrefolk!! [Released by Slava Satan Records]

Hunaz - Unser Wald

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the German trio Hunaz, seven furious and powerful tracks of a really aggressive and epic pagan metal that for sure will
remember you the great Absurd, is what they offer us with “Unser Wald”... includes a video -clip for the song “Unser Wald”, a must if you like
the German pagan metal!! [Released by Drolingsvarst Phänomen]

Hyban Draco - Storms of Desolation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Regular edition on jewelcase limited to 300 hand-numbered copies of “Storms of Desolation”, the new gem of technical and sophisticated
melodic death/black metal recorded by the genius Hyban Draco, including a mind-blowing 12-pages booklet designed by Cesar Valladares
pressed on heavyweight paper!! [Released by Winter Demons]

Hyban Draco - Storms of Desolation (Die-hard Edition)

[Slipcase Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

First edition on 6-panel digipack limited to only 40 hand-numbered copies of “Storms of Desolation”, the prodigious fourth full-length album by
Hyban Draco, including one bonus track recorded exclusively for this edition, only the first batch of 20 copies comes with black polycarbonate
CD and exclusive cardboard slipcase!! [Released by Winter Demons]

Hyban Draco - Where All Illusions Die

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Regular edition limited to 200 hand-numbered copies of the amazing new and overhauled vision of “Where All Illusions Die”, the colossal
Hyban Draco‟s third masterpiece, including an original 6 -page fold-out booklet with vertical opening and a CD with an am azing pearl
finish!! [Released by Winter Demons]

Hyban Draco - Where All Illusions Die (Special Edition)

[Digifile CD]

8.95 EUR

First edition on oversized 3-panel digifle limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies of the amazing new and overhauled vision of “Where All
Illusions Die”, the colossal Hyban Draco‟s third masterpiece, also including one bonus track recorded by the band excl usively for this
edition!! [Released by Winter Demons]

Hyperborean Desire - ... v kruhu Veškerenstva ...

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this Czech band that mix the more extreme and aggressive black metal with tons of extravagant and surprising
elements to develop music really tormenting and insolent... [Released by Naga Productions]

IC Rex - Valonkantajan Alkemia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album from this Finnish band that plays a melodic black metal with big presence of keys, in the Finnish taste, you
know, in the vein of old Throes of Dawn or Thyrane, but with an eno rmous personality in every song, recommended!! [Released by Hammer
of Hate]

ICS Vortex - Storm Seeker

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Limited edition in digipack with extended artwork of the debut album of this great musician best known for his collaborations with bands like
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Arcturus, Borknagar or Dimmu Borgir... for his most personal project he has joined forces with musicians like Asge ir Mickelson and Cyrus...
progressive and experimental black metal!! [Released by Century Media]

Imago Mortis - Ars Obscura

[Slipcase CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this fantastic Italian band that plays a really melodic occu lt black metal, but also with great raw, cold and fast
elements, and everything adorned with totally amazing mystic and esoteric atmospheres... comes in slipcase and with a 20 -pages
booklet... [Released by Drakkar Records]

Immortal - All Shall Fall

[CD]

11.95 EUR

The reconciliation album... it was severely criticized, even before its listening, just for coming back, but the great qualit y of the songs have
many people shut up... they are not the Immortal of the 90‟, but still keep a big amount of their characteristic strength, intensity and
powerful... [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Impaled Nazarene - Manifest

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Tenth full-length album of this mythic Finnish band that plays no other than their traditional intense and aggressive black metal with t hose so
characteristic punk influences... it‟s not their best work, but it‟s a big kick in the ass to all who think that a band with so many years of career
can‟t do extreme music!! [Released by Osmose Productions]

Imperial - Transcendent Salvation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of one of the Malaysia‟s metal pioneers, Imperial, showing the high class they possess with a symphonic yet atmospheric black
metal really sophisticated and majestic, just as good as the one from the greatest European bands... the first copies came with one free A2
poster!! [Released by Renascent Axis Production]

Imperium Infernalis - Choking on the Stench of Mankind

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Greeks Imperium Infernalis, far away from the classic black metal so und from their country, more intense and
chaotic, with those deranged and visceral touches than could remember you to Anorexia Nervosa or the fantastic ...And Oceans, really
recommended!! [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Impious Havoc - Maleficium

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of this absolutely wild Finnish band and their raw and primitive black metal, with this sickening punk smelling mixed with
drunk rocker in a current Darkthrone vein, no compromise!!! [Released by Aphelion Productions]

In the Woods... - Heart of the Woods

[Box 3CD]

34.95 EUR

Outstanding reissue of the first three full -length albums of the Norwegians In the Woods... it comes on an amazing limited heavy cardboard
box, including the three CDs on slipcase and a book with tons of information about the bands and its history... a tru e gem to rediscover this
true myth... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

In the Woods... - Pure

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

The long-awaited return of the Norwegians gods In the Woods... with “Pure”, their fourth full-length album, restarting their so personal vision
halfway among progressive atmospheric black metal, psychedelia and the most avantgarde sounds that made them essential in the
nineties... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Incursed - Fimbulwinter

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Absolutely amazing second full-length album of the Spanish warriors Incursed that have combined in “Fimbulwinter” the very best fro m bands
like Windir, Moonsorrow, Thyrfing, Finntroll or Einsiferum, eleven tracks full of wrath, epic melancholy and some doses of pa rtying, don‟t let
them go!! [Released by Self-released]

Inexistence - Inexistence

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of Inexistence, the surprisingly project of the Argentinean Gabriel Loco... taking as baseline a clearly Kataton ia
influenced atmospheric black metal, delicately embellished with post-rock elements from bands such as Alcest or Fen and a tremendous
personality, really recommended!! [Released by Infernal Hymns]

Inferius Torment - Your God Liar

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reissue by Cold Breath of Silence of the brutal debut album of the Russians Inferius Torment, nine tracks of an impious and v ery intense
ultra-violent black metal in the vein of the Marduk‟s classic “Panzer Division Marduk” or the best Dark Funeral works.. . [Released by Cold
Breath of Silence]

Inferno - Omniabsence Filled by His Greatness

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

First limited edition on digipack format of “Omniabsence Filled by His Greatness”, the sixth full -length album of this true legend of the Czech
black metal scene, Inferno, now with a more avantgarde and atmospheric sound than in their previous works, with long tracks t o bridge
between the classic and modern visions of black metal... [Released by Agonia Records]

Inferno / Tundra - Infernal Belief

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR
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Split album between the Czechs Inferno and Italians Tundra, featuring four raw track of wild and primitive black metal for th e first band, and
five tracks even rawest, wildest and much more primitive black metal for the second one... true black metal underground!! [Released by
Long Ago Records]

Interitus - Der Traum von menschenleerer Schönheit

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of this German band and their intense, grim and cold as ice black metal, with these absolutely amazing
melancholic touches, the last album of Interitus until the time is right... limited edition in digipack including and 8-pages booklet... [Released
by Armée de la Mort Records]

Isarnheimr - Isarnheimr

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Norwegian band that plays an extreme true black metal, raw, primitive and violent as a few, with clear re ferences to the
gods of the genre, from Burzum to Darkthrone... if you miss the old paths, Isarnheimr is your band... [Released by GoatowaRex]

Isengard - Høstmørke

[2CD]

12.95 EUR

Reissue of this true gem of the Norwegian black metal, “Høstmørke”, the first and only album by Isengard, the most personal p roject by Fenriz
(Darkthrone), a dark journey through Nordic folk and black metal that also includes a second CD with the album commented by Fenriz
himself... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Isengard - Vinterskugge

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissued in digipack limited edition of the debut album of this mythic sole -project by Fenriz from Darkthrone, featuring three of his demos,
Vandreren from 1993, Isengard from 1989 and Horizons from 1991, each one with its own sound, essence and structure, basic!!! [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Isengard - Vinterskugge

[2CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissue on double CD of this essential gem of the Norwegian Black Metal in which Fenriz (Darkthrone) compile the three demos of his most
personal project, Isengard: Vandreren from 1993, Isengard from 1989 and Horizons from 1991... with a second CD with Fen riz recounting his
inspirations... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Iskald - Nedom og Nord

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Finally we have here the so expected fourth full-length album of the Norwegians Iskald, “Nedom og Nord”, a work that, for sure, will not
disappoint who enjoyed their previous albums or, in general, to any fan of fast black metal with epic atmospheres in th e most classic Nordic
vein, amazing!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Iskald - Revelations of Reckoning Day

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this amazing Norwegian band that plays a harsh and accelerated Scandinavian black met al in a really epic and
modern vein, with fantastic melodies and these surprisingly dark and cold pagan reminiscences that only the bands from this a rea can add to
their music... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Iskald - Shades of Misery

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Reissue through Indie Recordings of “Shades of Misery”, the amazing debut full-length album of the Norwegian duo Iskald, which comes with
a totally new artwork... nine tracks of melodic black metal with many pagan touches and outstanding ep ic atmospheres that will delight all fans
of the genre... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Iskald - The Sun I Carried Alone

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of this band from Sortland, in the very north of Norway, with a dark and cold -as-ice black metal,
unquestionably epic, full of astounding crystal clear melodies and an arcane spirit that oozes anger and despair... [Released by Indie
Recordings]

Itnuveth - Paulsilaur:

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by this project of Volundr (Svipdagr), this time with Funedëim (Dis Gob, FamishGod, Svipdagr...) on vocals, ten new
songs in the same line of their debut, pure pagan black metal with Viking influences for fans of Moonsorrow, Thyrfing... [Released by Base
Record Production]

Itnuveth - The Way of the Berserker

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album by Itnuveth, “The Way of the Berserker”, the new project of Volundr (Svipdagr) and the great Lianne Krossburner
(Edenkaiser) on voices, nine tracks of viking pagan black metal for fans of Moonsorrow, Falkenbach or Thyrfing... [Released by Xtreem
Music]

Ives / Amort - Ives / Amort

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split CD of this two north American bands that include the reedition of the Ives‟ demotape “Burial of the Modernized Soulless” and a new and
incredible song from Amork, composed just for this release, about the history of the girl is on the cover... [Released by Boue Records]

Johann Wolfgang Pozoj - Birth of Pozoj

[Digipack CD]

13.95 EUR
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Very limited edition in a kind of handmade textile digipack of “Birth of Pozoj”, the first part of the strange trilogy of the Croatians Johann
Wolfgang Pozoj... grotesque, dissonant and very organic avantgarde black metal with unexpected twist and ambient parts, a really
challenge!! [Released by code666]

Johann Wolfgang Pozoj - Escape of Pozoj

[Digipack CD]

13.95 EUR

Second part of the mystic trilogy of the Croatians Johann Wolfgang Pozoj, again in a very limited edition in this amazing han dmade textile
digipack... because “Escape of Pozoj” is even more grotesque, dissonant and organic than the first one, avantgarde bl ack metal for restless
minds... [Released by code666]

Jotunspor - Gleipnirs Smeder

[CD]

9.95 EUR

First and only full-length album of the ex-Gorgoroth members King and Kvitrafn side-project... intense and powerful black metal, as how could
it have been otherwise, with some avantgarde and industrial touches... [Released by Candlelight]

Kampfar - Djevelmakt

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Return of the pagan black metal masters Kampfar with “Djevelmakt”, their sixth full-length album, which also marks the twenty years of
existence for the band... eight outstanding new tracks from the Dolk‟s hordes, with a sound even more aggressive and chol eric than ever, pure
Norwegian pagan art!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Kampfar - Djevelmakt

[Digipack CD]

15.95 EUR

First edition in very limited 6-panels digipack of the return of the pagan black metal masters Kampfar with “Djevelmakt”, their sixth full-length
album, which marks their twenty years of existence... eight outstanding new tracks from the Dolk‟s hordes, wit h a sound even more aggressive
and choleric than ever, pure Norwegian pagan art!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Kampfar - Mare

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Great fifth full-length album of this Norwegian band leaded by Dolk, maybe with a more black metal oriented sound than in their previous
works, but without leaving in any time their own personal trademark... [Released by Napalm Records]

Kampfar - Profan

[Digipack CD]

15.95 EUR

First limited edition on digipack of “Profan”, the seventh full -length album by the gods Kampfar, seven new tracks where Dolk and his army
subjugate us all for one more time with their amazing pagan atmospheres, outstanding!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Kampfar - Profan

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album by the gods Kampfar, proposing us with “Profan” seven new tracks where Dolk and his army subjugate us all for one
more time with their amazing pagan atmospheres, outstanding!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Karelian Warcry - Verinen taival, Päättymätön tie

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Finns Karelian Warcry, playing a melodic death/black metal quite similar to the old Amorphis, somewhere
between “The Karelian Isthmus” and “Tales from a Thousand Lakes”, sounding epic, melodic yet aggressive, with raw vocal lines more into
black metal... [Released by Wintersunset Records]

Katatonia - For Funerals to Come...

[Slipcase MCD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing reissue on slipcase through Peaceville of “For Funerals to Come...”, the ultra -rare EP released on 1994 by the masters of
melancholy, Katatonia, now including two bonus tracks and line notes specially written by Anders Nyström... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Katatonia - Last Fair Deal Gone Down

[Digibook 2CD]

11.95 EUR

Outstanding limited edition on digibook of “Last Fair Deal Gone Down”, the fifth full-length album of the Swedish Katatonia, commemorating
the tenth anniversary of its release... besides the eleven tracks fully remastered, the second CD includes the EPs “T eargas” and “Tonight‟s
Music”... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Katatonia - Night Is the New Day

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue of the great “Night Is the New Day”, the eighth full-length album of the Swedish Katatonia, now with a totally new artwork and four
bonus tracks, three of them taken from the “The Longest Year” EP, simply Katatonia... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Katharos XIII - Negativity

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by the Romanian band Katharos XIII, featuring members from Negură Bunget, Argus Megere or Ordinul Negru,
seven tracks of obscure black metal with strange atmospheric and depressive touches is what they present us with “Negativity” ... [Released
by Loud Rage Music]

Keep of Kalessin - Kolossus

[Digipack CD+DVD]

11.95 EUR

Last copies of the limited first edition on digipack, including as bonus one DVD, from “Kolossus”, probably the last great al bum of the
Norwegians Keep of Kalessin, nine amazing tracks full of those rage and quickness that characterize them.... [Released by Indie
Recordings]
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Keep of Kalessin - Reclaim

[MCD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition of this EP released originally in 2003 by FaceFront Records, and currently absolutely sold -out, recorded after the resetting of the
band done by Obsidian C. along with Attila Csihar on voices and Frost on drums... includes a totally new artwork a nd two live bonus
tracks...
[Released by Indie Recordings]

Keep of Kalessin - Reptilian

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Obsidian Claw hordes playing a majestic and yet epic black metal as a few, maybe a bit less violent and
aggressive, with a more “choral” sound than their two previous works, the amazing “Armada” and “Kolossus”, but keeping tr ue this Keep of
Kalessin clear line that make them great!! [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Kerker - A Dime for the Bleak Faces

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Excellent debut full-length album by the Germanic horde Kerker, seven tracks of raw and wild black metal in the vein of the great Nehëmah is
what they propose us with “A Dime for the Bleak Faces”, first edition comes on an amazing 6 -panel digipack on rough paper... [Released by
Nihilistische KlangKunst]

Kerker - Ban All Lights

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album by the German duo Kerker, eight tracks playing obscure and misanthropic black metal with some touches to
the old Absu presented on an exclusive art paper birch is what they show us wi th “Ban All Lights”, a really interesting proposal! [Released
by Nihilistische KlangKunst]

Khold - Hundre År Gammal

[Digifile CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Norwegians, the last one before put it on ice in order to come back with Tulus and, as every work of this guys, a
fucking Nordic black metal masterpiece, played always at mid -tempo, with an aura and a personality absolutely remarkable... latest copies of
the first edition in an amazing digifile... [Released by Tabu Recordings]

Khold - Krek

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this great Norwegian black metal band of really dark atmospheres, short song s played always at mid-tempo, a
brutal bass line and a with a vocal effort, as only can be, in Norwegian, simple amazing... [Released by Candlelight]

Khold - Krek

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this great Norwegian black metal band of really dark atmospheres, short songs played always at mid -tempo, a
brutal bass line and a vocal effort, as only can be, in Norwegian, simple amazing... [Released by Tabu Recordings]

Khold - Masterpiss of Pain

[Super-Jewel Box]

9.95 EUR

Reissue by Peaceville Records in a deluxe super-jewel box format, including the rare demo bonus track “Jol”, of the amazing debut album of
the Norwegian act Khold, emerged from the ashes of the mythic Tulus... cold, primitive and powerful black metal, a mu st!!! [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Khold - Mørke Gravers Kammer

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of one of our favorites bands... short songs, straightforward, without experiments or bullshits, only pure
Norwegian black metal with a first class instrumentation and a dark atmosphere as only a few bands can create... incl ude a video-clip for the
track “Død”... [Released by Candlelight]

Khold - Mørke Gravers Kammer

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue on Peaceville from “Mørke Gravers Kammer”, the great third full-length album by the masters of the obscure “Khold”, fe aturing an
unreleased bonus track taken from the band‟s “Demo 2000” plus the video -clip for the song “Død”... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Khold - Phantom

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue by Peaceville Records of the second full-length album of the amazing Khold, fully remastered for the occasion and including the rare
demo bonus track “Rovnatt”... another fucking jewel of a really personal, dark and cruel black metal, primitive and absolutely
raw... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Khold - Til endes

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing return of the Norwegians Khold with “Til endes”, their sixth studio album recorded six years after the “break” they d id in order to
restart Tulus... but nothing has changed, eight songs of authentic Khold in its most purest form... last copies of t he first edition on
slipcase... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Klor - Klor

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Fantastic debut album of this Danish duo that plays a straightforward and iconoclast black metal of ultra -grim atmosphere and pagan feelings,
a bunch of sensations that makes it, along with Lux Divina, in the best band of the Ars Magna Recordings roaster.. . for fans from Craft to
Wolves in the Throne Room... [Released by Ars Magna Recordings]
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Kolp - The Valley of Plague

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Wonderful new EP by the Hungarian horde Kolp this “The Valley of Plague”, recorded just after their sec ond full-length album and composed
by four tracks playing this atmospheric black metal full of bad mood that they simply do at perfection... [Released by War Against Yourself
Records]

Korium - Strážcovia Hradu (Guardians of the Castle)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album by Korium, the sole-project of the restless Slovak musician Koronas, three very long songs of fast, dirty and extreme
black metal with those really eccentric vocal lines for fans of the old times... [Released by War Against Yourself Records]

Korpblod - Vardens Färd

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of the Swedish duo Korpblod, keeping evolving their sound to more atmospheric and introspective black metal,
transforming “Vardens Färd” in a highly spiritual and reflective adventure through Nature and its elements... [Released by Razed Soul
Productions]

Kozeljnik - Deeper the Fall

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this side-project from Kozeljnik, one of the founders of the Serbian legends The Stone... black metal in a Nordic
vein, played at mid-tempo, with this avantgarde sound similar to Dødheimsgard, but also this characteristic touch of the Balkan bands at the
same time... [Released by Paragon Records]

Kozeljnik - Null: The Acheron of Multiform Negation

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

New and very long EP of the Serbian Kozeljnik, once again with the amazing L.G. on drums... five really obscure tracks which separates them
even more from their main projects, The Stone and May Result, adding to the songs and Nordic touch really amazing, o ne of them with Niklas
Kvarforth on vocals... [Released by Paragon Records]

Krieg - Destruction Ritual

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this extreme black metal project leaded by Imperial, absolutely wild, raw, insane and dement, with this dirty sound
so characteristic in the most underground black metal... uncompromising!! [Released by Red Stream]

Krieg - The Church

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Absolutely deranged, probably even more than in their full albums, there is no other way to describe this work of one of the most extreme
underground black metal bands... composed by the songs of the “Forgotten Secrets” demo released in 2000, for first tim e on CD, plus a new
one... [Released by Cicatrix]

Krieg - Transient

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the true myth of the American black metal, Krieg, one of those few bands for which the word “evolution” has n o
evident sense, proposing us with “Transient” a new dose of their obscure and restless deeper negativity... [Released by Candlelight]

Krigere Wolf - Sacrifice to Valaskjàlf

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting second full-length album of the Sicilians Krigere Wolf, nine tracks of really intense and powerful blackened death metal with this
rancid taste of the thrash from the eighteens conforms “Sacrifice to Valaskjàlf”, nine songs based on epic Nordic mythology and the Vikings
age... [Released by Fallen-Angels Productions]

Krohm - The Haunting Presence

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Numinas' personal project (Evoken, Funebrarum...), depressive black metal with a incredible doomer
influence... we have copies of the first CD press in black polycarbonate... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Kruk - Drowned in a SwampHeart of Evrope

[Digipack CD]

Reedition in digipack format limited to 1000 copies of the two demos of this great Belorusian fast and cold black metal band. ..
Possession Productions]

Kruk - Endkampf

7.95 EUR
[Released by

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this fantastic Belarusian band playing an authentic, archaic and blasphemous black metal with a Scandinavian
vein... [Released by Possession Productions]

Krv - Ukleta Zemljo

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the really interesting band from Sarajevo that plays a fast and aggressive black metal with some reminiscence s to
the Czech scene and to bands like Maniac Butcher, Sekhmet or Inferno... includes also a live bonus track... [Released by Walk Records]

Kult - Winds of War

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of this Italian band that plays a straight, intense and powerful black metal that, at the same time, has a high melodic
atmosphere and fantastic mid-tempo parts... really recommended!! [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]
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Kulto Maldito - Kulto a la Bestia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Devastating debut album of the Bolivians Kulto Maldito, one of the most blasphemous and irreverent hordes from whole South-America,
paying tribute with “Kulto a la Bestia” to the maligner in the shape of nine morbid tracks of a dirty and discarnate old -school black thrash
metal... [Released by Obliteration Records]

Kurgan - ...I Zamerzayut Travy Zelenye (...And Green Grasses are Frezing Slowly)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First and only full-length album of this great Ukrainian band playing this pagan black metal half melodic, half fast and intense so characteristi c
in this area... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Kuturlat - NecroRitual

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies of “NecroRitual”, the debut album of Spanish band Kuturlat, with their furious and original mix of raw old -school black metal and
pounding rhythmic death metal in the vein of old Necrophagia... if you still don‟t own this, what the hell are you waiting for!! [Released by
Mondongo Canibale Records]

Kvalvaag - Malum

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

First edition on digipack of “Malum “, the impressive second full-length album of the Norwegians Kvalvaag, a project that restarts the mythic
symphonic trail of the great Norwegians bands from the nineties like Covenant, early Dimmu Borgir, Old Man‟s Child or the great
Gehenna... [Released by Dusktone]

Kvalvaag - Noema

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the sole-project of the Norwegian musician Kvalvaag, seven tracks, including an amazing Mysticum cover version,
of such traditional black metal, with dirty, bad mood and some atmospheric touches... really interesting debut!! [Released by Fallen-Angels
Productions]

Lascowiec - Unbroken Spirit

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New edition in CD format of the fantastic debut album of the Americans Lascowiec, nine tracks of the rawest and wildest black metal that you
can find, full of cold atmospheres and exuding an uncommon mysticism in the bands from the new continent... [Released by Werewolf
Promotion]

Lathspell - Elegia

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

First limited edition in deluxe digipack with eight pages booklet of the amazing second full-length album of the Finnish Lathspell... because
“Elegia” is Cold Northen Black Metal in its most purest form, eight fast and unmerciful tracks, including a Darkth rone cover version, as the
Devil himself... [Released by Excesor Christianorum Records]

Lathspell - Versus Ecclesia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Finns Lathspell, seven amazing tracks of a cold and grim black metal in a one hundred per cent Sca ndinavian
vein, full of furious and dark melodies played at really high speed... for fans of old Mayhem, Watain, Horna... [Released by Excesor
Christianorum Records]

Lekamen Illusionen Kallet (LIK) - Besvärtade Strofer

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this strange Graav‟s (Armagedda) solo effort, as experimental and groundbreaking as his debut album, mayb e
with more depressive feelings than this one, with a darker rock sound, like an arcane, dense and macabre version of Joyless.. . really
shocking!! [Released by Agonia Records]

Lekamen Illusionen Kallet (LIK) - Må Ljuset Aldrig Nå Oss Mer

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Remastered reedition of the long time unavailable debut album of this Graav‟s side -project, in those days in the cult black metallers
Armagedda, with a much more experimental sound, dark and really dense , hypnotic and depressive in some way, with touches that will
remember you from Forgotten Woods / Joyless to Fleurety... [Released by Agonia Records]

Lekamen Illusionen Kallet (LIK) - The Second Wind

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Four years after the great “Lekamen Illusionen Kallet” comes the fourth full-length album of the Swedish, again with Stoif, before known as
Graav, ex-Armagedda and now also member of the folk combo Lönndom, in charge of almost everything... black metal enrooted in the most
obscure and occult rock... [Released by Nordvis Produktion]

Lilyum - Crawling in the Past

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full length album of this Italian duo that plays an amazing dark and arcane black metal in a very Scandinav ian way, with their slower
parts of dense, cold and impenetrable atmospheres mixed with faster and bloody as hell ones... very limited edition to only 1 00
copies!! [Released by MalEventum]

Lilyum - Human Void

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New EP of the Italian band Lilyum released on 2012 to commemorate their tenth anniversary... five tracks of a dark and more a nd more
primitive black metal influenced for the formerly black metal scene, from Hellhammer to Venom, Mayhem or Darkthrone, fuckin g
amazing!! [Released by Magma Pure Underground Distribution]
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Llvme - Yía De Nuesu

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Spanish Llvme, a new step forward into their so particular blending between the epicity of pagan
metal and the traditional Leonese folk, enriched with some gothic doom elements... for fans of bands such as Primordial , Moonspell or even
My Dying Bride... [Released by My Kingdom Music]

Lönndom - Fälen Från Norr

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Debut album of this Swedish band emerged from the ashes of the great Armagedda, but in a totally different vein... folk metal really
atmospheric and with some rock elements inheritor of other of their projects, LIK, that could remember you from Storm to Wo ngraven through
Wardruna or Drudkh... [Released by Nordvis Produktion]

Lönndom - Fälen Från Norr

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition with a slightly different artwork of the debut album of this Swedish band emerged from the ashes of Armagedda, but in a totally
different vein... atmospheric folk metal with some rock elements inheritor of other of their projects, LIK, that could remember you from Storm to
Wongraven through Wardruna or Drudkh... [Released by Eisenwald Tonschmiede]

Looking for Mystica - Prelude: Treagedy of a Life That Passes By

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut in the shape of a MCD by Looking for Mystica, a Spanish band that with “Prelude: Treagedy of a Life That Passes By” pre sents us four
tracks of melodic black metal with huge presence of keyboards, in the vein of the old Dimmu Borgir, Covenant or Troll... [Released by Selfreleased]

Lord Agheros - As a Sin

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this ambient black metal project of the Italian musician Gerassimos Evangelou, about midway between
Summoning and Vinterriket... calm and gloomy sounds, based on keyboards, are mixed with rough voices and distant guitar lines to build
really epic and obscure landscapes... [Released by My Kingdom Music]

Lords of Bukkake - Lords of Bukkake

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Self-titled debut album for these guys from Barcelona, and one of the great names on the Spanish sludge metal scene, Lords of Bukkake...
four very long tracks settling the bases of their personal so intense and powerful sound... [Released by Gaia Records]

Lost Life - Wrecked Human Deathcult

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the German musician Nephesus‟ personal project, maybe best known as vocalist of Amystery... eight tracks form s
“Wrecked Human Deathcult” of a melancholic and suicidal black metal with reminiscences to the classic works from Shining or
Bethleheim... [Released by Pestilence Records]

Lóstregos - Alzamento no Norte

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Great debut in the shape of a 4-tracks EP this “Alzamento no Norte” for the Spanish horde Lóstregos, playing a cold and melancholic black
metal with one hundred per cent pagan atmospheres based on the culture and traditions of their homeland...
[Released by Damnatio Ad
Bestias]

Lugburz - Pure Misanthropy of Death

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Polish horde Lugburz, forty minutes of fast and raw black metal with some retro -thrash touches is what they
offer us with “Pure Misanthropy of Death”, pure devotion to the sinister powers which are devouring us from the insi de... [Released by
Satanath Records]

Lunatic Gods - Mythus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of this very original Slovak band that fusions a really technic and personal death metal with quite experimental black
metal, including fast trashy parts and acoustic and atmospheric elements... if you still have not listened to, give them a try, really really
original!!!! [Released by Hrom Records]

Lux Divina - Nox Microcosmica (A Compendium of Rare...)

[Box CD]

12.95 EUR

Die-hard edition on black cardboard box limited to only 75 hand-numbered copies, including a deluxe 5” oversized digifile, eight drawing
sheets in the shape of an artbook and an A3 sized poster of the amazing new EP by Lux Divina, featuring six explici tly unreleased and
exclusive songs of their personal black pagan metal... [Released by Darkwoods]

Lux Divina - Nox Microcosmica (A Compendium of Rare...)

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Standard edition of the amazing new EP by Lux Divina, including an exclusive artwork with an A3 sized poster as booklet and l imited to 300
hand-numbered copies, featuring six explicitly unreleased and exclusive songs exploring the so characteristic duality in their music between
pagan black metal and acoustic folk metal... [Released by Darkwoods]

Lux Divina - Possessed by Telluric Feelings

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album of the Spaniards Lux Divina, ten tracks full of wrath, emotiveness and passion in a powerful yet
melancholic black pagan metal with beautiful vocal lines and with an instrumental work really amazing... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]
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Lux Divina - Possessed by Telluric Feelings

[Box CD]

19.95 EUR

Edition limited to only 250 copies of the second full-length album of Lux Divina... the CD comes in a wooden -box with burn-in band logo plus a
poster and two post cards, and the first copies will have the poster signed by the band themselves!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Lux Divina - Walk Within the Riddle

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Wonderful third full-length album by the Spanish pagans Lux Divina, a work with which they open new sonorities, new ways of feeling and
expressing paganism that made this “Walk Within the Riddle” a true gem for all lovers of the most delicate and sensitive Pagan
Metal... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Lycanthropy - Dead Silence

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing seven tracks EP of the Russians Lycanthropy, including as bonus the two cover versions (Impaled Nazarene and Ashen Li ght)
recorded for the very limited and sold-out EP “Former Glory...” plus a remix of their classic song “You‟ll Get a Hell”... [Released by Metallic
Media]

Lycanthropy - Operation Werwolf

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New EP of the Russian veterans Lycanthropy, introducing with “Operation Werwolf” their new approach to a heavy sound, with so me touches
close to death metal, and lyrics focused to Second World War, really interesting!! [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Mabthera - On the Infernal Path

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really interesting debut full-length album of the Hungarian horde Mabthera, seven tracks of melodic and mid-paced black metal, with those
dark atmospheres so characteristic in that scene, in the line of the old Dusk... fucking recommended!! [Released by Dark East Productions]

Malmort - Vox in Excelso

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this excellent French band that plays a quite classic black metal with many thrash references as well as a few occult elements,
a band that will remember you from the omnipresent Darkthrone to Aura Noir... an interesting work based on the fa ll of
Templars... [Released by Hass Weg Productions]

Malsain - The Disease

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Norwegians leaded by por Skumring, one of the best female vocalist in black metal, up to Kriegtalith
from the great Darkestrah herself... sickly, morbid and sinister mid-tempo black metal with really oppressive nightmarish
atmospheres... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Manes - How the World Came to an End

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Third and last full-length album of one of the most original and risked bands from the Scandinavian extreme metal sce ne, mixing black metal
elements from their first and amazing stage with others from electronic or jazz music... a hundred per cent experimentalist!! [Released by
Candlelight]

Manes - Vilosophe

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Radical change in sound and concept to something really difficult to category, because “Vilosophe” mix influences from black metal to trip-hop,
but also jazz or even sad rock, although the “Manes” dark soul is always intact on the background... [Released by code666]

Manes - [view]

[Digipack MCD]

6.95 EUR

Last copies of the limited edition to 999 copies in digipack format of this new EP released by the Norwegians after the uncla ssifiable
“Vilosophe”, seven new tracks exploring new paths for extreme metal that definitely turn Manes into an absolutely unique band... [Released
by Aural Music]

Maniac Butcher - Invaze

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Czech maniacs, one of the few bands that only releases true gems... bastard and fucking intense headbangi ng
black metal monster, taking it totally over the top, hail Maniac Butcher!!! [Released by Unisound Records]

Maniac Butcher - Masakr

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Ten years after the fantastic “Epitaph”, that seemed the last of their career, the Czech butchers are back with their seventh full-length album,
showing they are as barbarian and powerful as always, with a work that is a real massacre of intense and merciless black metal, simply Manic
Butcher!! [Released by Negative Existence]

Marbas - The Fiery Bloodline of Lucifer

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of this Italian trio, presenting us with “The Fiery Bloodline of Lucifer” nine psalms to the Evil One of pure, r aw and wild
black metal one hundred per cent pure old-school attitude... no flourish, no fucking pissings, just pure hate and darkness in little doses is what
Marbas are... [Released by Baphomet in Steel]

Marduk - Opus Nocturne

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Original edition on Osmose Productions of the third full-length album of the Swedish, the last with Af Gravf on vocals, in which Marduk
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introduces their signature hyper-speed blast-beat tempo, however it still contained much of the melody of the earlier wo rks... in fact for many
people it‟s their best work to date!!! [Released by Osmose Productions]

Marduk - Serpent Sermon

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Twelfth full-length album, their debut for Century Media, of the lately always changing Swedish band, with a sound that left the death met al
reminiscences and recover a big part of the strength and violence of their past, mixing them with the atmosphere an d the new essences
introduced since the Murtuus arrival... [Released by Century Media]

Marduk - Warschau

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Limited edition with slipcase carton cover for this fantastic live album released to celebrate the band‟s fifteenth anniversa ry, seventeen tracks
covering their whole discography to date, but emphasizing their last three full-length albums... [Released by Blooddawn Productions]

Mayhem - Mediolanum Capta Est

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissue through Peaceville of “Mediolanum Capta Est”, the mythic live -album of the Norwegians Mayhem, recorded in Milan at the end of
1998 with the great Maniac on voices... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Melechesh - The Epigenesis

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing fifth full-length album of the magicians Melechesh, a new step ahead in their really so special fusion between black metal and the
Middle East sounds, bringing you back, with only a couple of chords, to the old Sumer or Mesopotamia, wonderful!! [Released by Nuclear
Blast]

Melektaus - Trascendence Through Ethereal Scourge

[Slipcase CD]

Brutal debut full-length of this Chilean band and its heavy and deafening death metal dedicated to the ancient cultures...
Grotesque Productions]

Memory Garden - Carnage Carnival

7.95 EUR
[Released by

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fourth full length album of this Swedish band, released eight years after their fantastic “Mirage”... melodic doom metal in t he classic vein, with
slight power/heavy metal touches, for fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeternus, etc... [Released by Vic Records]

Memory Garden - Tides

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition of the classic debut album of this Swedish band, sold out for over a decade... originally recorded in the infamous Studio Fredman by
Fredrik Nordstrom, all songs have been remastered by Mike Wead (King Diamond / Mercyful Fate)... this new edition includes three bonus
tracks and a newly designed artwork, a really jewel! [Released by Vic Records]

Mephorash - Death Awakens

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Swedish band that play pure and authentic old-school black metal in the line of the early works of Gorgoroth or Marduk, so
you know what you‟ll find, intensity, rawness and absolutely evilness in all four sides, brutal!! [Released by Grom Records]

Merrimack - Grey Rigorism

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this fantastic French band with members or ex-members of the best combos from the Gallic country: Antaeus,
Vorkreist, Aosoth... pure, raw and merciless black metal in the best Nordic tradition, with hardly the experimentation of their country-mates Blut
Aus Nord or Deathspell Omega... [Released by Osmose Productions]

Meslamtaea - New Era

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of this one-man project run by Floris Velthuis, melodic death black metal very influenced by the Gothenburg scene,
with some pagan and epic elements added here and there... includes as bonus the remastered six -track demo “Illusion”... [Released by
Eisenwald Tonschmiede]

Mesmerized - Coronation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this band from Poland that plays a black/death metal really intense, very in the Polish classic school, with r eminiscences to
Vader or the most powerful Moon, but also with some Scandinavian touches a lo Marduk... [Released by Heavy Horses Records]

Metsatöll - Karjajuht

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Estonian horde Metsatöll, a new opus in the same line of their previous works, twelve really powerful tra cks full of
an amazing folk instrumentation taken from the Slavonic tradition, for fans of bands such as Finntroll, Korp iklaani or Heidevolk... [Released
by Spinefarm Records]

Midnattsol - Nordlys

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of the German folkies with Norse soul Midnattsol, an album “Nordlys” much better in everything to their
debut, more symphonic and operatic, with more folk elements, with an incredible sound production... in resume, a new
Midnattsol!! [Released by Napalm Records]

Midnattsol - The Metamorphosis Melody

[CD]

10.95 EUR
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Third full-length album of the Germans Midnattsol, band leaded by Carmen Elise Espenæs (sister of Liv Kristine) that play folk metal wit h one
hundred per cent Nordic roots, with many symphonic touches and the particular operatic voice of Carmen Elise... [Released by Napalm
Records]

Midnattsvrede - Demo 13

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Amazing second demo of this sole-project of Ole “Jormungand” Teigen (Dødheimsgard, Den Saakaldte...) composed by five intense tracks of
pure Norwegian black metal released on a limited CDr edition of only 66 copies, one hundred per cent pure underground!! [Released by
Cold Raw Records]

Misanthrope - IrremeDIABLE

[Digibook CD]

11.95 EUR

Ninth full-length album of the French with a conceptual opus based on the life and works of Charles Baudelaire, a continuous referent in the
band‟s history... latest copies of the very limited edition in digibook that includes a live DVD of more than 130 minutes of running
time!! [Released by Holy Records]

Mistweaver - Nocturnal Bloodshed

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

First edition limited to 100 copies on 6-panel digipack designed by Juanjo Castellanos of “Nocturnal Bloodshed”, fifth full-length album of the
classic Spanish band Mistweaver, nine really powerful melodic death metal tracks mixed and mastered by Dan Swanö ... by far, their best work
to date... [Released by Satanath Records]

Mistweaver - Nocturnal Bloodshed

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the classic Spanish band Mistweaver, nine really powerful melodic death metal tracks mixed and mastered by Da n
Swanö is what they offer us with “Nocturnal Bloodshed”... by far, their best work to date, with an amazing artwork don e by Juanjo
Castellanos!! [Released by Satanath Records]

Moloch - Abgrund meines Wesens

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Ninth full-length album of the cold dark ambient wizard, the Ukrainian musician Sergiy Fjordsson and his Moloch, eight very long tracks
covered by the majesty of winter and the cold nights at the high mountains of the Carpathians, the language of ice made music... [Released
by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Moloch - Abstrakter Wald

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Special edition on professional CD of “Abstrakter Wald”, tenth full-length album of Sergiy Fjordsson and Moloch, including four extra
movements of the main theme“Abstrakter Wald VI-IX” plus the rehearsal track “Stille in Mir (rehearsal piano)”... pure essence of
Nature... [Released by Metallic Media]

Moloch - Stiller Schrei des Winters (2002-2012)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with rare, unreleased or discontinued stuff along with some of the most important songs created by Sergiy F jordsson in the
first ten years of the band, eighteen tracks plus an amazing video clip to commemorate the first decade of the grea t Moloch... [Released by
Metallic Media]

Moloch - Verwüstung

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Limited American edition with gold print typography for the eleventh full -length album of the firecracker Sergiy Fjordsson‟s project Moloch,
returning to the raw and wild black metal of his early years mixing them with his already characteristic oppressive ambient
passages... [Released by Metallic Media]

Montes Insania - Absurdum

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Impressive second full -length album of the Russian blackers Montes Insania, a work much more avantgarde and strange than their debut,
mixing those doom atmospheres so characteristic in their music with depressive touches and so much originality... first ed ition that also
includes their 4-tracks unreleased EP “I Am Empty”... [Released by Symbol of Domination]

Montes Insania - Song from Behind a Gray Veil

[CD]

4.95 EUR

Debut album of Montes Insania, the project of the Russian Andrey Tvoro gov and the Ukrainian vocalist Zhenya Marduk (Fleurs du Mal), which
plays a really slow black metal with almost funeral doom sonorities, depressive cadences and avantgarde elements... released on professional
CDr limited to 200 copies... [Released by Satanath Records]

Moonlyght - Return to Desolation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Canadians Moonlyght, nine tracks for more than seventy minutes of an amazing atmospheric and progressive
dark metal with folk elements that will delighted every fan of bands such Ensiferum, Ne Obliviscaris, Barren Earth, Amor phis or
Wintersun... [Released by Blast Head Records]

Moonreich - Curse Them

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New work of the French band Moonreich, this time in the shape of a 4 -tracks EP limited to 250 copies, including a Christian Death cover
version, in more than 20 minutes... intense black metal in a modern way, without experimentations, with melodic mid -paced parts, blastbeats... an hybrid between Watain and Marduk... [Released by Mortis Humanae Productions]
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Moonsorrow - V: Hävitetty

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Astonishing fifth full-length album from Henri, Ville and company... formed by one and only incredible song with a total running about one hour,
pagan metal as only the Finnish know to play... [Released by Drakkar Records]

Moonsorrow - Varjoina Kuljemme Kuolleiden Maassa

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of this veteran Finnish pagan metal band... always staying true to their style, without disappointing anyone, a
must!! [Released by Spinefarm Records]

Moonsorrow - Varjoina Kuljemme Kuolleiden Maassa

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of this veteran Finnish pagan metal band... always staying true to their style, without disappointing anyone, a
must!! [Released by Drakkar Records]

Moonspell - Wolfheart

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing reissue of the Monspell‟s classing among the classics, “Wolfheart”, their incredible debut full -length album, that now comes with all
the stuff remastered, a bonus track and a revamped artwork in the same line of the original one... absolutely esse ntial... [Released by
Century Media]

Morar - Chants of Ossian

[Digifile MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing debut of this cryptic band under the name of Morar in the shape of a 5 -tracks EP released in a luxurious digifile with black
polycarbonate CD... sophisticated black metal or simply the most personal and original purpose that I have listened to in months, without any
single topic of the genre, melodic, delicate, desperate... [Released by Self-released]

Moravská Zima / Sekhmet / Sator Marte / Svartskogen / DarkEarth - V Nesvaté Antihumánní Zapřísáhlosti

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Five-way split among these five fast and intense black metal hordes from the Czech Republic... including two songs per band, for a total
running time of about forty minutes of the best black metal from the European middle -center... [Released by Ravenheart]

Mörbid Vomit - Return to the Crypts

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing compilation album of the Fins Mörbid Vomit, recovering the songs from their “Demo 2012”, their EP “I Breathe Hell” pl us an
unreleased new song, nine absolutely smash hits in the best Swedish death metal tradition, a must for fans of bands such Bloo dbath, Grave,
Entombed or Gorefest... [Released by Blast Head Records]

Morbus 666 - Mortuus Cultus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of this mind-blowing band from Texas with Thornspawn, Imprecation, Adumus or Teratism members... five strong and
infernal tracks of pure and blasphemous USBM in the vein of Hellgoat, Profanatica or Thornspawn themselves, really brut al!! [Released by
Rex Bagude]

Mord - Morde

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of this personal project of German musician A. Blackwar (Mystic Circle, Zorn...), playing a dirty and extremely primitive
black metal with some depressive touches... [Released by Black Attakk]

Mord'A'Stigmata - Überrealistic

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New experimental project comes from Polish lands, Mord'A'Stigmata, with its debut album entitled “Überrealistic”... imagine a n hybrid between
Behemoth and the most experimental Mayhem works, seasoned with some touches from Zyklon or the last Dødheimsgard w orks... strange
and brutal!! [Released by Lilith Productions]

Morgain - Abandoned in the Forest of Weariness (Call of Fairie)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth and last full -length album of the Slovaks and their particular way of playing doom metal, as many of the bands from that area, mixing it
with folk elements but, at the same time, sounding really hypnotic and melancholy...
[Released by Metal Age Productions]

Moribund / Excrementum Luciferi / Pontefractum Melanchol. - Moribund / Excrementum
Luciferi / Pontefractum Melanchol.

[Split CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Three-way split album between the American hordes Moribund, Excrementum Luciferi and t he British Pontefractum Melancholicum,
contributing with two new songs each of really raw and discarnate black metal... limited edition to only 66 copies on CDr, on e hundred per cent
pure underground!! [Released by Cold Raw Records]

Morkulv - Where Hollowness Dwells

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album for this side-project between Wulfheim (Wulfheim, Svartden, Umbra...) and Funedëim (Svipdagr, FamishGod...), eleven tracks of
dirty and raw black metal quite atmospheric and with some symphonic t ouches... [Released by Satanath Records]

Mormânt de Snagov - Rise from the Void

[CD]

7.95 EUR
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Debut album of the Finns with a clear mission, go for a stripped down version of the early Norwegian black metal, you know, M ayhem,
Darkthrone and Emperor, adding new more actual elements... and Mormânt de Snagov are raw, violent and primitive, but with a really
personal feeling... [Released by Wintersunset Records]

Mors Aeterna - Behind the Majestic Mirror of Death

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut work in the shape of 5-tracks MCD of this one-man project by ArmaggueddA, playing a raw and insane black metal with these occult
touches so characteristic in the French bands, but sounding always very straight, morbid and malefic... [Released by Fog of the
Apocalypse]

Mors Aeterna - Sanctification

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

First full-length album of this one-man project by ArmaggueddA, absolutely better that his debut, playing a raw, primitive and irate black metal
inspired by pure and radical Satanism, with really amazing occult and esoteric touches... it comes in a luxurio us 6-panel digipack including an
extra 8-pages booklet... [Released by Fog of the Apocalypse]

Mort - Raw & Cold

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this German trio playing a primitive and extremely raw and dirty black metal, taking the best of the early ‟9 0
influences and twisting with Frankonian wrath... includes three bonus live tracks... [Released by Pestilence Records]

Mortifier - Darkness My Eternal Bride

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing re-edition of this true gem of Italian underground, “Darkness My Eternal Bride”, Mortifier‟s debut album, sold -out for a long time and
that now comes with a new artwork and seven unreleased bonus-tracks recorded in the 1998-1999 period... la fine dei tempi è alle
porte! [Released by Natura Morta Edizioni]

Mourning Forest - De la Vermine

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this more than interesting French band that plays a mid -paced black metal, with tons of melody and some
incredible atmospheres, but without the presence of keyboards, sounding at the same time rawness, direct and aggressive... [Released by
Hass Weg Productions]

Mourning Forest / Sad - And Nothing Shalt Remain

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing split CD between these two fantastic black metal bands, featuring five new tracks per band recorded exclusively for t his edition, the
French Mourning Forest with their melodic and yet aggressive black metal, and the Greek Sad with their already classic raw an d pierced black
metal... [Released by Hass Weg Productions]

Movimento d'Avanguardia Ermetico - Ignis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-release, for the first time on CD format, of the second and last demo of the Italians, seven long and majestic tracks of very classy and
personal black metal, introspective and strange, with this insane aura so characteristic in the occult Italian bands, to discover one of great
hope of the Italian underground scene... [Released by Natura Morta Edizioni]

Munruthel - CREEDamage

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Munruthel is back after seven years break with a totally amazing new album of symphonic Slavonic pagan metal, full of powerful and
magnificence, with Masha “Scream” (Arkona) and Wulsftan (Forefather) as special guests, in a very limited first edition in
digipack!!! [Released by Svarga Music]

Munruthel - Epoch of Aquarius

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Re-edition in limited digipack by Svarga Music, including as exclusive bonus the cover of Burzum‟s “Tomhet”, of the fantastic Mu nruthel‟s third
full-length album, replacing the dark ambient sound of his first works with a totally amazing Slavonic pagan metal music, symphoni c and
orchestral, with some folk elements... [Released by Svarga Music]

Munruthel - Epoch of Aquarius

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-edition in jewel-box by Gardarika Musikk, including as exclusive bonus the cover of Dead Can Dance‟s “Black Sun”, of the fantastic
Munruthel‟s third full -length album, replacing the dark ambient sound of his first works with a totally amazing Slavonic pagan metal music,
symphonic and orchestral, with some folk elements... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Munruthel - Jav, Nav, and Prav (Явь, Навь и Правь)

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing reissue in a deluxe 6-panels digipack that also includes a bonus-track of the debut full-length album of Munruthel‟s sole-project, at
the time drummer of the mythic horde Nokturnal Mortum, in that dark dungeon folk ambient vein with which he gather ed really good responses
at the end of the nineties... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Munruthel - Oriana Tales (Ориянские Сказанья)

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this dark ambient project of a Nokturnal Mortum ex-member that includes a bonus track and a revamped artwork
in digipack... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Mutilanova - Nera Lux

[CD]

7.95 EUR
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Second full-length album of the symphonic French band Mutilanova, nine very long tracks of melodic black metal with raw underground sound
conform “Nera Lux”, with this atmosphere in the Bal-Sagoth‟s vein so amazing and fucking epic, really interesting for fans of the most melodic
side of black metal... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

My Dying Bride - A Line of Deathless Kings

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Ninth full-length album of the gods of the English doom/death My Dying Bride, nine absolutely killer new songs of their most than person al
sound, with the always so particular Aaron‟s voice, compose “A Line of Deathless Kings”, another gem for your collect ion... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - A Map of All Our Failures

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Outstanding twelfth full-length album of the genius of British doom death, My Dying Bride, recovering after so many years the violin for their
compositions in, maybe, the best work they have recorded in the last decade, a true gem this “A Map of All Our Fa ilures”... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - A Map of All Our Failures

[Digibook CD+DVD]

13.95 EUR

Last copies of the amazing first edition on limited digibook of “A Map of All Our Failures”, the outstanding twelfth full -length album by the
genius of British doom death, My Dying Bride, including an exclusive bonus track and the DVD “An Evening with the Bride”... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - Evinta

[Slipcase 2CD]

10.95 EUR

Double CD edition with slipcase of “Evinta”, the symphonic project with which the British My Dying Bride commemorated their t wo decades of
doom and grief, transforming some of their melodies into symphonic compositions, incorporating new vocal lines and passages... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - Feel the Misery

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Last copies of the first limited edition from “Feel the Misery”, the impressive continuation of the amazing “A Map of All Our Failures”, and the
thirteen full-length album by My Dying Bride into the highest state of grace, you can miss it!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - Feel the Misery

[Earbook]

34.95 EUR

Astounding very limited first edition of “Feel the Misery” on an wonderful hard -cover book (30x30cm) that includes a bonus CD featuring
alternate mixes of album tracks plus the full album on an amazing double 10” vinyl, as well as a startling 40 -page booklet... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - Meisterwerk III

[Digipack 3CD]

17.95 EUR

Third part from this mythic compilation of rarities from the UK death doom legends My Dying Bride, “Meisterwerk III”, for thi s time on an
impressive triple CD presented on an amazing 8-folder digipack... complete your collection!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - The Vaulted Shadows

[Slipcase CD]

9.95 EUR

Compilation album combing tales of the EPs "The Barghest O' Whitby" and "The Manuscript", released by My Dying Bride on 2011 and 2013
respectively, five amazing and trademarked songs for almost one hour of total running-time to complete your discography... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - Turn Loose the Swans

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Wonderful and fully remastered reissue of “Turn Loose the Swans”, the incredible and essential second full -length album of the British gods
My Dying Bride, that also comes with three bonus tracks... [Released by Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - Turn Loose the Swans (20th Anniversary Edition)

[Digibook 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Special edition on limited digibook commemorating the 20th anniversary of the release of “Turn Loose the Swans”, the essentia l second fulllength album by the British gods My Dying Bride, including a second CD featuring Aaron Stainthorpe and Andrew Craigha n talking about the
album... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Myrkr - Black Illumination

[Slipcase CD]

8.95 EUR

First edition in slipcase of the amazing debut album of this Irish band, with this obscure, dense and chaotic black metal r eally so personal,
definitely far away from the classic Irish pagan metal played in this area, absolutely recommended!! [Released by Debemur Morti
Productions]

Myrkvid - Pleasures of Hell

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Very interesting debut album of the French Myrkvid, seven intense and really fast tracks of pure unadulterated black metal co nform “Pleasures
of Hell”, absolutely straightforward and merciless , hate in it‟s more purest form... [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]

Mystical Fullmoon - Chthonian Theogony

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album of the Italians Mystical Fullmoon, an even better work than their debut one, more surprising and original,
with this incredible blend between the most avantgarde side of Arcturus and the old Covenant... an spectacular a lbum anyway you‟d like to
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look at it, absolutely recommended...

Mysticum - Planet Satan

[Released by Beyond... Productions]

[Digibook CD]

12.95 EUR

First edition on limited digibook of “Planet Satan”, surely one of the longst-awaited album in Black Metal history, the return of the Norwegians
Mysticum after more than ten years of inactivity, eight bullets of insalubrious and intense pledges to the horned one... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Na Rasputje (На Распутье) - Early demos (1998-2003)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with all demos released by the Muscovites Na Rasputje between the years 1998 and 2003, including the two tr acks of their
first demo “Raven” from 1998, the three of 2002 demo “The Iceflame of Hyperborea” and the three from 2003 demo “Blizzard” in 72 minutes of
total running time... [Released by Dark Hidden Productions]

Nachtmystium - Nachtmystium

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Reissue of the classic and self-titled EP of the Americans Nachtmystium, originally released between their two first full -length albums, showing
an intermediate step on the band‟s evolution, moreover with the sound aspects, between both works. .. includes a completely new
artwork... [Released by Candlelight]

Nachtmystium - Reign of the Malicious

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing reissue of “Reign of the Malicious”, the outstanding debut full-length album of the Americans Nachtmystium, one of the most mythic
and legendary album of the USBM for this extremely ultra lo -fi necro sound that is already a milestone... [Released by Candlelight]

Nachtmystium - Silencing Machine

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Digipack limited edition, including the re-recording of their classic track “Ashes to Ashes” as bonus, of the sixth full -length album by the guys of
Illinois, a work to return in same manner to the atmospheres and structures of the great “Instinct: Decay”, but still very influenced by the
musical evolution of the “Black Meddle” days... [Released by Century Media]

Nachtmystium - The First Attacks 2000-2001

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Reissue of the sold-out and mythic compilation album of the Americans Nachtmystium, “The First Attacks 2000 -2001”, including all their
demos and unreleased tracks recorded by the band in their two first and most legendary years, everything remastered for t he occasion and
with a new artwork... [Released by Candlelight]

Nachtmystium - Worldfall

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Amazing EP of the Americans Nachtmystium released just after “Instinct: Decay”, their third full-length album, carry on the new much more
experimental path, even now with some progressive touches, instead their songs are still full of hate and decay... [Released by Candlelight]

Nachtvorst - Silence

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Wow, such really amazing second full-length album of the Dutch duo Nachtvorst, masterly mixing elements from black and doom metal
scenes mainly with some shoegaze or post-black touches, and making “Silence” as one of the most impressive albums of the last years,
absolutely recommended!! [Released by code666]

Naer Mataron - Discipline Manifesto

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Greeks Naer Mataron, and probably their best work in their whole career, with the passion ate collaboration of
Vicotnik (Dødheimsgard, Ved Buens Ende...) on its recording that gave it this so different touch, first edition in digipack t hrough the closed
Black Lotus Records!! [Released by Black Lotus Records]

Naer Mataron - Skotos Aenaon

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Finally it‟s re-released the so long time discontinued gem of the great Greek horde Naer Mataron, their second full-length album “Skotos
Aenaon”, that also includes three amazing extra tracks as bonus and a new artwork, pure and true grim black metal as its best!!! [Released
by Azermedoth Records]

Naglfar - Harvest

[Digipack CD+DVD]

11.95 EUR

Special limited edition in digipack format of the fifth full-length album of the Swedish that contains a bonus DVD with their show in Partysan
Festival 2006, a video-clip and an interview with Kristoffer Olivius... in the vein of their previous works, fant astic melodic black metal played
with skill and full of masterly mid-tempo lines... [Released by Century Media]

Naglfar - Pariah

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the amazing Swedish, the first one with Kristoffer Olivius on vocals after the departure of Jens Rydén... wit hout any
doubt, one of the best bands that you can currently find in the melodic black metal scene, really so personal sound and a totally top-notch
quality... [Released by Century Media]

Nakkiga - Amerasu

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Spaniards, much more epic and grandiose than their debut, seven really elaborate songs full of
details and different feelings, playing a pagan black metal with a strength and fury really wonderful... don‟t let it go, wit hout any doubt the best
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Nakkiga‟s work to date...

[Released by Darkwoods]

Nakkiga - Belebeltzeta

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album by this Spanish band that plays a hundred per cent underground black metal, archaic, raw, with a very peculiar d irty
sound, full of distant atmospheres, cold as ice... [Released by Nigra Mors]

Napalm Death - Punishment in Capitals

[Super-Jewel Box CD+DVD]

10.95 EUR

Outstanding edition on double super-jewelcase (CD and DVD) of the amazing show that the gods Napalm Deat h played in London 2002,
“Punishment in Capitals”, including as well an interview done before the gig and live bonus tracks from Chile 1997 and Japan 1996
shows...
[Released by Peaceville Records]

Nattefrost / Fenriz' Red Planet - Engangsgrill

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Strange split between this two black meal icons, Fenriz‟ Red Planet includes three tracks for almost 20 minutes recorded in 1 993, although
Nattefrost with the help of musicians such as Hoest, Bard Faust or Dirge Rep add six tracks for other 20 minutes reco rded between 2002 and
2008... not at all essential, basically curious... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Nazghor - Diabolical Teachings

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth bombshell of the Swedish masters Nazghor, even more powerful, intense and devastating than their previous works, ten o des to the
maligner in the shape of one hundred per cent Swedish black metal, for fans of Watain, Marduk, Ondskapt... Hail Satan!! [Released by
Black Plague Records]

Nazghor - Through Darkness and Hell

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the prolific Swedish blackers Nazghor, ten new tracks of pure hate and destruction conform “Through Darkness and
Hell” that will for sure delight to all the fanatics of the most classic Swedish black metal, for fans of Watain, Di ssection, Lord
Belial... [Released by Black Plague Records]

Nebelkorona - Des Nachts in tristen Nebeln

[Slipcase MCD]

6.95 EUR

EP featuring four tracks for a total running time of almost thirty minutes of this side -project by Christoph Ziegler, best known for Vinterriket,
with his dark ambient with folk spirit and some progressive elements... amazing edition in slidebox limited to 1000 copies that include two
video-clips... [Released by Aphelion Productions]

Nebelkorona - Reminiszenzen an das Morgenrot / Relikte des Abendrotes
Digipack CD]

[Slipcase

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this Christoph Ziegler side-project, best known for his work with Vinterriket, in a similar vein than his main band, dark
ambient with a huge folk spirit, maybe here with some progressive touches as well... amazing edition in slidebox digipack lim ited to 1000
copies... [Released by In the Morningside Records]

Necrocult - For Thine Is the Kingdom, and the Power, and the Glory

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Brutal second full-length album of the French trio Necrocult, six really intense tracks of fast and stormy black death metal, merciless and
uncompromising, just straight for the jugular!! [Released by Satanath Records]

Necrohell - Possessed by Nocturnal Grimness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of this side-project of the prolific Ungod (Sad, Slaughtered Priest, Insidius Infernus...), playing as always all
instruments along with Sorg on vocals... seven tracks of a cold, dark and unholy black metal as sharp as the S atan‟s tail... [Released by
Floga Records]

Necropolis / Werther / Wulfheim - Blackend

[Split CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Outstanding split album among these three Spanish bands of pure and true black metal, Necropolis, Werther and Wulfheim, five tracks for
more than forty minutes of total running-time in a limited edition to fifty hand-numbered copies, don‟t let it by!! [Released by Mysteriis Prod.]

Negură Bunget - 'n Crugu Bradului

[CD]

10.95 EUR

To say that “'n Crugu Bradului”, the third full-length album of the Romanians Negură Bunget, it‟s an absolutely essential album is to fall short...
it‟s not only their best work, defines a new genre, a new more organic and natural flow into pagan metal, so don‟t let it by!! [Released by
code666]

Negură Bunget - Măiastru Sfetnic

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Reedition of the original version of the amazing second full-length album from this Romanian pagan band, in a beautiful digipack with a new
totally new artwork... if you didn‟t got it in its first moments, it‟s the time!! [Released by Lupus Lounge Records]

Negură Bunget - Măiestrit / Măiastru Sfetnic

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

"Maiestrit" is a magical and passionate re-interpretation of their classic second full -length album, "Maiastru Sfetnic" from 2000... this record
contains the last studio recordings of the classic Negura Bunget line-up, with Hupogrammos, Sol Faur and Negru... includes two acoustic
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tracks that doesn‟t appear in the original version...

Negură Bunget - Poartă de Dincolo

[Released by Lupus Lounge Records]

[Digipack MCD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies in digipack format of the new 4-tracks EP released by the Rumanians Negură Bunget one year after the great “Vîrstele
Pămîntului”... as mysterious as always, sounding perhaps more organic, closest to earth and Mother Nature... [Released by code666]

Negură Bunget - Vîrstele Pămîntului

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of this band from Transylvania, the first one with the new line -up leaded by Negru... instead keeps true so much of their
original essence, they have moved to more atmospheric sounds as well as more folk elements and influences... they continue being a
reference... [Released by code666]

Negură Bunget - Zîrnindu-să

[Digipack 2CD]

12.95 EUR

Reedition of the incredible debut album of this amazing Romanian band that plays authentic pagan metal, in a beautiful double digipack with a
new totally new artwork, and a second cd with an unreleased alternative recording of the whole album... essential!! [Released by Lupus
Lounge Records]

Nekrokrist SS / Faagrim - Strike of the Northern Legions

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split CD between these two genocide legions playing a true black metal really extreme and unmerciful, the Finns Nekrokrist SS with sound
maybe a bit more dirty and raw, and the Germans Faagrim with their extremely fast and aggressive way of playing... [Released by Darker
than Black]

Nemesis Aeterna - Mindisorder

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies of the mind-blowing second full-length album of the Spanish Nemesis Aeterna, an already split-up band that played a powerful
death metal with some black elements, which with “Mindisorder” reached without any doubt the zenith in their career... [Released by Selfreleased]

Nemesis Irae - Eradikate Kampaign

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Belgians Nemesis Irae, eight bullets of archetypal black metal orthodoxy, full of fury and true evilness, mixing
with some deathly elements and some mid-tempo parts... for the most classic ones, pure fucking black metal!! [Released by Mortis
Humanae Productions]

Nemesis Occulta - To Shine, To Rebel

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Overwhelming second full -length album by Nemesis Occulta, seven demolishing songs of intricate and tortuous black metal with dark and
discarnate sound, leaving not a single ounce of the aggressiveness of the Scandinavian essence, for fans of bands such as Deathspell
Omega, Dodecahedron, Svartidauði, Carpe Noctem... [Released by Darkness Within]

Neoheresy - Talionis

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the prolific musician F. with his most recent project Neoheresy, that is just the new incarnation of his myth ic band
Hellveto... ten amazing songs of this pagan black metal with symphonic touches that is almost a trade mark... w onderful digipack edition with
gold stamping!! [Released by Ritual Execution Productions]

Neptrecus - L'aube du déclin

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the French horde Neptrecus, nine tracks of epic and brutal warlike black me tal sung in French is what you will find
on “L'aube du déclin”, intensity and fury in equal measure, true black metal de France!! [Released by Ancestrale Production]

Neptune Towers - Caravans to Empire Algol

[Slipcase CD]

11.95 EUR

Finally it‟s re-released the strangest of the Fenris‟ (Darkthrone) side -project, Neptune Towers. Two albums of pure futuristic ambient
soundscapes inspired by Tangerine Dream or Klaus Schulze in an amazing slidebox, including new liner notes from Fenriz hi mself about the
project... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Neptune Towers - Transmissions from Empire Algol

[Slipcase CD]

11.95 EUR

Finally it‟s re-released the strangest of the Fenriz‟s (Darkthrone) side -project, Neptune Towers. Two albums of pure futuristic ambient
soundscapes inspired by Tangerine Dream or Klaus Schulze in an amazing slidebox, including new liner notes from Fenriz h imself about the
project... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Nergal - Σαεταν Έξι - Έξι - Έξι

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Five years after the fantastic “Absinthos”, the Hellenic Nergal are back with their third full-length album “Σαεταν Έξι - Έξι - Έξι", with this so
particular fusion between the typical Greek black sound (from the old Rotting Christ moreover) and the furious of the purest and more primitive
Scandinavian black metal... [Released by Death Cult Records]

Neter - Idols

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album of the Spanish four-piece Neter, with a work, “Idols”, definitely much better than their debut from almost
six years ago, playing this same technical death metal but now much more powerful, dense and demolishing, and wi th an impressive sound
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production!!

[Released by Metallic Media]

Neter - Idols (Limited Edition)

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Limited edition to only 100 copies on digipack of the outstanding second full-length album of the Spanish Neter, a work, “Idols”, much better
than their debut from almost six years ago, playing this same technical death metal but now much more powerful, de nse and demolishing, and
with an impressive sound production!! [Released by Metallic Media]

Neter - Nec Spe Nec Metu

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic first full-length album of this Spanish band, with a sophisticated and technic death metal halfway between melodic and powerful, take
them a look!! [Released by Grotesque Productions]

Nethervoid - In Swarms of Godless Wrath

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Americans, with a much more complex and mature work than its predecessor, full of fantastic melodies and a
top-notch production... satanic black metal from the States as its best!!! [Released by Possession Productions]

Nexus 6 - A Strange Habitat

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album, but the first “metal” one, for this sole -project of Nexus 6 (bassist of the mythic Spanish band The Heretic) in which
he counts with Rhülk (from The Heretic too) for the vocal duties... twisting, technic and really original black metal in the vein of Emperor,
Covenant, Arcturus... really amazing!! [Released by Xtreem Music]

Nidingr - Greatest of Deceivers

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of this project by Teloch (Mayhem, 1349...) and Blargh (Dødheimsgard), along with one of the best vocalist of
the Norwegian scene, Cpt. Estrella Grasa, ten intense songs of this kind of strange and complex black metal that we enjoy a lot....
spectacular!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Nightfall - Astron Black and the Thirty Tyrants

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Returning of the Greek Nightfall, after almost six years of absence and with a totally new lineup leaded by Efthimis Karadima s, with their
eighth full-length album, recovering in a really great way their initial hybrid of black, death and doom but without leaving completely the melody
and rock influences of their latest works... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Nightfall - Diva Futura

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Greeks, absolutely far away from their initial sound, wit h music and a esthetic in a half-way between cyber and
gothic, mixing with dark metal... [Released by Holy Records]

Nihil Nocturne - Wahnsinn.Tod.Verrat

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album by the Germans Nihil Nocturne, eight tracks in the same line of their great debut album “Necrohell”, midpaced black metal, dense, tortuous and fucking diabolical, attention to the incredible 16 -pages booklet!! [Released by Nachtgnosis]

Ninkharsag - The Blood of Celestial Kings

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the British Ninkharsag, directly for Candleligh!! They must have something indeed, a perfectly executed black metal
mixing fast and powerful parts with a melodic vein in a really nineties way, and this raw production that put them close to the classic Swedish
sound... [Released by Candlelight]

Ninnghizhidda - Demigod

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition in digipack of this symphonic black metal‟s classic, the second full -length album of the Germans Ninnghizhidda,
a mixture between the Rotting Christ‟s sound in the time of “Triarchy...”, the Samael‟s one from “Passage” and the Dimmu Borg ir‟s one from
“Purithanical...”. [Released by Displeased Records]

Nivlhel - Nivlhel

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

First edition on 4-panel digipack of the amazing debut full-length album of the Swedish horde Nivlhel, eleven tracks of pure black metal in the
Swedish way with Viking touches and pagan atmospheres, really recommen ded!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Njiqahdda - The Path of Liberation from Birth and Death

[CD]

7.95 EUR

If you though that you have listened to everything in the experimental black metal camp, you are totally wrong!!! Because the Americans
Njiqahdda show us once again that always there are new paths to walk... absolutely unclassifiable, only for those who se arch something
radically new... [Released by Pagan Flames Productions]

Nocturnal Depression - The Cult of Negation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the French Nocturnal Depression, now through Avantgarde Music, black metal from the depressive side of the
genre, full of melancholic and pessimist passages, the best work of the band „til date, for Forgotten Tomb, Katatonia or Shining
fans... [Released by Avantgarde Music]

Nocturnal Sin - Nastier...

[CD]

7.95 EUR
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Debut full-length album of this Mexican band that plays an intense, fast and furious black metal without any kind of sorrow, six fucking nastier
songs from this Soldiers of Hate, dirty, just straight in your face... [Released by Ablaze Prods]

Nokturne - Black Metal Kampf

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album of this American band, fifteen brutal tracks of the most insane and extreme black metal that you can actual ly find, including
tracks from all their ages, many of them taken from very limited edition so they are really hard -to-find, pure nekrohate!!! [Released by
Frozen Darkness]

Nomans Land - Farnord

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album from this Russian band, viking metal tremendously epic and glorious, played a mid-tempo with great presence of
keyboards and chorus... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Nomans Land - Last Son of the Fjord

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition of the first full -length album of the band from Saint Petersburg with a full live show as bonus... fantastic epic viking
metal... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Non Opus Dei - Eternal Circle

[Digifile CD]

10.95 EUR

Powerful sixth full-length album of this Polish band, with a closer death metal sound than before about midway between intense and technic,
with lot of American and over all Polish influences... probably their best work, even it‟s a little difficult to enjoy it completely... [Released by
Witching Hour Productions]

Non Opus Dei - The Quintessence

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition in digipack of the fourth full-length album of the Polish Non Opus Dei, another turn of the wheel in their so
strange way of understanding black metal, full of complexity and eccentricity, because “The Quintessence” is like an ...And Oceans
schizophrenic version, absolutely out of season... [Released by Pagan Records]

Non Opus Dei - VI: The Satanachist's Credo

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fucking outlandish and unusual third full -length album of the Polish, with a classic black metal in its base but through and through fully of
avantgarde and post-black metal elements, something similar to Secrets of the Moon but totally different at the sa me time... for the VERY
open wide minds... [Released by Pagan Records]

Nordafrost - Back to the Shores of Grey

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Germans, with a more focused sound to the melodic black metal with thrash/deat h touches in the Swedish
vein than in their first work, but keeping true the pagan essence, cold and distance, really so amazing... [Released by Heavy Horses
Records]

Nordafrost - Dominus Frigoris

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Reissue on limited 6-panel digipack of “Dominus Frigoris”, the mythic demo from 2002 of the German band Nordafrost, fully remastered and
now including six bonus track taken from their sold -out EPs... pure black metal in the Nordic way... [Released by Godeater Records]

Nordafrost - North Arise

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic debut album of this German band that plays a cold black metal with pagan soul enrooted in the sound of the great ba nds in this
genre, from Immortal to Ulver, plus some death/thrash influences from, for example, Dissection... [Released by Heavy Horses Records]

Nordfrost / Pure Scorn - Sturmboten

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Great split album between two very young German bands, the pagans Nordfrost and the blackers Pure Scorn, six songs for each b and of raw
and primitive black metal with pagan touches and theme... [Released by Sonnenkreuz]

Nordicwinter - Threnody

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Canadian Evillair with his Nordicwinter, a project that receive the baton of the almost forgotten essence of the
nineties Nordic black pagan metal... you know, cold and melancholic black metal with some dep ressive toches, to walk with you in the
desolate nights of winter... [Released by None More Black Records]

Nordland - Songs of Regression

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of Nordland, the sole-project of the British musician Vorgh, seven long and powerful tracks of atmospheric
black metal with wonderful interludes and these so incredible pagan feelings... fucking recommended... [Released by Black Plague
Records]

Nordmen - Vertus Guerrieres

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of Athros and his personal project Nordmen, eight tracks conform “Vertus Guerrières” of minimalistic and
simply black metal with really epic feeling in the vein of European bands such as Graveland, Drudkh o Hate Forest... [Released by Nykta]

North - Na Polach Bitew

[CD]

7.95 EUR
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Brutal fourth full-length album of the Polish North and its original fusion between epic and powerful black metal with an aggressive thrash enrooted death metal , seasoned with pagan lyrics... something similar to the new Christ Agony‟s warlike version , really intense and
surprising!! [Released by Pagan Records]

Northdark - Nostalgia...

[CD-R]

5.95 EUR

Edition in CDr limited to 500 hand-numbered copies with pro cover and inlay of the third full -length album of Northdark, the sole-project of Sir
Northdark, presenting us with “Nostalgia” fifty minutes of an extreme and wild black metal in the vein of the n ineties, sacrilegious, infamous
and absolutely primitive... [Released by Volt Productions]

Northern Frost - Ewige Kälte

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut in the shape of a 5-tracks EP of the Germans Northern Frost playing a black metal very in the Scandinavian way, full of cold
atmospheres and some pagan elements that can remember you the first period of the Spaniards Foscor... [Released by Fog of the
Apocalypse]

Nosce Teipsum - At the Heart of Hell

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Remastered reissue of “At the Heart of Hell”, the debut full-length album of the misanthropic Ukrainians Nosce Teipsum, including as bonus
their 6-tracks also remastered demo “Riders of Human Death” and a completely new artwork, really recommended!! [Released by Metallic
Media]

Nothing - Nondescript: Ouroborous Vermiform Ouroborous Sanguine

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this side-project of Jason William Walton, bassist of the amazing Agalloch, but in a totally different vein, dark ambie nt half-way
between the atmospheric and the industrial, with parts that will remember you to Aphrodisiac or Nightmare Lodge, and others t o This Empty
Flow... [Released by The Root of All Evil]

Nothing - The Grey Subaudible

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the dark ambient project of Jason William Walton (Agalloch), an kind of hybrid between Lycia and Raison D'êtr e,
to dive into the most tenebrous and darkest oceans... [Released by Eibon Records]

Notorius - Rage and Fail

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut EP for this German horde called Notorius, five songs or raw and wild black metal with amazing atmospheres is what they offer us with
“Rage and Fail”, thirty minutes of pure hate... and remember, “the notorius i s a machinedesigned and armed to kill asholes like
you!!” [Released by Godeater Records]

Novembre - Annoluce

[Digifile MCD]

5.95 EUR

3-tracks advance EP of “Ursa”, the long-awaited eight full-length album by the Italian duo Novembre, featuring the single version of “Annoluce”
plus two unreleased new tracks... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Novembre - The Blue

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the Italians November, a work really true to their already classic way of making music, mixing doom and death
metal con progressive elements and dark metal atmospheres to create a kind of hybrid between K atatonia, Opeth and Anathema, but with a
really own personality and so much elegance... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Nox Illunis - In Sideris Penumbra

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this Italian melodic black metal band, played at mid-tempo, but in a hundred per cent classic vein, without recurring to
keyboards or another instruments to create this so beautiful mystic atmospheres... very limited edition to o nly 500 copies... [Released by
War Productions]

Nox Interitus - Embrace of No Return

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really fast debut full-length album of the Italian horde Nox Interitus, ten tracks of wild and aggressive black metal, dirty and drunk as a
few!! [Released by Dark East Productions]

Nyctophobia - Ritual II - The Will of Darkness

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

First serious work of the Spanish horde Nyctophobia in the shape of a 5 -track MCD of really dark and intricate black metal with greyish
atmospheres, mixing fast and melodic parts with most chaotic ones in the vein of the French scene... fucking recommended... [Released by
Negra Nit Distro]

Oakenshield - Gylfaginning

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Unbelievable first full-length album of this English project, epic heathen pagan metal for everyone who miss bands like Forefather,
fantastic!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Oakenshield - Legacy

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this one-man project of the English musician Ben Corkhill, and a new piece or art of epic heathen pagan metal
with tons of folk elements, not in vain almost all tracks are based on traditional songs... for fans of Falkenbach or Forefather... [Released by
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Einheit Produktionen]

Obeisance - Unholy, Unwholesome and Evil

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies of the second full -length album of this veteran band from El Paso (Texas, USA) in which has played members from Cenotaph, The
Chasm, Incantation... extreme black death metal in the old school vein with influences from Blasphemy, Sarcofago, Nife lheim, Grotesque...
fucking aggressive!! [Released by BlackSeed Productions]

Obituary - Darkest Day

[Slipcase CD]

11.95 EUR

Special edition in slipcase of the eighth full-length album of the Floridians, which also includes three bonus live videos in CD-ROM format for
the songs “Internal Bleeding”, “On the Floor” and “Face Your God”, along with an Obituary interview... words are unneeded, th e best American
death metal band... [Released by Candlelight]

Obtained Enslavement - Centuries of Sorrow

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reedition of the mythic first full length album of the Norwegians, a band and an album that are essential to know what Scandi navian black
metal is about, that also includes their two previous demos, where they still played death metal, everything remastered with a new and totally
revamped artwork... [Released by Vic Records]

Obtest - Gyvybės Medis

[A5 Digibook CD]

13.95 EUR

Latest copies of the very limited fantastic A5-sized hard-cover digibook edition of the forth full-length album of the Lithuanian pagans, with their
really particular mix of genres, from pagan to heavy metal, from folk to black metal, to create a unique an d one hundred per cent characteristic
sound... [Released by Ledo Takas Records]

Occultus - Inthial

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic debut album of this French band that plays a totally classic black metal, cold, dark and overwhelming, with this in tricate and negative
aura so characteristic in the French black metal scene that for sure will remember you from Nehëmah to Temple of Baal... really
interesting... [Released by Regimental Records]

Odroerir - Götterlieder

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album from this German band with Menhir and XIV Dark Centuries members... beautiful pagan folk metal to turn the stori es
compiled in the Eddas into music... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Odroerir - Götterlieder II

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second part of the musical adaptation of the holy Edda by this German pagan folk metal with Menhir and XIV Dark Centuries mem bers... slow
and beautiful music full of poetry... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Ogen - Black Metal Unbound

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing debut in the shape of a 5-tracks EP from this Italian duo of pure black metal in a clearly nineties Nordic way, for fans of bands such
as Old Man‟s Child, Gorgoroth or Covenant, which has been also produced by Daniele Mandelli (Forgotten Tomb)... [Released by Kolony
Records]

Ohtar / Dark Fury - Necrohate / Auri Sacra Fames

[Split CD]

Split CD between these two controversial Polish black metal bands...

[Released by True Underground Productions]

Old Goat - Slaves of War

7.95 EUR

[CD+DVD]

9.95 EUR

Totally unique and bizarre second full-length album of this band from Alaska, with a sound that is like drowning in a pool of icy, black sludge...
includes a bonus DVD with two full live shows from 2004 and 2005, a video -clip and tons of extras... [Released by Pagan Flames
Productions]

Old Man's Child - Slaves of the World

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the Galder‟s side-project, this time only with the help of the drummer Peter Wildoer... always a step forward
Dimmu Borgir in intensity, powerful and creativity... limited edition in a cross-shaped five-panel digipack including a re-recorded version of the
classic “Born of the Flickering”... [Released by Century Media]

Old Throne - O Novo Mundo Pagão

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this mythic band from the Brazilian underground scene, Old Throne, in the vein of the earlier Graveland's wor ks,
raw and primitive black metal with epic and pagan touches... limited and hand-numbered edition that includes three bonus
tracks!!
[Released by Metal Throne Productions]

Old Throne - Obscure Incantation to Karma Jesus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Mexicans Old Throne, a quite strengthen band into the Aztecan metal scene that play a sy mphonic and
atmospheric black metal in the vein of best Dimmu Borgir era, pure apocalyptic madness... [Released by Satanic Porno Records]

Old Wainds - Смерть Север Культ (Death Nord Kult)

[Digipack CD]
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Amazing third full-length album of the Russians, in a much more thrashing vein that their previous works, with some reminiscences even to the
mighty Aura Noir, but keeping true these cold and grim atmospheres... last copies of the first edition in digipack with cd pressed in black
polycarbonate... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

On Thorns I Lay - Angeldust

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Latest copies of the currently sold-out fifth full-length album of the Greeks, turning back to a sound far away from the gothic metal of their
previous work, maybe not as dark and heavy as in their first epoch, remembering for example to the gods Katatonia , and with this all-time
identity signs in the songs composition... [Released by Black Lotus Records]

One Master - Forsaking a Dead World

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of one of the most promising underground US black metal bands, a work really intense and powerful, deeply enroote d in the real
basis of the genre, from Venom to Helhammer, but with a one hundred per cent own sound, halfway between the American typical one and
the Norwegian... [Released by Self-released]

One Master - Reclusive Blasphemy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Superb third full-length album by the increasingly interesting American horde One Master, presenting us with “Reclusive Blasphemy” five long
and intense tracks of a fast and furious Black Metal for fans of the early Scandinavian scene... [Released by Eternal Death]

One Master - The Quiet Eye of Eternity

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the American horde One Master, “The Quiet Eye of Eternity”, five really fast and intense tracks in the
classic Nordic vein, for fans of the old Immortal or Gorgorth, with these specially raw and wild touch of the Yankee scene... [Released by
Eternal Death]

Onethium - Foreshadowing Oblivion

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

First full-length album of the American duo Onethium, eleven tracks of raw, dirty and dissonant black metal with really extreme vocal li nes is
what they offer us with “Foreshadowing Oblivion”... limited edition to only 120 copies on CDr, one hundred per ce nt pure
underground!! [Released by Cold Raw Records]

Onirophagus - Defiler of Hope

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic debut in a six tracks EP of a total running time of more than 30 minutes, of this young and promising Spanish band that plays a
hundred per cent classic doom metal of the „90, with influences from My Dying Bride, los firsts Paradise Lost albums o r Celestial Season...
doom or be doomed!!! [Released by Self-released]

Opera IX - Anphisbena

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Amazing reissue through Peaceville Records on super-jewelbox format and including an unreleased bonus track of “Anp hisbena”, the great
fourth full-length album by the Italians Opera IX, nine tracks of a very personal melodic black metal with doom, occult and medieval
touches... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Opera IX - The Call of the Wood

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Outstanding reissue of “The Call of the Wood”, the mythic debut full-length album by the Italians Opera IX, finally fully remastered and
including two bonus tracks taken from the same period... black doom metal with the amazing voice of Cadaveria, just essential... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Ophidian I - Solvet Saeclum

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of these guys from Reykjavik, nine tracks of really powerful technical death metal with progressive or even
jazzistic elements is what they present us with “Solvet Saeclum”... for fans of The Faceless, Cynic or Necrophagist. .. [Released by Soulflesh
Collector Records]

Oprich (Опричь) - Sever Vol'nyj (Север Вольный)

[DemoCD]

7.95 EUR

After the two great split works with the Ukrainians bands Kroda and Chur, here we have the debut album of this fantastic Russian band playing
an amazing pagan folk with some similarities to the Muscovites Satariel, a big bunch of marvelous melodies with Rada and his flute as
guide... [Released by Casus Belli Musica]

Oprich / Piarevaracien / Chur (Опричь / Piarevaracien /  - Triunity
(Триединство)

[Split Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Three-way split-CD featuring the Russian Oprich, the Belorussian Piarevaracien and the Ukrainian Chur, including three exclusive tracks per
band, to express the kinship of cultural roots between the Slavonic nations... amazing edition in digipack limited to 1000 ha nd-numbered
copies designed by the guys of Kogaion Art... [Released by Casus Belli Musica]

Ordinul Negru - Sorcery of Darkness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the restless Romanian musician Fulmineos (Negură Bunget) main project, Ordinul Negru, playing an amazing
melodic and atmospheric occult black metal in equal form, a must for fans of Wolves in the Throne Room, Altar of Plagues, Neurosis or
Burzum... [Released by Loud Rage Music]
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Ördög - The Art of Nihilism

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album, for the first time on CD format, of the three demos of this French band that plays a chaotic and primitive black metal, from
their first work “God-Forsaken” released in 2002 and limited to only 80 copies, their 2003 demo “Ov Rapist's End less Torment”, to the most
recent “Miserere Mei, Domine” from 2009... [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]

Orpheus Omega - Partum Vita Mortem

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Melbourne‟s combo Orpheus Omega, thirteen intense tracks of melodic death metal with some symphonic
touches is what they purpose us with “Partum Vita Mortem”... impressive first edition on limited 3 -panel digipack with booklet! [Released by
Kolony Records]

Orthanc - L'Amorce du Déclin

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this already veteran French band that mixture fantastically the Scandinavian black metal, of great melodies a nd
atmospheres, with the rawness and the intensity of the 80‟ thra sh metal... limited 500 copies edition in three panels digipack with a eight pages
booklet... [Released by Hass Weg Productions]

Oskal - Stahlkrieg / Blazes of Sunset

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with the two demos recorded by this sole -project of the Muscovite Oskal along the year 2004... grim and raw black metal in
a similar vein to Branikald, with immense instrumental passages and some oppressive ambient feelings, moreover in t he second demo
“Blazes of Sunset”... [Released by Dark Hidden Productions]

Ov Hell - The Underworld Regime

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album for this Norwegian super-band leaded by Shagrath on voices and King ov Hell on bass, but also featuring Frost on drums and Ice
Dale on guitars, eight tracks of a really powerful black metal enrooted in the old ways, from Gorgoroth to the first Old Man‟s Child, from
Satyricon to Shining... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Ov Hollowness - The World Ends

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Third Ov Hollowness full -length album, the one-man project of the restless Canadian musician Mark R., p resenting us with “The World Ends”
ten long tracks of a melodic black metal with sad touches that leave them somewhere halfway between the two first Katatonia stages, really
interesting... [Released by code666]

Pagan - ...and Darkness Is Above All

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition on CD format limited to 500 copies of the Pagan‟s debut album, the great sole -project of the Belarusian Algkult,
which also includes as bonus the Algkult‟s ambient side -project Zmroczny Dol... extremely dark, raw and desperate black metal... [Released
by Possession Productions]

Pagan - Monument of Depression

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic third full-length album of this raw Belarusian black metal band, rough, wild and hopelessness with pagan lyrics... 1000 copies limited
edition... [Released by Werewolves Records]

Pagan Blood - Lords of the Seas

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the French Julien and his Pagan Blood, seven tracks of raw and epic mid -tempo pagan black metal with viking
lyrical themes conform “Lords of the Seas”, an amazing work for fans of Thyrfing, Bathory or Primordial... [Released by Le Crepuscule du
Soir Productions]

Pagan Reign - Во Времена Былин (Back To Ancient Times)

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Four new tracks plus a video-clip of one of their classics, “Пролитая Кровь (Spilled Blood)”, is what the Russian folkies Pagan Reign offer us
in this absolutely essential EP to complete their fantastic discography... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Pagan Reign - Отблески Славы и Возрождение Былого Ве

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this classic Slavic pagan metal band, playing a heathen pagan metal really enrooted into folk metal that coul d
remember you from the closest Skyforger to the more far away Thyrfing... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Pagan Reign - Твердь (Ancient Fortress)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Russian version of the fourth and last full -length album of this fantastic Slavic pagan folk metal band... their most mature work, with more folk
elements, with better instrumentation and orchestration, a really gem of the Slavonic pagan folk metal... real ly pity that a few months later they
split-up... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Pagan Reign - Уделы Былой Веры (Destinies of Bygone Faith)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of one of the best Slavonic pagan metal bands, and probably the most obscure, cold and aggressive of their entire
catalogue, but keeping intact all the magic as well as these fantastic folk melodies that adorned their previous works...
[Released by Sound
Age Productions]
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Pagan Spirit - The Latent Doctrine

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Slovak band that plays a pagan black metal really chaotic, obscure and aggressive, totally far away from the classic
sonorities of this genre, with atmospheres and keyboard lines truly into occult black metal that for sure will remember you the early Emperor
epoch... [Released by Hrom Records]

Paganland - Wind of Freedom

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this great Ukrainian band with a really descriptive name, Paganland, that plays an immense and outstanding pagan black
metal that will transport your spirit to the mysticism and ancient Slavonic believes, to the times of honor, valor and pri de... a must for fans of
Falkenbach, Borknagar and Drudkh!! [Released by Svarga Music]

Pale Mist - Where the Darkness is Praised

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the British Pale Mist, the personal project of Glomor (Order of Tepes, Swarost...), playing an extreme, misant hropic and elitist
black metal... more than fourty minutes of pure hate dragging you into the pitch black abyss of chaos... [Released by Werewolf Promotion]

Pantheon I - From the Abyss They Rise

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Wonderful compilation album of the Norwegians, gathering with “From the Abyss They Rise” some new tracks along their first de mos, cover
versions and discarded songs from their amazing and chaotic three full-lengths... a true gem that every Pantheon I fans should get right
now!! [Released by Non Serviam Records]

Pantheon I - Worlds I Create

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Norwegians and their melodic black metal classically played where cello takes really significant role, bu t without
downplaying the importance of a music that keeps as extreme and aggressive as it must be... [Released by Candlelight]

Paradise Lost - Tragic Idol

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Thirteenth full-length studio album of the British, in the very same line of their two previous works, navigating through this intermediate space
between the darkness of their earlier opus and the accessibility of the later ones... [Released by Century Media]

Penitent - Reflections of Past Memory

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Rare Bulgarian production by this master of classic orchestral, dramatic, dark and apocalyptic ambient... features forgotten recordings of his
first period, from 1997 to 1999, plus three remixes as bonus tracks...
[Released by Counter Attack Productions]

Pensées Nocturnes - Grotesque

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really strange second full -length album of this one-man project of the French musician Vaerohn, that plays a certainly personal avantgarde
black metal, groundbreaking and sophisticated as a few... really hard to describe, so if you are an open -mind and enjoy with the new paths in
black metal, give it a chance!! [Released by LADLO Productions]

Perennial Isolation - Astral Dream

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album of the Spanish masters Perennial Isolation, ten deep tracks interweaved in a conceptual shape of
atmospheric black metal with pagan nature beliefs impregnated with those so personal and characteristic feelings of the tr io...
inspirational!! [Released by Darkwoods]

Perennial Isolation - Astral Dream (Digifile Special Edition)

[Digifile CD]

9.95 EUR

Special edition on oversized 3-panel digifle with extended artwork limited to only 75 hand -numbered copies of “Astral Dream”, second full length album of Perennial Isolation, ten deep tracks interweaved in a conceptual shape of atmospheric black metal with pagan nature beliefs
impregnated with those so personal feelings of the trio... [Released by Darkwoods]

Perennial Isolation - Conviction of Voidness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Absolutely outstanding debut album of the Spanish horde Perennial Isola tion, eight tracks of the most incredible emotive pagan black metal
conform “Conviction of Voidness”, eight tracks full of magic and melancholy, of immense and desolate landscapes to enjoy the power of
Mother Earth... feel the nature, touch the voidness... [Released by Darkwoods]

Perennial Isolation - Epiphanies of the Orphaned Light

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Standard edition on jewelcase of “Epiphanies of the Orphaned Light”, the fantastic third full-length album of the Spanish pagans Perennial
Isolation, seven wonderful tracks of the finest Atmospheric Black Metal that will please fans of Saor, Winterfylleth, Agalloch and, in general,
Cascadian Black Metal... [Released by Darkwoods]

Perennial Isolation - Epiphanies of the Orphaned Light (Die-hard Edition)
Digipack 2CD]

[Slipcase

13.95 EUR

First edition on 3-panel digipack limited to only 50 hand-numbered copies, including an exclusive bonus CD, from “Epiphanies of the
Orphaned Light”, the amazing third full-length album by Perennial Isolation, seven songs of Atmospheric Black Metal with pag an essence for
fans of Saor, Winterfylleth, Agalloch... [Released by Darkwoods]
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Pest - Nekrolog

[2CD]

9.95 EUR

Very long compilation album on double CD of more than two hours and a half of total running-time from the Germans Pest, with songs
extracted from all their periods: “Ara”, “Ad se Ipsum”, “Vado Mori”, “Pest” and “Tenebris Obortis”, along with many unrelease d songs, never
released demos... a true testament... [Released by Fallen-Angels Productions]

Pest - The Crowning Horror

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing fourth full-length album of the Swedish Pest, returning after five years of silence with “The Crowning Horror”, ten superb tracks of oldschool black metal as we have not listened to for a very long time, absolutely merciless, for fans of Hellhammer, Bathory, Ce ltic Frost,
Deströyer 666... [Released by Agonia Records]

Philosopher - Thoughts

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting first full -length album of this German band that plays an obscure and sophisticated mid -tempo death metal inspired by the bizarre
H.P. Lovecraft writings, that remember a lot to the first Forgotten Silence works as well as the fantastic “Hallucinations” from
Atrocity... [Released by Ruptured Silence]

Piarevaracien - Down the Broken Path (Торны Шлях)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reissue through WolfTyr Productions of the already sold -out debut album of the Belarusians Piarevaracien, nine tracks of Slavonic pagan
black metal with strong folk roots... comes with a totally new artwork, lyrics in English and a video-clip for the song “Rise Up!”... [Released
by WolfTyr Productions]

Piarevaracien - If No Sun

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

European edition from “Spoviedž Kryvi”, the second full-length album of the Belarusian pagans Piarevaracien, with all tracks sung in Engli sh
and including a bonus-track, besides an amazing new presentation in 6-panel digipack format , for fans of Arkona, Fferyllt and other Slavonic
pagan metal bands!! [Released by Crush the Desert]

Plutonium - Devilmentertainment Non-Stop

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Swedish, now as J. Carlsson‟s one -man project, keeping alive those post-apocalyptic atmospheres of his first
work, but now with a much more raw and furious black metal oriented sound, as well as avantgarde and post-black elements... really
interesting... [Released by Self-released]

Plutonium - One Size Fits All

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this innovative Swedish black metal band with industrial touches, but with sound and elements so far away fro m the
classic ones, besides this really amazing avantgarde and groundbreaking atmosphere... [Released by Khaoz Star Productions]

Poccolus - Ragana

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition in CD format of “Kingdom of Poccolus”, the second demo of this Lithuanian band where plays Ramūnas Peršonis, of the mythic
Zpoan Vtenz and Ha-Lela, that includes as bonus two live songs... original pagan black metal, maybe with a very demo sound, but that
suggest the quality that this band possess... [Released by Inferna Profundus Records]

Porta Nigra - Kaiserschnitt

[Digibook CD]

13.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition on hardcover digibook of “Kaiserschnitt”, the second f ull-length album of the German duo Porta Nigra, nine
tracks playing their decadent and obscure Dark Black Metal in the vein of their so acclaimed debut album “Fin de Siècle”... [Released by
Debemur Morti Productions]

Posslust - Echoes of Light, Echoes of Darkness

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of this one-man band from Cyprus called Posslust, forty minutes of a quite simplistic and primitive black metal with
some melodic and ambient touches... limited edition to only 66 copies on CDr, one hundred per cent pure underground!! [Released by Cold
Breath of Silence]

Potentiam - Years in the Shadows

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album of the Icelandic horde Potentiam, one of the many projects of the great Eldur (Curse, Den Saakaldte, Fortíð ...), including
their entire demos from 2003 and 2005 “Elysium” and “Chamaleon” respectively, both of them unreleased „til now and totally remastered for
this edition... [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Prarod - Na ceste k zániku

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding debut album of Prarod, the new pagan horde that hails from the hearth of Europe, Slovakia, with “Na ceste k zániku”, seven
pagan hymns full of the spirit of the old Slavic traditions and the respect for Mother Nature, really interesting! [Released by Metal Swamp]

Prayer of the Dying - From the Mouth of the Passing

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this sole-project by the Maltese musician Martin Ciappara playing a really dark and disturbed black metal well
mixed with some doom elements and, moreover, with hypnotic atmospheres full of sorrow, despair and desperation... [Released by
NekroGoat Heresy Productions]
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Prayer of the Dying - In Silence and Grief We Decay

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Matese musician Martin Ciappara and his decadent and hypnotic black metal sole -project, in which he mix in a
really great way an arcane and raw black metal with doom elements that makes you feel really very clearly sensations of despair, anxiety and
loneliness... [Released by NekroGoat Heresy Productions]

Primigenium - As Eternal as the Night

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Finally it‟s re-released “As Eternal as the Night”, the first demo of one of the most mythic bands from the Spanish black metal scene,
Primigenium, including a new song and a new outro as bonus tracks, as well as a revamped artwork... if you missed it in 1 994, don‟t let it by
now!! [Released by Deviant Records]

Primordial - A Journey's End

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reissue on Metal Blade of “A Journey's End “, the classic second full -length album of this great Irish band of authentic pagan metal, fully
remastered and including a totally new artwork and the bonus track “And The Sun Set On Life Forever”... [Released by Metal Blade
Records]

Primordial - Gods to the Godless

[Digibook CD]

14.95 EUR

First edition on limited digibook of “Gods to the Godless”, the first live album by the Irish pagans Primordial, recorded in Germany on the tour
of their eight album “Where Greater Men Have Fallen”... includes a deluxe 40-pages photo book!! [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Primordial - Redemption at the Puritan's Hand

[Slipcase Digifile CD]

12.95 EUR

Great seventh full-length album of the Irish, one of the few bands that, work by work, never disappoint, always staying true to their style and
their particular way of understand the heathen pagan metal... just a certain!! [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Primordial - Spirit the Earth Aflame

[Slipcase Digifile 2CD]

13.95 EUR

Fantastic re-issue of the classic third full -length album of this great Irish band of authentic pagan metal... includes a second CD with nine extra
songs and a new and revamped artwork with a lot of information... all the stuff have been totally remastered ... [Released by Metal Blade
Records]

Primordial - The Gathering Wilderness

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Irish pagan metal band Primordial, a bit more aggressive than their previous works, with a rawest product ion, but
with their classic and characteristic sound, a must!! [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Primordial - To the Nameless Dead

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of this essential Irish heathen pagan metal band... and a new lesson, this time with a bit more obscure and tenebrous
tone in their melodies, demonstrating that it‟s not necessary to change radically your sound to still innovating keeping your own
identity... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Primordial - Where Greater Men Have Fallen

[Digibook CD+DVD]

15.95 EUR

Outstanding first edition on limited digibook of “Where Greater Men Have Fallen”, the so expected eight full -length album by the Irish gods
Primordial, eight new tracks of the best Pagan Metal that you can actually find... includes a bonus DVD with three l ive shows... [Released by
Metal Blade Records]

Profundis Tenebrarum - Apocalypchrist

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Spanish horde Profundis Tenebrarum, the fucking soundtrack for the so expected apocalypse... thirteen
blasphemous and absolutely stormy tracks full of hate and dark, brutal and intense in equal proportion, without any doubt t heir most
professional and mature work to date... [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

Profundis Tenebrarum - Hate Decade

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Album that compiles the three first demos from this Spanish band that plays a pure and intense black metal in a Nordic old-fashioned vein,
zero tolerances... limited edition to only 500 copies... [Released by Final Embrace Records]

Profundis Tenebrarum - Pathogenesis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Long awaited second full-length album of Spanish blackers Profundis Tenebrarum, more aggressive than the first one, more violent and
extreme, because “Pathogenesis” is a big wave of hate to all Christianity and all human life, hell bestial conjuration!!! [Released by
Antichristian Front Records]

Pure - And the Waters Turned to Blood

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by Pure, the sole-project of the tireless Swiss musician Ormenos, five intense and powerful tracks of raw and
primitive black metal is what he present us with “And the Waters Turned to Blood”, a pure fucking armaggedon!! [Released by Asgard Hass
Productions]

Pyrifleyethon / Ophidian Forest - Summoning of the Igneous

[Split CD]
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Split album between the Greeks Pyrifleyethon and the international project Ophidian Forest, featuring four tracks from the fi rst band of their
morbid and self-destructive black metal and three songs of the second band of an epic, experimental and yet chaotic pagan black
metal... [Released by Victory by Fire Records]

Quintessence - Le bourreau de Tiffauges

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of this French band, with Xavier from Manzer and Fog from Angmar, that plays an epic and cold black
metal with a really cavernous sound that will remember you the great Nehëmah, relating us the life of Gilles de Rais, knight and master of
Pictavia... [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]

Quintessence Mystica - The 5th Harmonic of Death

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First and only work of this Ukrainian band that play an interesting symphonic black metal full of melody and grandiosity...
Schwarzdorn Productions]

Ragnor - Forsaken Kingdom

[Released by

[DemoCD]

4.95 EUR

Second demo for Ragnor, side-project with members from the Spanish hordes Nyctophobia, Edenkaiser and Virium, playing a really old fashioned black metal deeply enrooted in the most arcane Nordic scene from early nineties, all attitude, soul and black feeli ngs... [Released
by Negra Nit Distro]

Rakoth - Planeshift

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition of the second full -length album, now totally sold-out, of this fantastic Russian band that plays the most original pagan folk metal that
you have never listened to, absolutely different to the classic viking sound that arrives from Nordic countries... limited edition i n digipack
format... [Released by Earache]

Rakoth - Tiny Deaths

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album, the first for Elitist/Earache, of the Russians which mean a great develop of their old sound, that keeps clearl y its
pagan folk and medieval essence, but now with more avantgarde and progressive elements... [Released by Earache]

Raven Throne - Doktrina Nenavisti (Doctrine of Hatred)

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Four years after the amazing “Eternal, Dark” the Belarusians Raven Throne are back with a different work to which they have a ccustomed us,
even more atmospheric and hopeless, but with some electronic touches that perhaps can mess up somebody... great editi on on limited 6panels digipack.... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Raven Throne - Tenyu Skvoz' Smert' (As the Shadow Through Death)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

One of our favorite Russian bands, cold black metal brutal and merciless, when this kind of music is hard to find in the rest of Europe...
includes and Immortal cover!! [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Raven Throne - Vechniy, Tyomniy (Eternal, Dark)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length of this Belarusian band, and what the fuck, it's much better than the previous one in every sense... hopeless and deso late
black metal, archaic and primitive, pure Slavonic black metal!! [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Raventale - Mémoires

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding Raventale‟s compilation album, the sole project of the Ukrainian musician Astaroth Merc, including his best twelv e songs of this
long career totally re-recorded plus a new exclusive track for this edition... amazing epic, atmospheric and ethere al black metal, very
recommended!! [Released by Satanath Records]

re123+ - Magi

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really strange debut album of this Belarusian band that plays a very very slow drone doom metal with some post -rock elements, as well as
atypical instrument in this genres such as accordion, triangle or percussion... really hypnotic and impressive... [Released by BadMoodMan
Music]

Rex Devs - Nosce te Ipsum

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Spanish avantgarde black metal band... most personal, more take over and more affordable than ever, witho ut
any doubt the best 'til date!! [Released by Self-released]

Rex Devs - Ser de Seres

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Spanish band with its avantgarde and symphonic vision of the black metal genre...
released]

Rexor - Nox Obscura Sortis

[Released by Self-

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Outstanding four tracks EP, including an amazing cover version of Bathory‟s “Equimanthorn”, of the Italian demons Rexor... re corded between
their two first full-lengths, Rexor play an intense, powerful and perfectly executed black metal that will be enjoye d by the most classic
fans... [Released by Metallic Media]
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Rexor - Ut Humanitatem Caedant

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really intense second full-length album of the Italian horde Rexor, a band enrooted in the most classic satanic black metal tradition, that offer
us with “Ut Humanitatem Caedant” nine bullets of pure hate, showing us why they were chosen to open for bands such as Taake, Mortuary
Drape or Aura Noir... [Released by Ablaze Prods]

Root - Kärgeräs

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Finally “Kärgeräs”, the mythic four full -length album of the no less mythic Czech band Root, is re -released on CD format, including as well an
eleven minutes bonus track simply entitled “Demos”... a true gem that everybody out there should listen to at least one time. .. [Released by
Paragon Records]

Rossomahaar - Quaerite Lux in Tenebris...

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Astonishing second full-length album of the Russian band leaded by Lazar and Kniaz, also members of the pagans Arkona, in a much more
straight and aggressive way, with a fast and powerful black metal mixed with amazing symphonic and melodic elements... [Released by
Sound Age Productions]

Rossomahaar - Regnum Somni

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Muscovites, turning his music to less raw and aggressive sounds than in their earlier works and including
“strange” instruments in black metal such as sax or trombone... Sound Age edition that includes a hidden -track, the cover of the Ramones
“Cretin Family”... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Rossomahaar - The Reign of Terror

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

After almost seven years of absence, but not of inactivity, the Muscovites are back with their fourth full-length album, a work more melodic
than their previous ones but that that leads their classic canons, black metal with a really personal sound, influe nced by the Slavonic folk and
with some avantgarde and experimental elements... [Released by Sound Age Productions]

Rotten Liver - Purification by Debauchery

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut 4-tracks EP of the French band Rotten Liver, presenting us with “Purification by Debauchery” dark and tortured black metal with an
amazing rock/punk feeling... limited to only 250 copies!! [Released by Mortis Humanae Productions]

Rudra - Brahmavidya: Transcendental I

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fifth full length album of this band from Singapore that mixes death metal with Vedic/Indian traditions and culture to create a magic and mystic
album totally different to what we are used to listen to here in Occident... give them a chance and they will catch you!! [Released by Vic
Records]

Ruins - Cauldron

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Tasmanian band, seven hymns to desolation and sorrow of a malevolently intense and emotional black metal
in equal shares... he have some available copies of the digipack limed edition... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Ruins - Front the Final Foes

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Tasmanian devils, eight new sonic-bombs of an anguishing dark black metal, amazing and truly personal, with
one of the best drummers of the whole planet... we have some available copies of the digipack limed edition... [Released by Debemur Morti
Productions]

Sacradis - Damnatio Memoriae

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of Sacradis, an Italian band that play a fast, dynamic and blasting black metal in the Swedish vein of bands suc h as
Marduk or Watain, but with more elaborated and even slightly progressive moments in the vein of Abigor or Enthrone d, fucking
amazing!! [Released by Behemoth Productions]

Sacrilegious Impalement - First Three Nails

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with the first three recordings done by this devastating and brutal finish black metal horde, their “Demo 2 006” and their two
EPs “Sacrilegious Impalement” and “World In Ashes” from 2007 and 2008 respectively, fully remastered for the occ asion, but it or
die!! [Released by Satanath Records]

Sad Eyes - ...And Another Week

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Great debut full-length of this side-project from Santi (Rex Devs) with Dave Rotten (Avulsed)... fantastic death metal in the old
way... [Released by Self-released]

Sagrario Mortis - Sagrario Mortis

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Spanish duo Sagrario Mortis, ten intense tracks of really wild, raw and primitive black metal, without single
fucking second for a rest... limited edition to only 66 copies on CDr, one hundred per cent pure underground!! [Released by Cold Raw
Records]
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Saille - Eldritch

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Last copies from the first edition on limited 8 -panel digipack of “Eldritch”, the third full -lenght album by the Belgium horde Saille, nine tracks of
trademarked one hundred per cent symphonic fast and majestic Black Metal... [Released by code666]

Saille - Irreversible Decay

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Belgians Saille, a work, “Irreversible Decay”, formed by nine tracks of a very fast and aggressive black metal in
the vein of the great “Armada” from Keep of Kalessin, intermingled with sensational acoustic passages, bestial!! [Released by code666]

Saille - Ritu

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Belgians Saille, if their debut were amazing, “Ritu” is even much better!! Really symphonic, fast and obscure
black metal, full of epic and majestic passages, a work inspired in the world and rites of Lovecraft, giving to th e music and quite dark and
thrilling aura... [Released by code666]

Samael - Solar Soul

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing eighth full-length album of the Swiss, and probably their best work since they moved their black metal to more industrial and
avantgardist sonorities... in a limited edition in digipack format that also includes a bonus track... [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Sanctus Daemoneon - Grey Metropolis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Absolutely uneasy debut album of the Danish duo Sanctus Daemoneon, a band that plays an obscure and strange ambient black doo m metal
with a few industrial touches, turning “Grey Metropolis” into something really special and unexpected, but not suitable for
everyone... [Released by Regimental Records]

Sanctus Daemoneon - The UnaVOIDable

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Strangely second full-length album of this strangely Danish band that you could place somewhere at a crossroad of doom metal, minimalist
black metal and ambient, mixing as well light industrial elements with depressive and shoegaze ones, although sounding always really
personal... totally undefinable... [Released by Negative Existence]

Sarcoma Inc. - Psychopathology

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album by Sarcoma Inc., the side project of Daemon (Limbonic Art, Zyklon) together the grea t drummer Arghamon (Dimension
F3H, Thermal Pulse), thirteen new songs of this extremely fast black/thrash metal they used to play... [Released by Antichristian Front
Records]

Sarke - Aruagint

[Digipack CD]

12.95 EUR

First limited edition on digipack of the third full-length album of this side-project of Sarke, Nocturno Culto, Asgeir Mickelson... perhaps a little bit
more darker and refined than their previous works, but still fucking outstanding, a new vision to the o ld sound of Bathory, Celtic
Frost... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Sarke - Oldarhian

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this project leaded by Sarke and Nocturno Culto, now with the help of a full-band featuring Asgeir Mickelson on
drums, Cyrus and Steinar Gundersen on guitars and Anders Hunstad on keyboards... angry and furious black metal with so much
class... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Sarke - Vorunah

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Astonishing debut album of this new Sarke (Khold, Tulus, ex-Old Man‟s Child) project playing all instruments and Nocturno Culto (Darkthrone)
on voices... primitive black metal in the old way, anarchic and old -fashionist, with Celtic Frost and Slayer feelings, as well as, why not,
Darkthrone or Tulus... don‟t miss the dirty jewel!!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Satan's Almighty Penis - Into the Cunt of Chaos

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Surprising debut album of the Americans Satan's Almighty Penis, nine tracks of violent, chaotic, and dissonant black metal, really complex and
experimental at the same way, with a title that says it all, “Into the Cunt of Chaos”, a truly masterpiece! [Released by Self-released]

Satan's Almighty Penis - Pulsing Feral Spire

[CD]

7.95 EUR

New smash hit of the Americans Satan's Almighty Penis, even more bizarre, chaotic and vicious than in their debut album... ni ne complex
tracks conform “Pulsing Feral Spire“, descending into a new sub -level of swirling chaos and depravity with dissonant and really experimental
wild black metal, another gem!! [Released by Pagan Flames Productions]

Satanel - Nato dal Fuoco

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-release with a totally new artwork done by Lorenzo Mariani of the second full-length album of this Italian band with members of the
amazing Evol, but this time their black metal is much more in the Swedish vein, fast, intense and straight in the face, w ith no folk elements, but
also with no remorse... [Released by Black Tears of Death]

Satanic Assault Division - Kill the Cross

[CD]

7.95 EUR
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Amazing third full-length album from this Danish horde with members from bands such as Horned Almighty or Svartsot, fourteen intense and
devastating tracks of impious and blasphemous black metal with many eighties thrash metal touches is what they offer us with “Kill the Cross”,
inhuman!! [Released by Black Plague Records]

Satarial - Lunar Cross

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The return of Lord Seth and his Satarial after almost eight years of silence with their eighth full-length album, “Lunar Cross”, an album with
which they recover that black metal sound full of folk influences of their earlier days. First edition comes with silver stam ping
cover!! [Released by Satanath Records]

Satariel - Lady Lust Lilith

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Last copies of the sold-out repressing by Hammerheart Records of “Lady Lust Lilith”, the fantastic debut album of Swedes Satariel, including a
new artwork and three bonus tracks taken from the first demos of the band... you know, first class Swedish black death metal!! [Released by
Hammerheart Records]

Sator Marte - Termonukleární evoluce

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this intense and merciless Czech black metal band, ten annihilating tracks played with zero tolerance that for sure will delight
the most extreme palates... [Released by Humanity's Plague Productions]

Sator Marte - Za Zdmi

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Czech band, fast and intense black metal opus without remorse, a direct stab into the stomach that leaves you
bleeding „til death comes... [Released by Naga Productions]

Satyricon - The Age of Nero

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the Norwegians, always revolutionists, breaking down barriers, looking for new paths for black metal... a few with
say that they are “finished”, for us they have been, are and will be ab solutely essential... [Released by Roadrunner Records]

Saxorior - Saksen

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

First edition on 4-panel digipack of the seventh full-length album of the veteran German pagans Saxorior, eight songs of their so personal and
epic pagan black metal that with “Saksen” sounds more powerful and stronger than ever, perhaps their best work to date!! [Released by
Einheit Produktionen]

Schmerz - Chronika

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this strange German duo that plays a depressive black metal in a really ambient vein, with great atmospheres a nd funerary
elements... with a classic sound but, at the same time, quite original and personal... [Released by Eisenwald Tonschmiede]

Sear Bliss - Forsaken Symphony

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition of the fifth full -length album, sold out many years ago, of this fantastic Hungarian band that plays an atmospheric and epic black
metal with unbelievable orchestral arrangements... the album has been completely remastered by Dan Swanö and includes a videoclip... [Released by Vic Records]

Secrets of the Sky - To Sail Black Waters

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the Californians Secrets of the Sky, four long tracks of hypnotic and atmospheric doom black metal with
touches to Agalloch, The Ocean or even to Isis is what they propose us with “To Sail Black Waters”, fucking recommended… [Released by
Kolony Records]

Sekhmet - Opus Zrůdy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this Czech band that plays an intense and fast black metal with infernal thrash touches, very in the style of the bands
from this land such as Maniac Butcher or Inferno... includes a fantastic cover version from the Darkthrone cl assic “Under a Black
Funeral”... [Released by Aphelion Productions]

Sekhmet - Pomsta pekelných legií

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Finally the re-edition of “Pomsta pekelných legií”, the first demo of the amazing Czech band Sekhmet is here!! Originally released in 2005, the
new edition comes on professional CD with a totally new artwork and two bonus tracks recorded with different voc alists, fucking
mythic!! [Released by Werewolf Productions]

Sekhmet / Annihilation 666 / Noctambulant - Attack of the Midnight Shadows

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

3-way split album limited to only 300 hand-numbered copies among these great raw and primitive black metal bands, the Czechs Sekhmet,
the Germans Annihilation 666 and finally the also Czechs Noctambulant, including two tracks per band for almost 30 minutes of total runningtime... [Released by Slava Satan Records]

Selbstmord - Dawn of a New Era

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Polish black metal band with Dark Fury, Thor's Hammer and Ohtar members... raw, wild, extreme, apocalyptic
and politically incorrect... [Released by True Underground Productions]
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Sentimen Beltza - Bizitza Osoan Zehar Sortu den Etsipenaren Ondorioak

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Oindurth SaVinitta‟s most personal project... six new tracks in which he goes deeper in a more and more
melancholic black metal with plenty pagan spirit, without running on the classic depressive black metal sounds, but with this sorrowful
atmospheres of what we have lost... [Released by Bubonic Productions]

Sentimen Beltza - Olabezarko Basoen Bakardadea

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Oindurth SaVinitta side-project, in a much more melodic, atmospheric and deeper vein than in his other band,
Nakkiga, with some melodies that remember to the first Ancient Wisdom works, full of nostalgia... limited edition to only 500 copies including a
bonus track... [Released by Bubonic Productions]

Sentimen Beltza - Pagopean

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing new album, already the fifth!!, of the Oindurth SaVinitta‟s (Nakkiga, Owl‟s Blood...) personal project, giving us wit h “Pagopean” seven
new tracks of this cold black metal with many pagan elements that is already a trademark... as always, very recommended!! [Released by
Altare Productions]

Septrion - Nocturnal Grimness

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic EP of this Mexican band with a one hundred per cent Norwegian sound, playing an intense and powerful Scandinavian b lack metal
in a really modern way, with references from Immortal to Keep of Kalessin... limited edition to only 500 hand -numbered copies that also
includes a Sacrcofago‟s cover version!! [Released by Iron, Blood & Death Corp.]

Serpentine Creation - The Fiery Winds of Armageddon

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fucking great second full -length album of the Bulgarians Serpentine Creation, ten tracks of fast and intense black metal full of melodic and yet
atmospheric parts is what you can find in “The Fiery Winds of Armageddon”, that probably will remember you to O ld Man‟s
Child... [Released by Satanath Records]

Setge - Cecs de Ràbia, Cecs de Dolor

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of the Spaniards Setge, a band called to continue the legacy of the already disbanded Vidres a la Sang, presenting us
with “Cecs de Ràbia, Cecs de Dolor” eight dark tracks sung in Catalonian of really melodic black death metal with touches to Death, Carcass
or Amon Amarth... [Released by Xtreem Music]

Seth - Divine-X

[Slipcase CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting third full -length album of this French band, moving little by little to more direct sounds close to death metal, but keeping untouched
those so characteristic melodic parts that are already their trademark... the perfect equilibrium between violence and
intelligence... [Released by Osmose Productions]

Severe Storm / Slavecrushing Tyrant - We will Drown the Dawn in Blood

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing split between these two Polish black metal bands with prominent members of the Polish metal scene (Dark Fury, Antisem itex, Flame
of War...), playing a less extreme and blunt black metal than in their other projects, mid -paced and with pagan and heathen
touches... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Shaddaï - From Mute Remains

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut in the shape of a 5-tracks EP entitled “From Mute Remains” by the iconoclast Swish horde Shaddaï, playing a kind of strange and
heterodox black metal with occultist touches, really interesting!! [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]

Shape of Despair - Monotony Fields

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing returning, after more than ten years of silence, of the actual gods of funeral doom, the Finns Shape of Despair, with their forth studio
full-length album “Monotony Fields”, although nothing has changed, seven long and oppressive new songs of pure Shape of Despair sound,
sublime! [Released by Season of Mist]

Shining - III - Angst - Självdestruktivitetens emissarie

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Reissue on Peaceville of the great “III - Angst - Självdestruktivitetens emissarie”, the amazing third full-length album by Niklas Kvarforth and
his main project, Shining, with the mighty Hellhammer (Mayhem, Arcturus...) on drums... sublime... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Shining - IX - Everyone, Everything, Everywhere, Ends

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Outstanding ninth full-length studio album by Niklas Kvarforth and his Shining, and probably their best work since the sublime “V - Halmstad”,
six new tracks of those who leave no one indifferent where Niklas moves himself just in her element, prodigious! [Released by Season of
Mist]

Shining - IX - Everyone, Everything, Everywhere, Ends

[Box CD]

16.95 EUR

First deluxe edition on limited cardboard box, including digipack, two bonus tracks and tons of extras, of the outstanding ni nth full-length studio
album by Niklas Kvarforth and his Shining, and probably their best work until the sublime “V - Halmstad”, prodigious! [Released by Season
of Mist]
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Shores of Ladon - Eindringling

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding debut full-length album of the German horde Shores of Ladon, six tracks of atmospheric black metal with an absolutely amazing
pagan feeling in the vein of their compatriots Drengskapur... intense, deep and undeniably haunting, some of the best stuff that comes from
German lands!! [Released by Eternity Records]

Shroud of Despondency - Dark Meditations in Monastic Seclusion

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Americans Shroud of Despondency, blending acoustic folk elements in the vein of Agalloch, with some manic depressive touches of Shining, experimentation and melody, so much melody and the wide brutal pagan atmosphere of Drud kh... really
interesting!! [Released by Self Mutilation Services]

Shroud of Satan - Litany to the Moon

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Debut from the Germans Shroud of Satan in the shape of a 4 -tracks EP... fast and aggressive satanic black metal in the vein of Satanic
Warmaster or Sargeist is what you‟re going to find on “Litany to the Moon”, nothing more, nothing less... [Released by Sol Records]

Sieghetnar - Bewußtseinserweiterung

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-release of “Bewußtseinserweiterung”, the third full-length album of the German blackers Sieghetnar... originally recorded on 2008 by
Thorkraft as an instrumental sole-project, this edition comes with a completely redesigned artwork, remastered sound and for first time with
vocals... [Released by Pesttanz Klangschmiede]

Sigh - Graveward

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Tenth full-length album of the Japanese veterans Sight, one of those bands that never disappoint, with this strange, orchestral and technical
black metal as a few, taking us one again into the abyss... [Released by Candlelight]

Silva Nigra - The New Age for the New God

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing fifth full-length album of the Czech black metal beast Silva Nigra! Seven new tracks conform “The New Age for the New God”, more
than forty minutes of fast and aggressive black metal with very dark atmosphere and a really elaborated sound!! [Released by Metal
Swamp]

Sin Of Kain - The End

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full length album of this Hungarian band, a fantastic work where technical, heavy and fast death metal structures are mixed with great
black metal arranges to create a sound really unique and original, a total discovery!! [Released by Cyanide Syndicate Records]

Sivyi Yar (Сивый Яр) - Night (Нощь)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Reedition of the first full -length album of this Russian band where it has been included as bonus the EP " Оредеж (Oredezh)"... darkest and
cold Slavonic pagan metal... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Sivyi Yar (Сивый Яр) - Towards to Twilight (Навстречу сумеркам)

[Digipack MCD]

6.95 EUR

New EP of the great Russian musician Vladimir and his sole -project Sivyi Yar (Сивый Яр), including three new tracks of this so amazing
Slavic pagan black metal perhaps more mature, personal and progressive than his previous works, emphasizing the ambient
touches... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Skady - When Sun Disappeared

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of the Germans Skady, nine tracks of a fantastic melodic black metal with some progressive touches that
meant the beginning of a new era for the band as the first part of a trilogy, “When Sun Disappeared”... [Released by Black Plague Records]

Skald - Vitterland

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Swedish Skald, ten fantastic tracks knocks “Vitterland” into shape, recovering the best of the Swe dish folk metal
tradition, with a quite similar sound to the mythic Otyg, but even with more folk touches, really recommended!! [Released by Unexploded
Records]

Skjaersild / Wulfheim / Aisuragua - Absentia Luce

[Split CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Great 3-ways split album between the Spanish hordes Skjaersild, Wulfheim and Aisuragua, fifty minutes in total divided among seven ne w and
exclusive tracks for this edition from this three promising bands from the Spanish underground black metal scene... [Released by Negra Nit
Distro]

Skoll - 11 Years of Mist

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Album that pays tribute to the first eleven years of existence of this Italian pagan band, that includes their demo from 2003 entitled “Warriors of
the Misty Fields” plus several extra songs from previous stages, some of them has been unreleased „til now... [Released by Ewiges Eis
Records]

Skoll - Grisera

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Italians Skoll, five long tracks of raw and wild black metal with some great melancholic atmospheres is w hat the
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present us with “Grisera”, including even some beautiful folk elements... the most pagan and intimate version of Skoll...
Fallen-Angels Productions]

Slagmaur - Svin

[Released by

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing reedition on a limited 6-panel digipack and 8-pages booklet done by the genius Robert Høyem of “Svin”, the wonderful first demo of
one of the most surprising and avantgarde band of the current Norwegian black metal scene, Slagmaur, outstanding! [Released by Black
Hate Productions]

Slagmaur - Von Rov Shelter

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Bua, what fucking amazing work... second full-length album of this groundbreaking Norwegian band that plays a strange and experimental
black metal mixed with the violence and intensity of the classic one... one hundred per cent recommended for the lovers o f the new shapes in
black metal... [Released by Osmose Productions]

Slavia (Славия) - Pesne Voli Kalionoy (Песне Воли Калёной)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really interesting debut album of this Russian band that plays a very intense and powerful pagan black metal in the coldest, rawest and
darkest way of the Slavonic extreme metal scene, with no folk elements, just fury, anger and passion in all four sides!! [Released by From
The Dark Past]

Slavia (Славия) - Pesne Voli Kalionoy (Песне Воли Калёной)

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Very limited first edition in CDr of the debut album of this Russian band that plays a very intense and powerful pagan black metal in the
coldest, rawest and darkest way of the Slavonic extreme metal scene, with no folk elements, just fury, anger and passi on in all four
sides!! [Released by From The Dark Past]

Sleipnir - Oaths Sworn in Blood & Mead

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the British Vikings Sleipnir, six very long tracks of really epic and symphonic heathenish Viking metal full
of outstanding choruses and wonderful orchestral arrangements... far greater than their already surprising debut album... [Released by
Gardarika Musikk]

Slow - Unsleep

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Incredible debut full-length album of the personal project of the Ukrainian-American talented musician Markov Soroka, five really long tracks of
funeral doom metal essentially in an European vein, with winks to bands such as Skepticism, Thergothon, Shape o f Despair or even
Esoteric... amazing... [Released by Black Plague Records]

Slunovrat - Sword & Iron Cross

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Czech band Slunovrat, with members from the mythic black metal combo Enochian or Silva Negra, which plays a heathen
black metal with many thrash elements and amazing ambient interludes... for fans of The Syre, Capricornus, Nordisches Blu t... [Released
by Ravenheart]

So Much for Nothing - Livsgnist

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Really interesting debut full-length album of the Norwegians So Much for Nothing, seven tracks of black metal with depressive taste in the vein
of Shining, in fact Niklas Kvarforth himself made a collaboration in one song, and some avantgarde touches... a really recommended
listening... [Released by My Kingdom Music]

Sol Axis - ...To Mark the Ages

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album of all the recorded Sol Axis tracks in existence, not only the four tracks from the EP “...To Mark the Ages”, but also a
remastered version of the mythic “Demo 2004” as well as two Bathory cover versions, previously unreleased tracks and alternative
versions... [Released by Sentinel]

Solefald - Neonism

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Reissue by Peaceville Records in a deluxe super-jewel box format of the absolutely amazing Solefald‟s second full -length album, remastered
for the occasion, with a fully new artwork and including a bonus track... without any doubt, one of the most personal ity band of the actual
Norwegian black metal scene... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Solefald - Norrøn Livskunst

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of one of the most original and controversial band that come up from the Norwegian black metal scene, with an even
more strange, complex and provocative album than the already controversial duo “Icelandic Odyssey”... nothing more to say, but so much
more to listen to... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Solitude Project / Vita Odiosa - De Miseria Humanae Conditionis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between those two original Italian bands that play depressive black metal with some ambient elements as well as experimental
ones, Solitude Project y Vita Odiosa, including three new tracks the first one and one long and amazing new songs of about 30 minutes the
second one... [Released by Black Plague Records]
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Solus - Solus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of this personal project of the Hungarian musician D. called Solus, playing intense and emotive atmospher ic black metal
with pagan reminiscences, in the vein of the first album of their countrymen Dusk or Tymah, fucking recommended!! [Released by Dark
East Productions]

Sombre Croisade - Litanie au Mal

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of this French band that plays a slow, cold and melancholic black metal, really close to the ‟90 Scandinavian school, but
with the particular touches of the more classic French scene, songs full of immense dark and ice landscapes... first edition limited to only 500
hand-numbered copies... [Released by Mortis Humanae Productions]

Sönambula - Secuela

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album by the Basques Sönambula, ten tracks of death doom in the very vein of the nineties is what they present us
with “Secuela”, with reminiscences to Winter, Disembowelment, Spina Bifida, Neolithic and the best of the former dea th doom
scene... [Released by Base Record Production]

Sorgeldom - Inner Receivings

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Surprising second full -length album of this Swedish band that plays a really experimental black metal mixed with sonorities close to shoegaze
and fantastic acoustic parts... it comes with an amazing six-panel digipack very limited!! [Released by Nordvis Produktion]

Sorts - Made in Nightonia

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing debut EP of the Estonians Sorts, a side -project of members from Loits, Manatark, Must Missa, Bestia... an the best of the scene from
that country, that with “Made in Nightonia” present us four tracks of pure unadulterated black metal, robust and fu rious, for lovers of the old
way... [Released by Regimental Records]

Soulcide - The Warshadows

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this band from Belorussia playing a really raw and primitive black metal as its best, mixing totally fast and furious parts with
mid-tempo ones in a vein that almost can be described as depressive... really interesting!!! [Released by Possession Productions]

Spellcraft - Yersinia Pestis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by Spellcraft , the side-project of the Spanish masters Ouija, a work with more mid -paced elements and much more
surrounding and personal sound... [Released by Xtreem Music]

Spiderpact - Goatspeed into Magenta Vacuum

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Really strange debut EP of this Finnish band that plays a completely avantgarde and experimental black metal... careful with this work, only
recommended for hundred per cent open minded people, it‟s fucking atypical and groundbreaking!! [Released by True Face of Evil]

Spina Bifida - Iter

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing return of Spina Bifida, one of the mythic bands from the original doom death scene from Netherlands, more than twenty years after
their essential debut “Ziyadah”, with “Iter”, six new tracks playing this heavy doom metal with death touches so chara cteristic... [Released by
Godeater Records]

Spirit of the Forest - A Brew of Lightning and Terror

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of this Canadian quartet that plays a dark and cold atmospheric black metal with a really personal sound and some
pagan elements, with whom Spirit of the Forest and its “A Brew of Lighting and Terror” recovers the mysticism of the „90, fucking
recommended!! [Released by Prodisk]

Starlit - Ataraxis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this personal project of the Swedish musician Nachtzeit, best known for his main band, Lustre, or for the myth ic Hypothermia...
ambient with black soul, cold, distant, full of desolate passages, hypnotic keyboards and dissonant guitar lines... [Released by Alles Stenar]

Stielas Storhett - Expulsè

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing return of the Russian Damien T.G and his sole -project Stielas Storhett with an album, “Expulsè”, really impressive, mixing the
atmospheric and dense black metal of his first effort with the more experimental sonorities of his EP and this Shining an d Katatonia touches so
amazing... [Released by code666]

Storm of Darkness / Luciferian - From Underground to the Black Mass...

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split-CD between these two satanic Colombian bands that play a putrid and decomposing black metal, the intense and violent Storm of
Darkness and the absolutely unmerciful Luciferian, ten tracks for a total running time of almost 40 minutes of bad feelings. .. in a limited edition
of 250 hand-numbered copies... [Released by Mortis Humanae Productions]

Stormstone - Heirs of All Fights

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Edition on professional CD of the first and only demo of this side -project from Erun (Briargh, Crystal Moors, Forestdome...) playing interesting
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pagan black metal in the vein of the old Graveland or Woodtemple...

Striborg - Perceiving the World with Hate

[Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

[Box CD]

8.95 EUR

Eleventh full-length album of the Aussie Sin Nanna, as mystic and majestic as raw, primitive and wild, in brief, Striborg in its more purest form
offering us with “Perceiving the World with Hate” and new dark and unnerving non-returning journey, last copies of the first edition in DVD
box!! [Released by Displeased Records]

Striborg - Southwest Passage

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing Striborg‟s twelfth full-length album, maybe the best in its career, but also the more eccentric one, with shorter tracks, almost no
ambient passages and a production that can be considered as good... furthermore, Striborg in its purest form, nobody can capture the spirit of
black metal as a form of art... [Released by Displeased Records]

Strynn - Decadence

[Digifile CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing edition on 4-panels digifile with matte finish limited to 500 copies of “Decadence”, the surprising debut full-length album of the French
Strynn, eleven outstanding tracks of intense cold black metal without concessions, evoking pain, despair, hatred... [Released by Mortis
Humanae Productions]

Sturmtiger - World at War 1914-1918

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this already veteran Danish band, Sturmtiger, seven intense tracks of their now classic powerful and blasting death
black metal totally focused on the Great War is what they offer with “World at War 1914 -1918”, for fans of bands such Blasphemy, Conqueror
o Black Witchery... [Released by Black Plague Records]

Stworz - Blask wiecznego Ognia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with the tracks originally included in their first demo “Blask nad Wiecznymi Lasami” released on 2008, and the ones from
the split with Wolforder “The Art of Fire” released on 2009, everyone for first time on CD format... raw and mystic S lavonic pagan black
metal!! [Released by Werewolf Promotion]

Styggelse - Bland Ändlösa Fält av Snusk och Hor

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing debut EP of the Swedish Styggelse, six tracks of pure unadulterated black metal, raw, arcane, misanthrope and absolutely depraved,
in the vein of Carpathian Forest‟s “Black Shing Leather” but with a bit more melodic touches, a fucking kick in the a ss!! [Released by
Baphomet Records]

Styggelse - Heir Today God Tomorrow

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this Swedish band that plays a dirty, angry and raw-as-hell black metal with some thrash touches so, as could not be
otherwise, must remember you a lot to the gods Darkthrone... [Released by Unexploded Records]

Styggelse - No Return

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding second full -length album of the Swedes Styggelse, presenting us with “No Return” seven tracks of dirty and alcoholic black metal
with touches to Darkthrone, Aura Noir or directly to the classics Bathory and Venom, FUCK OFF!! [Released by Unexploded Records]

Suffering Souls - Sadistic Goat Complex

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the German blackers, following the steps of their previous works, maybe a bit more melodic and symphonic, but still
aggressive a powerful... [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Suicidal Madness / Sombre Croisade - Molasar Dream's

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

CD version limited to 250 hand-numbered copies of this split-CD between two interesting bands of the most underground Franch black metal
scene, the absolutely depressive Suicidal Madness and the blackers Sombre Croisade... it comes with a new artwork and t wo bonus-tracks
over the original tape edition... [Released by Mortis Humanae Productions]

Sulphur Seas - Sulphur Seas

[Oversized Digifile MCD]

6.95 EUR

Outstanding homonymous debut EP by this strange duo called Sulphur Seas, five hymns of pure Sulphur playing rough and abrasiv e black
metal, close to French avantgarde scene mixed with the classic Norwegian one... limited to only 66 hand -numbered copies in a very special 5”
digifile!! [Released by Darkness Within]

Summoning - Lost Tales

[MCD]

8.95 EUR

Very interesting EP released after the classic “Let Mortal Heroes Sing Your Fame”, featuring two new tracks, “Saruman” that w as a leftover
from “Dol Guldur” recording sessions and “Arcenstone" that was originally written for Silenius side project Mirkwood... [Released by Napalm
Records]

Summoning - Oath Bound

[CD]

13.95 EUR

Amazing sixth full-length album of the most loyal followers of the Tolkien‟s legacy, including a track sung for the first time in the “Black
Language” of Mordor... really epic black metal, full of majestic atmospheres as only Summoning can create... [Released by Napalm
Records]
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Susperia - Predominance

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Debut album of this superband with members of Old Man‟s Child, Satyricon and Dimmu Borgir, playing something in the middle be tween
melodic black metal with orchestral aura and thrash metal with some death touches... [Released by Nuclear Blast]

Svafnir - The Heathen Chapters

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Stunning debut album of this personal project by the German musician Alexander Suplie, an almost acoustic work, fully inspire d in Nature and
the arcane pagan knowledge, in the same vein than the last Em pirium albums or the great “Kveldssanger” from Ulver... [Released by
Galgenstrang Productions]

Svarog - Opus V: Todesstoß

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this German horde with members of the great Verderben that plays a classic, raw and cold black metal really intense and
powerful, forty five minutes of hatred encapsulated in nine tracks of authentic misanthropy... [Released by Fog of the Apocalypse]

Svarrogh - Kukeri

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really strange third full-length album of the Bulgarians, mixing folk elements as well as avantgarde on the basis of pagan black metal sound...
specially recommended for those who enjoy with different ways of exploring extreme music... [Released by Heavy Horses Records]

Svarrogh - Lady Vitosha

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this one-man project by the Bulgarian musician Dimo Dimov in which he mix a quite raw and primitive black metal
with fantastic Balkan pagan and folk elements, nine really original songs plus two bonus-tracks with a truly different
atmosphere... [Released by Khaoz Star Productions]

Svartden - Black

[Digifile MCD]

6.95 EUR

Amazing debut in the shape of a 6-tracks EP for this side-project with members from Wulfheim and Werther, playing a totally out-of-trend
black metal, just true attitude, passion and spirit of the nineties... limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies in A5 sized digifile!! [Released by
Darkness Within]

Svartelder - Askebundet

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Debut in the shape of a 4-tracks EP by Svartelder, side-project by Doedsadmiral (Nordjevel) along elite members of the Norwegian black
metal scene such as Kobro (In the Woods, Green Carnation...) or Maletoth (1349, Pantheon I...), pure Norwegian Black Meta l!! [Released
by Dusktone]

Svartelder - Pyres

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the Norwegians Svartelder, whose lineup comprises members of Carpathian Forest, In the Woods, 1349,
Green Carnation... playing, since it was to be expected, pure and true Norwegian Black Metal rooted in the nineties... li mited edition on
digipack!! [Released by Dusktone]

Svarthyr - Manifestation of the Antichrist

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Professional CD edition of “Manifestation of the Antichrist”, the demo recorded on 2011 by the German blackers Svarthyr, eigh t songs of
satanic black metal tyranny, fast and sharp like knifes... includes a band logo sticker! [Released by Schwaerze Productions]

Svarthyr - Vortex of the Slain

[Digipack MCD]

5.95 EUR

Amazing EP of the German horde Svarthyr, four intense and merciless tracks of furious and savage black metal as a few is what they offer us
with “Vortex of the Slain”, twenty minutes of Theistic Black Metal Fanaticism!! It comes in a fantastic limited digipack with 6 -pages
booklet!! [Released by Schwaerze Productions]

Svartsyn - Black Testament

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Eighth full-length album of the Swedish masters Svartsyn that can be described as a really sinister mix between their two most acclaimed
works, “Destruction of Man” from 2003 and “Timeless Reign” from 2007, purely and simply spectacular... [Released by Agonia Records]

Svartsyn - Bloodline

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Fully remastered reissue with two bonus tracks (taken from the “Tormentor” EP) of the amazing “Bloodline”, the totally sold o ut fourth fulllength album of the great Swedes Svartsyn, a true gem for fans of Watain, Funeral Mist, Ondskapt or Ofermod... [Released by Unexploded
Records]

Svartsyn - Wrath Upon the Earth

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

After three years of silence Ornias and his Svartsyn are back, now as one -man project after the departure of the great Draugen, with their sixth
full-length album... and what can I say, almost nothing has changed, pure Swedish Black Metal in the way it was meant to be... last copies of
the first edition in slipcase... [Released by Agonia Records]

Svarttjern - Towards the Ultimate

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Norwegian Svarttjern, a worthy successor of the celebrated debut “Misanthropic Path of Madness”, maybe a
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bit more melodic than this one, with more elaborated structures, but yet aggressive, straight ahead and me rciless in the same way, and again
with an amazing vocal work by HansFyrste (Ragnarok)... [Released by Agonia Records]

Sventoyar (Свентояр) - Our Strength (Наша сила)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Ukrainians Sventoyar, seven new tracks of a quite original pagan metal full of folk elements, but with po werful
sound, heavily influenced by thrash or even death metal... far away to the classic melodic Slavonic pagan metal band... [Released by Black
Death Production]

Svipdagr - Black Verses

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really amazing debut album of the Spanish horde Svipdagr, nine intense tracks of raw, arcane and primitive black metal with a totally negative
aura influenced by the true gods: Darkthrone, Immortal or the old Arckanum and Satyricon, but with a really perso nal touch,
recommended!! [Released by Xtreem Music]

Svyatogor (Святогор) - Doctor Veritas

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this great Ukrainian band with Astrofaes, Quintessence Mystica, Thunderkraft or Drudkh members... powerf ul death
black metal with really personal arrangements in all tracks, full of melodies and influences from jazz to avantgarde black me tal... an amazing
experience!! [Released by Svarga Music]

Svyatogor (Святогор) - Energy - Freedom: Force is Strong, Power is Imperious

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Ukrainian Svyatogor (Святогор), Master Alafern‟s main project, maybe best known for his work with
Quintessence Mystica, Thunderkraft or Dub Buk... a much more aggressive and intense album than his debut , high-quality death black metal
played with so much taste... [Released by Darker than Black]

Swarost - Brzask

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

New EP of the Polish horde Swarost, five new tracks of this raw and primitive heathen black metal so characteristic of the ba nds from the East
side of Europe, as wild and unmerciful as the first period of Graveland... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Syn Ze Șase Tri - Între Două Lumi

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album of Syn Ze Sase Tri, the new ex-Negură Bunget members Corb and Spin band, inspired by the bloody history and myths of their
motherland Transylvania... musically could be described as an hybrid between early Dimmu Borgir or Emperor and late Negur ă Bunget, really
interesting!! [Released by code666]

Syn Ze Șase Tri - Sub Semnul Lupului

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Transylvanians Syn Ze Sase Tri, a conceptual work about the legend of the Ancient Dacian Wolf... with a more
powerful and straight sound than in their debut album, adding more Viking and folk influences, “Sub Semnul Lupului “ will sur prise to
everybody... [Released by code666]

Taake - ...Bjoergvin...

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Reedition via Peaceville Records of the second and probably the best full -length album from Hoest and company with Taake, “...Bjoergvin...”...
so you know what is all about, true and pure Norwegian black metal with some folk influences and this so peculiar Hoest voice over
it... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Taake - Gravkamre, Kroner og Troner

[Slipcase 2CD]

14.95 EUR

Double compilation album which the Norwegians Taake celebrates their twentieth anniversary... with no more and no less than 2 0 tracks,
featuring exclusive new tracks, alternative rare and unreleased tracks, as well as recordings previously only available o n vinyl... [Released
by Dark Essence Records]

Taake - Nattestid...

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing Hoest‟s debut album with his project Taake, finally re -released by Peaceville Records after a long period sold -out... and no more
words are needed, essential for all the fans of the True Norwegian Black Metal, a truly gem... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Taake - Stridens Hus

[Digipack CD]

13.95 EUR

New Taake full-length album, the sixth in his already long career, and perhaps one of his most personal and special work... “Stridens Hus” i s
true to the spirit of the old Norwegian Black Metal, in which Hoest breathes new life introducing rock and punk el ements, however this is
unmistakable Taake varied album... [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Taake - Taake

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of Hoest and Taake, probably his most personal work as this time all instruments and vocals are playing by himse lf...
definitely a more straight and wild album than the previous ones, with less atmosphere or folk influences, anyway it sounds as Taake as
always!! [Released by Dark Essence Records]

Taekaury - Spirit of Koguryo

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The once Korean promise Heukmae with his previous project Apparition is coming back with the debut album of his new creation, Taekaury,
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presenting us a warlike black metal extremely fast and furious, full of blast -beats and this amazing pagan taste...
Angels Productions]

Taiga - Ashen Light

[Released by Fallen-

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic debut full-length album of the Siberians Taiga, presenting us with “Ashen Light” nine tracks of really insane and depressive black
metal with absolutely extreme and haunting vocal lines... [Released by Satanath Records]

Taiga - Gaia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Russian depressive Taiga, eleven very long tracks of really atmospheric black metal with one of the extre mist
vocal lines you have ever listened to is what they offer us with ”Gaia”, an amazing continuation of their brillian t debut... [Released by Symbol
of Domination]

Tardy Brothers - Bloodline

[CD]

10.95 EUR

First full-length album of this side-project of the brothers John and Donald Tardy... it‟s not their best work at all, but if you like Obituary you will
enjoy with it for sure... [Released by Candlelight]

Temple Abattoir - Sacrilege & Savagery

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic first full-length album of this Spanish band that plays a very fast, intense and devastating black metal, the perfect soundtrack for the
final holocaust... limited edition to 1000 copies... [Released by Nyarlathotep Records]

Temple Abattoir / Abate Macabro - Matadouro Macabro

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between these two insane and raw black metal bands... the Spanish Temple Abattoir include the four-track demo “NeChronicles”
from 2008, instead the four songs from the Brazilian band Abate Macabro have been recorded for this album... [Released by Nyarlathotep
Records]

Temple of Baal - Lightslaying Rituals

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the band from Amduscias and Arkdaemon, moving his sound a bit to sonorities closed to death metal, as this da rk
low-end bass lines so characteristic, but delivering a hostile, blasted and oppressive black metal as its best... pre pare you souls for the
Triumph Of Heretic Fire! [Released by Agonia Records]

Temple of Baal - Lightslaying Rituals

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Limited edition in digipack with polycarbonate black cd and alternative cover artwork of the third full-length album of the French, moving his
sound a bit to sonorities closed to death metal but delivering a hostile, blasted and oppressive black metal as i ts best... prepare you souls for
the Triumph Of Heretic Fire! [Released by Agonia Records]

Temple of Baal - Verses of Fire

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

First edition on digipack format of “Verses of Fire”, the fourth full-length album of the French Temple of Baal, ten fantastic new tracks of
intense, epic and oppressive black death metal with absolutely dark and cold atmosphere... [Released by Agonia Records]

Temple of Baal / Ritualization - The Vision of Fading Mankind

[Split Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

Limited digipack edition of this split album between two of the leading purveyours of French blacknened death metal, the great Temple of Baal
and the bit more unknown band but no less interesting Ritualization, including both bands new songs recorded exclusively for this
edition... [Released by Agonia Records]

Tenebrae in Perpetuum - L'Eterno Maligno Silenzio

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Italians, depressive black metal filled with darkness, rawness, mysticism, agony... with a much more mature
music than before and a fantastic work of the new vocalist, Ildanach (Absentia Lunae)... we still have copies of the first edition in digipack with
the CD pressed in black polycarbonate... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Tenebrae In Perpetuum / Krohm - Tenebrae in Perpetuum / Krohm

[Split CD]

9.95 EUR

Split album from this two great black metal bands with big depressive feeling... three songs per head for a total running of more than forty
minutes... we have copies of the first CD press in black polycarbonate... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Teratism - Pure Unadulterated Hate

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this merciless and brutal black metal band... Satan will be for sure licking his tie while listening these gu ys, pure
unadulterated hate... [Released by Obscure Abhorrence]

Teratism - The Blessing of Death

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this American band, moving to sounds close to the classic Swedish black metal, but still straight, intense, w ithout
any kind of flourish, remembering you from Dissection, Necrophobic to Watain, or even the Spanish blackers Ouija ... [Released by The
Root of All Evil]

Terdor - Levi

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR
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Second full-length album of the Dutch Terdor, a much more mature and original work than their debut, even with some experimental and
progressive atmospheres, but keeping that ruthless and raw touches so according to the warlike black metal they play... [Released by
Stunde des Ideals Produktionen]

Terra Deep - Part of This World, Part of Another

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album by terra Deep, the most personal project of the American musician M. Edwards, proposing us with “Part of This Wo rld,
Part of Another” an amazing journey over a Black Metal with progressive touches that will like to every fan of band s such as Enslaved, Opeth
o Exhausted Prayer... [Released by Dusktone]

The Axis of Perdition - Tenements (Of the Anointed Flesh)

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fourth and last full -lenght album of the English band The Axis of Perdition before their bre ak, in which, even they are back to their “classic”
atmospheric and industrializer black metal after the extremely experimental work "Urfe", now they sound much more chaotic and complex...
always surprising!! [Released by code666]

The Axis of Perdition - Urfe

[Digipack 2CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing double digipack edition of the chilling third full-length album of this English project... because “Urfe” is, without any doubt, their most
personal, harrowing and dysfunctional album to date, mixing influences from Swans, Godflesh, Esoteric, Angel o Badalamenti o Throbbing
Gristle... [Released by code666]

The Crevices Below - Below the Crevices

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Astonishing first full -length album of this one-man project ruled by the Australian Dis Pater, in which develops an exquisite symphonic and
atmospheric black metal, with so much references to the gods Katatonia in their most dark metal period and, at the same time, with fantastic
avantgardist elements... [Released by Nordvis Produktion]

The Furor - Advance Australia Warfare

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Australian band and their barbarous and intense black death metal p layed at a really very high speed,
brutal!!... includes a video-clip from their previous album... [Released by Prime Cuts Music]

The Furor - Invert Absolute

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this band from Australia that plays a furious and fast black death metal full of blast -beats and bad blood, with no one moment
for calm and peaceful, an authentic sonic steamroller... [Released by Prime Cuts Music]

The Gathering - Always...

[Slipcase 2CD]

10.95 EUR

The ultimate edition of this true classic of the earliest death/doom metal, “Always...”, the debut album of the Dutch The Gat hering, including a
bonus CD with alternate (and unreleased) 1994 remix of the full a lbum, plus exclusive lines notes... [Released by Peaceville Records]

The Gathering - Downfall

[2CD]

9.95 EUR

What the hell we have here... “Downfall” is a complete collection of all The Gathering's early recordings done before and just after the
legendary debut “Always”, with Bart Smith on vocals... all promos, demos, rehearsal tapes, live recording, even some so ngs that has been
unreleased tracks, essential!! [Released by Vic Records]

The Last Twilight / Profundis Tenebrarum - Hell Bestial Conjuration

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between this two fantastic Spanish bands that play authentic black metal and that fit together really well... the Galician guys from
The Last Twilight, with Aboriorth on drums, faster and straight, while the band from Valencia Profundis Tenebra rum a bit slower, mystic and
nocturne... [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

The Meads of Asphodel - Damascus Steel

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third and last reissue by Razed Soul Productions of the fantastic first period of the English genius The Meads of Asphodel... “Damascus
Steel”, their third full-length album, featuring as the previous ones, a totally new artwork as well as four bonus tracks among demo versions
and rare songs... [Released by Razed Soul Productions]

The Meads of Asphodel - Exhuming the Grave of Yeshua

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second of the reissues done by Razed Soul Productions of the first and best period of the English iconoclasts The Meads of Asphodel,
“Exhuming the Grave of Yeshua”, their second full-length album, featuring a totally new artwork as well as three exclusive bonus
tracks...
[Released by Razed Soul Productions]

The Meads of Asphodel - The Excommunication of Christ

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing reissue on Razed Soul Productions of “The Excommunication of Christ”, the debut album of the eccentric English band T he Meads of
Asphodel which also begins this trilogy of reeditions, featuring a totally new artwork as well as four bonus tracks amo ng demo versions and
rare songs... [Released by Razed Soul Productions]

The Meads of Asphodel - The Murder of Jesus the Jew

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the English impious The Meads of Asphodel, the first one after signin g with Candlelight, a work, “The Murder of
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Jesus the Jew”, as unclassifiable and bizarre as ever, including deluxe collaborations such as Hoest (Taake), Vincent Crowley (Acheron) or
Mirai Kawashima (Sigh)... [Released by Candlelight]

The Sorcerer / Antiquus Scriptum - ... Enterrai os Vivos e Cuidai dos Mortos...

[Split

CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Split album between the Lusitanian hordes The Sorcerer and Antiquus Scriptum compiling their old sold -out demos... The Sorcerer includes
their two demos “Through The Valley...” and “The Second Coming...”, whereas Antiquus Scriptum includes the demo “In Pulverem...” and two
tracks from the album “Abi In Malam Pestem”... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

The Stone - Трагом Хромога Вука (Tragom Hromoga Vuka)

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Compilation album that gathers for the first time on cd the demos of the Serbian band when they still were called Stone to Fl esh, “Killed by the
Sun” recorded in 1998 and “Serbian Woods” recorded in 1997, fully remixed for the occasion, plus two new and fa ntastic new
songs... [Released by Wolfcult Records]

The Stone - Neke Rane Krvare Večno (Неке Ране Крваре Вечно)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album with the eight tracks of “Some Wounds Bleed Forever”, the only full-length album recorded by the Serbians as Stone to
Flesh, just before they changed their name to The Stone, plus the two tracks taken from the 7”EP “Cujete li smeju nam se mrtv i...” and the
video from “Pevalo Hiljadu Mačeva”... [Released by Grom Records]

The True Endless - An Year In Black

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Italian blackers The True Endless, a conceptual work captured during the 2005/2006 Solstices and Equinoxe s
rituals to commemorate the Ancient life and death cycle... limited to only 500 hand-numbered copies... [Released by NekroGoat Heresy
Productions]

The True Endless - In the Swamp

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Reissue of this fantastic sold-out EP from the Italian black metal band, with a revamped artwork and two bonus tracks, including a cover
version of the Emperor‟s classic “Night of the Graveless Souls”... limited edition to 500 copies!! [Released by Aphelion Productions]

The True Endless - Suicide Journey

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Compilation album of unreleased tracks, live songs, rehearsals, plus the four tracks that the band recorded for the split CD with Goat Horns...
limited edition to only 500 hand-numbered copies... [Released by NekroGoat Heresy Productions]

The True Endless / Sekhmet / Tundra / Inferno - United in Hell

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Four-way split among these four raw and pure black metal bands, in one hand The True Endless and Tundra from Italy, and in the oth er
Sekhmet and Inferno from Czech Republic... nine infernal songs for almost fifty minutes of total running time, in a fantast ic edition limited to
1000 copies... [Released by Aphelion Productions]

The Unchaining - Ithilien

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Italian musician Franz and his project The Unchaining, even more epic and evocative, even closest to the great
Summoning... seven amazing tracks of epic and atmospheric black metal as a few, with those so charming medieval t ouches, if you miss the
Austrians... [Released by Behemoth Productions]

The Unchaining - Ruins at Dusk

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of The Unchaining, the sole-project of the Italian musician Franz, playing a really atmospheric black metal half -path
between the epicity of Summoning and the medieval sounds of the mythic band Evol... quite interesting... [Released by Behemoth
Productions]

The Wolves of Avalon - Boudicca's Last Stand

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic second full -length album of Metatron and his The Wolves of Avalon, a much more mature work in every aspects that the first one, full
of incredible pagan atmospheres and featuring new collaborations such as Thurios, Hildr Valkyrie, Varggoth... pure Celtic pride!! [Released
by Godreah Records]

The Wolves of Avalon - Carrion Crows over Camlan

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding debut full-length album of The Wolves of Avalon, side-project of the great Metatron (The Meads of Asphodel) in wh ich he pays
homage to the golden Age of the Celts in England with an incredibly original pagan black metal featuring collaborations such as Rob Darken,
Roland Schropp or Magnus O. Wohlfahrt... [Released by Godreah Records]

Thergüu - Goat 10.10.10

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of the Swiss Thergüu, three very long tracks compose “Goat 10.10.10” of a fast and intense black meta l in the vein of
the old Norwegian scene, with the cold and majestic aura of Immortal or the fury of Ulver‟s “Nattens Madrigal”... for fans of the old
ways... [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]
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Thermal Pulse - Cult of Enchanted Rage

[MCD]

5.59 EUR

Amazing debut in the shape of a 4-track EP of the Norwegians Thermal Pulse, a side-project with Kirkebrann, Svikt or Dimension F3H
members, in which they play a powerful black death metal with industrial and ambient touches, really interesting! [Released by Antichristian
Front Records]

Thesyre - Exist!

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really very strange third full-length album of this Canadian project leaded by Eric Syre that plays a mid -tempo avantgarde black metal, with a
lot of thrash influences of the most experimental VoiVod period, and this groundbreaking aura of the latest works from bands like
Dødheimsgard or Satyricon [Released by Osmose Productions]

Thor's Hammer - Three Weeds from the Same Root

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fourth and last full -length album of the Polish Capricornus main project, this time with Diathyrron (Dark Fury, Ohtar, Selbstmord...) as drum
session, playing a slower, darker and more dense black metal than ever, but with this raw and dirty so characteristic sound in Thor‟s Hammer
music... [Released by Elegy Records]

Thorns Vs. Emperor - Thorns Vs. Emperor

[Split Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Reissue by Peaceville Records in a deluxe super-jewel box format including three bonus tracks, one of them featuring Fenriz and Satyr, of the
mythic split album between the Norwegians bands Thorns and Emperor, in which each band play cover versions of the other,
legendary!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Thoth - Zamglenie

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Rob Darken side-project along with Dark Fury, Selbstmort and Thor‟s Hammer members... in a totally different
way than in their main bands, slow and agonic black metal, with an amazing funeral sound, really desperate vocal l ines and the classic epic
keyboard Darken‟s playing... [Released by Adipocere Records]

Thou Shalt Suffer - Into the Woods of Belial

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Compilation album with all the demos recorded by this really early project of Ihsahn, Sam oth and Ildjarn, previous to Emperor, in the beginning
of the nineties, fourteen tracks in total (including two bonus tracks), remastered for the occasion with a new artwork... [Released by
Candlelight]

Throne of Katarsis - The Three Transcendental Keys

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Impressive fourth full -length album by the Norwegians Throne of Katarsis, three long tracks of pure and true obscure black metal,
blasphemous and merciless, is what they propose us with “The Three Tran scendental Keys”, recommended!! [Released by Candlelight]

Throneum - Deathmass of the Gravedancer

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album from the mythic band from the Polish extreme scene Throneum, presenting us with “Deathmass of the Gravedancer”
nine new tracks of this old, dirty and extremely cavernous hybrid between black and death metal that they play fucking w ell... hail to Mega
Therion!!!! [Released by Displeased Records]

Throneum / Revelation of Doom - Total Regression!

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting split album between the Polish hordes Throneum and Revelation of Doom, in which both bands pay tribute to their o rigins with a
big amount of cover versions from black, thrash and death metal classics: Destruction, Terrorizer, Unleashed, Sodom, Hellhammer,
Pandemonium... [Released by Pagan Records]

Thrudvangar - Ahnenthron

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this fantastic German pagan metal band with viking themes, something similar to the first Thyrfing or Menhir
works...
[Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Thrudvangar - Durch Blut Und Eis

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really long fourth full-length album of the German warriors, and absolutely powerful!!!... true Germanic viking metal, based on the Erik the Red
legend, with a bunch of certainly elaborated songs and an incredible instrumentation, with no doubt their best work to date!!! [Released by
Einheit Produktionen]

Thrudvangar - Durch Blut Und Eis

[Digipack CD+DVD]

11.95 EUR

Really long fourth full-length album of the German warriors, and absolutely powerful!!!... true Germanic viking metal, based on the Erik the Red
legend... first pressing in limited digipak with a DVD featuring the live cut from Barther Metal Open Air in 20 09 plus an interview and a
videoclip... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Thrudvangar - Zwischen Asgard und Midgard

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the pagan Germans, stronger and more powerful than ever, with less presence of keyboards and a Viking metal
more and more angry and furious but, overall, more and more personal... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]
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Thunderkraft - Totentanz

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Ukrainian band leaded by Master Alafern (Quintessence Mystica) but also featuring the great Munruthel as
full-time member... industrial black death metal extremely symphonic , with fantastic folk elements and a really astonishing post-apocalyptic
aura!!! [Released by Svarga Music]

Thundra - Angstens Salt

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Norwegians Thundra and, at the end, their posthumous work... seven really strong songs of viking black me tal
in the vein of the old albums from bands such as Einheirjer, Thyrfing or Mithotyn... amazing! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Thundra - Ignored by Fear

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this Norwegian band formed by Enslaved and Einherjer ex-members... the fact is that something of their previous
bands is still here, magnificence, grandiosity in their compositions... really interesting!! [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Thyrane - Travesty of Heavenly Essence

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Fourth and last full -length album of this split-up Finnish band which meant the returning to the symphonic black metal of their first days, after
their experiments with industrial black metal which they still kept some (a few) influences... [Released by Candlelight]

Thyrfing - De Ödeslösa

[Digipack CD]

14.95 EUR

Amazing returning of the Swedes, almost five years after the great “Hels Vite”, with their seventh full -length album “De Ödeslösa”... eight
tracks following the line of those, dark and dense Viking metal, melodic, symphonic, with a heavy melancholic weight and some progressive
elements... first edition in 3-panel digipack!! [Released by No Colours Records]

Tiamat - Sumerian Cry

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Wonderful re-issue on Candlelight of this true gem of the most primitive death doom metal sound, “Summerian Cry”, the mythic debut full length album of the Swedish Tiamat... no more words are needed, fucking indispensable!!! [Released by Candlelight]

Todtgelichter - Angst

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Teutonic Todtgelichter, breaking definitely with his past of classic black metal and moving them to much more
fresh and original landscapes with that kind of post-metal with so much black metal influences that made of “Angst” a truly
masterpiece... [Released by code666]

Todtgelichter - Apnoe

[Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Germans Todtgelichter, following the path initiated on their previous work, even with a clearest sound, m ore
progressive and melodic, in the post-rockish vibe, for fans of the actual Katatonia, Anathema or even The Gathering... limited first edition in a
fantastic digipack... [Released by code666]

Totenheer - Wüetisheer

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Swish horde Totenheer... eight tracks conform “Wüetisheer” of fast, intense and powerful black met al in the vein
of the Norwegians Tsjuder that will keep your buttocks literally sticked to the chair!! [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]

Tragodia - Mythmaker

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Italians Tragodia, a work composed by ten tracks of epic gothic metal with modern thrash elements and som e
progressive touches that make “Mythmaker” their best album up to date... amazing edition on 3 -panel digipack with booklet!! [Released by
Kolony Records]

Trauer - ...a Man with a Load of Mischief

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Last copies of the debut full-length album by the Germans Trauer, five long tracks of extremely depressive and suicidal black metal compose
this “...a Man with a Load of Mischief”, for souls on the edge... [Released by Nihilistische KlangKunst]

Trauer - A Walk into the Twilight

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album by Trauer, the personal project by the German musician Neideck (Todeskult, Kerker), eight song playing suicidal and
depressive black metal in the vein of the old Shining is what he show us with “A Walk into the Twilight”, presented on an exclusive art paper
birch... [Released by Nihilistische KlangKunst]

Trelleborg - Lands of Njord

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut full-length album of the Russians Trelleborg, eleven tracks conform “Lands of Njord” of viking folk metal more closely aligned
with the typical Finnish humppa sound from bands such as Finntroll, Korpiklaani or even Moonsorrow than with th e characteristic pagan
Russian sound, really amazing! [Released by Perekrestok Records]

Trinacria - Travel Now Journey Infinitely

[Digipack CD]

10.95 EUR

New and amazing project of Grutle, Ivar and Ice Dale from Enslaved along with members of the noise combo Fe -Mail... “Travel Now Journey
Infinitely” purpose us music as unpredictable and innovative as recognizable for all fans of the Norwegians, black metal with atmospheric
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touches and elements from industrial noise...

[Released by Indie Recordings]

Trist / Lonesummer - Trist / Lonesummer

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between the Czechs Trist and the Americans Lonesummer, both one -man bands, where the first one includes a very long song of
an hypnotic and desolate black metal with doom tones meanwhile the second one includes five tracks of a raw and dissonant bla ck metal with
shoegaze melodies... [Released by Ars Magna Recordings]

Troll - Neo-Satanic Supremacy

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Return of the Norwegian Troll, you know, the most personal project of the great Nagash (Dimmu Borgir, Covenant, Carpe Tenebru m), y he
does it at best!!, with an spectacular new band and a hundred percent black metal sound in the Troll classic vein, symphon ic, aggressive,
violent and absolutely demonic!! [Released by Napalm Records]

Trollech - Svatoboj (Metal Swamp no.22)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Live album, with a really good production sound, of this Czech pagan black metal band where they revise their three first wor ks... as bonus, an
extract of the show in divX video format has been included... [Released by Long Ago Records]

Trollech / Heiden - Trollech vs Heiden

[Split Digifile CD]

7.95 EUR

Last copies of this very limited split between two of the best Czech black metal bands, the pagan Trollech and the groundbrea king Heiden,
seven tracks for almost forty minutes of total running time packaged in an amazing three panel digifile... [Released by Naga Productions]

TrollfasthearT - What?! An Old Pot for All?!

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Spanish troll Kadgar with his most personal project, TrollfasthearT, eight new tracks plus the hidden bon us at
the end of grumpy and frenzied trollish black metal, full of filth, guts and frogs, tons of fogs!! [Released by Self-released]

Tundra - Primordial

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of this Italian band that plays a true, raw a nd very aggressive black metal that ooze hate and evilness from every
pore... in a limited 1000 copies edition... [Released by Long Ago Records]

Turisas - Battle Metal

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Surprising debut album of this Finnish band that plays a melodic Viking Metal, with tons of amazing keyboard lines, fantastic chorus and a
fighting spirit really astonishing... the Finntroll‟s battle version!! [Released by Century Media]

Turisas - Stand Up and Fight

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic third full-length album of the Finns and their epic viking metal of great atmospheres full of majestic, showing a composing maturity
and instrumental really superb... [Released by Century Media]

Turisas - The Varangian Way (Director's Cut)

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Finnish Vikings in a special limited edition called “Director‟s Cut” that also includes three bonus tracks:
“Silence”, the amazing Boney M cover “Rasputin”, and a semi -instrumental version with a fantastic choruses of “To Ho lmgard and
Beyond”... [Released by Century Media]

Tverd (Твердь) - Follow the Sun's Way (Вслед за Солнцеворотом)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Beautiful debut album of Tverd, the band formed by Vetrodar after Pagan Reign split up, and the logical follow -up of their sound, perhaps even
with more and better Slavonic folk touches and a stronger presence of the operatic voices... for those who miss t he Pagan Reign
majesty... [Released by Wicked Music]

Týr - Eric the Red

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Reissue on Napalm Records, that also includes two bonus tracks, of “Eric the Red”, the amazing second full-length album of the guys from
Faroe Islands, and almost sure their best work to date, where Týr show us their incredible talent with really progressi ve and powerful Viking
folk metal... [Released by Napalm Records]

Tyranny Enthroned - Our Great Undoing

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Powerful second full -length album of these guys from St. Luis (USA), seven amazing bullets merging elements of Scandi navian black metal
with old school Swedish and Florida death metal in order to craft a dark yet crushing form of modern blackened death metal wi th some
progressive elements... [Released by Blast Head Records]

Uhrilehto - Ihmisvihan Eliitti

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Strange fourth full-length album of the Finns Uhrilehto, much more intense, powerful and chaotic than their previous works, wildest and more
experimental, adding to their basically black compositions death metal or rock? elements... in the vein of their compatriots Impaled
Nazarene... [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Uhrilehto - Viimeinen Vitutus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this Finnish band, following the steps of their previous works, with their dark black metal full of fantastic melodies and
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cold atmospheres...

[Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Uhrilehto - Vitutus Millenium

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Finnish band with their fast black metal, melodic and atmospheric in equal shares...
Schwarzdorn Productions]

Uhriristi - Maailma Palaa

[Released by

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the Finns Uhriristi, presenting us with “Maailma Palaa” nine tracks of that sharping and symphonic black
metal of extreme vocal lines so characteristic from these lands, for fans of Thyrane, Enochian Crescent, Throes o f Dawn or Darkwoods My
Betrothed... [Released by Mortis Humanae Productions]

Ulfhethnar - Reawakening the Wrath of Yore

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The return of the Argentinean horde Ulfhethnar after seven years of silence with their second full-length album, eight intense tracks of raw and
grim black metal in the old way, like Gorgoroth, Taake or Isvind, in fourty minutes of pure hate and wrath... o nly for true warriors!! [Released
by Dark Hidden Productions]

Uluun - Danke Dreiser!!!

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the French horde Uluun, five really long tracks of mid -paced black metal with impressive atmospheres and
some depressive touches, in the vein of the old Dornenreich... fucking recommended... [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]

Ulver - Bergtatt - Et Eeventyr I 5 Capitler

[CD]

13.95 EUR

Absolutely essential debut album of the gods Ulver, a mandatory work in every black pagan metal collection worth its salt... establishing the
basis of this so particular approaching way to Mother Nature from the black metal point of view, indispensable!!! [Released by Head Not
Found]

Ulver - Childhood's End

[Digibook CD]

15.95 EUR

Eleventh full-length album of the gods Ulver, a totally different album in their amazing non-conformist career composed by a collection of
classic, mostly obscure, psychedelic sixties tracks: Jefferson Airplane, The Troogs, The Byrds... the first strictly limited edition comes in a
hard-cover digibook!! [Released by Jester Records]

Ulver - Kveldssanger

[CD]

13.95 EUR

Astounding second full -length album of the Norwegians, a completely acoustic work of pure and authentic stunning folk metal, the most
enrooted work within Mother Nature of their career, establishing one more time the basis of a genre... labeled as essentia l is not being totally
impartial with it!!! [Released by Head Not Found]

Ulver - Messe I.X-VI.X

[Digifile CD]

11.95 EUR

First edition on oversized digifile with details on silver ink of “Messe I.X -VI.X”, the twelfth full-length album of the absolutely unclassifiable
masters Ulver, perhaps on the vein of their great “Shadows of the Sun”, but again with a great evolving on th eir sound... [Released by
Kscope Music]

Ulver - Wars of the Roses

[Slipcase Super-Jewel Box]

14.95 EUR

Astounding tenth full -length album of the Norwegians Ulver, as unclassifiable and undefined as they used nowadays, leaving apart thi s
ambient sound of their latest works yield to a more instrumental album, half -way between “Perdition City” and “Blood Inside”... [Released by
Jester Records]

Ulvhedin - Pagan Manifest

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album from the Norwegian vikings, a fantastic melodic pagan metal work with the taste of the old Borknagar and Old Man ‟s
Child albums recorded in the superb Grieghallen Studios... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Umbra Noctis - Il Primo Volo

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic debut album of the Italians Umbra Noctis, seven tracks of an epic and melodic black metal full of amazing melanchol ic and gloomy
atmospheres with some depressive touches... limited to only 300 copies!! [Released by Novecento Produzioni]

Unburial - Bellum Internecinum

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Great debut album of the Spaniards Unburial, emerged from the ashes of the mythic band Agorazheim, now with a black death metal sound in
the Swedish melodic vein of the ‟90, not in vain the amazing Dissection version at the end of the album... fantastic pr esentation in 6-panels
digipack limited to 500 copies... [Released by Godeater Records]

Unholy - Rapture

[Super-Jewel Box]

8.95 EUR

Reissue by Peaceville Records in a deluxe super-jewel box format with two live bonus-tracks of the third and probably best full -length album of
the Finnish Unholy, a work that must be enlisted in the basic catalog that everybody must -have in the doom metal camp... cold, slow and
totally hypnotic, essential!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]
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Unholy - The Second Ring of Power

[CD+DVD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing reissue of “The Second Ring of Power”, the second full-length album by the Finns Unholy and a true cult album in the death doom
scene, including a totally new artwork and a bonus DVD featuring the band live in Finland from 1994... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Unholy Kill - Znamení Hoří

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First and only album of this Czech band with Grondhaat‟s members that plays a raw and furious black metal, very in the Nordic vein, that will
remember you from the old Immortal or Darkthrone, from whom includes a cover version, to Judas Iscariot, Kult Ofen zivy or
Inferno... [Released by Long Ago Records]

Union - Christ Agony

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The lost album of Cezar and Christ Agony, recorded in 2005, six years after “Elysium”, in the age where they changed their mo niker for Union,
but exactly with the same spirit of always, perhaps a bit closer to the dark metal sound of “Moonlight”, absolutely unforgettable... [Released
by Agonia Records]

Ur - Sunt Lacrimae Rerum

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding UR‟s debut full -length album, the Arghura‟s personal project (Nakkiga, Lupulo...), five longs tracks of amazing pagan black metal
sung in Euskera, full of such powerful, such rawness and such sensibility only available to very few is what he of fers with “Sunt Lacrimae
Rerum”, limited to only 200 hand-numbered copies... [Released by Darkwoods]

Uruk-Hai - And All The Magic And Might He Brought

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing new album by Alexander “Hugin” Weiser and his Middle Earth‟s Uruk-Hai, celebrating the fourteen anniversary of the project and
counting with deluxe collaborations such as Joe Matera (ex-Geisha), Pr. Sergiy (Moloch), Tony “Demolition Man” Dolan (exVenom)... [Released by Fallen-Angels Productions]

Uruk-Hai - Elbenstahl

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing new album of the Austrian musician Alexander “Hugin” Weiser and his Uruk-Hai, with the Summoning's permission, the band that
better transfers the magic spirit of Tolkien‟s Middle Earth to music, in twelve epic tracks of ambient with black touches a s he only knows to
compose... [Released by Metallic Media]

Uruk-Hai - The Fellowship

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Last album for one of the closest projects to the J.R.R Tolkien‟s concept and world, the one from the Austrian musician Alexander “Hugin”
Weiser and his Uruk-Hai, presenting us with “The Fellowship” fourteen new tracks of his pagan and warlike dark ambient, the perfect
soundtrack for your role games... [Released by Metallic Media]

Utmarken - Utmarken

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Surprising debut full-length album by the Swedish Utmarken, eleven tracks of pure Scandinavian folk metal, dark and melancholic, but also
epic, emotional and mystic, without any doubt, one of the best albums of the year in the folk metal side... [Released by Einheit
Produktionen]

V.V.A.A. - A Tribute to Emperor: In Honour of Icon E

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Astonishing official tribute album to the gods Emperor with the participation of bands such as Helheim, Taake, Necrodeath, Tr oll, Crionics,
Horna... up to seventeen bands covering the best tracks of the Norwegians, everything remastered at Necromorbus and with an amazing 24pages booklet... [Released by Tryzna Production]

V.V.A.A. - A Tribute to Mayhem: Originators of the Northern Darkness

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Probably the best tribute album in the extreme music history, not only for the band “honored”, the gods Mayhem, also for the bands that play
homage: Emperor, Dark Funeral, Immortal, Limbonic Art, Gorgoroth, Carpathian Forest, Absu, Gehenna... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

V.V.A.A. - Better Undead Than Alive 2

[CD]

5.95 EUR

Second volume of the official code666 compilation celebrating their tenth anniversary. Includes 19 tracks (in almost 80 minutes) of totally
unreleased and exclusive music from their most recognized bands: Fen, Negura Bunget, Voice of Silence, Davide Tiso (Ephel Duath) or The
Axis of Perdition at a really special price... [Released by code666]

V.V.A.A. - Darkthrone, Holy Darkthrone

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Without any doubt, one of the best tribute albums ever released, eight legendary Norwegians bands, from Immortal, Satyricon o r Emperor to
Gorgoroth, Enslaved or Dødheimsgard, performing their own renditions to the Darkthrone mighty classics... absolutely
unrepeatable... [Released by Peaceville Records]

V.V.A.A. - Southern Elite Circle

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Excellent compilation album highlighting the elite of Argentina‟s black metal and ambient scene: Ulfethnar, Nachtgeblut, Perm afrost, Campo
de Mayo... fourteen tracks in total, two from each band, plus an amazing artwork with full information of everyone... [Released by Dark
Hidden Productions]
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V.V.A.A. - Witching Black Records: Compilation Volume One

[CD]

5.95 EUR

Very long compilation album at special price that gather some of the best projects in the worldwide underground scene and he lp us to discover
bands such as Throneum, Black Winter, Woods of Ypres, Nordafrost, Mortinatum or Feral Horde... [Released by Witching Black Records]

Valdrin - Beyond the Forest

[DemoCD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the Americans Valdrin, twelve intense tracks for almost seventy minutes of captivating and hauntingly
melodic black metal with elements of thrash or even death metal... recommended for fans of Dissection, Bathory, Emperor or
Destruction... [Released by Blast Head Records]

Valfeanor - En ny tid

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album by the Austrians Valfeanor, nine tracks of atmospheric black metal with fantastic lyrics and medieval and orchestral
touches is what they present us with “En ny tid”, perhaps with some reminiscences to Summoning... [Released by Black Tower Productions]

Vampyrsgard - Phantom der Nacht

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album by Vampyrsgard, the brand new project of Kim Serrano (ex-Perennial Isolation), eight tracks of atmospheric
black metal full of those fast and thrilling riffs so characteristic in his previous project, fucking recommended!! [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Vardan - My Last Pit of Salvation

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this prolific sole-project of the Sicilian Vardan, five dark and really tenebrous tracks of absolutely introspective
depressive black metal, full of clashing and desperate cold atmospheres... for those who feel close the shining edge of the
knife... [Released by Self Mutilation Services]

Varhhorn (Варххорн) - Labyrinths of Darkness (Лабиринты Тьмы)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really intense debut album of the Russians Varhhorn (Варххорн), ten tracks of a powerful black metal in the old-school vein of Judas Iscariot
or Krieg and that extremely cold and dark Slavonic aura of most of the bands that come from the most extreme side of the Russian
scene... [Released by Cold Breath of Silence]

Velm / Snakemass - Velm / Snakemass

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between the Hungarians Velm and the Swedish Snakemass, featuring “Songs of Autumn”, the first 4 -tracks demo released by
Velm, plus a bonustrack, and the only six tracks recorded by this WAN member‟s side -project from Gothenburg until date... [Released by
Black Plague Records]

Vemoth - Köttkroksvals

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Swedes Vemoth, eight tracks of intense and powerful black metal halfway between the strength and speed of
Marduk, the catching melodies of Dissection and the absolute brilliance of the gods Arckanum... that‟s just “Köttkroksvals“ , such a
discover!! [Released by Temple of Darkness]

Veratrum - Mondi Sospesi

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the guys from Lombardy Veratrum, eight really strong tracks of epic and symphonic black death metal sung in
Italian is what they offer us with “Mondi Sospesi”, presented on an amazing artwork with the shape of a poster... [Released by Beyond...
Productions]

Verderben - Vernichtung und Vergeltung

[CD]

7.95 EUR

First full-length album of this German band that plays a cold, bitter and melancholic black metal, that never falls into the classic dep ressive
sound, and the raw and fury of its more primitive shape... [Released by Dunkelheit Produktionen]

Verge - Hatemagic

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of this Finnish band that plays an extreme black metal with an absolutely negative and oppressive aura, m ixing midpaced tracks of almost depressive sounding with others faster and extremist a lo Impaled Nazarene... a truly discovery!! [Released by
Omega Recordings]

Vetus Obscurum - Blood Revelations

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

First and only release from this Numinas side-project, which could be considered as the band that give way to the modern
Khrom... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

Vietah - Smalisty žah

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Belarusian Antarctis and his personal project Vietah, more intense and aggressive than his debut,
with even more pagan atmospheres, keeping true those reminiscences to the old Burzum‟s albums but now with really fant astic touches to
Dusk, North or even Darkestrah... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Vietah - Zorny maroz

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Quite interesting Vietah‟s debut full -length album, the sole project of the Belarusian musician Antarctis, presenting us with “Zorny maroz” five
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tracks of really atmospheric black metal with some depressive elements and an amazing pagan feeling in the vein of old
Burzum... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

Vigrid - Throne of Forest

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic first full-length album of this Finnish band with Heorot members playing a melodic and calm viking metal with a lot of folk
elements... [Released by Stygian Crypt Productions]

VIII - Drakon

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of this Italian combo with the simple name of VIII, that have developed with “Drakon” a really personal blending of the
dark black metal of the old Christ Agony or even Alastis with the heavy death metal of Bolt Thrower, really interesting!! [Released by Black
Plague Records]

Vindorn - Hrana

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

An amazing 4-tracks EP of more than twenty minutes of total running -time is what the Germans Vindorn present us under the title of “Hrana”...
in the vein of the old mid-nineties East European black metal bands like early Inferno, Agmen or Silva Nigra, with this implicit withdrawn
negativity on their music... [Released by Sol Records]

Vindorn / Triumph, Genus / Sator Marte - Vindorn / Triumph, Genus / Sator Marte

[Split

7.95 EUR

Digipack CD]

3-ways split album among the Germans Vindorn and the Czech hordes Triumph, Genus and Sator Marte, featuring three new and exclu sive
tracks per band for an amazing release that comes in a fantastic 2 -panels digipack... [Released by Schwaerze Productions]

Vinterkrig - Ashes of Non-Existence

[Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Compilation album with all the stuff recorded by the disbanded Vinterkrig, an excellent Russian band that played absolutely r aw and primitive
black metal in the best Norwegian tradition, including a cover-version of the Darkthrone classic “Transylvanian Hunger”... fantastic digipack
edition limited to 666 copies... [Released by Cold Breath of Silence]

Vinterriket - Eiszwielicht

[Digipack MCD]

6.95 EUR

Fantastic EP of this Swiss ambient black metal project composed by two lengthy instrum ental songs for a total running-time of twenty two
minutes, plus the video-clip done on purpose for one of them... released in a very limited digpack with a sixteen pages booklet... [Released
by Aphelion Productions]

Vintersorg - Cosmic Genesis

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing third full-length album of Vintersorg‟s most personal project, now with Mattias Marklund as main guitar, and most probably the work
that connects the first Vintersorg pagan sound with the current more progre ssive and experimental Vintersorg... [Released by Napalm
Records]

Vintersorg - Jordpuls

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Seventh full-length album of the Swedish Vintersorg, that with “Jordpuls” take a step back in their “progressive” evolution, taking up again
pagan or even folk elements from their earlier works mixing them with the current progressive ones... in the same vein of the amazing “Cosmic
Genesis”... [Released by Napalm Records]

Vintersorg - Orkan

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Eight full-length album of the duo composed by Mattias Marklund and Vintersorg, second part of the quadrilogy dedicated to the elements. .. in
the vein of their previous work “Jordpuls”, going back even more to their folk roots and mixing them all with the progressi ve elements that are
already part of their music... [Released by Napalm Records]

Vintersorg - Solens Rötter

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of Vintersorg‟s most personal project, with much more Viking folk, and less avantgarde, oriented sound than in h is
previous works, “Solens Rötter” still keeps some amount of those progressive touches but it‟s undeniably a return to his old
sound... [Released by Napalm Records]

Vintersorg - The Focusing Blur

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Swedish band formed by Vintersorg and Mattias Marklund, again helped by Asgeir Mickelson on drums, Steve
DiGiorgio on bass and Lazare on keyboards... a new step forward in their totally progressive pagan metal... [Released by Napalm Records]

Vintersorg - Till Fjälls

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Debut album of this sole-project by Vintersorg, formed after the disbanded of the mythic Otyg with the aim of to continuing its legacy, a work
considered by many people as his best work of his whole career... viking pagan metal with a essentially folk vein , simply, truly emotive,
passionate!!! [Released by Napalm Records]

Vintersorg - Visions from the Spiral Generator

[CD]

10.95 EUR
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Fourth full-length album of the project created by Vintersorg and Mattias Marklund, this time helped by genius like Asgeir Mickelson on d rums,
Steve DiGiorgio on bass and Lazare on keyboards... pagan black metal in a hundred per cent progressive vein and w ith the particular
Vintersorg voice as trademark... [Released by Napalm Records]

Virium - Mortui Resurgent

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album by the Spanish horde Virium, presenting us with “Mortui Resurgent” nine tracks of powerful and merciless Raw Blac k Thrash
Metal with some Punk touches, a really good introduction for this promising band!! [Released by Vertebrae]

Viter / Kings & Beggars - Diva Ruzha

[Split Digipack CD]

8.95 EUR

Absolutely amazing, one of the best works in the folk metal camp that we have listened to in the last couple of years, „cause this piece of art
between the Ukrainian bands Viter and Kings & Beggars is not an usual split album, both bands play in almost all tracks, and the result is
totally incredible!!! Get it now!!! [Released by Casus Belli Musica]

Vobiscum - Berchfrit

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Australians Vobiscum, another assault of blasting black metal with some reminiscences to Marduk and the
Swedish scene, but at the same time sounding really grim, raw and primitive... includes as bonus a video -clip of the song
“Wimberg”... [Released by Behemoth Productions]

Voices - London

[CD]

9.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the English brutal Voices, one of the best new band of 2013 with their debut, that are back to town with “Lon don”,
a really long album even more strange, twisted and insane than the first one, playing their blackened death metal with progressive touches. ..
fucking recommended!! [Released by Candlelight]

Volkolak (Волколак) - Disappear... (Сгинуть…)

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of the Russian folkies Volkolak (Волколак), nine tracks, including an amazing Temnozor cover version, basically
without electric instruments, only acoustic and traditional ones... folklore, pagan culture from the Russian‟s far ea st lands... [Released by
Crush the Desert]

Vollmond - Rituals of Conquest

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Italians Vollmond, side-project of Peter from Blaze of Sorrow along with members from Aphatia,
Tundra or Kaiserreich, playing a melancholic and eerie black metal metal full of strength and mysticism, mastered by Magn us Devo Andersson
of Marduk!! [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Vorkuta - Into the Chasms of Lunacy

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Incredible full-length album of this Hungarian band leaded by the charismatic Blizzard, with a black metal that fluctuate between the raw and
thye sinister, and the avantgarde and the experimental in a really original way, fully recommended!! [Released by Paragon Records]

Vrani Volosa - Heresy / Epec

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Re-release by Einheit Produktionen on digipack format of the second full-length album of this amazing Bulgarian pagan metal band, ten tracks
full of the spirit and folklore of the Balkan people, so recommended... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Vrani Volosa - Where the Heart Burns

[Digipack CD]

9.95 EUR

Re-release by Einheit Produktionen, in digipack format and with a Bathory cover version as bonus-track, of the amazing debut album of this
Bulgarian pagan black metal band... [Released by Einheit Produktionen]

Vreid - V

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Wonderful fifth full-length album of the Norwegians, playing a really skilled mid -tempo black metal, full of virtuosity and experimental parts but,
at the same time, with a very clear pagan “Windir” essence, the former band of all their members, really rea lly amazing... [Released by Indie
Recordings]

Vreid - Welcome Farewell

[CD]

11.95 EUR

Sixth full-length album of the Norwegians Vreid, probably the most melodic one on their whole career as well as the most accessible, wit h
those progressive touches introduced on their amazing previous work “V” and a cleaner production, definitely less raw than in the
past... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Vulture Industries - The Dystopia Journals

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing debut full-length album of the Norwegians Vulture Industries with a totally groundbreaking work, “The Dystopia Journals”, from its
cover to this really strange and eccentric theatricalized black metal with that wonderful resemblance to the mighty A rcturus... [Released by
Dark Essence Records]

Vulture Industries - The Malefactor's Bloody Register

[Slipcase CD]

10.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Norwegians Vulture Industries, in the same line of their debut, playing absolutely eccentric black
metal full of vaudevillian atmospheres similar to Arcturus in “La Masquerade Infernale” that made this album a gem fo r all the fans of the most
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innovative black metal...

[Released by Dark Essence Records]

Vyvoroten (Выворотень) - S Poslednei Kaplei Taloi Vody / V Zemlu (С последней
каплей талой воды / В

7.95 EUR

[CD]

Compilation album of the Russian band Vyvoroten that includes their first demo “With the Last Drop of Melt Water” from 2008 a nd their debut
album “In the Ground” from 2011... instrumental and atmospheric black metal with depressive touches in the vein of I ldjarn or
Vinterriket... [Released by Dark Front]

Waelcyrge - Nithstang

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The Belgian KlanKult Waelcyrge is back with its second full -length album “Nithstang”, perfected its trademark blend of old-school raw black
thrash metal with pulsating pagan metal... no flutes, no humpa, no trolls, no party, just 100% Germanic wrath!! [Released by Self-released]

Wampyric Bloodlust - Reborn

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of the Russians Wampyric Bloodlust, twelve intense tracks of raw, fast and bastard black metal with some atmosph eric
touches is what they offer us with “Reborn”, a must for all Slavonic black metal fans!! [Released by Satanath Records]

War - We are... Total War

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Compilation album with the totally sold-out first two albums of this side-project with musicians like It (Ophthalamia...), Peter Tägtgren
(Hypocrisy, Bloodbath...), Blackmoon (Dark Funeral, Necrophobic), Mikael Hedlund (Hypocrisy...) or All (Vondur...)... diabolical and hateful
black metal in the Swedish way... [Released by Orion Music]

Wardruna - Runaljod - Yggdrasil

[Digibook CD]

15.95 EUR

The ultimate edition for this gem called “Yggdrasil”, a deluxe limited digibook that includes an exclusive 32 page booklet full of illustrations and
liner notes about the concept behind this amazing album with which Gaahl and Kvitrafn lead us to the most magical and spiritual side of the
Viking culture... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Warfield - Hosco

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing second full -length album of the Mexican horde Warfield, eight fantastic tracks of gloomy, intense and fast black metal in a really old school way form this “Hosco”, a must for fans of Marduk, Craft, Enthroned , Keep Of Kalessin... [Released by Damnatio Ad Bestias]

Wargoatcult - La Horda del Chivo

[CD]

7.95 EUR

After so many demos and splits in different formats, finally we have in our hands the first full -length album of this one-man project by the
savage Cum Mortuis, maybe the greatest example of the Satanic Warlike Black Metal that comes from Spain... [Released by Nigra Mors]

Wartha - Paŭstań

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Interesting debut album of the Belarusians Wartha, presenting us with “Paŭstań” eleven tracks of really epic and symphonic pagan folk metal,
with huge presence of keyboards, mixing male growl vocals with clean female ones, traditional instruments... [Released by Stygian Crypt
Productions]

Watain - The Wild Hunt

[CD]

10.95 EUR

Fifth full-length album of the Swedes Watain, the first one for Century Media, finalizing that evolution to much more accessible and pro gressive
sounds than in their earlier works... like in many other occasions, there is no average points, hate them or love them!! [Released by Century
Media]

Waxen - Fumaroth

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this one-man project of Toby Knapp, extreme black metal in a very American way, a bit in the vein of Havohej or Profanatica,
maybe a bit more technical and varied... really bizarre and extreme!!! [Released by Metalbolic Records]

Way to End - Desecrated Internal Journey

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Really strange French avantgarde black metal project the one under the name of Way to End... rare and amazingly bizarre, only for the most
innovative minds... [Released by Debemur Morti Productions]

When Bitter Spring Sleeps - Coven of the Wolves

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing debut album of the Americans When Bitter Spring Sleeps, seven tracks of pagan black metal with incredible acoustic gu itars and
fantastic clean vocal lines full of immersive atmospheres to conjure fire in pagan and heathen hearts... for fans of Prim oridial, Isengard or
Summoning... [Released by Pagan Flames Productions]

When Bitter Spring Sleeps - When Bitter Spring Sleeps

[MCD]

6.95 EUR

Amazing first effort of the Americans When Bitter Spring Sleeps, three very long tracks of re ally atmospheric pagan black metal recorded in a
nature preserve environment, blending true night sounds and the atmosphere of the forest with black metal riffs, spectacular! [Released by
Pagan Flames Productions]
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Whispering Woods - Perditus et Dea

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Romanians Whispering Woods, a band that follows the tradition of the mythic band Haggard playing genuinel y
orchestral and precious gothic doom metal with a soprano and a mezzo soprano as vocalists... [Released by Loud Rage Music]

Windir - Arntor

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Second full-length album of Valfar and his Windir, again with Steingrim as session drummer, and the second undeniable true gem... because
“Arntor” follows faithfully the path showed by his previous work “Sóknardalr”, the one for epic Viking metal with fiery guitars that sounds as
battle hymns... [Released by Head Not Found]

Winds of Hyperborea / Benares - Jebać życie

[Split CD]

7.95 EUR

Split album between this two Polish hordes, with Njord and P. from Dark Fury or Flame of War leading both of them, but with a much more
experimental sound tan in their main projects... Winds of Hyperborea includes their 2 -tracks demo “Gaze of the Abyss” and Benares
(previously knew as Wschód) five new songs... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Winterblood - Herbstsehnsucht

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of the Germans Winterblood presenting us with “Herbstsehnsucht” a so personal hybrid between the classic Teutonic melodic
black metal with some avantgarde atmospheres and depressive to uches, and death doom metal of the first nineties... for fans of Forgotten
Tomb, Alcest or Swallow the Sun... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Winterblood - Herbstsehnsucht

[A5 Digipack CD]

11.95 EUR

Very limited edition to only 50 copies on an amazing A5 sized digipack of the debut album of the Germans Winterblood, present ing us with
“Herbstsehnsucht” a so personal hybrid between the classic melodic black metal with some avantgarde atmospheres and dep ressive touches,
and death doom metal of the first nineties... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir Productions]

Winterblut - Von den Pflichten Schönes zu vernichten

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing fifth full-length album of this one-man project of the veteran German musician L‟Hiver... dissonant black metal, agonic and with many
experimental touches but, at the same time, really enrooted to the extreme sounds from Nargaroth or Krieg... [Released by Grom Records]

Winterfylleth - The Mercian Sphere

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition of “The Mercian Sphere”, the second full-length album of the pagans from Manchester Winterfylleth, for many
people, their best album to date, the more solid and perfect, pure and true Anglo -Saxon Pagan Metal... it comes with a bonus
track!! [Released by Candlelight]

Winterfylleth - The Threnody of Triumph

[CD]

12.95 EUR

Wonderful third full-length album of the British Winterfylleth, ten incredible new songs of pure anglo -saxon paganism is what they present us
with “The Threnody of Triumph”, great melodies and atmospheres full of magnetism for the old days... [Released by Candlelight]

Winternight (Wintarnaht) - Pestilenz

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album for this German duo under the moniker of Wintarnaht (known as Winternight too), formed by eight tracks of a cold and fast black
metal in a really raw and primitive form, absolutely enrooted in the old Norwegian scene... [Released by Obscure Abhorrence]

Withering Night - Enlightenment in Darkness

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of American duo Withering Night, following up the path laid down with their debut... mid tempo dark black metal with
really malicious atmosphere and those extreme vocal lines so characteristic on the USBM... [Released by Razed Soul Productions]

Withering Night - Within the Shadows We Lurk

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The return of the Americans Withering Night with their third full-length album “Within the Shadows We Lurk“... without any doubt, their best
work to date, eleven tracks continuing with their amazing melodic black metal with atmospheric touches and powerful guitars... really
recommended!! [Released by Razed Soul Productions]

Wodensthrone - Loss

[CD]

8.95 EUR

Outstanding debut full-length album of the British Wodensthrone directly for Candlelight, no wonder, such an amazing work they have
recorded!!, pure atmospheric black metal with an incredible pagan essence, if you like bands such as Fen, Drudkh or Winterfy lleth , don‟t miss
it... [Released by Candlelight]

Wolfkrieg - Jedem das Seine

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Russian band Wolfkrieg, ten tracks of an extreme and radikal Black metal as a few mainly focused on
Nietzsche and the Second World War... for fans of Absurd, Capricornus or Thor‟s Hammer... [Released by Self-released]

Wolfshauch - Des Scheintoten Sicht

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Re-released in pro-CD with different artwork of the one and only demo, barely distributed in its original CD-R edition, recorded by this very
interesting German band that plays an agonic and desperate black metal, yet intense and powerful... [Released by Fog of the Apocalypse]
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Wolfshauch - Form-Mensch

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this one-man project by the German musician Memnoch, a work for paying tribute to the most melancholic and nebulous black
metal that you can imagine, with influences that comes from Bethlehem to Shinning or Forgotten Tomb, but based in his o wn psychological
and philosophical shape... [Released by Fog of the Apocalypse]

Wolfthorn - Towards Ipsissimus

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of Thurlokh y his Wolfthorn, for the first time with a full-band behind... six tracks of a really aggressive old-school black
metal with influences from earlier Darkthrone and this so characteristic rude and raw atmosphere of the Ge rman black metal bands, pure black
energy...
[Released by Obscure Abhorrence]

Wrath - Viking

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this one-man project by the South African musician, currently settled in Germany, Nazgul, a work in which he mix a really so
primitive and raw black metal, in a totally Germanic vein, with some ambient tracks very similar to the classics of Burzum... [Released by
Einheit Produktionen]

Wrathful Plague - Thee Within the Shadows

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Third full-length album of this dark sole-project of the American Nostaun, nine tracks of occult black metal with medieval passages in the vein
of the old Evol is what he present us with “Thee Within the Shadows”, for the true devotees of the horned... [Released by Metallic Media]

Wschód - O Dumie, Sile i Ogniu

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut album of this side-project of the Polish musician P., drummer among other bands in Dark Fury and Flame of War... in Wschód he plays
absolutely all instruments, as well as vocal lines, with a more classic sound than in his other bands, but still raw, discarnate and
direct... [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Wschód - Oddalenie

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second and last full-length album, before its change of name, of this one -man project of P., drummer in Dark Fury and Flame of War... in a
really darkest vein, less extreme and violent than the first one, played slowly and with a deepest and dense sound... it will surprise
you!! [Released by Lower Silesian Stronghold]

Wulfheim - Abomination

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album from one of the most extreme and violent bands of the underground scene, Wulfheim, presenting us with
“Abomination” thirteen inhuman songs of the most pure and intense Raw Black Metal ever done, the wolf is back to rule the fuc king
world!! [Released by Damnatio Ad Bestias]

Wulfheim - Crowland

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Finally in physical format “Crowland”, the second and monumental opus of the true master of raw black metal. Eight merciless and really fast
tracks, plus the two ones from the unreleased EP "Hvarfheim" as bonus, showing once again that there is nothing such extreme as
Wulfheim!! [Released by Darkness Within]

Wulfheim - Crowland (Limited Edition)

[Digifile CD]

8.95 EUR

First edition on oversized 3-panel digifle limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies of “Crowland”, the second and monumental opus of the true
master of raw black metal, Wulfheim, also including the unreleased 2 -track EP "Hvarfheim" as bonus, and everything for the first time in
physical format!! [Released by Darkness Within]

Wulfheim - De Profundis

[CD-R]

4.95 EUR

Re-edition on professional CDr of “De Profundis”, the debut album of the Spanish Wulfheim, limited to 222 hand -numbered copies that also
include two bonus-tracks and a new artwork... thirty minutes of raw, chaotic and extremely furious black metal for fans of the old Norwegian
scene... [Released by Satanath Records]

Wyqm - DeathSpectre

[Digipack CD]

7.95 EUR

Fantastic third full-length album for this one-man project of the American musician W, proposing us with “DeathSpectre” ten tracks of deep and
tenebrous black metal, basically mid-tempo played, with really insane and psychotic atmospheres... very interesti ng new work of
Wyqm... [Released by Razed Soul Productions]

Xaos Oblivion - Black Mountains Spirits

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Fourth full-length album of Xaos Oblivion (Abusiveness, Demonic Slaughter...) sole -project, five really long tracks conform “Black Mountains
Spirits” balancing between black and doom metal sounds, creating melancholic and nostalgic atmospheres of nature st ony beauty... pure
nature black mysticism!! [Released by Nykta]

Xaos Oblivion - Rituals from the Cold Grave

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Slight change of direction of the Polish horde Xaos Oblivion in their fifth full-length album, “Rituals from the Cold Grave”, released after the
incorporation of the guitarist Mścisław (Graveland, Blaze of Perdition, Christ Agony...) to harder, faster and rawest sounds... [Released by
Lower Silesian Stronghold]
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Xerión - Cantares das Loitas Esquecidas

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Spanish band, this time more focused to folk metal than in the previous one, with a lot of melodic passag es
and traditional instruments, fantastic!! [Released by Schwarzdorn Productions]

Xerión - Nocturnal Misantropia

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Incredible first full -length album of this Spanish band, an absolutely essencial work for all lovers of good pagan metal...
Schwarzdorn Productions]

Zaklon - (Following Frozen Sun) Услед Змёрзламу Сонцу...

[Released by

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Debut full-length album of one of the best new coming bands that have emerged from the Belarusian lands, Zaklon, with this raw black met al
equally atmospheric, mid-paced played and full of so many magic and mysticism... the answer to the Cascadian Black Metal from the of
Mother Russia!! [Released by Possession Productions]

Zaklon - Symbal Nyazbytnaga (Сымбалі нязбытнага)

[Digifile CD]

8.95 EUR

Reedition on digifile with an amazing new artwork of “Symbal Nyazbytnaga”, the fantastic third full -length album of Zaklon, the sole-project of
the Belarusian Temnarod... perhaps his more raw, fierce and hard -edged album to date, merely the cold, darkness and death in the arms of
bitter frost... [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Zaklon - Whisper of Black Foliage (Шэпт чорнага лісьця)

[Digifile CD]

8.95 EUR

Amazing reedition of this absolute gem of the Belarusian black metal scene, the second full-length album of Zaklon “Whisper of Black
Foliage”, one of those bands with such dark and extremely cold sound that only can came from the frozen steppes... limited edition on digifile
with a new artwork!! [Released by Gardarika Musikk]

Zardens - Blackness Unfolds

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the Belgium horde Zarden that offer us with “Blackness Unfolds” ten new intense tracks in the line of their previous
album, playing quite classic black death metal similar to Dissection, Lod Belial or Sacramentum... fucking old -school! [Released by Satanath
Records]

Zinvmm - Beltaine

[A5 Digifile CD]

8.95 EUR

Second full-length album of the absolutely unconventional pagan project ZINVVM, with this bright blend of raw Norwegian black metal and
ancestral folk, full of mystic and dark droning atmospheres... first edition limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies on A5 sized
digifile!! [Released by Darkwoods]

Zinvmm - Beltaine

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Regular edition on jewelcase of “Beltaine”, the second full -length album of the absolutely unconventional pagan project ZINVVM, with this
bright blend of raw Norwegian black metal and ancestral folk, full of mystic and dark droning atmospheres... [Released by Darkwoods]

Zinvmm - Zinumm

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Amazing self-titled debut album of ZINVMM, the last true gem emerged from the dark abyss of black metal scene... imagine a mixture
between Burzum, Bathory, Helrunar and Ulver, raw and despai r merged in majestic pagan passages and folk cadences, and only 350 hand numbered copies!!! [Released by Darkwoods]

Zwartplaag - Haatstorm

[CD]

7.95 EUR

Powerful debut album of this Dutch band that plays a fast and aggressive black metal, straight in your face, with no keys, fe male, clean voices
or shit like these, that goes from the sounds of the first Scandinavian bands to the most violent and undergroun d German scene... really
amazing!! [Released by Heidens Hart Records]

Zyklon - The Storm Manifesto

[3CD]

17.95 EUR

Amazing triple compilation CD with the full discography of the Norwegians Zyklon, their three albums plus tons of bonus tracks, alternative
versions and live tracks from this already split-up superband featuring Samoth (Emperor), Trym (Enslaved) or Secthda mon
(Myrkskog).
[Released by Candlelight]

Ødelegger - Solitary in Wrath

[MCD]

5.95 EUR

Four-tracks EP that means the returning, after almost five years of inactivity, of Widar (Bilskirnir, Ulfhethnar, Evil...) and his Ødelegger, with his
already characteristic raw and primitive black metal and this extremely grim voice... true German black m etal!!! [Released by Stunde des
Ideals Produktionen]

Ødelegger - The Titan's Tomb

[CD]

7.95 EUR

The return of the beast... nine years after his mythic debut album “The End of Tides”, Widar (Bilskirnir, Ulfhethnar...) is b ack with “The Titan's
Tomb”, second full-length album of his sole-project Ødelegger, 25 tracks of the rawest, cruel and minimalistic black metal that you can actually
face off... long live to Ødelegger!! [Released by Nykta]
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or / iholesie (Мор / Лихол& - Death Comes From The North

[Split 12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Amazing edition on very limited black & white splatter vinyl of “Death Comes From The North”, the split album between the Russian bands
Мор (Mor) and Лихолесье (Liholesie), four tracks for the first one playing Atmospheric Black Metal and three for the second one playing
Pagan Metal with industrial touches... [Released by Myrkr]

Aboriorth - The Mystical and Tortuous Way Towards the Death Part. I

[7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Last copies of this 7”EP of the Spanish one-man band Aboriorth released between his two first full -length albums, two new tracks recorded
exclusively for this edition of the really particular black metal, dark as a deep cave... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Akerbeltz / Avangh Dhür / Morbid Yell / Hellthrone - Akerbeltz / Avangh Dhür / Morbid
Yell / Hellthrone

[Split 12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Last available copies of this amazing 4-ways split album among four hordes from the purest Spanish underground scene: the mythic
Akerbeltz, Morbid Yell, Hellthrone and Avangh Dhür... released by the now defunct label Oniric Records only on limited black
vinyl!! [Released by Oniric Records]

Amnion - Cryptic Wanderings

[12" LP]

11.95 EUR

Black vinyl edition of the first and only one album of this Spanish band with members from Empty and Atman, seven tracks of a raw and dark
black metal coated with death and scabies... [Released by Ishtadeva Vinyl Productions]

Amnion - Where the Celestial Flowers Fade

[Split 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Last work of the Spanish horde Amnion before their changed of name, including probably the two better songs of their whole ca reer with their
already classic lineup of Drizzt, Damastor and Nemac... a really amazing epilog on black vinyl... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Angizia - Ein Toter fährt gern Ringelspiel

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Amazing edition on limited double black vinyl of “Ein Toter fährt gern Ringelspiel”, the astonishing fifth full -length album buy the even more
experimental band Angizia, twenty-four songs of orchestral and theatricalized metal as a few... [Released by Le Narthécophore]

Arcturus - Aspera Hiems Symfonia

[Double Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

21.95 EUR

Impressive limited edition on double colored 180 grams vinyl of the essential debut full-length album of the Norwegians Arcturus, “Aspera
Hiems Symfonia”, that also includes as bonus the songs from “Constellation” and “My Angel”... a true gem for your coll ection... [Released by
Back on Black]

Atman - L'Assassí de Venus

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the fantastic fourth full-length album of the Spanish horde Atman, a new hidden jewel of thrilling prideful and archaic black
metal played with tons of class... released in limited black vinyl... [Released by Ishtadeva Vinyl Productions]

Atman - No Recordaren a la Mort

[12" LP]

11.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the fifth full-length album of the Spanish band Atman... came back again with another fantastic work of authentic black metal,
primitive and archaic as only a few bands play nowadays... released in limited black vinyl... [Released by Ishtadeva Vinyl Productions]

Aura Noir - Deep Tracts of Hell

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of this fucking true classic of the best Black Thrash Metal, “Deep Tracts of Hell”, the second full -length album by the
infamous Norwegians Aura Noir, totally remastered at Strype Audio and now including two bonus tracks, aaarrgghhh!! [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Aura Noir - Dreams Like Deserts

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of “Dreams Like Deserts”, a fucking essential classic of the best black thrash metal that you can find , the debut EP by
the Norwegians Aura Noir, at last fully remastered with five bonus tracks, including an appearance by Darkthrone‟ s Fenriz on one of them, but
it or die!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Aura Noir - Hades Rise

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of "Hades Rise", the fantastic fourth full -length album of Aggressor and Apollyon with Aura Noir, this time with the
collaborations of Danny Coralles (Abscess / Autopsy) and Blasphemer (Mayhem), ten new tracks of their already classi c dirty, raw and
blaspheme black thrash metal... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Aura Noir - The Merciless

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR
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Edition on black vinyl, that also includes a bonus-track, of “The Merciless”, the so expected return by the true gods of the dirtiest and
discarnate black thrash metal, the fucking Aura Noir, rawest and more old-school than ever, absolutely blasphemous!! [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Balmog - Testimony of the Abominable

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Amazing edition on black vinyl of “Testimony of the Abominable”, the great debut full -length album of the Spanish Balmog, including a
wonderful 8-pages A3 booklet designed by César Valladares with C. Szpajdel typography splattered with bandmember‟s blood. .. putrid,
morbid and necro black metal... [Released by Ablaze Prods]

Bloodbath - Unblessing the Purity

[Gatefold 10" MLP]

15.95 EUR

Amazing edition on limited 10” black vinyl of the MLP “Unblessing the Purity”, originally released as advance of Bloodbath‟s third full-length
album, which comes with a gatefold sleeve on heavyweight card, a little gem for your collection.. [Released by Peaceville Records]

Carach Angren - Death Came Through a Phantom Ship

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Fantastic edition on double black vinyl limited to 500 copies of “Death Came Through a Phantom Ship”, the great debut full -length album by
the Dutch masters Carach Angren, including three bonus tracks and all the stuff completely remastered... for fans of Dimmu Borgir, Limbonic
Art, Cradle of Filth... [Released by Season of Mist]

Carpathian Forest - Black Shining Leather

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Edition on 180g. heavyweight black vinyl of “Black Shining Leather”, the amazing debut full-length studio album of, at that time duo, Nattefrost
/ Nordavind, the Norwegians Carpathian Forest, eleven tracks of pure and true Scandinavian black metal, cold, w ild and
uncompromising... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Carpathian Forest - Morbid Fascination of Death

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of “Morbid Fascination of Death“, the third full-length album by the Norwegians Carpathian Forest, the first one after
Nordavind left the band, but still in the vein of their early sound... includes an amazing Mayhem cover version as bonus!! [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Clouds - Departe

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

24.95 EUR

last available copies of the amazing edition on double black vinyl limited to 300 copies of “Departure”, the second full -length album by Clouds,
this great side-project with members from Shape of Despair, Officium Triste, Patheist, My Dying Bride... no doubt, one of the best doom metal
album in the last years... [Released by Tabu Recordings]

Clouds - Doliu

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

24.95 EUR

Now for preorder at special price, reserve your copy right now!! All orders will be shipped on June 14...
Wonderful edition on black vinyl limited of “Doliu”, the requested and demanded debut album by Clouds, considered as one of t he most
influential doom metal efforts of this decade... [Released by The Vinyl Divisi on]

Cryptic Wanderings / In the Shades - Cryptic Wanderings / In the Shades

[Split 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic split 7” EP between two pure Spanish black metal bands, Cryptic Wanderings (ex -Amnion) and the amazing In the Shades, including
one exclusive track from each band... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Darkthrone - Arctic Thunder

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Edition on 180 gr. heavyweight black vinyl of “Arctic Thunder”, the amazing seventeenth full-length album of the Norwegian black metal
institution Darkthrone, and probably their best work in the last decade, presented on cardboard sleeve with printed inner sleeves plus a digital
download code for the audio... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Dark Thrones and Black Flags

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of “Dark Thrones and Black Flags”, the fourteenth full-length album by the fucking Nordic gods Darkthrone, keeping true
to their dirty black metal influenced by the ‟80 punk and thrash metal... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Goatlord

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

17.95 EUR

Very limited coloured vinyl edition of the seventh full -length album of the Norwegian myth, although the songs came from a lost recording done
between “Soulside Journey” and “A Blaze In The Northern Sky”, just before the band changed their musical direction... released by Back On
Black in 180 grams vinyl... [Released by Back on Black]

Darkthrone - Plaguewielder

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

18.95 EUR

Las copies of the limited coloured vinyl edition of the ninth full-length album of the myth... maybe it‟s one of their worst work, in this
intermediate period between the extreme and raw black metal that made them famous and their current vision, but they are still Darkthrone!!!
Released by Back On Black in 180 grams vinyl... [Released by Back on Black]

Darkthrone - Plaguewielder

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Re-edition on black vinyl with a totally new artwork of “Plaguewielder”, the ninth full-length album of the Norwegians... maybe it‟s one of their
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weaker works, in this intermediate period between the raw black metal that made them famous and their current vision, but they are still
Darkthrone!!!
[Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Ravishing Grimness

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Edition on limited 180 gram black vinyl of the fifth full-length album of the Norwegian myth... one of their classic work, with Fenriz handled all
instruments, unholy black metal from the dark and deep Norwegian forests, featuring liner notes written by Fe nriz himself... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Sardonic Wrath

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Edition on 180gr. black vinyl of “Sardonic Wrath”, the eleventh full-length album of the Norwegians Darkthrone, an album in which you can
already fell this new punk and unrefined vision of their classic raw black metal that they actually use to play... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Darkthrone - Sempiternal Past - The Darkthrone Demos

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Double vinyl edition of the compilation album of the four Darkthrone‟s cult demos recorded between 1988-1989 fully restored and remastered,
including as bonus two tracks recorded for the Norwegian TV and a restored version of the rare song “God Of Disturba nce And
Friction”... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Soulside Journey

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Edition on 180gr. black vinyl of “Soulside Journey”, the fantastic Darkthrone‟s debut album, recorded at the acclaimed Sunlig ht Studios and
playing an absolutely original death metal, the germ of this music machine called Darkthrone... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - The Cult Is Alive

[Gatefold 12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl in gatefold sleeve of the twelfth studio album by Fenriz and Nocturno Culto, another fucking gem of th e Norwegians
Darkthrone to keep rewriting the black metal rulebook, The Cult is Alive!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Too Old Too Cold

[12" MLP]

13.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of “Too Old Too Cold”, the amazing advanced EP from the great “The Cult Is Alive” released on 2006, including as well
an exclusive bonus track from its CD edition, pure Da rkthrone!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Darkthrone - Total Death

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

17.95 EUR

Limited coloured vinyl edition of the sixth full-length album of the Norwegian myth... with deluxe collaborations on lyrics written by de Satyr
(Satyricon), Ihsahn (Emperor), Carl -Michel (Ved Buens Ende) or Garm (Ulver), true Norwegian black metal... relea sed by Back On Black in
180 grams vinyl... [Released by Back on Black]

Diabolicum - Ia Pazuzu (The Abyss of the Shadows)

[Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Edition on limited black vinyl with gatefold sleeve of “Ia Pazuzu (The Abyss of the Shadows)”, the third full -length album by the mythic Swedish
Industrial Black Metal band Diabolicum, nine new tracks of their already classic cold -blooded and violent sound... [Released by code666]

Dux - Lanleff

[Gatefold 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Just a little gem is what the French Dux presents us with “Lanleff”, in the shape of a beautiful limited Gatefold 7”EP, featuring three new and
exclusive tracks for this edition of their fast old-school black metal with some depressive touches... [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]

Dødheimsgard - A Umbra Omega

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

22.95 EUR

Outstanding edition on limited double 180 gram black vinyl of “A Umbra Omega”, the amazing fifth full-length album by the visionaries
Dødheimsgard, which comes with a gatefold sleeve on heavyweight card with printed inner sleeves plus drop card with a link to download a
digital version of the album... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Einherjer - Nidstong

[7" EP]

8.95 EUR

Advance in the shape of 7”EP limited to 500 copies worldwide of “Av oss, for oss”, the sixth full -length album of the Norwegians Einherjer...
only a few copies left, collector‟s item!!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Empty - The Last Breath of my Mortal Despair

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl limited to only 250 copies of "The Last Breath of my Mortal Despair", the second full-length album by the Spanish band
Empty, which supposed a very important quality step ahead in their cold and dark black metal with some depressive touches... [Released
by Negra Nit Distro]

Esoteric - The Pernicious Enigma

[Triple Gatefold 12" LP]

23.95 EUR

Overwhelming limited edition on triple-folded gatefold cover sleeve with 12” booklet of “The Pernicious Enigma”, the second full-length album,
and probably their masterpiece, by the true gods of the most psichodelic funeral doom metal, the British Esoteric ... [Released by Aesthetic
Death]

EvnaR - E.V.N.A.R.

[12" LP]

13.95 EUR
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Vinyl edition limited to 300 hand-numbered copies of the impressive EvnaR‟s debut album, eight tracks of incredible raw Blackened Death
Metal in the vein of bands like Behemoth, God Dethroned, Belphegor or Vader, including an exclusive vinyl master done at
Necromorbus!! [Released by The Vinyl Division]

Evoken - Quietus

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Exceptional edition on limited double 180 gram black vinyl of “Quietus”, the astounding second full-length album by one of the American doom
metal references, Evoken, which comes with a gatefold sleeve on heavyweight card and including an unreleased bonus track... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Hamnskifte - Födzlepijnan

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Outstanding edition on very limited black & white splatter vinyl of “Födzlepijnan”, the debut full-length album by the amazing Swedish folk
project Hamnskifte, six long songs of pure pagan emotiveness at the height of Wardruna, Agalloch or Hagalaz‟ Runedance... [Released by
Myrkr]

Hate Forest - The Most Ancient Ones

[Gatefold 12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the first full-length album of this Ukrainian band... it‟s a re-recording of their second demo, “The Curse”, with a better sound
quality and a slightly altered song order... released by Back On Black in 180 grams vinyl extremely limited... [Released by Back on Black]

Hrizg - Throne of the Occult

[7" EP]

5.95 EUR

New EP of the Spanish warriors Hrizg, three new tracks in their already usual vein, raw and so deep old -school primitive black metal with
some slow passages... amazing edition on black vinyl including an insert with lyrics... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

In The Woods... - Strange in Stereo

[Double Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

20.95 EUR

Another limited gem on double colored 180 grams vinyl released by Back on Black, “Strange in Stereo”, the third and last album of the
amazing Norwegian iconoclast In the Woods, their most strange and bizarre album with which they closed their first and unb eatable
period... [Released by Back on Black]

Isengard - Vinterskugge

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Edition on limited double black vinyl and gatefold sleeve of “Vinterskugge”, the debut album of this mythic sole -project by Fenriz from
Darkthrone, featuring his three demos, each one with its own sound, essence and structure, basic!!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Iskald - Nedom og Nord

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the so expected fourth full-length album of the Norwegians Iskald, “Nedom og Nord”, a work that, for sure, will not disappoint
who enjoyed their previous albums or, in general, to any fan of fast black metal with epic atmospheres in the mo st classic Nordic vein,
amazing!! [Released by Indie Recordings]

Katatonia - Discouraged Ones

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Amazing edition on double 180g. heavyweight vinyl with gatefold sleeve of “Discouraged Ones”, the third full-length album by the Swedish
Katatonia, the first one with clean vocals and turning their sound to the sad rock doom they actually play... [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Keep of Kalessin - Agnen: A Journey Through the Dark

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of this true gem of the most powerful and aggressive Nordic black metal, “Agnen: A Journey Through the Dark”, the
amazing second full-length album of the Norwegians Keep of Kalessin, a must for everyone seriously into Scandinavian bl ack
metal!! [Released by Peaceville Records]

Keep of Kalessin - Through Times of War

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on 180gr. black vinyl of “Through Times of War”, the first and most probably the best album by Obsidian Claw and his Keep of
Kalessin, eight tracks playing a kind of brutal, wild and hyper-fast black metal... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Khold - Til endes

[Gatefold 12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Wonderful edition on limited 180 gram black vinyl of “Til Endes”, the sixth full -length album by the Norwegians Khold, which comes with a
gatefold sleeve on heavyweight card with printed inner sleeves plus drop card with a link to download a digital versio n of the
album... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Krieg - The Isolationist

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

17.95 EUR

Amazing double vinyl edition of the returning of the Americans Krieg, after almost four years of absence, with their already sixth full-length
studio album... but no so much things have changed, extreme, nihilistic and desperate black metal, absolutely raw and wild, they are the
fucking Krieg, what did you expect?!? [Released by Back on Black]

Lux Divina - Possessed by Telluric Feelings

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the outstanding second full-length album of the Spaniards Lux Divina, ten tracks full of wrath, emotiveness and passion in a
powerful yet melancholic black pagan metal... first edition in 160 grams vinyl with a slightly different artwork a nd lyrics in English and
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Spanish...

[Released by Ishtadeva Vinyl Productions]

Manzer - Beyond the Iron Portal

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

13.95 EUR

Amazing limited edition on three coloured vinyl (red, black and white) and gatefold sleeve of “Beyond the Iron Portal”, the second full -length
studio album of the French horde Manzer, ten tracks of pure bastard and wild black metal one hundred per cent on the old-school
way.. [Released by Armée de la Mort Records]

Marthyrium - Morbid Omen of Devastation

[7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Four new and devastating songs, in the same vein than in their first demo, is what the Spanish horde Marthyrium offer us in t heir 7” EP
“Morbid Omen of Devastation”, thundering black metal with thrash essence and death metal taste, really interesting... 500 hand -numbered
copies limited edition... [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

Marthyrium / Ered - Psalms of Plagues & Cult of Death

[Double Gatefold Split 7" EP]

6.95 EUR

Amazing deluxe double gatefold edition, including an eight pages insert illustrated by César Valladares, of this split EP bet ween the Spanish
hordes Marthyrium and Ered... one long, new and exclusive track per band following the line of their previous works for an EP that we have
the feeling to be essential... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

Mesarthim - The Great Filter / Type III

[12" LP]

13.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl compiling the two EPs “The Great Filter” and “Type III” released by the Australian atmospheric and orc hestral black
metal band Mesarthim only on digital format, that means their first collaboration with the mythic label Avantgarde Music... [Released by
Avantgarde Music]

Moloch - Einsamer Platz zu sterben

[7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Amazing edition on black vinyl limited to only 200 copies of this new work by Moloch, the outstanding cold dark ambient proje ct of the
Ukrainian Sergiy Fjordsson... feel the cold and rainy autumn in the troubling forest of the Carpathians... [Released by Le Crepuscule du Soir
Productions]

Mourning Sun - Último Exhalario

[12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Now for preorder at special price, reserve your copy right now!! All orders will be shipped on June 14...
Edition on limited black vinyl that also includes an exclusive bonus track of “Último Exhalario”, the debut full-length album by the Chilean
Mourning Sun, one of the most promising bands into doom metal... [Released by The Vinyl Division]

My Dying Bride - As the Flower Withers

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on black vinyl of this classic among classics from the British death doom scene, “As the Flower Withers”, the mythic debut full-length
album by the English masters My Dying Bride, a true “must-have” into every collection worth its salt, just essential... [Released by
Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - For Lies I Sire

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Wonderful edition on limited 180 gram double black vinyl featuring an exclusive layout in a gatefold sleeve including lyrics, from the tenth fulllength album of the forefathers of British doom metal scene, My Dying Bride... just amazing... [Released by Peaceville Records]

My Dying Bride - The Thrash of Naked Limbs

[12" MLP]

14.95 EUR

Edition on 180gr. black vinyl of “The Thrash of Naked Limbs”, the mythic EP released by the British doom metal gods My Dying Bride on 1993,
between their two first full -length albums... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Myrkvid - Satanic Inquisition

[Gatefold 12" LP]

9.95 EUR

Limited edition on black vinyl with gatefold sleeve, that also includes five live bonus tracks, of “Satanic Inquisition”, the debut EP by the French
horde Myrkvid, nine tracks in total of raw and primitive black metal... [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]

Mysticum - Lost Masters of the Universe

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

20.95 EUR

Incredible edition on double 180g. heavyweight vinyl with gatefold sleeve of “Lost Masters of the Universe”, the definitive c ollection of early
works by the Norwegian industrial black metal pioneers, Mysticum, now fully remastered with additional tracks!! [Released by Peaceville
Records]

Nasghul - Cárcava

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Limited edition on black vinyl of “Cárcava”, the second full-length album by the Spanish band Nashgul, fourteen tracks playing their already
characteristic grinding death metal with tons of crust touches... [Released by Tupatutupa]

Nefastt - La Malignité des Astres

[12" LP]

9.95 EUR

Limited edition on black vinyl of “La Malignité des Astres”, the amazing debut full-length album by the French horde Nefastt, seven tracks of
pure Scandinavian black metal from the nineties, cold, dark and aggressive... if you like with bands such as Kvist , Taake o Isvind, don‟t miss
it!! [Released by Asgard Hass Productions]
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Negură Bunget - Vîrstele Pămîntului

[Box Double 12" LP]

22.95 EUR

Amazing vinyl edition of the sixth full -length album that includes a special bonus track... comes in a beautiful hard cardboard box printed in
special glossy polish, inside two 180 gr. white and black speckled vinyl, exclusive A3 -size poster and superb 12-pages brochure in fine artistic
250 gr. paper, fucking spectacular!! [Released by code666]

Nidingr - Greatest of Deceivers

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the fourth full -length album of this project by Teloch (Mayhem, 1349...) and Blargh (Dødheimsgard), along with the amazing
vocalist, Cpt. Estrella Grasa, ten intense songs of this kind of strange and complex black metal that we enjoy a lot ... released by Back On
Black in 180 grams coloured vinyl limited... [Released by Back on Black]

One Master - Reclusive Blasphemy

[Gatefold 12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Amazing edition on gatefold and black vinyl of “Reclusive Blasphemy”, the superb third full-length album by the increasingly interesting
American horde One Master, five long and intense tracks of a fast and furious black metal for fans of the early Scandin avian
scene... [Released by Eternal Death]

Primordial - Where Greater Men Have Fallen

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

Impressive edition on double 180 gram black vinyl, including an etching side and a giant poster, of “Where Greater Men Have F allen”, the so
expected eight full-length album by the Irish gods Primordial, eight new tracks of the best Pagan Metal that you can actually
find... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Profundis Tenebrarum - Apocalypchrist

[12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of Profundis Tenebrarum's third full-length album, the fucking soundtrack for the so expected apocalypse... thirteen blasphemous
and absolutely stormy tracks full of hate and dark, brutal and intense in equal proportion, without any doubt the ir most professional work to
date, includes an A3 size poster!! [Released by Antichristian Front Records]

Ruins - Cauldron

[Gatefold 12" LP]

14.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the second full-length album of the Tasmanian band, seven hymns to desolation and sorrow of a malevolently intense and
emotional black metal in equal shares... released in 180 grams black vinyl gatefold sleeve extremely limited... [Released by Debemur Morti
Productions]

Sad / Malmort - Fragments of Death / Πανάκεια

[Split 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Split 7”EP limited to only 300 hand-numbered copies that also includes a printed inner sleeve, between this two raw and true black metal
bands, one from Greece and the other from France, in which each band featuring one exclusive track to this fantastic re lease... [Released
by Hass Weg Productions]

Saille - Eldritch

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

22.95 EUR

Amazing edition on double "frosty clear" vinyl with gatefold sleeve limited to only 300 copies of “Eldritch”, the third full -lenght album by the
Belgium horde Saille, nine tracks of trademarked one hundred per cent symphonic fast and majestic Black Metal.. . [Released by code666]

Sentimen Beltza - Erio / Hegan Egiten

[12" MLP]

9.95 EUR

Maxi-EP in 12” vinyl format of this Oindurth SaVinitta‟s one -man project including two very long new tracks recorded exclusively for this
edition... black metal played in a very emotive and melancholic way, with a really amazing pagan atmosphere... [Released by Discipline]

Shining - IX - Everyone, Everything, Everywhere, Ends (Black)

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

17.95 EUR

First edition on double black vinyl limited to 800 copies, including two bonus tracks, of “X - Everyone, Everything, Everywhere, Ends”, the
outstanding ninth full-length studio album by Niklas Kvarforth and his Shining, and probably their best work since the sublime “V - Halmstad”,
prodigious! [Released by Season of Mist]

Shining - IX - Everyone, Everything, Everywhere, Ends (Transp. Red)

[Double Gatefold

Colored 12" LP]

19.95 EUR

First edition on double transparent red vinyl limited to 620 copies, including two bonus tracks, of “X - Everyone, Everything, Everywhere,
Ends”, the outstanding ninth full-length studio album by Niklas Kvarforth and his Shining, and probably their best work since the sublime “V Halmstad”, prodigious! [Released by Season of Mist]

Solefald - Jernlov

[Double Gatefold 7" EP + CD]

13.95 EUR

Last copies of the first edition of “Jernlov”, the mythic now remastered debut demo of the great Norwegians Solefald, finally released on an
amazing very limited double 7” EP with reverse-board gatefold cover... this first edition also come with a bonus CD faturning all the
stuff... [Released by Avantgarde Music]

Solefald - Red for Fire: An Icelandic Odyssey Part I

[Double Gatefold 12" LP]

17.95 EUR

Double vinyl edition of the fifth full-length album of Cornelius/Lazare duo, the first one of the amazing two part saga based on Viking mythology
and history... anyway, this album has less in common with the classic “Viking” movement, Solefald leads his so und to much more complex and
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sophisticated paths...

[Released by Back on Black]

Sturmtiger - Atomic Hammer

[7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Limited vinyl edition of “Atomic Hammer”, the new four tracks EP of the Danish horde Sturmtiger, almost fifteen minutes of ug ly and bastard
blackened death thrash metal in the vein of the old Sodom, Kreator or Hellhammer... [Released by Third Attackwave Productions]

Terdor - Levi II

[12" LP]

11.95 EUR

Vinyl edition limited to 474 copies of “Levi II”, the third full-length album of the Dutch Terdor, giving loyal continuance to their great previous
work “Levi”... raw and unmerciful black metal with entirely unstructured riffs, it‟s not music with just war lyrics, it‟s the war within the
war!! [Released by Hass Weg Productions]

Terdor - No Peace for our Time!

[Gatefold 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Fantastic edition in gatefold 7” EP limited to 525 hand -numbered copies of this Dutch band that plays a warlike black metal based in the
Second World War, two tracks that also are, more or less, like a preview of what is coming in their second full -length album, the great
“Levi”... [Released by Negra Nit Distro]

The Meads of Asphodel / Tjolgtjar - Taste the Divine Wrath

[Split 12" LP]

12.95 EUR

Split album between the unclassifiable British masters The Meads of Asphodel and Tjolgtjar, t he project of the iconoclast American musician
J.R. Preston (Blood Cult, Lord Of Depression...), thirty minutes of pure creativity and psychedelic experimentation... released only on limited
vinyl... [Released by Eternal Death]

The Wolves of Avalon - Die Hard

[7" EP]

5.95 EUR

New 7” EP limited to 500 copies of the British pagans The Wolves of Avalon composed by two songs, the first one is a Venom‟s cover version
that counts on the collaboration of Mantas (Venom), Rob Miller (Amebix), Mirai (Sigh) and Alan Averill (Primordial)!! [Released by Eternal
Death]

Thergothon - Stream from the Heavens

[12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Edition on 180gr. black vinyl of one of the essential albums into funeral doom, “Stream from the Heavens”, the wonderful (and only) debut fulllength album by the Finns Thergothon, along with Skepticism, the two bands who consolidate the genre... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Theudho / Waelcyrge - Theudho / Waelcyrge (Black Vinyl)

[Split 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Outstanding edition on black vinyl of the more than interesting split 7” EP between the promising Belgian bands Theudho and Waelcyrge, in
which both of them include a new exclusive track... high quality pagan black metal with so many thrash elements... [Released by Aurora
Australis Records]

Theudho / Waelcyrge - Theudho / Waelcyrge (Deep Red Vinyl)

[Split 7" EP]

6.95 EUR

Outstanding really very limited edition on deep red vinyl of the more than interesting split 7” EP between the promising Belgian bands Theudho
and Waelcyrge, in which both of them include a new exclusive track... high quality pagan black metal with so many thrash
elements... [Released by Aurora Australis Records]

Theudho / Waelcyrge - Theudho / Waelcyrge (Purple Vinyl)

[Split 7" EP]

7.95 EUR

Outstanding really very limited edition on purple vinyl with subtle gray splatter of the more than interesting split 7” EP be tween the promising
Belgian bands Theudho and Waelcyrge, in which both of them include a new exclusive track... high quality pagan black metal with so many
thrash elements... [Released by Aurora Australis Records]

Tiamat - Sumerian Cry

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

16.95 EUR

Amazing limited edition on colored 180 grams vinyl of this true gem of the most primitive death doom metal sound, “Summerian Cry”, the
mythic debut full-length album of the Swedish Tiamat... no more words are needed, fucking indispensable!!! [Released by Back on Black]

Trollech / Sorath - Tumultus / Saros

[Split 7" EP]

5.95 EUR

Really strange Split 7” EP limited to only 500 hand-numbered copies between these two Czech bands, the great Trollech with their forest black
metal full of paganism and Sorath with their melodic black death metal... last copies!!!
[Released by PigeonShit Agency]

Tulus - Biography Obscene

[Gatefold 12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the fourth full -length album of the Norwegians, the return of the band after their long period as Khold... in their own vein,
fantastic straight and deranged black metal, with a deafening bass sound as trademark... released in 180 grams vi nyl limited to only 500
copies and hand-numbered... don‟t let it by... [Released by Indie Recordings]

Vreid - Welcome Farewell

[Gatefold Colored 12" LP]

15.95 EUR

Vinyl edition of the sixth full -length album of the Norwegians Vreid, probably the most melodic one of their whole career as well as the most
accessible, with those progressive touches and a cleaner production, definitely less raw than in the past... relea sed by Back On Black in 180
grams coloured vinyl limited... [Released by Back on Black]
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DV D

1349 - Hellvetia Fire

/

BLURAY

[DVD]

11.95 EUR

First ever live DVD of the Norwegians 1349, twelve devastating tracks recorded in Switzerland 2005 during the acclaimed “Hell fire” tour,
including a cover version of the mythic “The Usurper” of Celtic Frost with Tom G. Warrior himself on vocals!! [Released by Candlelight]

Anathema - A Vision of a Dying Embrace

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

DVD edition from “A Vision of a Dying Embrace”, the mythic first live recording done by the British melodic death doom master s Anathema,
recorded in Krakow on March 1996 during the “The Silent Enigma” tour, that also includes the four first promotional video-clips recorded by the
band... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Anathema - Were You There?

[DVD]

12.95 EUR

Amazing DVD featuring a 13 song live concert in Krakow with stereo and 5.1 dolby surround sound, 3 songs live acoustic perfor mance in
Liverpool with a string quartet, extras and a fantastic 8 page booklet with artwork by Travis Smith... [Released by Music For Nations]

Arkona - Jizn'vo slavu: Live... for the Glory

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

First official DVD of this Russian pagan band... includes eleven live songs from their first three albums plus a photo galler y... discover the
fantastic staging of Masha Scream and his army... [Released by Vic Records]

Arkona - Noch Velesova

[A5 Digipack DVD]

11.95 EUR

Amazing document that captures the most long live show ever done by the band, in a little club from Moscow on October the 31st 2007, thirty
tracks to check all their discography to date, showing an excellent paganism and metal performance, and everything with an image, sound and
edition quality really remarkable... [Released by Napalm Records]

Astrofaes - Live Hate

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

First official DVD of the Ukrainians, featuring a six-track live show in Moscow on 05/15/2004, plus two tracks recorded in Kyiv on 04/30/2004
and three more in Minsk on 06/11/2004 for a total running -time of more than 60 minutes of hateful orthodox pagan b lack metal... [Released
by Neverheard Distro]

Autopsy - Born Undead

[A5 Digibook DVD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing edition on hardcover digibook of “Born Undead”, the DVD with the recording of the mythic show that Autopsy played at the Maryland
Deathfest VIII from 2010, including tons of extras, like promotional video -clips, a documental, more footage from other festivals... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Blood Storm - Alive in the Sirian Death Raid

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

DVD featuring a seven tracks live show, almost all of them taken from their great third full -length album “Sirian Storm”, recorded in Chicago on
2005 with a professional quality by this quite original American band that plays mystic black metal... [Released by Pagan Flames
Productions]

Bloodbath - Bloodbath over Bloodstock

[A5 Digibook DVD]

9.95 EUR

Amazing edition on hardcover digibook of “Bloodbath over Bloodstock”, the DVD that features the live onslaught by the Swedish death metal
masters Bloodbath in the UK‟s Bloodstock Open Air Festival from 2010, including bonus live material recorded at PartySan from 2008 and
interview footage... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Emperor - Live at Wacken Open Air 2006: A Night of Emperial Wrath

[DVD]

10.95 EUR

Fantastic DVD of the Norwegians featuring their full-show at the Waken Open Air Festival 2006, more than 70 minutes revisiting their best
songs, everything professionally fi lmed, with additional on-stage and exclusive backstage footage filmed and compiled by the
band... [Released by Candlelight]

Foscor - Deus Anys vers la Foscor

[A5 Digifile DVD]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic official DVD of this Spanish band to celebrate their first tenth anniversary... includes a 9 songs live show record ed in Barceona, a
documentary chronicling their first decade and a video -clip... released in an amazing A5 digifile limited to 250 hand-numbered copies with two
great A3 posters inside... [Released by Darkwoods]

Gallhammer - Ruin of a Church

[A5 Super-Jewel Box DVD]

9.95 EUR

The first and only DVD released by the Japanese kamikazes Gallhammer, featuring the full show played at the Colchester Arts C entre in
2007, plus live songs taken from their gigs in London and Oslo, two promotional video-clips, an interview and a photo gall ery... [Released by
Peaceville Records]
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Katatonia - Sanctitude

[Blu-ray]

13.95 EUR

Blu-ray edition of “Sanctitude”, presenting the full unplugged concert that Katatonia played in London 2014 as part of the “Dethr oned and
Uncrowned” tour, as well as a more than 60 minutes documentary and a promotional code to download the full concert in mp3... [Released
by Peaceville Records]

Krieg - Official Live DVD

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

Official edition licensed by Red Strem itself of this DVD that feature a lot of live performs provided by the band (Eeseffalv a, Budapest, Pecs,
Holland...), backstage footages, studio footages, insane metal parties... almost two full hours of excellent qua lity video... [Released by
Pagan Flames Productions]

May Result / The Stone - Live Curse from the East!

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

Split DVD between two of the best Serbian black metal bands, May Result that includes a live performance recorded in Transylv ania on 2003
and a video-clip of the track “Slava to our Horns in Blood”, and The Stone that includes a live performance recorded i n the Czech Republic on
2003... [Released by Pagan Flames Productions]

Nocturno Culto's - The Misanthrope: The Existence of... Solitude and Chaos
Super-Jewel Box DVD+CD]

[A5

11.95 EUR

“The Misanthrope” brings us to the heart of the Norwegian black metal scene and its folk culture, with footage from Darkthrone and Aura Noir
rehearsals, strange journeys inside the forest or a short travel to japan, including as well a bonus CD with music composed b y Nocturno Culto
for the film... [Released by Peaceville Records]

Nokturne - "Live 2003-2004" & "L.A. City of Chaos" Videos

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

DVD featuring three full-length live performances spanning 2003 and 2004 by one of the most brutal and insane American black metal band
over a stage, plus three video-clips, photo galleries... the intensity and dark power that emanates during live performa nces must be witnessed,
pure nekrohate!!! [Released by Pagan Flames Productions]

Opeth - Lamentations - Live at Shepherd's Bush Empire 2003

[DVD]

11.95 EUR

First official DVD features Opeth playing the album Damnation in its entirety and some songs from Blackwater Park and Deliver ance. The
DVD also includes a documentary on both the making of Damnation and Deliverance, because they were recorded at the same
time. [Released by Music For Nations]

Primordial - All Empires Fall

[A5 Digipack 2DVD]

14.95 EUR

Recorded during the “To the Nameless Dead” tour, Primordial shows the energy they discharge over the stage in a double DVD fe aturing their
full headline show in Dublin 209 and live clips from their appearances at 2008 Summer Festivals (Ragnarok, Hove and G raspop), along an
amazing band documentary... [Released by Metal Blade Records]

Sear Bliss - Official Live Bootleg DVD

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

Official edition licensed by Red Strem itself of this DVD that feature a lot of live performances provided by the band (Eesef falva, Budapest,
Pecs, Holland...), backstage footages, studio footages, insane metal parties... almost two full hours of excellent quality video... [Released by
Pagan Flames Productions]

Throcult - Live Conjuration

[DVD]

9.95 EUR

Great DVD of the Americans, featuring a live show recorded in Denver on 2004, four video -clips, a second live show recorded for the TV on
Littleton on 2003 and tons of extras, everything professionally-produced, from crystal-clear video to audio crammed... [Released by Pagan
Flames Productions]

Turisas - A Finnish Summer With Turisas

[DVD]

11.95 EUR

First official DVD of the Finnish Vikings, featuring 80 minutes of live footage, a 70 minutes documentary as a “road -trip” of their Summer 2008
tour in Finland traveling from festival to festival, and two video -clips as bonus... [Released by Century Media]

Ulver - The Norwegian National Opera

[A5 Digibook DVD+Blu-ray]

18.95 EUR

Stunning 17-tracks concert in almost one hour and a half from the dark music legend Ulver, captured live in The Norwegian National Opera,
Oslo, in marvelous high-definition and presented in a digibook packaging including the concert on DVD and Blu -ray disc with and amazing 32
pages booklet... [Released by Jester Records]

Vinterriket - Grauweiss

[Digipack DVD]

11.95 EUR

Fantastic audiovisual journey through the harsh frozen world of Christoph Ziegler and his Vinterriket, with no doubt one of the best ambient
black metal project currently... in a very limited digipack edition with a sixteen pages booklet... [Released by Aphelion Productions]
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TAP ES

Aboriorth / Balmog - Descend to the Apocalyptic Beliefs / Necroangels'
Revelations
[Split Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Last copies of this mythic split released only on limited tape format between two of the best bands emerged from the Galician black metal
scene, Aboriorth and Balmog, five tracks in total for almost forty minutes of pure hate!! [Released by Oniric Records]

Avernum - The Nihilist Revelations

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Compilation on professional tape limited to 300 hand -numbered copies with the twelve rawest and wildest songs recorded in the Avernum‟s
history, a really interesting Spanish project with Døden and Panzerfrost members, only grim black metal!! [Released by Gorpubelatze
Productions]

Black Angel / Evil - Infernal Rituals

[Split Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Original edition in pro-tape limited to 333 copies of “Infernal Rituals”, the split album between the Peruvians Black Angel and the Slovaks Evil,
seven tracks of absolutely blasphemous old-school black metal, a total annihilation and devilworshipping evocation!! [Released by Suicide
Taste]

Black Goat - Death Ritual

[Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

New demo released in pro-tape of this alcoholized and satanized Spanish band with members of Noitébrega, The Last Twilight or Xerión, that
plays a hell-fueled thrash metal... [Released by Final Embrace Records]

Blukovla - Liturgie de haine

[Slipcase Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Amazing debut demo of Blukovla, the new project of the French Alrinack and Malsain (P.H.T.O., Sombre Croisade...), an amazing returning to
the true old-school sound, dirty, filthy and infernal for fans of Bathory, Darkthrone, Aura Noir or the gods Forgotte n Woods, the first 50 copies
came with an exclusive slipcase!! [Released by The Black Plague]

Daemonlord - Of War and Hate

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Professional tape edition limited to 366 hand-numbered copies of “Of War and Hate”, the second full -length album of the Spaniards
Daemonlord, ten really intense new tracks of raw, straightforward and absolutely discarnate black metal, hate in its most pur est
form!! [Released by Slava Productions]

De Tärda - På Allvar

[Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Professional tape edition of the debut demo of the Swedish combo De Tärda, a strange band that with “På Allvar” suggest us ma gic and
ritualistic black metal with some noise touches, fucking surprising!! [Released by Division:Panzer]

Disflesh - Warmaggeddon

[Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Professional tape edition limited to 366 hand-numbered copies of “Warmaggeddon”, the outstanding debut demo of the Spanish band
Disflesh, fusing in a really amazing way black metal with crust and some punk touches, surprising!! [Released by Slava Productions]

Drengskapur - Von Nebel Umschlungen

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Last copies of the tape edition from “Von Nebel Umschlungen”, the amazing second full -length album of the German pagans Drengskapur,
that comes in a 300 hand-numbered copies limited edition including as bonus-track a cover version of the Judas Iscariot classic “From Hateful
Visions”... [Released by Nigra Mors]

Eterna Penumbra - Nuestra vacía existencia

[Tape]

3.95 EUR

Tape edition limited to 300 hand-numbered copies of the fantastic debut full -length album of the Spanish horde Eterna Penumbra entitled
“Nuestra vacía existencia”, eight tracks of wild, powerful and really corrosive black metal in the vein of their previous works... [Released by
Egg of Nihilism Productions]

Eterna Penumbra - Odio Antihumano

[Pro-Tape EP]

3.95 EUR

Amazing professional tape edition limited to 300 hand-numbered copies of “Odio Humano”, the long 6-tracks EP of the Spanish horde Eterna
Penumbra released just before the debut full-length album... antihuman black metal, misanthropic and really extreme... [Released by Egg of
Nihilism Productions]

Funeral Bitch - The Demos

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Pro-tape edition of the compilation that reunite the two only demos recorded by this mythic American band that played a corrosive death
thrash metal, recorded between 1987 and 1988 with Paul Speckman (Master, Abomination...) as leader... limited to 300 cop ies. [Released
by Equinox Discos]

Heptameron - Blessed Be the Name of the Dragon

[Pro-Demotape]

3.50 EUR

Re-issue on professional tape limited to 366 hand-numbered copies of “Blessed Be the Name of the Dragon”, the outstanding debut de mo of
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the Greek vampire black metal project Heptameron, including a new totally artwork and a bonus track!!

Incriminated - Orgy of the Perverted

[Released by Slava Productions]

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Compilation on professional tape limited to 500 hand -numbered copies featuring the songs taken from the splits with Nuclear Winter and
Fulcrum Creak, and the 7” EP “Illusions of Love”, eight tracks of those really personal black thrash metal of the Finns
Incriminated!! [Released by Slava Productions]

Inexorable End - Voices of a Frozen Heart

[Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Pro-tape edition of the first demo of this new project of Darshan (Atman, Argar...) and Damastor (Empty, Atman...) along with Sti gia (Black
Coma) called Inexorable End, that comes with lyrics in English on one side and in Spanish on the other... limited to only 150
copies. [Released by Equinox Discos]

Moloch - A Journey to the Vyrdin

[Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Professional tape edition limited to 366 hand-numbered copies of “A Journey to the Vyrdin”, the sixth full-length album of the Ukrainian Pr.
Sergiy Fjordsson and his Moloch... with no doubt, one of his best work, nine new tracks of his characteristic anguish, ambien t and minimalistic
black metal... [Released by Slava Productions]

Moloch - Universum

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Pro-tape edition of this new EP by Moloch, the personal project of the Ukrainian Sergiy Fjordsson, two tracks on his most experim ental black
ambient side... limited edition to only 100 copies... [Released by Pulse Ululations]

Necroslaughter - Sacrifice to Satan

[Pro-Tape EP]

3.50 EUR

Professional tape edition limited to 366 hand-numbered copies of the only recording done by the Polish horde Necroslaughter, a 5 -tracks EP
(including the exclusive Beherit cover version done for this edi tion) of pure raw black metal, true brutality in its purest form!! [Released by
Slava Productions]

Nightcult - Through the Cold Lands

[Demotape]

3.50 EUR

Amazing debut demo from this Spanish horde that plays a Norwegian black metal really in the nineties way, with great pagan at mospheres
and a undoubtedly primeval sound. Limited to only 99 hand -numbered copies. [Released by Funeral Wings Records]

Nyarlathotep - Nigturah et Shyutem

[Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Last copies of this compilation in tape format limited to only 111 hand -numbered copies with almost all the stuff recorded by the Spaniards
Nyarlathotep and their extremely raw and primitive black metal... [Released by Egg of Nihilism Productions]

Sanguinary Misanthropia - Et Lux Perpetua Luceat Eis

[Pro-Tape]

3.50 EUR

Very long album of over an hour of total running-time, released exclusively on limited pro-tape, of the Australian cult black metal band
Sanguinary Misanthropia, which A-side is composed by 5 studio tracks and the B-side by five live spewing... no melody or mercy here, just the
pure evil done black metal... [Released by Lost Wisdom Recordings]

Sartegos - As Fontes do Negrume

[Pro-Tape EP]

3.95 EUR

Professional tape edition limited to 200 copies of the amazing debut EP of the Spanish bizarre Sartegos, presenting us with “ As Fontes do
Negrume” seven tracks of putrid, obscure and sinister death black metal in vein of Teitanblood, Morbosidad... [Released by Egg of Nihilism
Productions]

Temnohor - Do Ponurých Smrečín Hmla Sa Zakráda

[Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Tape edition limited to 500 copies of “Do Ponurých Smrečín Hmla Sa Zakráda”, the second demo of the sole -project of the Slovak musician
Temnohor, formed by four tracks of a mainly mid-tempo black metal full of malicious atmosphere and enrooted in the sound of the
„90... [Released by Krologh Productions]

Temnohor - Pýcha lesov Karpatských

[Tape]

3.95 EUR

Tape edition limited to 300 hand-numbered copies of “Pýcha lesov Karpatských”, the debut album of the Slovak one -man band Temnohor,
seven tracks of raw and primitive black metal with the gloomy atmospheres of the Carpathian Forests... [Released by Suicide Taste]

Temple Abattoir - Nechronicles

[Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Last copies of the professional tape edition, limited to only 250 copies, of the first demo from this Spanish extreme black m etal band that
comes with an amazing artwork printed in special gold paper, but it or die!!! [Released by Inferna Profundus Records]

Temple Abattoir - Sacrilege & Savagery

[Pro-Tape]

3.50 EUR

Tape edition limited to 250 copies of the fantastic first full-length album of this Spanish band that plays a very fast, intense and devastating
black metal, the perfect soundtrack for the final holocaust... [Released by Nigra Mors]

The True Endless - Wings of Wrath

[Tape]

3.95 EUR

Tape edition limited to 500 hand-numbered copies of “Wings of Wrath”, the first full -length album from one of the most respected bands from
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the Italian black metal scene, The True Endless, including three exclusive bonus tracks for this edition!!

Wicher / Fenriz - The Severe Winter Wind

[Released by Slava Productions]

[Split Demotape]

3.50 EUR

Split tape compiling the only demos from these mythic Polish black metal bands, Wicher and Fenriz, “The Severe Winter Wind” r eleased by
Wicher on 1995 and “A Funeral of Light” released by Fenriz on 1996, both remastered for this edition, but beware with th e sound!! Limited
edition to 222 hand-numbered copies... [Released by Moon Records]

Windblown - Sunset

[Slipcase Pro-Demotape]

3.95 EUR

Outstanding second demo of the Spanish horde Windblown, raised from the ashes of the mighty Winterstorm, presenting us with “ Sunset”
seven incredible tracks of atmospheric pagan black metal really epic and majestic, and the first 50 copies came with an exc lusive
slipcase!! [Released by The Black Plague]

Witcher - Boszorkánytánc

[Pro-Tape]

3.95 EUR

Pro-tape edition limited to only 66 hand-numbered copies of “Boszorkanytanc”, the amazing debut album of the Hungarian Witcher, six tracks
of raw and depressive black metal with great atmosphere in the vein of old Burzum, Striborg or Marblebog... [Released by Old Skull
Productions]

MERCHANDI S I NG

Between The Frost - Inferno's Conflagration

[T-Shirt]

11.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, full color front print with “Inferno's Conflagration” cover and full color back print with logo and the t ext “Stay
Metal and Worship Evil”.

Between The Frost - Logo

[Sleeveless T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official girl t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with Between the Frost logotype.

Enslaved - Vetebrae

[T-Shirt]

12.95 EUR

Black official male t-shirt, 100% cotton, one ink front printing with band's logo and album title and full color back printing with “Vertebrae”
design.

Ered - Blessed by Fire

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Beware, they came smaller than usual, choose one size more!! Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, front print in one ink with funeral design and
back print in one ink with the text “Blessed by Fire”.

Foscor - 10 Years Funeral Stone

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the design of the of the commemorative poster of tenth anniversa ry of
the band.

Foscor - Deu Anys vers la Foscor

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Deep grey official t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the "Deu Anys vers la Foscor" cover.

Foscor - Groans to the Guilty

[Long sleeve]

12.95 EUR

Black official longsleeve, 100% cotton, front print in four inks with band‟s logo in blood red and back print in four inks wi th the "Groans to the
Guilty" design.

Foscor - La Vetlla

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, front print in one ink with band‟s logo, bones wings and the text “La vetlla crida i mira ben aprop la teva mort”
and back print in one ink with the bones phoenix design.

Foscor - Phoenix

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the band‟s phoenix logotype.

Galar - Skogskvad

[T-Shirt]

11.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, front print in one ink with the “Skogskvad” artwork and back print in one ink with the band‟s logo.

Helheim - Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr

[T-Shirt]

11.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in full color with cover the design of the album "Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr".
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Hyban Draco - Where All Illusions Die T-Shirt

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black boy official t-shirt, 100% cotton, Roly brand. One sided front printing in silver grey with the César Valladares‟ drawing for the new
“Where All Illusions Die” cover. Very limited!!

Perennial Isolation - Conviction of Voidness T-Shirt

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black boy or girl official t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the band‟s logotype and "Conviction of Voidness" design.
Last available items!!

Perennial Isolation - The Astral Magic Circle

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black boy or girl official t-shirt, 100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom Heavy. One sided front printing in one ink with the Astral Magic Circle as main
design. Last available items!!

Perennial Isolation - The Runic Circle of Life and Dead

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

White boy or girl official t-shirt, 100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom Heavy. One sided front printing in one ink with the Runic Circle of Life and Dead
as main design. Last available items!!

Sulphur Seas - The Old Sulphur Sea

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

White boy or girl official t-shirt, 100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom Heavy. One sided front printing in one ink with Horst Type Foundry exclusive
design. Limited to only 15 copies!!

Sulphur Seas - The Sulphur Seas Seal

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black boy or girl official t-shirt, 100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom Heavy. One sided front printing in one ink with the Sulphur Seas seal designed
by Horst Type Foundry. Limited to only 15 copies!!

Svartden - Svartden Cover

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official male t-shirt, 100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom Heavy. One sided front printing in one ink with the “Black” cover. Limited to only 15
copies!!

Svartden - Svartden Logo

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official male t-shirt, 100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom Heavy. One sided front printing in one ink with the band‟s logotype and the “Black”
EP title. Limited to only 15 copies!!

The Punisher - Skull

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the Punisher's symbol.

The Punisher - Skull

[Long sleeve]

12.95 EUR

Black longsleeve, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the Punisher's symbol.

Trollfastheart - Logo

[T-Shirt]

8.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with the band‟s logotype.

Zinvmm - Aegishjalmur

[Long sleeve]

12.95 EUR

Black official longsleeve, 100% cotton, one sided front printing in one ink with with Viking symbol for protection “Aegishjal mur” and band‟s
logo. Limited to only 25 copies!!

Zinvmm - Aegishjalmur for Boys

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official male t-shirt, 100% cotton, front and back print in one ink with Viking symbol for protection “Aegishjalmur” and band‟s logo.
Limited to only 25 copies!!

Zinvmm - Aegishjalmur for Girls

[T-Shirt]

9.95 EUR

Black official t-shirt, exclusive model for girls, 100% cotton, front print in one ink with Viking symbol for protection “Aegishjalmur” and ba nd‟s
logo. Limited to only 25 copies!!

COMBOS

Between the Frost - From the Roots 1993-2015 / Inferno's Conflagration

[CD + CD]

17.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the last two works albums of the Spanish death blackers, their tribute “From the Roots” from 2015 on its limited
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edition and their last album “Inferno's Conflagration” from 2013 on digipack...

Between The Frost - Inferno's Conflagration / Realms of Desolation

[CD + CD]

13.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the last two full -length albums released by the Spanish, the amazing latest “Inferno's Conflagration” from 2013 on
digipack and its predecessor “Realms of Desolation” from 2007...

Between the Frost - Inferno's Conflagration Pack for Boys

[CD + T-Shirt]

18.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the CD "Inferno's Conflagration" on digipack format and one copy of the commemorative t -shirt of this
edition for boys.

Between the Frost - Inferno's Conflagration Pack for Girls

[CD + Sleeveles T-Shirt]

16.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the CD "Inferno's Conflagration" en formato digipack and one copy of the commemorative t -shirt of this
edition for girls.

Between the Frost - The Complete Between the Frost Pack

[CD + CD]

23.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the three available works of the Spanish death blackers Between the Frost, “From the Roots” on its li mited double
edition, “Inferno's Conflagration” on digipack and “Realms of Desolation”...

Enid - Munsalvaesche / Gradwanderer / Seelenspiegel

[CD + CD + CD]

23.95 EUR

Compilation pack of the last and best period of the German medieval combo Enid, joining together their three albums for code6 66,
“Munsalvaesche”, “Gradwanderer” and “Seelenspi egel” on their limited editions...

Ered - Goatworshipping Metal Pack

[CD + T-Shirt]

15.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the CD "Goatworshipping Metal" and one copy of the double press and one ink t -shirt with the "Blessed
by Fire" funeral design.

EvnaR - E.V.N.A.R. (Box CD + LP)

[CD + LP]

24.95 EUR

Special EvnaR deal made up of one copy of the limited vinyl edition of their amazing debut full-length album and another on CD format ¡¡from
its collector‟s edition!!

Foscor - Deu Anys vers la Foscor: Pack 1

[DVD + T-Shirt]

19.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the DVD "Deu Anys vers la Foscor" limited and hand -numbered, and one copy of the commemorative tshirt of this edition.

Foscor - Deu Anys vers la Foscor: Pack 2

[DVD + T-Shirt]

19.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the DVD "Deu Anys vers la Foscor" limited and hand -numbered, and one copy of the t-shirt with the
design of the commemorative poster of tenth anniversary of the band.

Foscor - Groans to the Guilty Pack

[CD + Long sleeve]

20.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the CD "Groans to the Guilty" and one copy of the double press and four inks longsleeve w ith the
"Groans to the Guilty" design.

Handful of Hate - To Perdition / Vicecrown

[CD + CD]

17.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the two full-length albums that the Italians released through code666, the latest “To Perdition” from 2014 (on limited
digipack edition) and the amazing “Vicecrown” from 2003...

Heilnoz - The Forest's Arcanum / Porta da vida, Porta da morte

[CD + CD]

12.95 EUR

Special pack dedicated to Heilnoz featuring their last two works, the brand new split CD "The Forest's Arcanum" and the amazi ng EP "Porta
da vida, Porta da morte" on limited edition... last copies!!

Helheim - Jormundgand / Av Norrøn Ætt

[CD + CD]

17.95 EUR

Special pack dedicated to Helheim first days made up of their two first full -length albums, the debut "Jormundgand" released in 1995 and the
continuation "Av Norrøn Ætt" released in 1997, both of them from the Dark Essence Records reissues...

Hyban Draco - Where All Illusions Die Pack

[CD + T-Shirt]

16.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of " Where All Illusions Die" on its limited edition and one copy of the also limited Roly t -shirt with the César
Valladares‟ drawing.

Munruthel - CREEDamage / Epoch of Aquarius

[CD + CD]

18.95 EUR

Special pack dedicated to the Munruthel‟s pagan period in Svarga Music made up for his fantastic fifth full -length album “CREEDamage” and
the re-release of the third one, “Epoch of Aquarius”, both of them in very limited digipack editions with bonus tracks...
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Neter - Idols / Nec Spe Nec Metu

[CD + CD]

13.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the two full-length albums released by the Spanish deathsters on jewelcase, the amazing latest “Idols” from 2015
and their debut “Nec Spe Nec Metu” from 2009...

Sulphur Seas - The Old Sulphur Sea Pack

[CD + T-Shirt]

14.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of "Sulphur Seas" on its limited edition and one copy of the also limited Fruit of the Loom t-shirt with
exclusive design by Horst Type Foundry.

Sulphur Seas - The Sulphur Seas Seal Pack

[CD + T-Shirt]

14.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of "Sulphur Seas" on its limited edition and one copy of the also limited Fruit of the Loom t-shirt with the
Sulphur Seas seal designed by Horst Type Foundry.

Svartden - Black Cover Pack

[CD + T-Shirt]

14.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of "Black" on its limited edition and one copy of the also limited Fruit of the Loom t -shirt with the EP‟s cover.

Svartden - Black Logo Pack

[CD + T-Shirt]

14.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of "Black" on its limited edition and one copy of the also limited Fruit of the Loom t -shirt with the band‟s
logotype and the EP‟s title.

Zinvmm - Beltaine (Jewelcase) / Zinumm

[CD + CD]

13.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the two first full -length albums of this amazing pagan black metal project, their latest “Beltaine” from 2014 on
jewelcase format and their debut album “Zinumm” from 2013...

Zinvmm - Beltaine (Limited) / Zinumm

[CD + CD]

14.95 EUR

Special pack made up of the two first full -length albums of this amazing pagan black metal project, their latest “Beltaine” from 2014 on its
limited A5 sized digifile edition and their debut album “Zinumm” from 2013...

Zinvmm - Zinumm Pack for Boys

[CD + T-Shirt]

15.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the CD "Zinumm" limited to 350 copies and one copy of the also limited commemorative male t-shirt, two
sides print in one ink, with the Viking symbol “Aegishjalmur”.

Zinvmm - Zinumm Pack for Girls

[CD + T-Shirt]

15.95 EUR

This pack is made up of one copy of the CD "Zinumm" limited to 350 copies and one copy of the also limited commemorative t -shirt for girls,
one ink, with the Viking symbol “Aegishjalmur”.

ZI NES -BOOKS

Arghura Zine - Número 10. Altea

[Fanzine]

3.95 EUR

Tenth issue of this unwearying fanzine of the Spanish metal scene, published in Din A5 format, 92 black & white pages written in Spanish
including interviews with Frozen Dawn, Ouija, Nekrypteia, Beltain, Sad Eyes, Ostots, Muert, The Last Twilight and Profundis T enebrarun, plus
some articles and tons of reviews...

Arghura Zine - Número 11. Altea

[Fanzine]

3.95 EUR

Eleventh issue of one of most veteran fanzines of the Spanish metal scene, published in Din A5 format, 80 black & white pages written in
Spanish including interviews with Sartegos, Regina Venenosa, Kulto Maldito, Orfismo zine, Llvume a nd Grima Morstua, plus some articles
and, as always, tons of reviews...

Forgotten Chapel Metal Zine - Issue # 8

[Magazine]

4.95 EUR

Amazing eighth issue of the Polish zine with old-school convention and touches of horror. Published in pro -printed Din A4, including, among
others, interviews with Proclamation, Disgod, Carpe Noctem, Ketzer, Underdark, Bestial invasion Rec., Ancestor, Real ity Impair, Dark
Celebration, Excoriate... plus tons of reviews...

Grinding Your Guts - #1

[Magazine]

4.95 EUR

First issue of this new fanzine with a really putrid and extreme taste. Published in pro -printed Din A4, it includes, among others, interviews with
Aesir, Putrefuck, Devour the Unborn, Capilla Ardiente, Instinct or Wamphyre... plus several fanzine reviews and an amazing section dedicated
to the classic terror cinema...
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Grinding Your Guts - #2

[Magazine]

4.95 EUR

Second issue of this amazing fanzine in the line of the first one, putrid and extreme. Published in pro -printed Din A4, it includes, among others,
interviews with Itnuveth, Ghoulgotha, Ululate, Morbid Crucifixion, Austerymn, Hrizg or Pitchline -Zine... plus fanzine reviews and a section
dedicated to the classic terror cinema...

Open Grave Zine - Número 2

[Fanzine]

4.95 EUR

Amazing second issue of this zine written in Spanish, published with grave shape die cut in pro -printed Din A4, full-color central pages,
including interviews with Indesinence, Nakkiga, Nemesis Occulta, Dispain, Andhord, Bitterdusk, Sangria, Primordial, Scanner a nd Procession,
plus tons of reviews and interesting articles...

Vampiria Magazine - Número 6

[Magazine]

4.80 EUR

Last copies of the sixth issue of the mythic Spanish publication Vampiria Magazine. Publised on 2002 in pro -printed Din A4, full-color cover,
including, among others, interviews with Ancient Rites, Moonsorrow, Aes Da na, Runic... tons of reviews... and a free CD!!

Vampiria Magazine - Número 7

[Magazine]

4.80 EUR

Last copies of the seventh issue (and the last one) of the mythic Spanish publication Vampiria Magazine. Publised in 2004 on pro-printed Din
A4, full-color cover, including, among others, interviews with Dolorian, Negura Bunget, Septic Flesh, Sopor Aeternu s... tons of reviews... and a
free CD!!

Vampiria Magazine - Número 7 (Edición limitada con libro)

[Magazine]

9.90 EUR

Last copies of the limited edition including a book by Julio Ángel Olivares Merino of the seventh issue (and the last one) of the mythic Spanish
publication Vampiria Magazine, including, among others, interviews with Dolorian, Negura Bunget, Septic Flesh, Sopor Aeternus... tons of
reviews... and a free CD!!

ORDERS

How to place your order:
The easiest and fastest w ay to order is using our online store, first add your desired items to the basket and then complete
the order filling the forms w ith your personal data and the choosing payment/delivery method... all items w ill be immediately
reserved and the order w ill be sent as soon as w e receive con payment confirmation...
You can also send us your order by e-m ail to the follow ing account: orders@darkw oods.eu
Finally, you can place your order by snail m ail to our address... add a long list w ith alternatives, your personal data and the
chosen payment method (PayPal, bank transfer, money order, Western Union or cash on delivery (only in Spain)).
Orders w ill be delivered in less than 24 hours , w hatever the destination, in strict chronological order... to avoid missing
parcels w e recommend alw ays choosing registered delivery, anyw ay w e will offer more economical options to give you the
last w ord... w e also offer the delivery w ith or w ithout plastic boxes (only for non-Spanish orders), 'cause it could be a really
big difference in the shipping costs...
In all cases, the m inim um order is 6 EUR (w ithout shipping costs).

Payment Methods:
Paypal: payable to orders@darkw oods.eu (current PayPal tax w ill be added to the shipping costs: 0.35€ + 3.40%).
Ingreso Bancario: our bank account w ill be sent you at the end of the process.
Giro Postal: the address w here you have to send to money order w ill be sent you at the end of the process.
Western Union: the address w here you have to send to money order w ill be sent you at the end of the process.
Dinero escondido en carta certificada: under your ow n responsibility, only Euros are admitted!!
Contra Reem bolso: only for Spanish orders; maybe the most comfortable mode, but involves a significant increase of the
shipping costs.

Shipping costs:
Shipping costs are calculated according to the total w eight of your order , the delivery country and the shipping m ethod...
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from only 10 EUR in stuff, a discount in shipping costs w ill be applied to all orders, w hich w ill be increased for every extra 5
EUR added to the order, so you w ill have a really cheap, or even free, delivery option... our online store calculate them
autom atically, but if you prefer to place an order in other w ay, w e w ill send you the different options that you have...

pedidos a: orders@darkwoods.eu
website: www.darkwoods.eu

DARKWOODS
Pagan Black Metal Distro / Label
P.O. Box 17001
29080 Málaga - Spain
info@darkwoods.eu
www.darkwoods.eu
www.facebook.com/darkwoods.eu
www.youtube.com/withinthedarkwoods
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